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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines attitudes towards the learning of languages other than English and

Maori among New Zealancl school students in years 8 and 9, parents of year 9 students, and

a wide range of teachers. The research examined the extent to which participants subscribed

to certiain commonly held views about second language learning, for example: that it is too

hard for most students, that it serves no purpose for future employment, that languages are

'girls' subjects', and so on. The investigation adopted a theoretical framework derived

chiefly from the social psychological literature concerning language learning attitudes and

motivation.

Students were surveyed by means of questionnaires over two successive years in the same

part of the country, so that it was possible to discover if the intentions of the year 8 students

to study a foreign language when they surted secondary school were carried out. Parents

and teachers were interviewed to discover their experience of foreign language learning and

their thoughts about its place in New 7-eaJand schools and in their children's education- The

findings are set against detailed information about each of the seven schools involved, the

place of languages in the official curriculum framework and the Ministry of Education's

efforts to promote language learning. For comparison, information is also presented on the

recent history and cunent satus of foreign language learning in the United Kingdom, the

United States of America and Australia.

It was found that attitudes towards foreign language learning, of both adults and children,

were mostly positive. Although many teachers were pessimistic about the views of their

colleagues and students' parents, the majority of all the adults believed that language leaming

was desirable and possible for all or most students for a range of reasons. The majority also

supported an earlier start to language learning, most favouring year 7. The findings suggest

that the main reason that the proportion of students starting a foreign language in year 9

remains around flVo, and that retention rates in subsequent years continue to drop, is that

languages are optional for most secondary students. This research found that choosing to

study a language often meant sacrificing other subjects which students would like to have

tried, and thus depended on strong intrinsic motivation, Although no participants claimed

that language learning was more suitable for girls, it was found that the majority of students

who opted for, and continued, language learning were girls, that boys tended to prefer

practical subjects, and that, in the case of one secondary school, the minority of boys who

were permitted to start a foreign language were discouraged from continuing by the general

organisation and ethos of the school.

Ultimately, the research indicated that attitudes towards foreign language learning in schools

involved a complex web of factors. External factors often outweighed even the most

positive attitudes among students, parents and teachers when option subjects were chosen.

The low level of language learning in New T,ealand,contrasted with the importance it has in

comparable countries, was shown to result not so much from negative attitudes but rather

from barriers within the education system as a whole and individual school cultures.
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CHAPTER T INTRODUCTION

The limits of my language mean the limits of my world. (Wirqenstein 1922, cited in Oxford
Essential Quotations)
If a French car dealer wants to sell you a car, they will speak some English. If you want to

sell them a car, thq can speak only French. (Common saying, according to Jackson &
Peddie 199f3:4)

1.1 Languages in New Zetland
New Zealand is probably one of the most monolingual countries in the world. This is not

necessarily a source of pride for a country dependent for its economic well-being on
increasing trade with non-English speakrng countries and increasing numbers of non-English

speaking tourists. One academic who has carried out regular research into the use of and

attitudes towards languages other than English in trade and tourism has called New Zealand a

"country of fbreign language illiterates" (Watts 1991: 12). Watts has proposed thre
possible reasons for this:-

. New Zealanders are not good at learning languages;

. New Zealanders are ethnocentric;or

. "New Zealanders have not recognised that mono-lingualism is a handicap in a
world where economic strength and political influence is [sic] no longer

monopolised by English-speaking nations" (Watts 1991: 1l).

It is not credible that New Zealanders have some inherent deficiency when it comes to
foreign language learning (henceforth FLL). Ethnocentricity seems an unlike explanation
since New Zealanders have always travelled widely, seem reasonably knowledgeable about

the rest of world and have ready media access to international affairs. Thus Watts (1991)

blames the lack of will for the persistence of monolingualism, although it could also be

attributed to laziness or the inherited Bntish (and perhaps American) mentality that everyone

ought to speak English and is probably able to do so these days.

Tabfe 1.1 How monolingual is New Zealanil?

1996 2001
hoportion of population who speak
English 97.9Vo 9I,6VO
Proportion of English speakers who
are monolinsual 86.07o 83.77o
Proportion of whole population who
are monolineual in Enelish 83.9Vo 76.8c/o

Sources: Starks 1998. Statistics NZ 2002

Neither publicly not privately has the country shown much interest in even knowing what

languages New Zealanders can speak, let alone what languages might be valuable for
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improving the country's standard of education and hence the economy. Only in 1996 did the

government decide to include in the census a quesflon concerning language skills: "In which

language(s) muld you have a conversation about a lot of everyday things?" The results from
the 1996 and 2001 censuses, see Table 1.1, show that the proportion of the population who
can speak only English has decreased from over 8370 to under '7'7Vo,but that well over SOVo

of English speakers remain monolingual.

The Prime Minister herself has expressed concern that most New Zealanders speak only one

language and, according to a press report (NZ Newspapers Association 2001), "believes the

country needs to look at a national language strategy that would emphasise learning

languages at school and in the curriculum". A large amount of work on just such a strategy

was carried out for the Ministry of klucation (MoE) a decade ago (Waite 1992), but the

recommendations have largely been ignored in succeeding years.

1.2 Definitions of relevant terms
The terminology used to refer to the learning of languages other than a person's mother
tongue (Ll) or the dominant language of a country varies from country to country and even

within New Zealand. In this research, 'foreign languages' (FI-s) are taken to be languages

not commonly spoken in New Zedand but studied for their cultural and/or economic
importance in the world. In some of the literature they are referred to as 'international
languages' (e.g. Waite 1992, R. Kaplan 1993, Shackleford 1996),'modern languages'

(especially in the UK and the USA) or LOTEMs, languages other than English or Mtiori,
after the official Australian term, LOTE (e.9. Peddie 1992, Benton 1996). Unlike the

Australian usage, LOTEM is generally understood to exclude what are usually known as

'community languages' spoken by minority ethnic groups, such as Pacific Islanders or
refugees, but in this research the term LCIE will be used to refer to any language other than

English. Another term found in much of the literature, second language learning (SLL), is
taken to refer, in the New Zealand context, to the learning of any{anguage (an [2) which is
not a personos Ll, although the Educatron Review Office (ERO l994) uses it to mean FLL.
For many English speakers, M2iori is their L2. For most people from non-English speaking

backgrounds (NESB) English is their L2 (or an additional language). The main FI-s studied
in New Tnaland secondary schools are French and Japanese, with smaller numbers of
schools offering German, Spanish, while a few students have the opportunity to learn
Chinese (Mandarin) or Korean.

1.3 Languages in the New Zealand education system
The New kaland Curriculum Framework states:

All students benefit from learning another language from the earliest practicable age.

Such learning broadens students' general language abilities and brings their own
language into sharper focus. It enriches them intellectually, socially, and culturally,
offers an understranding of the ways in which other people think and behave, and
furthers international relations and trade. (MoE 1993b: 10)
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All NESB students will reap the above-mentioned benefits through learning English, which
is compulsory for all students for most of their schooling. They will be particularly enriched

if they also succeed in mainarning their Ll and any other languages they can already speak.

English-speaking students will not necessarily enjoy the benefits of SLL, except perhaps by
learning some Miiori, because there is no legal requirement to learn any LOTE in New
Zealand schools. Schools are not even required to offer any LOTES. In reality, most
pnmary schools try to incorporate some Miiori into their programmes and ttre primary
teachers' association, NZEI, has adopted a policy of M6ori learning for all New Zealand

children (NZEI 2000), even though this is not yet a practical reality in all schools or for all
pnmary teachers. Most secondary schools offer students at least one FI- as well as Miiori.

Although one of seven Essential l.earning Areas of the Curnculum Framework is called
'language and l-anguages', the legal requirements for educating students in this area can be

met entirely through the teaching of English. Traditionally, most students have not had the

opportunity to begin FLL until year 9 (the first year of secondary school - about age 13). In
most schools FLs are among optional subjects from which students have to choose a limited
number. From 1ff37 to 1992 the proportion of secondary students studying a FL rose
gradually fromZZVo to just over 767o (ERO 1994), but later statistics show that, since a peak

of nearly 297o in 7994, the proportion steadily declined again until 1999, see Table 1.2.

Since statistics do not distinguish the students studying more than one FL, any percentages

must be considered on the generous side.

Tabfe 1.2 Proportions of secondary students in FLL 1994-lg9g
(MoE statlstics)

Year t994 I 995 L996 1997 I 998 t999
Students in
FLL 28.7Vo 28.3Vo 27.4Vo 25.3Vo 22.670 23.6Vo

As regards the choice of FLs available to students the Curriculum Framework promises that
students "will be able to choose from a range of Pacific, Asian, and European languages, all
of which are important to New Tnaland's regional and international interests" (MoE 1993b:
10).

Despite the MoE's efforts to widen the range of FI-s taught in schools, the majority of FL
enrolments are in French and Japanese, which is not a reflection of the country's economic
needs (Jackson & Peddie 1998: 42). In 1994, for example, approximately 6O7o of year 9
students studied a FL, 857o of whom learnt French or Japanese. Most of the rest learnt
German while very small numbers took Spanish or Chrnese. There have been small
numbers of students studying Indonesian and Russian in a handful of schools over the past
decade but the proportions have never exceeded 0.1% (including students in all years 9-13)
and Russian has now disappeared from New Z,ealand schools. At present, the teaching of
Korean is limited to a few pilot schemes in Auckland.
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As Table 1.3 shows, there has been very little change in the pattern of year 9 FI- enrolments

since 1994 and this pattern will be reflected in the results of this research.

Table 1.3 Year 9 FL enrolments 1994-1999 (MoEstatistics)

1994 1995 1996 t997 199t I 999

French 26.ZVo 24.67o 22.7Vo 2I.lVo 27.47o 23.9Vo

Japanese 24.9Vo 24.jVo 23.070 2I.SVo L8,OVO L9.ZVo

German 7.4Vo 8.O7o 8.27o 5.7Va 6.4Vo 6.5Vo

Spanish 0.47o o.3vo t.4vo l.4Vo l.6Vo 2.17o

Chinese t.ovo O.5Vo O.87o O.9Vo 0|7Vo O.7Vo

Retention rates in FL courses after year 9 are poor. Typically, in recent years about half of
year 9 students have started FI-L but approximately half of them have not continued it the

following year. In most succeeding years large proportions of students continue to drop out
of FL classes. Table 1.4 shows the proportions of the 1994 cohort who gave up FLL over
vears 9 to 12.

Table 1.4 Proportions and dropout rates of one cohort of students
of French and Jspanese (MoE statistics)

Year/Level

Student numbers Proportion of
year group in

F+J
Dropout

rate
Studying

F+J Total

l994lY9 26342 sr472 5lVo

1995iY10 12934 51580 25Vo 57Vo

L996lYtl 7ru y319 13Vo 457o

1997 lY 12 3876 M674 87o 46Vo

1998/Yl3 2512 35383 77o 3SVo
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Furthermore, as Jackson and Peddie point out:

It is well-known that many schools have (compulsory) 'lastern courses in Year Nine,
which quite normally include one or more languages. This in turn means that a

significant number of Year Nine students are likely to be studyrng an international
language for only one semester or less. (199[t: 41)

Whtle French and Japanese were tairly equally popular at year 9, Table 1.5 shows that
Japanese was much more popular than French in years I2 and 13 for this same cohort of
students. Dropout rates were much higher for French at all levels except from year 12to 73,
a pattern which has continued in many schools, as this research will show,

Table 1.5 Comparative dropout rates from French and Japanese
in one cohort of students (MoE statistics)

Year/Level

Student
numbers

Dropout
rates

Student
numbers

Dropout
rates

Japanese French

r994tY9 12832 13510

199s/Y10 6799 4'7Vo 6135 5SVo

1996/Y1l 4446 4AVo 3118 49clo

1997 lY 12 2435 4O7o 14/'1 54Vo

l99E/Y13 1552 36Vo 960 33Vo

In sum, very few students are pursuing FLL in senior classes and most of those study
Japanese. This has important consequences for students and teachers of other languages.
Classes may disappear, especially after year 11. Students may therefore give up FLL or be
obliged to study by correspondence, which does not suit all students. No matter how good
the available Correspondence School courses, students miss out on the natural interaction
and immediate feedback which build skrlls and confidence. In other cases two or three levels
of students may be combined in one class, which creates particular problems for teacher and
students, a situation which rarely occurs in any other subject ,ueas. In addition, specialist
FL teachers are frequently obliged to teach other subjects even if they lack the relevant
traimng or qualifications.
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Table 1.6 Gender imbalances in one cohort of FL students of

F'rench and Japanese (MoE statistics)

Year/Level

NumbersinF+.I Gender balance

Girls Bovs Girls Bovs

t994tY9 t5t5r'. 11178 587o 42Vo

l99slYr0 8066 4868 62Vo 387o

1996lYtr 4833 233r 6'7Vo 337o

t997lY t2 2735 t14l TIVo 297o

r99E/Yl3 1752 7ffi 707o 3OVo

Another relevant factor is that, if students do not start it in Year 9, very few will have the
opportunity for FLL in later years, although a few schools do offer beginner courses at Year
12. In particular this applies to Chinese, but it appears that such classes are frequently
started for, and even limited to, overseas fee-paying students or new Asian immigrants. In
some schools FLL is compulsory for one or two years, although this may apply only to
more able students where classes are streamed, a system which tends to perpetuate the idea,
noted by the ERO ( 1994: 11), that languages are too difficult for most students.

One other notable factor apparent in any examination of the FL enrolment statistics is the
gender imbalance. FL classes are dominated by girls, especially beyond year 9. Table 1.6
shows, for example, the differences in the numbers of boys and girls who studied French or
Japanese among those who entered secondary school in 1994.

The generally beuer retention rates in Japanese seem to be largely due to the fact that boys are
more inclined to continue studying this language than French, as shown in Tables 1.7 and
1.8. In years 12 and 13 in the cohort represented in the tables girls outnumbered boys in
French by more than 3:1. Girls still outnumbered boys in senior classes of Japanese, but by
less than 2: l. The role which gender plays in attitudes towards FLL and student choices will
be discussed in detail in Chapter 10.
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Table 1.7 A comparison of gender imbalances in French in one

cohort of FL students (MoE statistics)

Table 1.8 A comparison of gender imbalances in Japanese in
one cohort of FL students (MoE statistics)

1.4 Ministry of Education policy on languages
Although detailed recommendations for a National l--anguage Policy were made by Waite
(1992) in a report commissioned by the MoE, such an overall policy has never been
formulated. Therefore any language planning that is occurring in the country is proceeding
without any national guidelines or setting of priorities (R. Kaplan 1993, Jackson & Peddie

French Student numbers Gender balance

Year/Level Girls Bovs Total Girls Bovs

l994lY9 8038 fl72 13510 59Vo 417o

1995/Yl0 3957 2t78 6135 64Vo 36Vo

L996/Ytl 2172 9M 3118 7jVo 3OVo

t997lYt2 1105 336 14p.1 777o 23Vo

l99E/Yl3 7q 220 gffi 77Vo ?3Vo

Japanese Student numbers Gender balance

Year/Level Girls Bovs Total Girls Boys

t994tY9 7t26 5706, t?332 56Vo 44To

1995/Yl0 4tog 26X) 6799 6OVo 4OVo

t996lYtr 2661 1385 4046 66Vo 34Vo

1997lY12 1630 805 2435 6'1Vo 33Vo

r998/Yl3 7012 540 r552 657o 3SVo
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1998). What remains of the prqect to develop a national languages policy is a 'languages-in

education policy' with a number of separale developments within the MoE (Shackleford

1996). ERO (formerly the school inspection branch of the Education Department) carried
out a small scale survey of the state of FLL in secondary schools and was clearly
disappointed by what they found in 1994:

If the future economy of New Tnaland is dependent on people with skills in
languages other than English and Miiori then the issue of second language provision,
enrolment and retention in New Znaland schools needs to be addressed now.
(ERO 1994: l7)

Despite the lack of official policy towards FLL in schools, it must be acknowledged that
much has been done to support and encourage it. The MoE has produced curriculum
statements for the teaching of Chinese, Japanese, Korean Spanish and Samoan, and the
French and German statements are under development. Another ongoing MoE initiative is

the Second l^anguage l-earning Prqect (SLLP), launched in 1995 and designed to both
increase the number of students learning a LOTE in Years 7 to 10, and to improve retention
rates in senior secondary language programmes. Funds have been made available to improve
the language teaching shlls of existing teachers in the schools and to provide technical and
educational support, but specifically not for the employment of specialist language teachers,

nor for native speakers to be brought into the schools.

The SLLP has successfully encouraged the expansion of FLL in Years 7 and 8, with the help
of specially produced teaching materials, the Internahonal l-anguage Series, in French,
German, Sparush and Japanese, designed for use by teachers who do not necessarily have
FL skills themselves. The development of similar materials for Chinese is underway. In
addition, the MoE extended the advisory support avarlable to teachers by appointing a team

of regional language advisers in 19ffi, in addition t,o the national advisers in Chinese,
French, German, Japanese and Spanish, a faclor particularly welcomed by the New Zealand
Council for Teacher klucation:

The impact of the advisers has been a significant and memorable step in the history of
the teaching of international languages in New Zealand. (lll.ZCIE 1998: 59)

Much of the work of the regional advisers focusses on developing FLL at intermediate level
and on encouraging cooperation between secondary schools and their local primary and
intermediate schools and coordination of FL teaching programmes. While the SLLp has
increased the amount of FLL at intermediate level it has not always been welcomed by
secondary FL specialists, some of whom remain sceptical about the value of the programmes
and the skills of the teachers involved. Furthermore, large gaps remain between secondary
schools and their feeder schools in terms of coordination or continuity of FLL progftrmmes.

1.5 Other yiews of foreign language learning in schools
FI- teachers have long been concerned about the lack of overall planning for the provision of



IFLL by the Government, more specifically the MoE, and about the tact that for
approximately half of each year 9 intake FLL will never be part of their school education.
FL teachers and advisers have gathered a good deal of information and opinion on what are
perceived to be the barriers to FLL, most of which could be termed structural barriers in
schools (for example, curriculum demands, the qualifications system, staffing problems and
timetabling) rather than hostile attitudes. Nevertheless, it could be assumed that negative
attitudes create the barriers or, at best, unconsciously allow them to be created or
perpetuated' It has been interesting to observe occasional articles in the press which seem to
indicate that New Zealanders are concerned about their lack of language skills (e.g. Strrling
1999)' Some articles have specifically focussed on efforts by parents to seek FLL for their
children, if necessary outside school (O'Flaherty 200L,Schumacher 2001, Walsh 2001).

1.6 The aims of this research
As a FL teacher with about 20 years experience in New kaland schools I have a srrong
personal interest in this research. I have experienced the frustrations of seeing the length of
FL courses reduced, while some of my best and most enthusiastic students have abandoned
FLL because of timetable constraints or pressure to continue more 'useful' subjects. I have
struggled with mixed-level classes and, with no time allowance, endeavoured to help isolated
students obliged to study by correspondence. Finally, I have had countless conversations
with colleagues and parents of students over the years about the fact that New halandvalues
FLL so poorly, compared with other counfies, and what might be done about it. Any
conversation on the topic, even with people not directly involved in education. will elicit a
variety of opinions as to why students do not choose to study a FL or drop out at the earliest
possible moment. Most of these are reflected in the literature, to be reviewed in Chap ters Z
and 3, and the hypotheses which I formulate d. see 2.12,

The principal aim of my research was to discover what 11-13 year old snrdents thought
about FLL and the extent to which their attitudes influenced their choice of optional subjects,
in relation to their educational goals and to the opportunities available to them at their local
secondary schools. I hoped to identify the nature and the principal sources of anitudes to
FLL among samples of year 8 and 9 students, parents and teachers. My underlying aim was
to assist those who believe in the essential value of FLL in schools to promote it more
successfully, by identifying the main disincentive(s) for such learning.

In the light of the above aims, I decided to investigate the following specific research
questions:

. What do Year 8 students know/believe/thin_k about FLL?
' Do they intend to study or continue studying a language in year 9?. What are the main reasons for their intentions?

' When they reach Year t have the same students chosen to study a language or not?. What are the reasons for their choices?
. Who or what are the main influences on their choices?
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The theoretical framework for the investigation of attitudes was developed through my
reading, mostly in the field of social psychology, and is presented in Chapter 2. In order to
provide a basis for comparison with what happens in other English-speaking countries,
Chapter 3 examines the place of FLL in Australia, the UK and the USA. How attitudes can
be measured is discussed in Chapter 4 which details my methodology. Ctrapters 5-10
present the results from my student surveys and my interviews with parents and teachers and

discussion of the findings. My final chapter summarises the results of this research, drawing
conclusions about my hypotheses and discusses the current place of FLL in New Zealand
schools. Lastly, recommendations are made for further action and research.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The sum of human wisdom is not contatned in any one language, and no single language is
CAPABLE of expressing all forms and degrees of human comprehenrfan. (Pound 1934: 18,

author's capitals)

2.1 Introduction
Since this research focusses on attitudes to FLL I began by exploring the notion of 'attitudes'

and how they might be investigated. Then I examined literature pertaining to attitudes to
languages and the concepts of ethnocentrism, ethnolinguistic identity and ethnolinguistic
vitality which might explain different attitudes towards languages. Next I focussed on

attinrdes towards learning languages and specifically FLs. Much of the literafure about
attttudes to language learning is incorporated into research into motivation, especially
Gardner (1985) and others who have extended his work. Lastly I sought literature
concerning the place of FLL in New Zealand.

2.2 The nature and importance of attitudes
The investigation of attrtude has largely been undertaken by social psychologists, in
particular Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), Tajfel (1981, 1982), Eiser (1984,1987, Eiser & van
der Pligt 19{34) and Ajzen (1%8). Fishbein and Ajzen (lfls) provide a thorough overview
of literature concerned with the nature of attitudes, how they can be measured and the value
of such measurement. They assert that anitudes are closely linked to 'intentions to behave'
and are based on what one believes to be the consequences of an action, how one evaluates
those consequences, one's knowledge about what others expect and the degree to which one
wishes to comply with ttrose expectations.

This approach to attitudes has been called the o'means-end analysis" (Cooper & Fishman
IW4), according to which a person develops an attitude towards a particular 'referentn, an

idea or course of action, for example, in relation to what that person wants to achieve. An
attitude is explained as n'a composite of the perceived usefulness of the referent with respect
to his goals weighted by the relative value he places on each goal" (Cooper & Fishman 1974:
7). While there are close links between beliefs, athtudes, intentions and actual behaviour, it
cannot be assumed that attitudes towards an action are specifically related to actual behaviour
(Fishbein & Ajzen 1975: 520, Ajzen 1988: 133-134). According to Cooper and Fishman,
"only modest relationships are found between attitude msuures and the overt behaviors
which such scores are designed to predict" (1974: l0). Nor can it be assumed that changing
bellefs will lead to changed attitudes although attitudes are learned and can be changed
(Fishbein & Ajzen 1975,I-ett lnT. These theories may be particularly useful in relation to
this research since there may be no direct association benryeen what students think about FLL
and what they actually do about it when entering secondary school.

The other principal view of attitude, "the classical explication" (Baker 1992: 12) attributed to
Plato, is that it is a hypothetical construct consisting of three factors:cognitive, affective and
conative (Cooper & Fishman 1974:7, Ajzen 1988: 4). The cognitive aspect refers to what
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one thinls or believes about something. The affective component concerns one's feelings,

which as Baker points out, may not be in harmony with one's beliefs. For example, an

overtly stated rational belief about the value of learning a particular language may conceal an

underlying prqudice or anxiety about such a course of action. The conative component

refers to both readiness for action, that is intentions to behave, and actual actions or

behaviour.

Baker is not sure that it is possible to accurat€ly gauge attitudes:

Doubt has to be expressed whether deep-seated, private feelings, especially when

incongruent with preferred public statements, are truly elicited in attinrde measure-

ment. (Baker 1992: 12)

Furthermore, it is often stressed that it is futile to investigate attitudes in isolation from any

social context, since 'attitude-toward-object' cannot be separated from 'attitude-toward-

situation (Cooper & Fishman 1974: Il). Investigation of attitudes can explain both the

choices made by individuals between alternative bbjects or actions, and the reasons for

different evaluations of the same object or action by other individuals (Eiser & van der Pligt

l9B4). Even if an individual has a favourable attitude towards a particular behaviour, and

believes that it would be approved of by significant others, the individual may lack the

necessary resources or opportunities to act as they would wish (Ajzen 1988: 133-134). It
may well be the case that some students who are passionately interested in learning a FL do

not find themselves in a school situation where such study is feasible.

Discussion of 'attitude' by different theorists often overlaps that of 'motivation'. In
addition, the measurement of attitudes is considered problematical. However, Baker (1992),

referring specifically to the study of bilingualism, asserts that the social psychological

concept of attitude is imporAnt for three reasons. Firstly, attitude is a commonly used term.

Secondly, "a survey of attitudes provides an indicator of current community thoughts and

beliefs, preflerences and desires", and can "provide social indicators of changing beliefs and

the chances of success in policy implementation" (Baker 1992: 9). Thirdly, "attitude has

repeatedly proven a valuable construct in theory and research, Policy and practice" (199:
10). Baker bases his investigations into attitudes towards Welsh on Gardner (1985), whose

work will be examined in detail below. To a large extent, this investigation of attitudes is

based on premises similar to Baker's.

2.3 Attitudes towards languages

Most research into attitudes towards languages has fallen into lwo main areas. One deals

with attitudes towards variation in one particular language used within a society, usually the

dominant one: variations in style, register, regional accent, and dialect, for example. The

other deals with attitudes towards different languages used in a society, comprising different

ethnolinguistic groups, where questions arise concerning language policy and planning,

assimilation and bilingualism, language maintenance and shift, and where SLL is required of
or desired by substantial numbers of people. Cooper and Fishman (lW4:, 6) sum up
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language attitudes as "those which influence language behavior and behavior towards

language". Attitudes, they add, may be towards a given language as a whole, towards

particular features of a language, towards the use of the language or to the language as a

marker of a particular group. In all cases, it could be said that attitudes towards a language

are inseparable from attitudes towards the people who speak it (Holmes 1976). Attitudes

towards languages can therefore be linked to the notion of ethnocentrism, which may have

some bearing on attitudes to FLL in New Tnaland.

2.4 Ethnocentrism, ethnolinguistic identity and ethnolinguistic vitality

According to Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (lW7) and [,ett (1977) language is an essential

feature of social identity and a different language is a marker of another group. Ethno-

centrism necessarily involves discrimination of some sort against those perceived as

belonging to an 'outgroup' (Tajfel, Flament, Billig & Bundy t9'7l,cited by Bourhis & Giles

lg77).The more distant an 'outgroup' is, in cultural terms, the more likely attitudes towards

it will be based on stereotypes, and the more negative the stereotypes, the more negative the

attitudes (Coleman 1996: 101). Tajfel (1981) shows how children develop evaluations of

national and ethnic groups other than their own, without direct contact or any other any real

knowledge on which to base such evaluations, concluding that children are highly sensitive

to the socially prevailing attitudes towards 'outgroups'. These findings are supported by

Barrett and Short (1992) who also found that affective responses tend to remain relatively

unchanged by the increase in knowledge. What is particularly interesting, in the light of

opinions which emerged in this research about the best starting age for FI-L, is that the older

children, 8-10 years, were less negative and less inclined to stereotype foreigners than the

younger children.

Although the concept of ethnocentrism may help to explarn negative attitudes towards any

sort of SLL, it is used largely to explain violent conflict between nations or ethnic groups.

The concept of ethnolinguistic identity, based on Tajfel's Qnq social identity theory and

introduced by Giles and Johnson (1987) seems more appropriate for this research. Accor-

ding to Gardner and Cl€ment ( l99O), language is an important aspect of ethnic group identity

within a multiethnic society, especially for minority groups who may be stntggling to

maintain their identity. In fact, the notion had already been explored by Taylor, Meynard

and Rheault (lgTl) who identified social psychological factors among French Canadians

which "could be construed as effective bamers to the process of learmng Bnglish]" (lW1:

102). While this notion has relevance for New Zealand society, as far as Maori and other

community languages are concerned, it may have linle bearing on the question of FLL.

Another concept, developed by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977), to explain attitudes

towards language vanation and SLL, and how they affect behaviour, is ethnolingurstic

vitality (EV). The concept is defined as "that which makes a group likely !o behave as a

distinctive and active collective entity in intergroup situations" (IW7:308), and is once agatn

based, in part, on Tajfel's (1974) theory of social identiry. The categorisation of people by

ethnic group is a "fundamental process which serves as a basis for people's attitudes and

behaviour towards others" (Giles et aJ. IW:325). Once again, though, investigations are
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based on the behaviour of minority groups in the face of a dominant other language, and the

extent to which group members, for example Welsh speakers (Bourhis & IW1), emphasise

their identity in their language use. The concept of EV is clearly valuable for sociolingurstic

studies of language maintenance and shift, accommodation and code-switching, as well as

for the social psychological study of attitudes (Harwood, Giles & Bourhis 1994), but

possibly not so useful in a study of attitudes to FLL.

2.5 Attitudes towards language learning

However attitudes towards languages develop, they clearly influence SLL and FLL (Giles &
St. Clair 1g79, Gardner & Cldment 1990). Much of the research into attitudes towards

language learning has concerned SLL in societies which are bi- or multilingual, for example

in Canada (e.g. Gardner & Lambert 1972, Gardner 1985, I-abrie & Cl6ment 1986), and in

Wales (Jones 1949, 1950, 1966, Baker 1988, 1992). Ball, Giles and Hewstone (19&l),

studying L2 acquisition in relation to the theory of intergroup behaviour as well as Gardner's

theories of motivation, note that

The implications for second language acquisition by members of a dominant grouP

(i.e. the circumstances typical of formal 'modern language' teaching) have yet to be

considered. (l98r'l: 675)

Attitudes towards acquiring an L2 have been considered in relation to the concepts of

additive and subtactive bilingualism (Lambert 1974). The extent to which a minority

communitSr is prepared to learn a dominant language may depend on the extent to which they

feel that they may lose their Ll, rather than gain an additional skill. Cook (1991) cites the

example of Chilean refugees she taught in England who were disappointed at their lack of

progress in learning English:

However much they consciously wanted to learn English, subconsciously they saw it
as committing themselves to permanent exile and thus to subtracting from themselves

as Chileans. (Cook l99l:74)

On the other hand, if an L2 is perceived to have a high status or if speakers of the language

are seen to be attractive, a member of another speech community may have positive atUtudes

towards learning theL2. Thus language attitudes may facilitate or hinder learning (Bradac &
Giles 1991: 2) and social context is crucial:

learning another language is a sociopolltical process and one which... involves

learners testing another's culture in their mouths and hearing themselves sound like a

member of a respected or disrespected group. (Bradac & Giles 1991: 9)

The extent to which anLZ is perceived to be desirable will depend to a great extent on the

public treatment of the language by government, business and schools for example (Ryan,

Giles & Sebastian 1982:7). A change in societal atlttudes can lead to changes in individual

attitudes towards learning a language. In Hong Kong, for example, as Chinese has
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gradually displaced English as the main language of instruction, school students have

become less interested in learning English, except for purely instrumental reasons, although

many parents still want English medium instruction for their children (I-ai 1999: 2{2).

Attitudes to language learning in schools may reflect wider political attitudes towards what

constitutes a proper education and the appropriate allccation of resources and:

participants in formal language study programs may view efforts to change their

language behavior as assertions of undue power on the part of institutions or

employers (McGroarty L996: 28-9)

Once again, most of the research is concerned with situations quite different from that of

FLL in New Zealand schools, but it is undoubtedly imporant to consider the role of the

attitudes of officialdom and the wider society towards the study of LOTEs in influencing

what students themselves decide.

2.6 Attitudes towards FLL
The two main groups of attitudes towards FI-L which have been identified and investigated

are:

. attitudes towards the language learrung process itself and the effect of achievement

on further language acquisition (largely research into motivatron);
. attitudes towards a specific target language community and culture and the effect of

learning on such attitudes, (that is, non-linguistic outcomes of FLL, including

"deliberate attempts to modify ethnocentric attitudes or to foster more positive

attitudes toward cultural diversity in general" (I*ttl9fl7:294).
These are relevant to this research only if it is found that some surveyed students have

already have some experience of FLL before reaching secondary school. Such experience

will undoubtedly influence their attitudes towards undertaking further FLL in year 9, be it of

the same or a different FL.

Lrtt applauds the longitudinal research being canied out in Canada by Gardner and his

associates, but points out that "attitudes formed in a bilingual situation may have very little in

common with those formed in a monolingual environment" ([€tt I9Tl: 294). Lett also

emphasises the need for before-and-after studies when attempting !o measure the effect of

FLL on attitudes since:

The fact that a collection of foreign language students may exhibit less ethnocentrism

than a collection of nonforeign language students may be attributable to relevant

differences between the groups of students that existed before any of them had an

opportunity to srudy foreign languages, and tlut helped to determine which students

would study foreign language and which would not. (Lntt 1977: 294, my italics)

It was particularly difficult to lind research into anitudes towards FLL among students who

had not had any such experience, largely because in most Western countries FLL is a

compulsory part of the school curriculum. The main exception is the USA where for several
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decades FLL was optional, or even nonexistent, in secondary institutions. Even so, most of

the research has been into reasons for poor retention rates in FL classes. Hofman (1974),in

a review of Gardner and tambert's (1972) theories of integrative and instrumental motiva-

tion (see 2.7 below), claims that shrdies thus far had shown that students studyng a FL

without direct contact with the target language group "must perhaps fall back on the primacy

of their own needs, one of which is simply that of doing what parents and school want them

to do" (Hofman 1974: 118). According to Turner (lW4), the factors which caused

American students to not take up FLL or to drop out at the first possible opportunity were:

. lack of motivation because FLL is seen as irrelevant;

. lack of interest among parents; and

. lack of support from administration staff who were not convinced of the value of

FLL.

These findings suggest that in New Zealand the most important influences on student

behaviour regarding FLL, that is, their decision to study a FL or not, will be external, not

students' own attitudes. To many FL teachers in New 7*aland today the factors listed by

Tumer (1974) will sound familiar.

More recently FLL has been investigated in Hungary among secondary school learners of

English (D6rnyei 1990a, 1990b, CldmenL D6rnyei & Noels 1994) and learners of five

European languages (D6rnyei, Nyilasi & Cl6ment 19!b). The latter research showed that

English was the most popular FI- because of "sociocultural aspects associated with the US"

(p6rnyei 1998: 129). Three distinct dimensions to successful language learning are

identified by Dornyei: integrative motivation, linguistic self-confidence, and appraisal of

classroom environment which, he claims, confirms "language teachers' intuitive knowledge

that what goes on in the classroom will considerably affect the learners' affective predis-

position" (1996: 75). Similarly, Chambers (2000) found that, for learners of English in

Germany and learners of German in England, the quality of the teacher, as evaluated by the

students, was a key factor in their attitude towards their FL classes. Once again, it is the

case that the attitudes under investigation were those of students already involved in FLL,

not students faced with the choice of learning a FL or not, as is the case in New Zealand.

More evidence of attitudes towards language learning in the UK, the USA and Australia wrll

be examined in detail in ChaPter 3.

2.7 Attitudes and motivation
In general, research into attitudes towards L2learmng has been subsumed into investigations

into motivation and differing levels of achievement among students, i.e. the attitudes investi-

gated have been those of students already in the learning situation. It cannot be assumed that

attitudes which have been shown to promote language acquisition are necessarily the silme as

those which encourage students to opt into language learning, but it seems reasonable to

assume that they may depend on some common factors. This research will, therefore, be

investigated in some dePth.

The foundation work in the field of SLL motivation was carried out by Gardner and various
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colleagues, culminating in Gardner (1985) which presents his socio-educational model of

SLL. This model is designed to explain the role of attitudes and motivation, along with other

faclors, in the different levels of achievement obained by individual snrdents in the same,

formal learning situations. Gardner explains the nature of attinrdes in social psychologtcal

terms, discusses ways of measuring them and identifies those attitudes which he finds most

relevant in SLL. According to Gardner's model, not only do attitudes affect the progress

which students make, but their experience of SLL affects their attitudes towards the language

studied, the culture it represents and the learning process itself. Attitudes are entirely inde-

pendent of intelligence and aptitude, although these are obviously important factors in a

student's progress. Gardner reviews an extensive. amount of research in the field, mostly in

North America, and presents the results of a series of studies canied out by hrmself and his

colleagues. Despite differences in methods and situations, he finds considerable consistency

in all the results.

According to Gardner, SLL, unlike all other school subjects, is a social psychological

phenomenon in that it involves changes in behaviour. An L2 "does not represent an aspect

of the individual's own culrural heritage" (1985: 7). All other subjects can be learnt in one's

mother tongue but not languages, at least not since the general abandonment of the grammar-

translation method of teaching. Not only does Gardner find that attitudes towards SLL are

closely linked to achievement, but also that it is "highly likely" (19U5: 42) that attitudes

towards other school subjects are not necessarily related to achievement in those subjects.

Students' attitudes towards hearing and producing strange sounds and linguistic structures

will affect the extent of their proficiency in the 12 and their adaptation to new culnrral ideas.

To understand the nature and importance of attitudes towards SLL, Gardner asserts that it is

necessary to look at the context of the learning, not just the classroom and the school, but the

wider social milieu. As he stat€s, "motivation has a social dimension reflecting the indivi-

dual's reactions to outgroups in general and the other language commuruty in particular"

(19t35: 168). Gardner's description of the general social backgrounds revealed in the

research undertaken in the U.S. A. and Canada, suggests similarities with New Zealand,

where SLL is not the norm for all students. Gardner reports that even in Canada, where

official importance is given to bilingualism in French and English, only about half of primary

and secondary sfudents studied anL? (1985: 3). Students in formal classes had little or no

contact with communities or individuals who spoke the languages studied. Gardner also

cites the general belief that North Americans are apathetic towards SLL or not good at it.

Even in Europe where SLL has always been the norm, there are considerable differences in

individual achievement and significant drop-out rates once such study is no longer

compulsory.

Gardner did not aim to study what happens in the classroom, although he admits that

teachers, their methods and the courses they use must have an effect on student motivation

and progress. He wanted to identify what students bring with them, by way of attitudes and

motivation and the role of these, alongside individual intelligence, language aptitude and

'situational anxiety' (depending on a student's personality), in L2 acquisition. He also
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investigated where such anitudes might come from, claiming that most are fostered in the

home and immediate social environment, and reinforced by peers. "Attitudes are clearly

influenced by many factors in the student's upbringing" (1!)85: 43). Gardner asserts that

many anitudes may be dormant until students are actually involved in the SLL process.

It could be argued that, if SLL is optional, attitudes towards FLs in general or specific target

languages will influence the choices made. An interest in learning more about , say, French

speakers and how they live, as much as an interest in their language, could influence a

student's choice to study French. This supposition is supported by one of Gardner's earlier

findings (Gardner & Smythe 1975) that:

students who drop out of second language study have a priori less favourable

attitudes toward the other language community than those who continue language

study, and it seems possible that such differences could also characterise those who

elect initially to study or not study a second language (cited in Gardner L%5: 46).

I-ater evidence also supports the importance of interest in both learning a specific language

and language learning in general. Gardner (1985), examined data from over thirty studies

carried out in Canada among English-speaking students learning French and found that the

two attitude measures most closely allied to achievement and continued learning of the

language were the attitude towards learning French and a general interest in FLs. It needs to

be noted that Gardner never makes it clear whether the research he reviewed or carried out

himself involved students who had chosen to study a language or who were obliged to be in

language classes.

Like Cooper and Fishman (1974) and Baker (I9EZ), Gardner states that attitudes have three

components - beliefs about an object, emotronal reactions to it and behaviour towards it. He

puts it thus:

an individual's attitude is an evaluative reaction to some referent or attinde object,

infened on the bais of the individunl's beliefs or opinions about the referent

(1985: 9, author's italics)

Thus a student's attitude towards SLL can be measured by examining stated beliefs and

opinions about such learning, or the prospect of undertaking such learning. Gardner offers

the helpful comment that it is easier to measure attitudes towards more specific objects, such

as 'learning French'than more general ones such as 'learning another language'.

Although Gardner discusses attitudes and motivation separately, his definition of motivation

(1985: 10) makes it clear that attitudes form an essential part of this concept. Motivation

involves effort in class, a desire to learn and favourable attitudes towards what one is trylng

to learn and towards the leaming process. Gardner identifies two general orientations of

motivation (although he admits the possibility of others). With integrative orientation one

strives to learn a language for mainly social reasons, such as interest in another culture or
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desire for contact with that culture, or for personal interest in the language itself.

Insffumental orientation is more concerned with the usefulness of a particular language for

employment, for example. One of Gardner's principal findings is that integrative orientation

is closely linked with successful language acquisition.

Gardner (1985: 109) cites the main influences on students attitudes identified by Oskamp

(lW7) as parents, the peer group, "direct indoctrination in school", the mass media and

"general expectations or beliefs in the cultural community", Gardner and Cl6ment, referring

back to the findings of Gardner, Lalonde and Pierson (1983), note:

a positive association between the extent to which students perceived school officials

to be favourably predisposed toward second language course objectives and

integrativeness ( 1990: 509)

General beliefs about SLL may relate to its perceived difficulty. If a community believes that

languages are particularly difficult subjects, SLL may be reserved for more academic

students, as used to occur regularly in New Zealand, but Gardner argues that this is a self-

fulfilling prophecy:

if the cultural belief is that it is very difficult to learn a second language, the general

level of achievement will be low...If, on the other hand, it Were expected that most

individuals would leam a second language, the general level of achievement would

be high" (1985: IM:7)

Gardner clearly agrees that parents have the greatest influence on children's attifudes, calling

them "the major intermediary benveen the cultural milieu and the student" (19{15: 109).

Parents can actively encourage or discourage a student's efforts to learn anLZ by what they

say, but they can be equally influential in passive ways by, for example, revealing negative

attitudes towards a target language or culture. Such passive discouragement may outweigh

specific exhortations to work hard in class, complete homework, and so on. On the other

hand, positive passive influence tends to encourage an integrative orientation towards ST I

which, as already discussed, Gardner found most favourable to success.

L-astly, one part of Gardner's (19t35) socio-educational model of SLL not yet mentioned, but

relevant in the New Zealand context, is the assertion that achievement in SLL leads to

improved attitudes towards the language itself, the language learning process and the target

community. Students who might not otherwise choose to study an optional FI-, because of

the perceived difficulty of such study, may change their attitude once they have had the

chance to try it and succeed.

2.8 Motivation - beyond Gardner
As Crookall and Oxford (1988) predicted, Gardner's ideas have had a profound influence

and much subsequent work has attempted to build on his socio'educational model to improve

understanding of what motivates students to persist in their efforts to acquire an L2,
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Theoreticians and researchers (e.g. Skehan 1989, Crookes & Schmidt 1991, [^arsen-

Freeman & l-ong L9gL, Baker 1992, D6rnyei 1996, Oxford & Shearin 1996, Williams &
Burden 1997, Agnihotri, Khanna & Sachdev 1998), have sought to define a wider range of

orientations than Gardner's (l%t integrative and instrumental ones to which attitudes and

motivation might be anributed.

Oxford (1996) presents a series of papers which "chronicles a revolution in our thinking

about what makes students want to leam languages" (1996: 1) but which aims to extend

Gardner's ideas, not reject them. Gardner himself (Gardner & Cl6ment 1990, Gardner &

Maclntyre Igg3, Tremblay & Gardner 1995) has expanded his theories to include many

more variables, paralleling work by other researchers. Gardner and Cldment stress the role

of the teacher who "may be perceived as representing the second language-speaking group

for students living in unilingual communities and, consequently, be an important agent of

atritude formation and change" (1990: 495). Gardner and Maclntyre (1991: 4) admit that

"the old characterisation of motivation in terms of integfative versus instrumental is too stattc

and restricted".

Once again discussion is almost entirely about in-class motivation and it is still the case that

"most research on motivation has been conducted in second rather than foreign language

learning contexts and in North American or European cultural settings" (Schmidt, Boraie &

Dassabgy L996). Nevertheless I considered it valuable to try and pinpoint aspects of

findings about attitudes which could be relevant for the FLL learning situation in New

7.ealand.

For Crookes and Schmidt (1991) motivation consists of four intrernal, attitudinal factors and

several extemal or behavioural factors, the most relevant of which, for my research, is that

the student decides to undertake language learning. The attitudrnal factors are:

. interest in the L2 based on existing attitudes, experience, and backgtound

knowledge on the learners' Part;
. relevance, which involves the perception that personal needs such as achievement,

affiliation, and power are being met by learning the L2;
. expectancy of success or failure; and

. outcomes, i.e., the extrinsic or intrinsic rewards felt by the learner (cited in Oxford

1996: 5).

Oxford and Shearin (1990, drawing on various areas of psychology, go even further in

widening the variables relevant to motivation inL2learning, summarising them under seven

headings: attitudes, beliefs about self (for example, aptitude for SLL), goals (including how

they are established - by learner, teacher, institution), involvement, assistance/environment

(including the instimtional and cultural), performance links, and demographics/personal

(including previous language and travel experiences) ( 1996: 143-4). Given the definitions of

attitude previously discussed, consisting of three factors (beliefs, feelings and readiness to

act), it is hard to understand what precisely Oxford and Shearin (1996) mean by 'attitudes' in

isolation from the other listed variables.
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Research into the influence on motivation of the broad concepts of integrative and instru-

mental orientation has produced conflicting results. Some studies have shown achuevement

in SLL to be most closely associated with integrative orientation (Gardner 1935). Others

have concluded that FL students usually have insufficient contact with a target language or

communiry to develop clear anitudes towards that community and, hence, a desire to

integrate with them (D6rnyei 1990a, 1990b). It has been suggested that:

the less contact there is between the learners and the target language community - as

is often the case in instructed language acquisition - the more likely the learners are to

display an instrumental orientation. (Hotho & Reimann L99&.132)

This may particularly be the case in a geographically isolated country like New Tnaland,

especially when our nearest neighbours mostly speak English, or languages not offered in

schools, although this situation is beginning to change.

In later research, Dornyei (1996) identified a lack of instrumental motivation in his results.

He concludes that such motivaton is only relevant where there are short-term practical

benefits for students. "If by such benefits we mean job- or salary-related motives, instru-

mental motivation is actually very often not too relevant to school kids" (D0rnyei 1996:76).

Ddrnyei goes on to offer a new framework for language learning motivation involving three

levels to represent social, personal and educational dimensions:
. the social, or language,level "concerns ethnolinguistic, culfural, affective,

intellectual, and pragmatic values and attitudes attached to the target language",

which incorporat'es the traditional concepts of instrumental and integrative

motivation;
. the personal, or learner, level concerns personality traits related to language or

learning in general;

. the educational, or learning situation, level concerns all aspects of the classroom,

including the teacher, teaching style and materials and the group dynamic of the

class. (D0rnyei 1996: 76-77)

Many of the increased number of motivational variables identified by various theorists

remain to be tested by empirical research, according to Hotho and Reimann (199t3: 133), but

Dornyei (1998) offers an extensive overview of theoreucal developments and empirical

studies in the field of motivation, conceming both SLL and FLL in many parts of the world

during the previous decade. He presents a table comprising thirteen motivation constructs

which he has examined, synthesising them under seven headings or dimensions, with

references to all the relevant studies:

. affective/integrative dimension

. instrumental/pragmatic dimension

. macro.context-related dimension

. self-concept-related dimension

. goal-related dimension

. educational context-related dimenston
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. significant others-related dimension Ddrnyei (198: 128)

With regard to the last of these dimensions Ddmyei cites the importance of parental influence

on student motivation, identified by Gardner, Masgoret and Tremblay (1997), commenting

that "this issue has been somewhat neglected during the past decade relative to its paramount

importance in shaping learner motivation" (DiJrnyei 1998: 130). It is hard to imagine in the

New Zealand context that parental influence, direct or indirect, would not be significant in

forming student attirudes towards LCITE learning.

At this pornt in my review of the literature I felt that there was an enonnous and bewildenng

range of factors involved in the development of attitudes and motivation towards SLL,

although I suspected that in many cases it was a matter of relabelling, or of breaking down

the broad concepts of integrative and instrumental orientation into subgroups. Noels (2001),

for example, examines the idea of identifyng intrinsic and extrinsic orientations and the

extent to which these might parallel the integrative and instrumental, concluding that this is

not the case. In particular, integrative orientation could be seen as extrinsic in that SLL is

seen as useful for achieving the goal of interacting with another community (Noels 2001:

51). More usefully, Noels points out that some intrinsic motivation has little to do with

either integrative or instrumental orientation. Some people want to learn an L2 out of interest

in the language per se or for the pleasure of the language learning Process, an aspect which,

as noted above, Gardner (1985) includes in integrative orientation.

It needs to be reiterated that most of the literature reviewed concerning attitudes towards SLL

has focwsed on understanding what motivates students to achieve and continue their studies,

not what motivates them to begrn SLL in the first place. Nevertheless, there are valuable

insights in all such work as to the nature, importance and ongin of aUitudes to L2learning

and how they can be measured. Commenting on differences in levels of achievement among

L2learners, Agnihotri et al. (1998: 17) state that "individual differences in second language

learning are an index of a learner's social background, experiences and aspirations". It is

obvious that a similarly complex combination of factors must influence students choices to

study anL? or not.

2.9 Gender differences in attitudes towards FLL
2.9.1 Females dominate FLL
Many studies over the last thirty years, in various parts of the world, have found that

female school students have more positive attitudes towards FLL (Gardner 1!)85,

Wright l9g3). In Britain, for example, languages tend to be perceived as 'female'

subjects. As a consequence more girls continue studyng languages than boys, with

proportionately larger numbers of female graduates and language teachers, which

tends to reinforce the perception and offer few male role models in FLL (Wright

1993: 44, Clark & Trafford 1995: 318), A large survey of over 19,000 university

students of languages in several European countries found that the majoriry of

students were female, for example,73%o of those studying French and 65Vo studyng

Russian (Coleman 1996). Gender discrepancies in the study of such subjects as
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science and technology were addressed in the UK in the 1980s but "very little note
has been made of the considerable gulf between boys and girls in the uptake and
performance in modern languages" (Clark & Trafford 1995: 310. Can (1997) noted
the "lopsided gender profile of language classrooms in Australia" and Waite (1992)
potnted out that "there has as yet been no effort made to encourage male students into
the languages area" in New znaland, compared with the compulsory status of
mathematics and science for all students.

French is the most commonly taught FL in Britain and it tends to be associated with
things feminine, such as fashion, perfume and cooking (Pritchard & Loulidi 1994),
which may be a reason for boys' rejection of FLL, but other studies (Phillips 1982,

Powell & Batters 1985, Pritchard 1987) have shown that offering German instead of
French makes little difference to boys' attitudes. Boys, as much as girls, consider
German a 'hatsh' language, find it more difficult than French and are less likely than
girls to be pleased to have the opportunity to leam it (Pritchard 1987).

When asked directly, both girls and boys firmly reJect the idea that FI-L is more
tmportant to one group or that one group is more capable of FLL (Powell & Batters
198t. Higher socio-economic status tends to produce more favourable attitudes,
regardless of gender, and systematic gender differences probably result from parents

passing on the accepted values of the wider society (Bursall Iq7q. In the USA
(Muchnick & wolfe 1982, Bacon & Finnemann 1992) and in Japan (Monzumi
Ig99) there are more favourable attitudes and motivation towards FLL among girls .

In Australia (Zammit rDZ, c-an 1997) LoTEs are regarded as girls' subjects. In
Victoria, FL programmes are stronger in independent, especially gprls', schools
(Peddie 1993, Ashenden & Milligan 2001). A study into the anitudes of 13-15 year-
olds towards seven specific languages (European and Asian) revealed significantly
more positive attitudes among girls (Zammit 1993). Only in the case of Modern
Greek were boys' anitudes equally positive and their attitudes were particularly
negative towards French and Italian. The 2000 LOTE enrolment figures in Victoria
showed that in Years 11 and 12 girls involved in FLL outnumbered boys by two to
one and it appears that "boys just don't want to learn langrrages" (Ashenden &
Milligan 2001). Similar imbalances have been shown in FLL in New Tnaland
schools (Waite 1992, Vine 1993, ERO 1994). More evidence of gender differences
in New Zealand is discussed inZ.lo.4below.

2.9.2 Girls enjoy FLL more than boys
In the 1970s when attempts were being made to introduce language learning (i.e.

French) into English primary schools, significantly more positive attitudes were
found among girls than boys (Burstall 1979). After one year of study, 837o of girls
enjoyed French, compared with only 67vo of boys, and girls received more
encouragement than boys from their parents to learn French. A study of English
secondary students after their first year of compulsory FLL (Powell & Batters l9{t5)
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found lhat 30.4Vo of girls and 20.2Vo of boys rated a FL as a popular subject, and

nryice as many gtrls as boys rated a FL as their favourite or 'next favourite' subject.

Table 2.1 Reasons cited by each gender for dropping out of FLL in
England (Adapted from Aplin 1991: 9)

Reason for sivins up FLL
Proportion of

sirls
Proportion of

bovs

Other subjects preferred 7I.37o 7l.7Vo

Dislike of languages 33.8Vo 46.7Vo

[.ow test marks 36.3Vo 25.07o

Dislike of teacher 13.8Vo 20,8Va

Career zuidance 26.3Vo L5.8Vo

Another survey in Britain of 200 secondary students, aged lG19, investigating why

they had given up FLL after ?-5 years of study, revealed that the main reason for
equal proportions of girls and boys was their preference for other subjects (Aplin

1991). Among other reasons, however, there were some marked differences

between the two groups, see Table 2.1. Girls clearly enjoyed languages and liked

their language teachers more than boys did. Other research has also shown that boys

se€m to be more influenced than girls by their dislike of a teacher (Clark and Trafford

1995, Can 1997). According to Aplin (1991), girls were discouraged from further

FLL more by lack of success or by careers guidance which persuaded them that other

subjects would be more useful to them. Nearly 29Vo of girls, compared with under

L3Vo of boys would have liked the opportunity to start a new language, and more

girls,26Vo, than boys, lsVo,reSretted having given up FLL (Aplin 1991: 10) .

2.9.3 Girls are more open to other languages and cultures
Girls may enjoy FLL more than boys because they are, for some reason, more

interested in languages and cultures other than their own. A British study (White &
Gray 1997) into how one secondary school was coping with an enonnous increase in
cultural and linguistic diversity found that the younger students were most open to

the diversity as an opportunity for learning, but that it was always valued more by the

girls and by students who spoke more than one language. As they grew older, all the

students became less open to cultural and linguistic diversity, but this was noticeably

more apparent among the monolingual boys. The school was committed to

"empowering students through de-mystifying language" by encouraglng and valurng

bilingualism (White & Gray IW: 6) and the researchers found that the more

languages the students spoke, the less divergence in attitudes there was between the
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girls and boys (1997: 13), which could be a powerful argument for encouraging or

insisting that all boys study a second language.

2.9,4 FLL is less relevant for boys

Aplin expressed surprise at finding that girls were more likely than boys to have been

influenced by career guidance into giving up languages "in view of the stereotyped

views of male and female occupations" (1991: 8). This traditional view is reflected

in the clarm that different attitudes "undoubtedly stem from the different employment

expectations of boys and girls and the extent to which foreign language learning can

be perceived as relevant to their occupational requirements" (Burstall 1979: 140).

Although the bias against FLL among boys may be sustained by the view that FLs

are less relevant for male occupations, or that Ft-s in general are not useful for jobs,

it is also possible that society considers it more important for boys to prepare for a
career than girls (Warte lW2:74). Hence boys may be more likely to be advised or
encouraged to choose 'useful' subjects whereas girls can afford to indulge in subjects

they enjoy,

Girls and boys seem to see FLs as relevant for different purposes. When Aplin
(1991) asked what would have persuaded students to continue FLL, nuice as many

girls as boys selected travel to a country speaking the target language. 257o of all
students would have been swayed by "closer connections with car@r opportunities"
(Aplin l99l: 10). Powell and Batters (1985) found that girls considered FLL more

important, showing a greater desire to meet speakers of the target language.

However, Clark and Trafford found that "typically, the more able pupils, both boys

and girls, had higher career aspirations and could appreciate the value of the study of
a foreign language" (L995:320), and that lower ability students saw no use in FLL
as far as future employment was concerned, as opposed to possible use in travel.

In Australia boys and their parents consider FLL, especially of European languages,

largely irrelevant for their lives and more specifically for their funrre careers (Carr

1997). In New Zealand there is evidence that boys are actively discouraged from
studying languages as languages are given a low profile in many boys' schools

(NZCTE 1e98),

2.9.5 Languages are more difficult for boys

Students in the UK consider FLs more demanding than other subjects because of the

amount of concentration and vocabulary learning required (Clark & Trafford 1995:

32I). This seems to be particularly a problem for boys who prefer to make the

minimum efforts, or are actually disruptive, in class, but Clark and Trafford found

that the lack of effort could be attributed to some extent to the quality of teachers,

their methodology and the course contents. Simrlar problems were identified in

Australia by Carr (I9g7) in addition to problems created by the lack of continuity

between primary and secondary FLL. Girls may also be frustrated by the repetitive-

ness of learning, the irrelevance of some topics and the lack of contact with native
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speakers (Clark & Trafford 1995), but they tend to have more positive attitudes to

wntten and oral work in the target language than boys (Powell & Batters 19t35).

Whatever the reasons for their lack efforts in FLL, boys in the UK achieve less well

in exams. The lgVZ GCSE results showed "a considerable disparity" bet\tveen boys

and girls, with26Vo of boys gaining grades A-C in modern languages compared with

43Vo of girls (DFE 1993, cited by Clark & Trafford 1995:315). In Australia, boys

seem to find FLL more difficult than girls, which may cause their dislike of the

subject and be the most common reason for abandoning it (Zammit 1992, Carr

1997).

Ultimately, it is not clear from the literature whether boys' dislike of FLL leads to

poorer efforts and hence to lower levels of achievement, or some natural lack of
aptitude leads to poor results and hence relatively poor attitudes to FLL. More

research is obviouslv needed in this area.

2.9.6 Summary of gender differences

Overseas research shows that perceptions are still widespread that languages are

somehow 'feminine' subjects. It has been pointed out that research into the existence

of predestined biologrcal sex differences in languages are "scant and inconclusive"

(toulidi 1990: 40). Different attitudes to FLL of girls and boys derive from socio-

cultural pressure. That is, "social norms do not seem to conflict with girls learning a

language, whereas they do for boys" (L,oulidi L99O: 42). t oulidi goes so far as to

claim that this type of sex-stereotyping is perpetuated by schools. This is seen as

particularly crucial in the area of careers guidance where advisers may be "biased by

preconceived notions, which would no doubt influence the krnd of advice or

guidance they may offer" (1990: 42) and hence limrt the opportunities for both girls

and boys instead of helping them to widen their horizons and their opporfunities in

life. Anecdotal evidence indicates that gender is also an inlluential factor in subject

choices in New Zealand schools, which will be discussed in 2.10.4 below.

2.lO FLL in New Zealand
z.lD.l Official attitudes
Despite the work of Waite (1992), commissioned by the MoE, New Zealand has no

stated national languages policy, and not even in education has a coherent, explicit

poticy regarding the teaching of LOTEMs in schools been developed. Positive

statements about the value of FLL were made in various political statements and

policy documents during the 1990s. The Minister of Education, addressing an Asia

2000 seminar, commented as follows on the recently published Curriculum

Framework:

...while encouraging the study of a second language from the earliest

practicable age, the curriculum stops short of requiring that all students learn

a second language in the school years. Despite this, it is my firm intention to
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do all that I can to encourage the study of foreign languages - particularly

Asian languages - in the primary school. (Smith, cited in Hollis 1993:26)

The Minister also launched Education for the 2lst Century which specified that the

number of FL students was one indicator of "the school system's abiliry to provide

the skills needed by New Zealand's economy" (MoE 1993a: 2). The discussion

document also proposed ambitious targets for FLL:

The proportion of school students able, by the end of form four, to

converse with and write to a native speaker of a language other than English

and Maori about simple, everyday matters will by

1995 be 36 percent;

1998 by 40 percent;

2001 be 50 percent. (MoE l993a:27)

The same Minister later stated that:

Successful participation in trade, tourism, education, diplomacy and

cultural exchanges demands language fluency. We need to reflect the

changes in New Zealand's international rading situation by including the

languages and cultures of our Asian trading parfirers. (Smith, cited in ERO

1994:4)

An investigation into the state of FLL in secondary schools found that provision was

very uneven around the country, that FLL is often viewed as "an adjunct to the core

curriculum, perhaps little more than a frill'and that the education system is perpetua-

ting its "perceived elite status" (ERO 1D4: 15). ERO clearly believes that if the

Government is serious about improving FL skills to overcome the mono-lingualism

which "isolates New Zealanders from effective communication with the international

community of which they are a part" (ERO 1994: 4), it is essential to provide

incentives for students, parents and school boards and improve the supply of FL

teachers, especially in Asian languages. ERO sums up their opinions of the gulf

between government rhetoric and action thus:

If the future economy of New Zealand is dependent on people with skills in
languages other than English and Maori then the issue of second language

provision, enrolment and retention in New Zealand schools needs to be

addressed now. The gaining of increased proficiency in a second language

by more students in more schools will not happen by accident. (1994: 17)

It was, therefore, encouraging when the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade

announced details of the SLLP to the NZALT Annual Conference (McKinnon I95),
emphasising the great changes in communications and trade relationships in the

previous 30 years and the consequent vital need for FLL. Despite this he specifically
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stated that the new scheme would not become compulsory. In 199{1, the MoE stated

that it had no intention of making any SLL compulsory, declaring that it is not

possible to ensure that anyone will value it, or that "students will be enriched

socially, intellectually and culturally [a reference to the Curriculum Framework] by

simply mandating these things in policies or curriculum statements, because these

things exist in the hearts and minds of people" (Chamberlain 1998: 14).

The SLLP, beginning with Sparush and Japanese materials, was welcomed by

Benton (1996: 95) as "a clear thrust to expand the oppornurities for students to study

languages thought to have strategic importance for commerce and diplomacy", but he

remained sceptical of overall attrtudes to LOTEs, stating that:

o'there have always been tacit assumptions underlyrng the de facto (author's

italics) policies.. One of these... is the widely held belief that English is the

only essentially important language: other languages may have tactical

significance, but English is the one that really matters." (Benton 1996:95)

Benton did consider realistic the official attitude that schools should be encouraged to

offer FLL without any specifications about which languages should be taught

because he supported that idea that it was more important to create an environment

where FLL is normal than to teach specific F[s (1996: 96).

2.10.2 Attitudes in schools

By searching NZALT publications and talking to colleagues I was able to locate some

research into attitudes to FLL at various levels in New 7-ealand schools. At
intermediate schools Mahon (1%9) found generally positive attitudes to FLL. Most

principals and teachers favoured giving all students the opportunity for FLL to
develop understanding and tolerance of individual difference. Nearly two thirds of
the surveyed parents were in favour of FLL but marnly for instrumental reasons.

Those against believed that students whose English was inadequate should not study

a FL. The students were keen to learn a FI- for future travel or work. In a survey of
year 8 students Fiusimons (I99g) discovered a high level of interest in studying one

or two LOTEs the following year. An evaluation of the initial phase of the SLLP

(Peddie, Gunn & l-ewis 1999) noted that "schools were virrually unanimous in terms

of their strong support for the project, their claims of its benefits, and their desire to

continue" (Peddie et al. 1999: 122). Schools reported that the majority of students

and parents also responded positively to the introduction of SLL (Peddie et al. 1999:

105). Other findings in the prqect evaluation were that:
. over 9OVo of schools believed that all students should have the opportunity

of LOTE learning while 727o rhought it should be compulsory (Peddie et

al. 1999: 106);
. the only reasons for dropping SLL programmes were concerns about

resources, the 'crowded curriculum', and teacher availability (Peddie et al.

I999: lO7-109); and
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there were likely to be ongoing problems of 'articulation', i.e. coordination

between primary and secondary schools in regard to Sllprogrammes
(Peddie et al. 1999: 87).

In secondary schools, ERO (1994) found that students' choice of FLL depended

mostly on interest in a particular language and culture, often with future travel in

mind. Parents and friends also influenced their choices. Most students who had

given up FLL had lost interest, but one quarter had done so because of a frustrating

lack of space in their timetables. Only a minonty cited difficulty or unsatisfactory

teaching. The main reasons for not undertaking FLL were the perceived difficulty of
languages and lack of usefulness for obtaining jobs. ERO concluded that "parential

involvement, encouragement and support are important in the decision-making

process of the student beginning or continuing with second language study" (ERO

1994:, L?).

Research by Holt Maeda, Sasai, Shaw, Waller and Young (2001) identified

insffumental orientation as the most significant factor in year l0 students' decisions

about FLL for year 11. Other important factors which encouraged continued FLL
were enjoyment of and confidence in prior leanung, personal interest in a language

and culture, and pal'ental encouragement. Positive parental attitudes were clearly

associated with socio-economic status. The main reasons given by students for not

studying a FL in year 10, or not continuing in year 11, were a lack of interest

combined with the belief that FLL was of not vocational value and the relative

difficulty of FLL, particularly of Japanese.

Whether the SLLP is improving FI-L student numbers at secondary schools requires

long term research (Peddie et al. 1999: 110), but some small-scale surveys have

assessed the impact of prior FLL on student choices for year 9. Vine (1993) found

mostly positive attitudes ulmong students who had attended a bilingual English-

Japanese primary school. One third had not continued Japanese in year 9, mostly

because they had found it difficult, but they had all started French instead. Another

school found that students with previous experience did not seem to have been put

off by the change from 'fun short tastern courses to the 'more serious academic

requirements' of secondary FI-L (NZCTE 1998). Particularly positive attitudes were

found among year 9 students at a high decile, girls' school (Guthrie 1998), where the

majonty had chosen a language option, and those with prior experience were.much

more likely to have opted for two languages than those without. However, whether

students have their 'taster' course in years 7, 8 or 9, the general trend identified by

the language advisers (NZCTE 1998) is for students to feel at the end of their course

that they have 'done'languages and choose 'more attractive options'.

Kntifermann (19%) agrees with Benton (1996) that it is not important which

languages are initially studied because of the uncertain future of trade and tourism.

FLL has long-term benefits rather than immediate usefulness, enabling students:
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"to ask questions, to develop a sense of inquisitiveness, to understand,

identify and solve problems not solely from a national point of view, but

from a multiple perspective (KnUfermann 1993: 7I).

According to Kni.ifermann, it is only by clarifyng these objectives that the attitudes

of school students, parents, pnncipals and Boards of Trustees towards FLL will
improve.

2.10.3 The attitudes of FL teachers

FL teachers have expressed their attitudes in numerous articles in their newsletters

and New 7-ealand Language Teacher over many years, and teachers' anxiety about

the perceived threats to their subjects are a regular topic of discussions among

colleagues. They express frustration with the perceived gulf between official state-

ments which appear supportive of FI-L and a lack of concrete suPport for any

improvement in FL teaclung. The NZALT President (Williams 1994) welcomed the

words of the Mnister of Education (Smith 1994), cited above, hoping that FL

teachers' skills and expertise would finally be properly appreciated. She noted,

however, that professional development for FL teachers had only ever been volun-

tary self help by individuals or the language teacher associations, and listed the many

impediments to the improvement of FLL for which the Government was responsible:

the lack of research and policy development, insufficient teacher training and a dearth

bf resources. Williams also claimed that some school principals were introducing

'new' (usually Asian) languages without adequate teachers or resources which could

only do more harm than good. She welcomed the proposed SLLP but anticipated the

problems which have subsequently emerged. Two years later, Williams (1996)

noted a lack of incentives to language graduates to enter teaching, a lack of good

training progftlmmes and a generally poor public perception of teaching as a career.

She was scathing about some of the new short courses being offered, taught by

untrained native speakers, sometimes voluntarily, in schools trying to establish a

competitive edge in the local commumty (Williams 1996:6).

Williams (ID6:9) also observed a disturbing trend in secondary schools where,

according to advertised vacancies in the Education Gazette, some Heads of English

were being made responsible for other languages, thereby removing career oppor-

tunities for FI- teachers and increasing the demands on English deparftnents. Even

more disturbingly, Spence (I97: 2), claimed that FL leachers were being held

accountable for low class numbers and poor examination results which often resulted

from factors beyond their control, such as timetabling or module structures. More

impediments to improved FLL identified by Spence (199t3), include the slow,

piecemeal development of curriculum and assessment, the disappearance of some

tertiary language courses, a neglect of research showing that SLL improves overall

learning, and a concern with economic rather than educational value'

Boekman (199tt) blamed the neglect of FLL partly on the devolution of responsibilify
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for school progammes onto local communities who may lack the necessary long-

terur vision or understanding of educational needs of the country. Any subject areas

not perceived by parents or Boards of Trustees as of immediate, economic relevance

(i.e. job qualifications) are relegated to "non-productive, airy-fairy, cissy qualiFrca-

tions" (Boekman 1998: 18 - author's italics). Another problem is the inequitable

provision of FLL opportunities which vary greatly according to the size and location

of schools (ERO 1994, Diane Johnson 1998). Suitable teachers may not be available

or student numbers are too small to warrant a class, a particularly cornmon situation

at senior levels. FLL in New Zealand is, in fact, a 'Tragile activity" (Dane Johnson

1998: 73). The cutting of senior language classes is also considered inequiable for

the minority of students who wish to pursue FLL and who need:

the guaranteed right for each individual to leam a second language as one of
the workplace skills considered essential for the citizen of the future. (Spence

1998: 15)

After years of fruitlessly lobbying the MoE for clear national policy, NZALT

produced its own Policy on l-anguage Teaching and Itarning in Secondary Schools

(NZALT 1995) to encourage and assist schools to teach FLs. NZALT also

commissioned a report to investigate the economic benefits of learning intemational

languages (Jackson & Peddie 1D8). Teachers naturally welcomed the announce-

ment (Curnow 1998) that the Ministry had confiacted the NZALT to develop official

guidelines for schools to develop FLL policies. This has proved to be a very slow

process and the document (MoE 2OO2b) has taken four years to reach schools.

Johnson (I994) probably reflected the scepticism of most FL teachers by claiming

that an increase in FLL would would only occur if there were a large public relations

exercise, but that this would depend on the efforts of FL teachers. Campaigns, such

as the Intemational Languages Week in July ?m2, have been generated by FL

teachers in conjunction with interested bodies like the Alliance Frangaise or the

Goethe Institute, for example. Owing to the basic indffierence of the government,

Johnson suggested (1994: 33) that, as the world became a global village, New

Znaland risked becoming the 'village idiot'. Her 1998 survey of 230 FL teachers

asked them to report their perceptions of the attitudes of their school managers and

their non-language teaching colleagues towards FLL. While 75Vo of respondonts

reported that their school managers considered languages "indispensable, very

important or important',46Eo rcported that their colleagues did not atfibute much

importance to languages (Johnson 2001: 76). Johnson also found that9S%o of the

FL teachers believed that there were specific issues creating barriers to FLL in
schools, the most important of which were:

. community perceptions of language;

. a general lackofinterestin languages;

. a lack of a national languages policy; and

. timetabling issues. (Johnson 200I:77)
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Little has been done to widen the range of languages available to schools, especially

Asian languages which the Government has declared important for New Zealand.

One tertiary teacher of Chinese has been highly critical of the govemment over the
oodismal state of the NZ curriculum where Chinese studies is concerned and how the

curriculum ill-prepares students for the realities of globalisation" (Haddon 199ti: 26).

She accused the government of "cultural naivet6", claiming that they had little under-

standing about China or about language learning in general and bemoaned the lack of
progress by NZQA to recognise Chinese as a University Bursary subject. According

to Haddon (1993: 26), the govenrment does not promote FLL because their "policies

regarding intemationalism and language-learning belong in the Dark Ages".

2.1O. 4 The influence of gender
Guthrie (lD8) noted that the particularly secure place of F[x at her school probably

reflected "the national tendency for SLL to be strongest in single-sex schools, and

girls' schools in particular". The gender imbalance is particularly noticeable in co-

educational schools where senior languages classes are often dominated by grrls

(ERO 1994: l0). According to Holt etal. (2001) students are more likely to continue

FLL in year 11 if they are female and if they attend single sex schools. Some of the

recent findings of the National klucation Monitoring Project (NEMP) suggest that

differences in attitudes to FLL between boys and girls may relate to differences in

their general development in language work. When tested for different language

skills, yeat 4 and 8 girls scored significantly higher than boys on some tasl$ (NEMP

1998:41,2000: 66) and girls reported more positive animdes to certain aspects of
literacy. In no cases did the boys outperform the girls or show more positive

anirudes.

2.lI The importance of languages for trade and tourism
It is obvious that the attitudes of the wider community, especially of employers, to FL skills

will have a bearing on which FLs, if any, are taught in schools (Waite 1992). These

attitudes will, in turn, affect the advice given by school careers advisers to students. Various

investigations have been carried out into the FL needs of commercial organisations, or the

extent to which they value FL skrlls in their employees. According to Watts (1991: 1l), a
lack of language skills and cultural understanding can lead to a lack of suitable negotiators

and hinder access to essential market information, and, in his opinion, New Zealanders

involved in international trade were still "by and large, stubbornly monolingual."

Massey University has undertaken regular surveys on the use of languages by exporting

firms since 1966, and there have been signs of employers recognising the importance of FL

skills through the 1980s and 1990s. By 1986 exporters had increased their use FLs from

ll%o to 78Vo, esp*ially in publicity materials, but three quarters of firms were still using

English for most written or spoken communications. Among companies which used FLs in

their publicity material, only a minoriry were interested in courses to improve the FL
proficiency of their staff (Watts 19{37).
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An extensive survey of organisations involved in tourism and trade in 1985 found that
demand for Japanese language skills outstnpped supply (I*vett & Adams lg87), and that
companies tended to hire part-time native speakers as they were more effective than New
Zealand staff in selling to the Japa.nese, and because Japanese tourists prefer to be looked
after by Japanese. Companies felt that the presence of Japanese nationals helped New
Zealanders to learn appropriate skills in language and culture, but were frustrated that such
people were not always permitted to enter the country. Irorucally, while all the organisations
dealing with Japan valued language and cultural skills, two thirds of them did not consider
them important in the selection or promotion of staff. Later research found evidence that
employers were seeking graduates who had studied languages and business-related subjects,
although they were in short supply (Watts 1991: l4\. However, Enderwick and Gray
claimed that, although "the largest New Zealand companies appear to place a higher value on
foreign language skills than their US counterparts" (1992: &66), these skills were
considered relatively unimporlant when it came to recruiting staff. Although graduates
believe that it is valuable to develop language alongside business skills, "employment
opportunities for business and foreign language specialists remain limited' (Endenvick &
Gray 1992: 67). According to KnUfermann (1993), tertiary students are not always given
sufficient guidance and encouragement to combine FLL with other 'marketable' skills, such
as management, politics or science.

Exporters and tourist organisations are sometimes reluctant to communicate directly with
cnstomers in F[s and tend to use the services of interprelers and translators (Watts lggZ),
the sometimes hazardous limiations of which are illustrated by Ingram (2001) (see Appendix
1). Some organisations, while not rating knowledge of a FL as very important, do admit the
need to understand their customers' way of tife, especially notions of politeness. Positive
attitudes are required at every staff level, not just among senior management, a point
supported firmly by Capper (cited in Callister 1993) who discovered that employees who
most need to use Japanese, those with the most contact with Japanese visitors, are the least
likely to have studied it. Students learning Japanese tend to be those aiming for management
positions in export industries, whereas "the students most likely to use the language, but
Ieast likely to learn it, are those who will become housemaids, bartenders or tour bus
drivers" (Callister 1993: 34). Other companies recognise that one cannot assume that
customers, even if they can speak English, will want to do business in English, or that they
will view favourably people who can or want to use only English (watts lwz).

According to Watts (L99?), tourist operators, airlines and hotels especially value the use of
F[s in attracting and assisting overse{rs visitors and tend to take more notice of language
proficiency when recruiting staff than exporters, but he found a "considerable mismatch"
between the perceived language proficiency needs of various sectors of the tourism industry
and actual proficiency (19D2: l8). Ercept in airlines and duty free shops, less than IgVo of
tourism personnel had adequate language skills and Watls infened that NESB visitors might
experience considerable difficulty obtarning help and advice.

Another problem identified by lrvett and Adams (1%7) and Crocombe, Enright and pofier
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(1991) is a lack of communication between educators and employers about the FL skills

needed in business and the continued promotion of languages which are not the most

relevant for successful competition in international markets. Crocombe, Ennght and Porter

blamed the limited govemment commitment to FLL, adding:

A central priority of our education system should be providing young New

Zealanders with the shlls necessa"ry to become productive members of society in an

increasingly competitive world. This means an increased focus on mathematics,

technological subjects and languages. (Crocombe, Enright & Porter 1991: 168)

In 1990, a series of articles in Export News, the official publication of TRADENZ, showed

that exporters were being encouraged to understand that successful trade depends on a
knowledge of the language and culture of the target country (Stark 1990, Waugh 1990).

Barber (1990a) urged exporters to develop friendship and loyalty through personal contacts

and (1990b, c) stressed the importance of language skills . The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Trade (1995: 41) reiterated this advice when it reported on the importance of l^atin

America and the Caribbean for trade and invesfinent. To deal with most of the counties in

the area, "access to Spanish language skills is necessary or essential".

The importance of effective communication for successful overseas business was also

emphasised by Enderwick and Akoorie (1996). Miscommunication between the manage-

ment of an organisation and its overseas staff, affiliates or customers can lead to expensive

failures, and training is needed, including facts, language, cultural differences and an

examination of people's assumptions and their capacity to adapt. An organisation operating

internationally will encounter sharp cultural contrasts, the most obvious manifestation of
which is the languages spoken in different markets. (Enderwick & Akoorie 1996: l9.)

In 1991, the New 7*aland Tourism Board (NZIB) reported that it would be focussing its

attention on key non-English speakrng markets and would be "actively involved in ensuring

that there is sufficient capacity to train New Zealanders for all of the skilled positions

required" (1991: 19). A later report (NRB 1996) noted that tounsm was by far the largest

earner of foreign exchange for NZ and that, while the major sources of visitors remained

Japan, the USA and Australia, countries of growing importance included non-English

speaking ones such as Taiwan and Korea. The NZTB stated that one of their principal

challenges was improving cultural understanding of our visitors, particularly those from

China, Korea and Taiwan, in the 5O+ age group, who need reassurance over possible

Ianguage difficulties, and for whom "a high level of guidance and interpretation are key

factors" (1996: 22). Table 2.2 shows how accurate the board's predictions were.

In his analysis of progress towards a national language policy, Shackleford states that more

investigation is needed into the attitudes of exporters and tourism companies in New Tnaland

towards FL skills (1996: 163). My review of the above literature suggests that there has

been a considerable amount of zuch investigation in the last 15 years. An examination of the

economics of FLL reports "a number of recent sfudies, especially in Australia, which have
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strongly argued for firms developing a greater awareness of the economic benefits of
language shlls in the workplace" (Jackson and Peddie 1998: 5). It is possible that only
when employers start to demand more language skills among school leavers and graduates

that the MoE will put more pressure on schools to provide FLL for more students. What is
needed, perhaps, is what Callister recommended nearly a decade ago: that employers be

educated as to the benefits of employing people with such language skills ( 1993: 34).

In the end, as Jackson and Peddie (1998) admitted, it is difficult to identify clear economic
benefits from FLL since "the full benefits of the study of language both from an individual
and social perspective ... fall into the category of 'things that cannot be measured by
money"', the pornt made by Kniifermann (1993). This fact "should not be seen to lead
inevitably to an under-estimation of the economic worth of any particular form of language
study" (Jackson & Peddie 1998: l2). In the light of all the above, my research involved
seeking the views of teachers responsible for careers guidance to ascertain what messages
students were receiving about the value of FLL for future study and employment.

Table 2.2 Principal sources of visitors to New zealanll by language,
1991 and 20fi) (Sources: Waite (lWz), Statistics NZ web site)

Language Source of
visitors

Vo for year
ended June l99l

Vo tor year ended
December 2000

English Australia 34.0 32.r

USA 15,8 10.9

UK 8.5 tt.2
Canada 3.7 1.8

Total 62.0 56.0

Japanese Japan 10.9 8.5

Chinese Singapore 1.6 2.O

Taiwan 1.3 2.3

China 0.3 1.9

Total 3.2 6.2
Korean Korea Not eiven 3.7

German Germanv 2.8 2.9

Others ?t.l 22.7
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2,12 Hypotheses to be tested
Personal experiences combined with ideas derived from the above literature led me to
formulate the following hypotheses:

2.12.1 Reasons for choosing FLL
Hypothesis 1, Students have a particular interest in language and languages.

(Gardner 1985, ERO 1994, Kern 1995)

Hypothesis 2. Students who choose to study a particular FL are more inlerested in
learning about the target community or communities and their culture(s) than in how
useful the language will be. (ERO l994,Kern 1995, Ddmyei 1996)

These attitudes may have been developed by prior language learning, travel or
parental encouragement, for example. Such attitudes may explain why secondary

students do not continue FLL for more than one or two years as they come under
pressure to focus on subjects which are seen to be more relevant for employment or
further study.

2.12.2 Reasons for not choosing FLL
Hypothesis 3. Most students do not see the need to learn a FL for the purposes of
future employment. (Turner 1974, ERO 1994, Burch 1999, Drop-out rates shown

by MoE statistics)

Students tend to regard secondary education more as prepaftttion for future

employment than as broad individual development. The emphasis is on core

subjects, which do not usually includes FLs, and optional subjects may be seen as

less important. There is limited understanding of the skills and knowledge to be

gained from FLL. Even if employers and careers advisers understand them, this may
not be not reflected in the curriculum framework nor in the information provided to
prospective Year 9 students and their parents.

Hypothesis 4. Students think that languages are 'difficult' subjects and therefore
only suitable for the most intelligent students. (Turner 1974, ERO 1994, Calderon et

al.2OOO)

This is probably reinforced by schools which stream students and make FLL a

compulsory subject for the top academic streams.

2.12.3 Gender differences
Hypothesis 5. Girls have more favourable attitudes towards FLL than boys.
(Burstall 1979, Powell and Batters 1985, Aplin 1991, Waite 1992, Baker 1992,

Ager et aL.19q3, Fullerton & Ainley 2000)



2.12.4 Parental influence
Hypothesis 6. Parents' attitudes towards FLL in general, based on

experience or lack of it, are an important influence on student attitudes.

lw4,Hofmanlw4, waite 1992, ERO 1994, Dornyei 19%)
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previous

(Turner

Hypothesis 7. Parents' attitudes towards specific languages they have studied

have an influence on student attitudes. (ERO 1994)

Parental attitudes are generally significant in student choices (Oskamp 1977, Gardner

1985, Williams & Burden lgg7),and probably depend largely on the socioeconomic

status of families. They are likely also to reflect a society's indifference towards the

value of FL skills (Turner 1974, Burstall 1979, Enderwick & Gray l99z, Diane

Johnson 19%). General community attitudes tend to reach students mostly through
their parents (Gardner l%5),

2.L2.5 The influence of prior experience
Hypothesis 8. Prior experience of FI-L will improve a student's attitudes towards

FLL but not necessarily encourage continued study. (Burch l99g).

2.12.6 The role of attitudes in students choices
Hypothesis 9. Ultimately, attitudes towards FLL play only a minor role in final
subject choices for Year 9. (Waire 1992, ERO 1994, Williams & Burden L997,
Diane Johnson 1998)

2.L3 Theoretical framework
The above literature on the development of attitudes towards SLL or FI-L, in New Zealand
and elsewhere, has examined a wide range of factors, at times confusing and too numerous

to investigate in this prqect. In addition, not all the factors discussed could be considered
relevant to New Zealand society or our education system. Therefore, in the interests of
simplicity and feasibility, I chose, as a basis for developing survey and interview question-

naires, a theoretical framework involving a complex of three broad groupings of variables
which seemed likely to have the greatest influence on students' decisions to undertake FI-L
or not in year 9 in New Zealand schools. These variables are derived from the framework of
motivational factors proposed by Williams and Burden (1997: 138-40) which, according to
DOrnyei (1998: 126) represents, o'the most detailed treatment of the particular issue in theL2
literature". The factors to be investigated feature frequently in the social psychological

literature reviewed above, as it relates to the learning of any language other than a student's
Ll. This research was designed to investigate the relative importance of each factor in the
New Zealand context and the extent of any possible relationship berween the factors.
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Thepnncipalvanables,summarisedindiagrammaticforminFigurel'arethefollowing:

. student anitudes to: - language learning in general

- target languages available to students

- target language communities and cultures

. the influence of significant others: - parents

- teachers

- Peers and siblings

. the broader crntexL - national curriculum and effects on local school organisation

- local school attitudes to FLL

-societalexpectationsandattitudes(especiallyofemployers)

For students with school
experience of FLL:

. attinrdes towards L2

. attitudes towards FL @urse

. attitudes towards FL teacher

For all students:

' int€rest in Fl-s

' integrative orientation

. instrumental orie,ntation

Influence of
significance others:

o parent8

. teachers

r peers and siblings

Student attitudes
towards:

' language leaming in geireral

' target lmguages available

. targ€t language communities

and cultures

Educational context:

. national curiculum

. sc.hool attitudes to FLL

. societal attitudes and

Student decision:
FLL or not in Year 9

Model of hypothesised factors influencing student

about F.LL (based on Tremblay and Gardner 1995 and

Burden I9g7)

decisions

Williams and
Figure 1.
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Student attitudes will be investigated in more detail according to the six aspects in Tremblay

and Gardner's (1995) model of motivation. It is interesting that this model still includes the

terms 'integrative orientation' and 'instrumental orienlation', although, as noted above,

Gardner and tvlaclntyre (1991) expressed doubt about their continued relevance- Whatever

other theorists have suggested by way of labels for different types of motivation it seems

that, in the end, motivation with regard to FLL can still be broadly classified under these

terms and they remain a useful starting polnt It is proposed, therefore, to explore student

attitudes to FLL in relation to the following aspects of motivation which are also incorporated

into Figure 1:

. those which apply to all students: - interest in foreign languages

- integrative orientation

- instrumental orientation

. those which apply to students with previous experience of FLL in school:

- attitudes t,owards L2 speakers

- attitudes towards L2 course

- attitndes toward L2teacher

Although the last three may prove to be irrelevant to many of the student participants in this

research it is essential to include them because of the MoE's encouragement of FLL at

intermediate level through the SLLP, discussed in section 2' 10.1 above.

2.14 Conclusion
As a result of reviewing the material in this chapter t concluded that New Zealand students'

attitudes to FLL must rezult from a complex interaction among many factors: their social

backgrounds, experiences, personal interests and aspirations, and the influence of significant

others. I also surmise that there may be no direct association between student anitudes and

the decisions they make about optional subjects on entering secondary school, given the

many external pressures on their subject choices'
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CHAPTER 3 F'OREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION IN ENGLAND'

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND AUSTRALIA

In societies where the majoity of the population is morwlingual, as in many Anglophone

countries including the [Jnited States, there is often an underlying assumption that monn-

lingualism - especially in Engtish - represents an ideal nntural state whereas multilingwlism

represents a temporarily abnormnl condition. (Wiley 1996)

3.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the place of FLL in the education systems of the three predominantly

English-speaking countries with which New Zealand has the closest cultural links, at least

for the majonty of the population. A comparison with what is happening in New TnaJand

schools shows that, whatever the inadequacies perceived by champions of FLL in these

countries, they are far ahead of New Zealandin encouraging, if not mandating, FLL.

3.2 Foreign language education in England'

3.2.1 Some historY
Although FLL has always been part of secondary education in England, the English

"have a reputation, perhaps not ill-deserved, for being poor linguiss" (Wright L993:

39). Traditionally and up to the 1960s, FLL was generally the prerogative of social

and academic elites (Wright 1993). Students in the public school system (private

schools) and grammar schools (state secondary schools which selected the most

academic children) would usually study a FL. State education is organised by Local

Rlucation Authorities (LEAs) in each county and in the 1970s many LEAs began to

merge grailrmar and secondary modern schools into comprehensives, in which all or

most students had some language learning for up to three years. Not all grammar

schools disappeared, and in comprehensive schools students were less likely to

pursue FLL as far as examination level (i.e. for 5 years). Hence FLs remained

associated with more academic or privileged students. Since the 1970s various

attempts have been made to increase the range of FI-s taught in schools, to encourage

more students to continue FLL beyond compulsory years, or to introduce FLL into

primary schools.

3.2.2 Languages taught
Few FLs have traditionally been available to students, mostly French and German.

To some extent this system is self-perpetuating since most language graduates and,

therefore, potential teachers have studied French. The problem of diversifying the

languages taught is also one of suitable resources and the availability of relevant

qualifications. Examination boards in Britain are independent, profit-making

companies and, not unreasonably, reluctant to set examinations for minority F[s.

According to Wright (L993: 46) entries for some traditionally taught 'osmall"

languages, for example Russian, dropped drastically in the early 1980s and others

were abandoned.
ot|andandNorthernlre|andhaveindependenteducationsystems

within the UK.
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On the other hand, minority languages, such as Arabic, Bengali, Chinese and Hindi,

have increasingly been available in schools and enthusiastically received by local

communities , Unfortunately, unlike many Australian states, but similar to the New

Zealand situation, the govemment has been reluctant to fund such classes, declaring

it the responsibility of the communities themselves to maintain their own languages.

Others, however, did see the value of expertise in African and Asian languages and

cultures for diplomacy and commerce (Wright 1993: 8-49). Examination boards

towards the end of the lfftOs began to develop relevant examinations and in many

institutions community languages have equal status with the traditional European

ones, even if they have not replaced them.

3.2.3 Resistance to language learning
3.2.3.1 The choice of languages
One of the causes of resistance to FLL may be the dilemma about which FLs

it is desirable to learn (Wright 19g3). Although France is Britain's nearest

neighbour, it is not the main travel destination for most British children. It is

a holiday destination only for "affluent middle class professionals who rent

houses, camp and tour or ski in winter" (Wright 1993: 43). This seems to

reinforce French as a subject for the socially privileged, not relevant for the

masses. According no Wright, working class families are more likely to visit

Spain, Greece, North Africa or the USA. The large ethnic minority groups

are naturally more likely to visit their counfies of origin.

3.2.3.2 The spread of English
Another issue is the growth of English as an international language, domi-

nating many technological, commercial and industrial fields. Quirk (1990)

claims that, for the first time in British history, there is a generation under the

delusion that "because one particular language, English, seems to be very

widely understood, no other language need be learned". Those students who

do want to learn a FL tend to do so for access to a certain culfure, not to

acquire a lingua franca (Wright 1993:46).

3.2.3.3 Foreign languages are not 'useful'
It is only recently that FL skills have started to be valued. In the early 1980s

a study found "entrenched prqudice against professional qualifications which

had been 'watered downo by the inclusion of the study of a foreign language"

(Wright lW3:45, citing Wright 1986). Liston and Reeves (1985) posed the

question:

Do we show any signs at all as a nation of becoming more 'language-

literate' in our business dealings and do our business leaders,

particularly at the very top, think it worth the effort to try to do so?

(1435:4)
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3.2.3.4 Lack of room for language learning
The traditional Bntish education system has been criticised for being very

narrow in its last two years compared with the rest of Europe. Students

usually take A level examinations in only 2 or 3 subjects, rarely including a

language, whereas in Europe it is normal to take 8 or 9 subjects, including at

least one language. This has led to "a lack of flexibility and a cultural and

linguistic insularity which have repeatedly been shown to have an adverse

effect on managerial efficacy and export performance" (Liston & Reeves

l%126).

3.2.3.5 The narrow naturc of language learning

Traditional A level language courses have been very academic and literary,

designed largely as a selection tool for higher education. However, from

1%6 FI-s were included in the Techmcal and Vocational Initiatrves in some

areas which showed the value of FLL for industry and commerce. Funding

was also provided for computers in Modern Languages departments. These

initiatives may have helped to redress the gender balance in FLL (Wright

1993). There have always been more females than males studying and

teaching F[s despite the efforts of inspectors and LEAs to change the

situation while encouraging more girls to study science and technology.

3.2.3.6 Language pedagogy

After the extensive changes to the secondary school system (from grammar +

secondary modern to comprehensives) and the introduction of FLs for all (or

most) students, the Inspectorate found that most FL teachers were unable to

cope with low ability students and that serious methodologrcal problems

needed to be addressed (Wright 1993: 47). There was a failure to adopt FL

teaching methodology to suit a wider range of students (Tnm 1999: 10).

This was obviously a major cause of students viewing FLs as uninteresting,

irrelevant or 'difficult' subjects. There was, however, in the 1970s an

extensive move away from the faditional 'grammar-translation' method to

rnore communicative approaches.

3.2.3.7 Low achievement
Although students do not seem to value leaming unless they obtain a qualifi-

cation at the end of a course, numbers continuing FLL beyond compulsory

years remained small. 6OVo of students were dropping FLL after three

compulsory years with nothing to show for their studies (Tnm 1999: 10).

Those who sat examinations were not very successful. so that the numbers

remaining in FLL beyond the first examination level were even smaller. For

example, in the school year 1986-7, about 34Vo of students took a lGr
examination in French and9Vo in German. Of those, less than half achieved

a grade considered sufficient to progress to a higher level. [n the same year

only about TVo of those taking an l&r examination attempted A-level Rench
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and under lVo German (Wright 1993: 4l).

3.2.3.E Low priority in schools

Because of the tendency to judge schools by their examination performances,

many principals see FLL as a problem area because it is more difficult to get

good marks. Consequently, overtly or covertly,languages may be given low
priority which inevitably lowers their status in the eyes of students and

parents. High dropout rates at 16+ may lead to such small numbers that

classes are cancelled, a situation familiar to New 7*aland FL teachers, which

in turn further lowers the status of languages (Downes 2001).

3.2.4 Consequences
As a result of low numbers of senior FL students, considerable competition grew

among tertiary institutions to recruit the most able linguists. Poor retention rates

threatening teachers' jobs were a major incentive for them to reconsider their metho-

dology and materials, to foster students' interest and enloyment. In their extensive

survey of attitudes towards and use of languages in government, professional,

commercial and educational establishments, Liston and Reeves (11)85: 134) were

pleased to note the increase in research into languages and linguistics, the develop

ment of new teaching methods and especially plans to intoduce radically new higher

education programmes. Their general impression of the state of affairs was,

however, gloomy. They considered the lack of FLL harmful tro commercial interests

and that:

for our political, diplomatic and intelligence services the culrural

impoverishment and the poor linguistic infrastructure at school level are

matters of equally grave concern (Liston & Reeves 1985: 28)

3.2.5 Primary FLL
Private preparatory schools (for students of about 8 - 13 years of age destined for
public schools) have traditionally taught languages, but in stale primary schools

attempts were not made to introduce FLs until the 1970s. Schemes were never very

successful for lack of coordination with local secondary schools. As in Australia and

New Zealand, teachers were faced with classes of varying abilities and experience in

FLL and treated them all as beginners, which did nothing to enhance the interest or

enjoyment of more advanced students. Budget restrictions in the mid 1980s gave

LEAs an excuse to cease primary language teaching (Wright 1993: 43-44) if they

chose.

3.2.6 The National Curriculum
In l!88 the government introduced extensive reforms to stale education, designating

a broad core curriculum and assessment targets in order to stop early specialisation

and raise standards, with the further, political motive of increasing central govern-

ment control (Wright L993: 49). FLs became part of the core curriculum for the first
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5 years of secondary education, Years 7-11, although it is not obligatory to sit the

GCSE examination in a language. Students are allowed to change language after

three years and may take a course such as European Snrdies with only a smattering of
language, often the choice of the less able or less motivated students (Smith 1995).

This still means that all students have at least three years of FLL and, for the first
time, all students are entitled to learn FLs (Brumfit 2000: 94). FLL is no longer the

preserve of the academic or social elite.

The new emphasis on FLs was largely due to economic developments in Europe

where, since 1992, there has been free movement of goods, services, capital and

people and an increased demand for linguistically competent professionals in many

fields. Consequently tertiary education increasingly incorporated FI-s into other

courses (Wright 1993: 51). According to the National Curriculum:

Schools must offer ... one or more of the official working languages of the

European Union (Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Modern Greek,

Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish). Schools may, in addition, offer any

other modern foreign language (DfEE/QCA 1999).

Unfortunakly for the minority ethnic communities their languages do not have equal

status since schools cannot offer non-EU languages unless one of the above FIs is
also offered. As Ager et al.(1993:205) point out, Britain has seemed happy to use

immigrant labour to support economic progress but less happy to adapt to the

country's subsequent cultural and linguistic diversity. Which language(s) schools

choose to offer depends on local demand, the LEA and school principals. Schools

with limited resources and well-established French or German departrnents are likely
to simply continue offering only these languages.

As a result of the new National Curriculum the numbers of students entering

language examinations increased greatly between 1938 and 1990. Table 3,1 shows,

however, that French still dominated, although other languages were gaining rapidly

in popularity.

Under the National Curriculum there is no statutory requirement to teach a H- at

primary level although the curriculum sets out guidelines for students in Years 5 and

6, noting that:

The learning of a foreign language in pnmary school provides a valuable

educational, social and cultural experience for all pupils. (DfEBQCA 1999)

The Curriculum also suggests that there should be links with other subjects in order

to reinforce knowledge, skills and understanding developed in other areas. Muny

consider that Year'7 is a late start for FLL (Gregory 2000, Saunders 1998), but it is
still, of course, two years earlier than most FLL in New Zealand.
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Table 3.1 1990 numbers of students entering GCSE and .A, level

language examinations and percentage inereases since

1988 in the IJK

A level entries I 990
Increase over

two Years

French 27359 34Vo

German 9619 36Vo

Spanish 3896 57Vo

Modern Grcek 257 llVo

Urdu 503 54Vo

GCSE entries

French 27908r SVo

German 84827 L27o

Spanish zswo 36Vo

Modern Gruek 8r2 lOSVo

Bensali 1330 l2IVo
Source: Schools Examination and Assessment

Council statistics division, cited by Wrieht (1993: 53)

3.2.7 The 1990s and beyond
Despite the profound social and economic changes taking place in Europe and

globally, the British remain "disastrously monoglot" (Quirk 1990), stuck in a

"monolingual loop" (King L999: 25), their attitudes to Fl-L still characterised by

profound mmplacency and "resolute monolingualism" (Wright 1993: 53). There still

exists "a trend of indifference to modern languages" (Saunders 19fl3: 65) and the

"implicit assumption that monolingualism is the norm" (Brumfit 2000: 97-9{3), The

current climate was neatly summed up by Lo Bianco:
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What is impressive, or astonishing, ... is how hard the struggle for languages

education is in the UK. ... Public esteem for languages is the cntical matter,

Too many people in the UK see efforts to improve and extend bilingualism as

a kind of 'special pleading' or, worse, a form of creeping 'Europeanisation'.

([-o Bianco 2000: l)

The EU is considered a multilingual sociefy and the national languages of all member

states are deemed equally valuable. One of the key features of the EU is the freedom

to live and work anywhere, but this is feasible only "if Europeans can directly

interact economically, socially and politically across language and cultural barriers"

(Mackiewicz [President of the European Language Council] 2001). "Those who will

be able to exploit the free movement of labour are those with marketable skills and

Ianguage competence. The monolingual is not likely to be on the move either

gmgraphically or hierarchically." (Wright 1993: 52). Continental Europeans are

taking advantage of their language skills in the "increasingly integraled European

labour market" (Lo Bianco 2000: 7), but LIK individuals cannot move so easily and

UK companies must recruit from abroad to obtain the necessary language skills.

According to a debate, "Languages at Work", held at the University of Westminster,

May 2001, there is a substantial "mismatch between the public perception of the

employability of Modern languages graduates and the reality: they are in fact the

second most successful group in finding graduate jobs after professional degrees

such as medicine and law, and nryice as successful as computing graduates"

(Nuffield 2001a).

3.2.E The Nuffield InquirY
General concern about the state of FLL in the UK led to an inquiry, begun in 1991i

by the Nuffield Foundation, to investigate the FL capability and needs of the country

and the adequacy of existing policies. Two of the main findings were that "English

is not enough" and that "Young people from the UK are at a disadvantage in the

recruitmenf market" (Nuffield 2000). The following paragraphs 2.8.1 - 2.8.6 take

headings from the Nuffield report (shown in italics).

3.2.E. I English is not enoagh.

Young people from the UK are at a disadvantage in the

recruitment market.

The Nuffield report recognises the advantages for a country of speaking a

global language but "exclusive reliance on English leaves the UK vulnerable

and dependent on the linguistic competence and the goodwill of others"

(Nuffield 2000). It has been pointed out that modern business management

theory increasingly stresses the importance of human communication and

that, therefore, FL is perceived as an essential part of such communicahon

(King 7999: 22). All tertiary students, regardless of their area of speciali-

sation, need the opporfunity to learn F[s. "The graduates of today cannot

know what language-related demands they will be confronted with in future
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employment" (Mackiewicz 2001). Hence there is a need to encourage more

independent language leaming and the development of language learning

skills for future learning.

3.2,8.2 The IIK needs competence in many FLs ' not iust
French - but the education systern is not geared up to

achieve this.
Nine out of ten children stop learning FLs at 16-

With a more secure place in the National Cuniculum, languages have "an

enhanced position in the national consciousness as an important subject for

the future economic health of the nation" (Saunders I9Pt8: 63), but it has,

ironically, made it difficult to study more than one language for GCSE and

French remains the most widely taught language. "Curricular, financial and

staffing pressures mean that we leach a narrowing range of languages, at a

time when we should be doing the opposite" (Nuffield 2000). According to

Brumfit (2000), I7}langnges were active in inner l-ondon schools in l9U7

and any policy on language in education needs to take into account such

information. "Recognition of all languages active within Britain is a

necessary precondition for starting the process of language learning" (Brumfit

2000: 98),

Furthermore students are generally not successful in FLL. An analysis of

examination results shows that students entering for the three most popular

FI-s, French, German and Spanish, tend to achieve less than in other

subjects. This tends to perpetuate the idea that FLL is difficult and to be

avoided as soon as possible. In any case, the nature of post-16 education is

so narrow that "pupils must either specialise in languages or abandon them"

(L-o Bianco 2000: 7). Overall, levels of competence achieved by school

students are considered inadequate (Nuffield 2000)'

The situation is not helped by the fact that, for a variety of reasons, FL

teachers find it increasingly difficult to take students abroad (Downes 2001).

Other teachers are reluctant to release pupils because of course work

deadlines, parents are becoming more anxious about safety and less willing to

receive foreign guests, and principals are loath to release teachers because of

the shortage or lack of suitable replacement staff.

3.2.8.3 Government has no coherent approach to languages.

Ilniversity language departments are closing, leaving

the sector in deep cnsis.
The llK desperately needs ,nore language teachers.

The Department for Trade and Industry has expressed concerns about the

shortage of linguists and many degree progmmmes which include FLs have

been short of students (Gregory 2000: 77). More seriously for the future of
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language teaching, there have been shorlages of secondary ffainee language

teachers and reduced numbers of primary teacher faining courses offenng a

language specialism. The Nuffield report speaks of "a vicious circle of

inadequate supply" (Nuffield 2000). Long term planning and coordination of

aims and resources remain inadequate. According the Nuffield report, "the

scene remains a patchwork of often unrelated initiatives" with o'no rational

path of learning from primary school to university and beyond" (Nuffield

2000).

3.2.E.4 Secondary school pupils lack motivation or direction.

'nCurrent provision does not motivate and too many pupils...see language

learning as irrelevant" (Nuffield 2000). People may pay lip service to the

value of language learning but employers and universities "have long since

scrapped any requirements for modern language study beyond the age of 16"

(Saunders 1998: 65). In universities "foreign language competence is still

not universally accepted as a prerequisite of professional life" (Ktng 1999:

?3-24). More positive publicity is needed about the successes of language

graduates in employment (Gregory 2000: 78)'

That FLs are still perceived as 'difficult' subjects, compared "with 'new'

subjects such as psychology and media studies" (Gregory 2000: 78), can be

attributed partly to teaching methods. For example, "languages are still a

subject area where the memorising and recall of a greal deal of abstract

knowledge are still required" (Saunders 1998: 69 There is still a demand for

"error-free performance" (Trim 199: 14), the sort of perfection which would

not be expected in, say English, nor perhaps of native speakers of similar

ages and experience. Thrs discourages students' from taking risks so that

even after five years of learning they remain unwilling to use the language for

fear of making mistakes. Saunders puts the responsibility squarely on

language treachers to raise the performance of their students by all possible

means to show that all students can succeed and encourage more students to

continue FLL.

Another barrier to adequate FLL is seen in the traditional way in which

schools still divide learning into separate subject areas (Brumfit 2000: 104),

and the way they are timetabled, organisational constraints which are all too

familiar to New T,ealand language teachers. In the compulsory years of
schooling "the pressure on the timetable of an increasingly cenfalised

curriculum makes it difficult to give enough time to a subject where exposure

to language is a critical factor" and timetabling does not allow sufficient

frequency of language classes to maintarn learning momennlm (Downes

2001). "A radical rethink of the leaming day, the nature of learning activities,

the role of the teacher and of technology will be inevitable" (King 1999:26).
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Some teachers have succeeded in making FLL more attractive to students by

making it more relevant and accessible, but not enough (King 1999, Brown

2000). Much has been done by such organisations as the Centre for

Information on I-anguage Teaching and Research (CILT), the Nuffield

Foundation and the Council of Europe to develop new teaching

methodologies and resources, and more suitable language leaming objectives,

especially practical communication, in order to improve anitudes and

achievement (Trim 7999: 10-11). The Council of Europe has been

developing a Common European Framework of Reference for the teaching,

learning and assessment of FI-s (Trim 1999: 16).

3.2.E.5 People are looking for leadership to improve the

nation's capability in languages,

Ad.uks are keen to learn FLs but are badly served by an

impoverished system,

"Attitudes have become markedly more positive in recent yearsn' (Nuffield

2000). A National Opinion Poll in 1998, cited by the Nuffield Foundation's

web site, found thatSlVo of adults over 15 believed that more should be done

to promote FLL and 867o agreed that it was useful to have at least some

knowledge of a FL. The government has recognised the importance of
lifelong learning but there is little funding nor coherent planning for this

(Nuffield 2000).

3.2.8.6 In spite of parental demand, there is still no UK-side

agenda for children to start FLs early.

"There is a widespread public perception, backed by research, that learning

another language needs to start earlier if the next generation is to achieve

higher standards (Nuffield 2000). In fact, FLL at primary level (known as

Early Teaching of Modern l-anguages - ETML) has increased raptdly but

without any national policy and "little evidence of clear planning" (Gregory

?ffi}:77), Although FLL is normal in the primary curriculum in most other

European countries, the government is reluctant to suppott EIML nationally

because even in secondary schools there is a shortage of teachers. Conse-

quently, "there are as many different approaches to teaching primary

languages as there are schools and teachers" (Gregory 2000: 88).

Despite the problems, interest in early FLL (mostly French but also Welsh

and German) has increased because of the introducfion of European

Awareness in the National Cuniculum, increased foreign travel, schools

competing for students in response to parental demand (shown, for example,

by the "spectacular growth of private clubs'n teaching FLs - Gregory 2000:

85) and the development of technology allowing more direct links with

schools abroad. The BBC ha.s introduced children's programmes to support

FLL and publishers have followed their example with suitable resources.
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Some LEAs have developed their own schemes. Scotland has set an example

with their successful pilot pnmary FLs scheme (Gregory 2000: 78-79).

CILI held the first Primary L,anguages Show in 1997 which provoked

"unprecedented interest" (Gregory 2000: 80).

The National Primary l.anguages Network, which has existed for over ten

years, has drafted a proposal for the national introduction of FLL into
primary schools, taking into account language awareness, progression, F[s
other than French and teacher training. Most radically they have proposed.

that all initial teacher trarning programmes should require students to have

GCSE in a Fl(Gregory 2000: 80). The Nuffield report strongly supports an

early start to enhance "literacy, citrzenship and interculnrral tolerance"

(Nuffield 2000).

3.2.9 The Nuffield Inquiry's recommendations
. Designate language a key skill
. Drive fonvard a national strategy

' Appornt a languages supremo

. Raise the profile of languages

. Give young children a flyng start

. lmprove uurangements in secondary schools

. Make languages a specified component of the 16-19 curriculum

. Reform the organisation and funding of languages in higher

education
. Develop the huge pot€ntial of language learning in adult life
. Break out of the vicious circle of inadequate teacher supply
. Esablish a national standards framework for describing and

accrediting lan guage competence
. Co-ordinate initiatives linking technology and languages

3.2.10 The government response

The government finally responded to the Nuffield Inquiry findings in January z00l,
welcoming the report and stating that the issues addressed are "crucial to our com-

petitiveness as a nation and the ability of our citizens to prosper in an increasingly

global communiry" (Department for Education and Employment (DfEE) 2001). The

govemment claimed to be mmmitted to "improving the status of and access to

Modern Foreign languages, particularly in education and naining" (DfEE 2001).

Objectives were specified, covering curriculum and qualifications, resources, teacher

supply, links with business and adult education and cooperation with international

bodies.

3.2.11 Specialist language colleges

Specialist language colleges received frequent mention in the government's response

to the Nuffield report as the main source of improvement in FLL. The first such
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college opened in 1995 and there were 99 at the begrnning of 2001. Nine more were
to be established (DfEE 2001). These colleges receive special funding to improve ttre
teaching and learning of modern F[s and diversify the range of lang'rages taught.

They work with neighbouring schools to disseminate good practice and share

resources, and assist programmes in local primary schools. It is proposed to extend

links with other schools and the wider community by developing such activities as

masterclasses, language clubs and video'conferencing. Colleges are encouraged to
develop innovative forms of learning and alternative methods of recogmsing student

achievement.

3.2.12 Other initiatives
As 2001 was the European year of Languages, designed to promot€ linguistic and
cultural diversity and language leaming (Machewicz 2001), a variety of special
prqects were instigated in the UK. The first major initiative was a pilot scheme to
increase primary language learning, supported by the embassies of France, Germany
and Spain (Nuffield 2001b). The Nuffield Foundation, as a result of what they
considered to be "the enthusiastic and positive response" to their inquiry, announced

the invesfrnent of f,500,000 to further the development of language learning (Nuffield
2001c).

3.2.13 Summary
New Zealand supporters of FLL will recognise most of the above problems and
agree with many of the recommendations made by the Nuffield report. They may,
however, desparr when comparing the situation in New 7*aland because, whatever
the inadequacies in British FL education, all secondary students are, in theory,
benefitting from at least five years of language learning, and an increasing number of
primary children are also involved,

Forcign language education in the United States of America
3.3.1 Introduction
The USA has always had a multicultural and multilingual population, including
Native Americans (155 of whose languages still survive). The founders of the

country did not believe that language was a symbol of nationhood and many believed
that laws about languages could run counter to the basic right of freedom of speech

and therefore neither the Declaration of Independencn, QTIA nor the Constitution
(1789) make any reference to language. English is, however, the de facto official
language. "All other languages, variously called 'minority', 'heritage', 'ethnic', or
'native'...play roles limited to home, church, communiry or [ribe", except spanish
which is widely used in Florida and the southwest and whose speakers have con-
siderable political power (Dutcher 1995 internet document, section II Lamguage

Policy - Status and Role of First [-anguages... para. l). Arcording to researcher,

James crawford (l9w), the united states has never had a language policy,
consciously planned and national in scope, relying on ad hoc responses to immediate
needs or political' pressures - often contradictory and inadequate to cope with
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changing times.

According to Schulz (1998 intemet document para. l) the Unit€d States'omay be the

only nation in the world where it is possible to complete secondry and (author's

italics) postsecondary education without any foreign language study whatsoever".

(Schulz obviously had no knowledge of the New Zealand education system.)

Despite enorrnous sums spent on vanous forms of FL education each year, "no
federal agency is charged with coordination decisions, resources, or research in this
area" (Crawford l9E7). Crawford highlights the enormous growth of bilingual
education, "mainly the transitronal variety", designed to turn all children into English
speakers alongside federal programmes to encourage FLL among the native English

speakers. In many cases, Sparush being the most obvious, the same language is
being eliminated in one group and encouraged in another. Crawford believes that
"neither approach has been very successful in cultivating fluent bilingualism- (1997

internet document para. 2) despite official recognition that language skills are

important for American national security and international trade.

3.3.2 The state of FLL in the 1970s

The Constitution places the responsibility for education on individual states but
federal legislation has, from time to time, "influenced state action by providing funds

for meeting specific objectives" (Dutcher 199t. Articles about the state of FLL
during the 1970s paint a picture which would be familiar to New Z.ealand language

teachers today. l-anguage requirements to enter or graduate from college or university
had been relaxed or abolished (Lippmann 1974). l.anguage teachers were struggling
to attract and keep students in their classes (Lawson lWl). They often had to cope

with combined, or 'multi-level' classes (Brannon and Cox 1976, Strasheim 1979).

Some argued for compulsory FLL (Birch 1971, Paquette l9Tl,Ziegler Lg75), while
others urged greater efforts to promote the value of FLL (Rolland 1974, k:eller
IW4, Meyer 1975, Knop IWS). There was indifference among students, non-
language teachers and the general public (klgerton 1971, Altman 1974), and

negative attitudes among administrative staff in educational instirutions (Turner 1974,

De Felippis 1979). Klayman On, aftributes indifference to the association of FLs
with ethnic minorities and immigrants who are expected to assimilate to the majority,
English-speaking culture. This entails adoptrng such values as equality, meaning

uniformity, and success, measured in material terms and acquired through studying
only'useful' subjects.

3.3.3 The role of FL teacher:s

Secondary and tertiary FL teachers tended to blame themselves for falling student

numbers and recommended radical revisions of curriculum, materials and teaching

methods, and activities to promote FLL ([*awson LWl, Hgerton 1971, Rolland

1974,Preller lW4, Reeves 1974, Allen 1975, Grinner 1975). A lack of clear goals

was also criticised (Bouffard 1980 ). Others blamed FL teachers' negative attitudes

towards students, who were often considered either too lazy or insufficienfly intelli-
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gent to succeed in language classes (Lippmann 1974). FL teachers often demanded

perfection from their language students, which obstructed real communication,

destroyed confidence and was a great disincentive to continued study (Walker 1976).

On the other hand, some investigations found positive attitudes to FLL, for example,
irmong students and parents in New York statre (Papalia 1978), and the general public
in Fayetteville, Arkansas (Clark and Rudolph 1981). Encouraging signs were

identified in the changing nature of language courses and the growth of 'vocational

community colleges', but the need remained for language teachers, not just to 'sell'
their 'product' as strenuously as possible, but also to find out what students wanted

to feam (Walker 1976: l4l). Walker noted o'devastating apathy" (1976: 141) among
high school teachers with regard to surveying student attinudes.

3.3.4 The decline continued
Despite attempts to address the problem of declining student numbers during the

1970s, the overall situation did not improve. A 1978 Gallup poll into public attitudes

towards public schools, reported in Foreign l-anguage Annals 1l (6), revealed the
low esteem in which FI-s were held. For example, knowledge of a FL was in last
place in a list of skills and knowledge deemed necessary for graduation from high
school for students not planrung to go on to further education. Bryant (1978)

reported a continued decline in student numbers and an increasing number of tertiary
institutions dropping language requirements. He went so far as to call the language

teaching profession "imperiled" and to call for "positive and extraordinary" action
(1978: 1l), including the payment of people to lobby the government and businesses

and to instigate a nationwide publicity campaign.

3.3.5 The Presidential Commission
In April 1978, a Presidential Commission was appointed to investigate the state of
FLL because of widespread concern that the overseas responsibilities of the USA
were increasing but the knowledge of FLs and the understanding of international
affairs were declining (Perkins 1978: 621). The Commission had, as its four
objectives, to:

. Recommend means for directing public attention to the imporance
of FL and international studies for improvement of communications and

understanding with other nations in an increasingly interdependent world;
. Assess the need in the United States for FL and area specialists, ways in

which FL and international studies contribute to meeting these needs, and

the job market for individuals with these skills;
. Recommend what FL area studies programs are appropriate at all academic

levels and recommend desirable levels and kinds of support for each that

should be provided by the public and private sectors;
. Review existing legislative authorities and make recommendations for

changes needed to carry out most effectively the Commission's

recommendations. (Carter 1978)
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Many studies and prqects were undertaken to provide background information for
the Commission, including a national survey of FL teaching in secondary schools in
1978 and 1979, a survey of State laws and regulations concerning language study,

and a survey of attitudes towards FLL (Eddy L979). The American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign l-anguages (ACTFL) called for "the establishment of a national

policy to preserve, develop, and strengthen second language education in this

countr], so as to enhance the status of the United States in the family of nations".

This resolution was sent to President Carter and all members of congress. Paul

Simon, one of the instigators of the Commission and one of the three Members of
Congress on the Commission, assured the ACTFL that "this will be one of the

central issues addressed bv the President's commission".

3.3.6 The Commission's findings
The President's Commission reported to President Carter (Commission on Foreign

and International Studies 1979) with an optimistic nofe from the Chairman to the

effect that the commission's activities had "stimulated an increasing interest in
improving our prospects for real competence in FL and improved understanding of
the world outside our borders" among a wide range of people and institutions.

However, the Commission reported "scandalous incompetence in foreign

languages", "dangerously inadequate understanding of world affairs" (Perkins 1979:

13) and "the epidemic elimination of language requirements" (Perkins 19791 19). It
also offered some dismal statistics (Perkins 1979: l3):

. only lSVo of high school students were studying a FI- (24Vo in 1965) and

the number was steadily declining;
. 25Vo of high schools offered no FLL
o only one in 20 public high school students of French, Russian or German

ever continued into a third year;

. only 87o of colleges and universities still had a FL requirement for
admission (34Vo in 1966);

. only a handful of approximately 900 American business representiatives in
Japan had a working knowledge of Japanese.

3.3.7 The Commission's recommendations
The report contained extensive recommendations for teacher training and support,

increasing and strengthening FL courses from Kindergarten to Twelfth Grade (K-12)

and in tertiary institutions, research and development of curriculum and resources,

encouraging international educational exchanges, researching business and other
employment needs, improving official and private organisation of relevant studies,

and increasing public interest and support. The Commission was clearly in favour of
some sort of compulsory FLL in schools:

All students, including minority-group members who often have less

opportunity for language study, should be participating in the study of
foreign languages and international subjects. (Perkins 1W9: ?5\
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The Commission recommended the establishment of a National Council on Foreign

l,anguage and International Studies (NCLIS), a body that strll exists to promote

'international education'2 (NCLIS 1999). The Commission also called for more

collaboration at secondary school level between teachers of FLs and social studies

(and many other relevant subjects). Strasheim agreed that interdisciplinary coopera-

tion was "an educational idea...whose time has come" (1980: 59), but saw three

major obstacles:

. subject compafimentalisation

. confusion about responsibility for curriculum development (school, state,

federal?)
. lack of knowledge and/or communication among teachers

3.3.8 Reactions to the Presidential Commission's recommendations
There was strong theoretical support for the Commission's recommendations. The
Council on Basic Education firmly endorsed them, stating that it had always favoured

compulsory FLL. (Reported in Foreign l-anguage Annals 13 (4), 330). The May
1ff10 issue of the Curriculum Report of the National Association of Secondary

School Principals was devoted entirely to FLs (reported in Foreign Language Annals

L3(4),332). Support was also expressed by the Commission on Humanities in their
1980 report (reported in Foreign l,anguage Annals l3(5), 427). However, the

Secretary of Eclucation, Terrel Bell, clearly saw that his country had a long way to
go. He described the lack of FLL as a "major national disgrace", adding "We are a

bunch of monolinguistic bumpkins and American education is to blame" (Bell 1981,

reported in Foreign language Annals 15 (3), 219). One piece of evidence he

probably had in mind was a llEO survey which had found that only 8 states required

high schools to offer FLs and none required students to study any (Ryan 19€4).

3.3.9 Progress in the l9E0s
hogress was very slow but many steps were taken by official and professional

bodies to promot€ FLL in Amencan schools. For example, the Department of
Education (DoE) supported an extensive survey into the supply and demand for FL
teachers and teacher training (Brickell and Paul 1982). In l9S the National
Commission on Excellence in Education reportred to the Secretary of Education that

language learning for all children should begin at elementary level and continue for 4
to 6 years. Also in 1983, the DoE's National Advisory Board on International
Education Programs called for every student to have the oppornrnity to begin FLL in
the earliest years of formal education and to continue that same language to reach a

useful level of proficiency. This would require among other things, the integration

of FLL across all levels, the development of clear standards of proficiency in
language skills, and research into methodology and the language needs and use of
adults, especially in their employment.

Similarlv. in 1935. the Council of Chief State School Officers declared that all
2 This encompasses a wide range of language fields, including alltypes of language education, the
classics, exchanges, research, technology, business education and translation (NCLIS 1999)
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students should have the opportunity to learn a language other than English,

including non-Western ones, starting at elementary school and continuing through

secondary to reach an acceptable level of proficiency, especially in speaking and

listening. Furthermore, the Council believed that teachers should have first hand

expenence of culture of languages they teach. Recommendations made by the

Council to Federal Agencies (1985: 245) included "comprehensive assistance to

intemational education and second language study at the elementary and secondary

level" for planning programmes, developing curriculum and assessment, teacher

training, and exchanges. The Council particularly supported the teaching of Russian,

Japanese, Portuguese, Arabic and Chinese.

The National Institute for Education set up CLEAR (Cenler for language Education

and Research) in 1985, based at UCLA, to carry out research into second and FLL,
improve teaching methods, develop materials, and encourage community involve-

ment (Reported in Foreign l-anguage Annals 18 (6),526),

3.3.10 Attitudes to FLL
Teachers were were beginning to see changes in attitudes away from the old idea that

F[s were only for an academic elite (Koppel l9&2), but the Director of International

Education Programs at the DoE in 1983, although convinced that FL study was part

of basics education, stated:

it is not clear that we will ever obtain the FL education our Nation needs until

a fair number of Americans believe that foreign languages are worth

studying. (Whitehead 1985: 7).

Articles related to FLL dunng the 1980s, and even into the 1990s, are characterised

by the sense that secondary teachers were still having to fight for support for their
subjects, from students, parents and school administrators (for example, Koppel
1982, Campana 19{33, Cooper 1545). Even articles ostensibly about practical ideas

for the classroom seem to have the ulterior motive of attracting and keeping more

students by, for example, emphasising ttre development of communicative compe-

tence (Nussenbaum 1983, Ramage 1990) or stressing the need to include more

culrural studies to motivate students (Wilkes 1983, Pfister 1989, Dodick 1996).

Other commentators perceived growing good will towards FLL among high school

administrators but still put the onus on teachers to promote FL study (Weatherford

LW3?,, Beard 1984, Crawford-l.ange 1985). FL teachers and their programmes were

still being blamed by some secondary school principals tor high drop-out rates and

F[,s were still perceived as too difficult, irrelevant for most students and competing

poorly with other subjects (Crawford-l-ange 1985: l4).

On the other hand, others reportd increasing interest in, and even state requirements

for, elementary school FL programmes, although developing these was a

"challenging task" and often a "bewildering process" (Met 1985: 473). Baranick and
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Markham (1986), in a survey of attitudes towards FLL, found AVo of elementary

school principals in support, especially for Spanish, although it did not have high
priority. Principals needed encouragement from parents, students and colleagues.

Of those against FLL, most cited lack of time, but about a third would be prepared to
accept it as extra out of class programme. (cf De Felippis ln9)

33.1f Funding for FLL
Federal funding for major initiatives remained a problem, unless FLL could be linked
to political and economic policy (Groennings 1980). In support of increased FLL,
Congressman Paul Simon introduced the Foreign l,anguage Assistance for National

Security Act 1983, which was passed by Congress but rqected by the Senate.

Nonetheless, an optimistic note was struck in an address to the Joint Annual Meeting
of ACTFL, AATF, AND AATG lare 1984:

There has never been a time in my memory when there has been a more open
moment, a more encouraging climate for the development of a fresh Amencan
national policy with respect tcr the teaching of foreign languages.(l^ambert

1985:379)

I-ambert saw growing interest from government agencies, and "major private
foundations (1985: 383), and called on teachers to organise their priorities and

strategtes to make the best of whatever funds came their way. The federal govern-

ment remained reluctant to provide more assistance, with the view that "private
sources should compensate for decreases in federal support for education"
(Dandonoli 1986: 54), but the 1988 Foreign l-anguage Assistance Program granted

money to states to develop model teaching progftrrnmes to improve FLL by (Dutcher

199s).

3.3.12 Languages at teiliary level
At teruary level there was evidence that colleges and universities through the 1980s

discussed reinstating or strengthening FL requirements for entering or graduating,

mostly from arts courses, or at least facilitating FLL within other programmes
(Bugos 1980). By 1981, an MLA survey found that "nearly seventy institutions had

restored a foreign Ianguage requrrement, either for entrance or for the 8.A."
(Whitehead 1985: 6). Huber (1992, cited in Dutcher 199, reporred that, by the
academic year 1988-9, over 2570 of tertiary institutions required entrants to have

done some language study. Nearly 35Vo of institutions required language study for
all student s and another 4OVo for some. Spanish was most popular, followed by
French, German and Japanese.

While FLs continued to be considered most relevant for arts degrees, there were
growing calls for them to be associated with business studies. Hoegl (1986: ?&1
spoke of "a large and increasing number of jobs in the American labor market
requiring proficiency in other languages and intemational understanding", but noted
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the dearth of suitable applicants for employment in the State Depanment, the

Department of Defense, the CIA and business in general. He claimed that jobs in US

companies abroad were mostly filled by foreigners, and asserted that lack of cultural

understanding was a big barrier to successful overseas business. In contrast, Voght
and Schaub (L992) considered that studies combirung languages and business had

been firmly established in U.S. higher education.

3.3.13 The 'English Only' movement

Since the 1970s there have been numerous proposals to make English the official

language at federal level, all of them defeated. In some state constitutions English is

an official language (Dutcher l9FS: 9), but an attempt to amend the constitution of
Arizona to make English the official language was ovenuled by a federal judge as an

infringement of the right to free speech. However, other states have introduced

resolution or statutes declaring English the official language (17 by 1995 according to

Durcher (1995:9)).

The 'English Only' movement is attributed in part to the greatly increased diversity of
the US population in the 1980s, including a particulerly large incrgdse in native

Spanish speakers (Crawford (1997). By 1990, almost 8Vo of the population aged 5

or over spoke Sparush and another SVo another language other than English3 (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, cited by Dutcher 1995). Spanish is the only language other

than English supponed by television, 60 channels in 1993, (Broadcasting and Cable

yearbrxrk, cited by Dutcher 1995). Supporters of English Only believe that one

official language is needed to mainuin the unity of the cruntry, regarding minority
languages at best as a source of problems, at worst as a threat to the American,

English-speaking way of life. Some have demanded that only English should be

used "at the ballot box, in the classroom, and in the workplace" (Dutcher 1995: 1 1).

3.3.14 FLL in the 1990s

In 1990s, the general trends include:
. increased FLL in schools;
i development of contenl antl acluevernent sl.andards;
. encouragement of bilingual education;
. ongoing problems of inadequate funding, teacher training, and teacher

supply;
. continued reintroduction of FL requirements at tertiary level with changes

in the nature of courses and assessment;

. recognition of globalisation of business and need for language skills

alongside others;
. ongoing controversy over 'English Plus' versus 'English Only'.

By the mid 1990s it was reported (Durcher 1995) that FLs were included in all state

curriculums. Forly states required schools (usually secondary) to offer at least two

3 The most frequent were French, German, ltalian and Chinese
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years FLL but none made it compulsory. The other ten states had some sort of FLL
requirement but only for the most able students, for example, those wishrng to enter

tertiary education. By 199{3, at least six slates required all elernenury schools to

offer some FLL and some states had made FLL compulsory, for one or two years

(Dsuict of Columbia, New York), for 'academically able' students ([.ouisiana), or

for high school graduation (Maryland, Oregon) (Lrwelling and Rennie 199Ub).

What happens at school level is still largely dependent on individual school boards

but much has been done at national level to encourage more and better FLL. It was

estimated (Dutcher 1995) that, by the mid 1990s, about 39Vo of upper secondary

(grades 9-12),24 of lower secondary (grades 7-8) and 6To of primary students were

studying a FL. Table 3.2 shows FI- enrolmertts in grades 9-I2in public sch<lols as a

percentages of all students over a twenty year period.

A nal,ional suryey of FL teaching in apprcximutely 6Vo of public primary and secon-

dary schools, (Center for Applied Linguistics 7W7), showed that there had been an

increase in the number of primary schools teaching a FL over ten years, from22Vo to

3lVo, with about half the studene benefitting from FLL. The proportion of secon-

dary schools involved had remaiued fairly stable, 877o in 1987 and 86Vo in lW,
with Slvo of public school students involved. By 1997 ,'79Vo of primary and93Vo of
secortdary schools were offering Spartish. The teaching of French remained fairly
popular in secondary schools, still in 647o of schools, but had declined considerably

in primary schools, frcm 4lVo to 277o. Other areas of increase were Spanish for
Spanish Speakers, Japanese, Italian and Sign langirage (both at primary level),

Russian (secondary).

Table 3.2 FL enrolments in public schools in the USA 1974-1994

Language

Spanish

Fall
197 4

Fall
r978

Fall
1982

Fall
t 985

Fall
r 990

Fall
1994

11.9 11.6 12.5 18.8 23 26.4

French 6.9 6,1 6.9 ot 9.6 9.1

German 2.8 ?.3 2.1 2.5 2.6 ?.7

Italian 0.3 0.3 o.4 0.4 o.4 0.4

Russian 0.1 0.1 Less than 0.057o 0.1 0.1

Japanese 0 0 0 0 o.2 0.3

AII modern FLs 22.r ?1.6 21.9 3l.l 36. l 39.4
Source: U.S. Department of klucation
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hogrammes varied but the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL 1997) noted that

oriy 7Vo of all primary schools "offered instruction in which the students were likely
to attain a high level of fluency, as recommended in the goals of the national

standards" (see below). CIr the other hand, CAL found an increase at secondary'

level of advanced courses, recognising previous learning or native speaker ability,
and the use of target FLs in class, but hours of instruction, conversation classes and

any use of target F[x for teaching other subjects remained very limited. CAL also

reported that "more than half of the schools not currently teachlng languages were

interested in doing so in the fiiture".

3.3.15 Development of content and achievement standards
There hasi been a large amount of activity to encourage FLL thmugh the improvement

of curriculum and assessment, resources, teacher training and public promotion by

teachers, administators, academics, and through various official and teacher

organisations. Legislation w?rs passed in 1994, Goals 2000: Educate America Act,
with the general aim of improving student achievement Thrs funded the develop-

ment of goals and standards in all core subject areas, including FLs. In 1996, the

National Slandards in Foreign l-anguage Educal.ion Pnrject pruluced recornmen-

dations for all levels from Kindergarten to Grade 12 (K-12). This work, and its
support for extended FLL through primary and secondary school, "galvanized the

field of foreign lariguage education", resulted in a greater ftrci-rs on FI-L for
meaningful uses in real life siruations and "generated a dynamic discussion on a
compelling rationale for language education for all students" (tcwelling and Rennie

1998a).

Traditionally, language assessment was mostly a fairly informal process carried out

by class teachers, there being no national programrne of assessment required of sutes

or schools, but Dutcher (199t reported that 17 states had developed or planned to

develop FL performance standards, and about 4O states had developed or were

working on content standards. There are standard tests available nationally for
students who wish to show what they have achieved in order to enhance their

applications for college or university entrance, but the t€sts are limited in the skills

they assess arid available in a limited number of FLs, In addition, ACTFL has

produced Proficiency Guidelines for secondary and post-secondary levels.

According to l,ewelling and Rennie (l99t3b), even where statewide assessments

exist, most are voluntary.

What would seem extraordinary to those familiar with education systems in Britain,
Australia or New T,r;alawJ, is the rxrmplete lack of national or shte qiralifietions at

which school education is aimed. CAL (I9q7) reported that "cunicula at all school

levels tended to be developed by the teachers at the school". Only 37Vo of primary
'aruJ QVa o[ secondary schools reporled that their FL teachers were aware of the

national Standards for Foreign l,anguage I-earning, and only about half of those

indicated that their FL curricula had changed accordingly.
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3.3.16 Encouragement of bilingual educatlon
The Improving America's Schools Act, 1994, provided grants to states and schools

under the 1988 Foreign Languge Assislarice Program, reauthorised in 1994, to

improve language education, including Native American education. The act also

provided assistance for bilingual education based on three pnnciples:

(a) all children can learn to tugh standards;

(b) linguistically and culturally diverse children and youth must be provided

with the equal opportunities to le'arn that are provided for all students;and

(c) profieiency in two or more languages shoukl be promoted for all

students. (Dutcher 1995)

In the 199+5 school yeai, two-way (i.e. a combination o[ ESL and FL learning)

bilingual programmes were being supponed by federal funds in 6l local education

agencies, mostly Spanish L2, but also Cantonese, French, Korean, Japanese,

Navajo, Portuguese artd Russian (Dutcher 1995). Dutcher ailso reported lhat in 1995

187 schools were offenng English-speaking students pafiial or full immersion

programmes in 26 states, mostly in Spanish, but also in Arabic, Cantonese, French,

German, Hawaiian, Japanese, Maurdarin and Russian. Such programmes have

continued to grcw in popularity, owing to parental demand. The proportion of
primary schools nationwide offering such programmes increased from ZVo to 8Vo

between 1987 and 1997, supported by edricators who say "the apprc''ach is one of the

only ways for US-born students to achieve a high level of proficiency in a foreign

language" (Mathews 2000).

In addition, as in Austalia, there are many private ethnic schools teaching languages

and culture, usually onc,e a week, mostly at weekends, organised by community or
church groups. Aceording to Dutcher (199t no recenl data on these schools exists

but Fishman and Markman (1979, cited by Dutcher 1995) reported that there were

over 5000, of which over one third used Greek, Gennan, Hebrew or Yiddish. Some

cornmuniry languages are now rnoving into public sehools as part of bilingual
programmes. Dora Johnson (1998) mentions Cantonese and Korean for Ll
speakers, and Swahili "being taught occasionally because it provides historical
enriclunent, particdarly irt districts with a large population tf Africarl Americans".

33.17 Ongoing problems
The increase in FLL has not been matehed by an adequate teacher supply. As in
New Zealand, the majority of the teaching profession is approaching retirement. It
was predicted that by about 2000 the number of language teachers leaving the

profession would be greater than those entering, and Lhat the shortage would be

particularly acute for Spanish. The rapid growth in FLL in pnmary schools has

exacerbated the sinradon (Dutcher 1995), a situation very similar to that which

obtains in Australia. Variois measures have been taken 1o address the problem,

including:
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. financial incentives,
. recruitnent abroad,
. increasing use of distance learning, especially for less commonly taught

languages and particularly for Japanese,
. increasing class sizes,

r reducing language choice to make bener use of available teachers,

. facilitating the recognrtion of qualifications of overseas-trained, native

speakers, especially of Japdurese

. increased in-service training for language and teaching skills.

According to CAL OWn, orly 19Vo of primary schools reported that all their FL
teachers were certified to teach a language at that level, but many states did not
require any such qualifications and linle relevant training was available. Other
problems identified by CAL (lW7) at all levels of schooling were lack of funding
and suitable resources, class sizes and the inadequate 'sequencing' from primary to
secondary schools, what the Australians call 'articulation', which is also a growing
problem in New kaland..

3.3.1E Summary
While FLL in U.S. schools has increased in the last 30 years, many problems and

much dissatisfaction remain, mostly familiar to New Zealandlanguage teachers. The
CAL(IW7) survey concluded that:

there is still reason for concern about the limihd number of K- 12 long-
sequence language programs that are designed to educate students

linguistically and culturally to communicate successfully in the U.S. and

abroad.

Similarly, Rogers and Arn (199t3: 34'7) clarmthat:

the Uruted States is in some ways ill equipped to take an effective role in the

iilternational community. Most college students do not develop an

understanding o[ even one FL or culture and little has been done [o expand

business students' FL knowledge.

However, the fedenil govenunent DoE funds variotis means of improving FLL,
some of which would be the envy of New Zealand FL teachers including:

. seven national FL resource centxes

. mulel teaching progriilnmes

. advanced teacher taining

. the National Endowment for the Humanities, which provides scholarships

and f-unds intensive summer courses, research proJects and materials

development (Boston 1998)
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The 'English Only' movement continues and has made progress in some states, but it
is countered by a vigorous 'English Plus' movement (Crawford 1997,Farr 1997),

supporters of which regard diversity as an asset and encourage the retention of
minority languages as well as FLL, with the development of English proficiency for

all. In other words, bilingualism is valuable for all individuals and for the country.

This is an ideal which many would like to see as an educational goal in New 7,ealand.

3.4 Foreign language education in Australia
3.4.1 The development of a national language policy
Australia started working towards a national policy language in the l!80s, with

support from both ethnic and educational groups (Liddicoat I9%:4). Developments

culminared in the National Policy on larrguages (NLP) (l"o Bianco 198?, substan-

tially a language-in-education policy, "in which the equity and economic rationales

were evenly balanced" (Liddicoat l9%:4).

The NLP advocated the promotion of nine languages of regional and global impor-

tance, which might also be community languages (["o Bianco 1987: 147). Develop-

ment also began of the Asian Studies Program, to encourage the particular study of
Asian languages and cultures in schools. Other moves to encourage and assist the

learning of LOTEs included the establishment in l!89 of the National Languages

Institute of Australia (NLIA) with four research cenlres, a major review of languages

in tertiary education (Leal 1991) and a national conference in 1990, "Lamguage is

Good Business" (Shannon 1991) which "raised the profile of languages in Austalia"
(Liddicoat 1996:7).

Owing to a change in Commonwealth Government policy (Ozolins 1993; Moore

1996) the national policy was amendecl in 1991 and renamed Australia's Language:

The Australian l-anguage and Literacy Policy (ALLP). This policy rematns subsun-

tially in place and, as the name suggests, more emphasis is placed on English

language and literacy for all Australians than on the learning of LOTES. However,

Goal 2 (of four) states:

The learning of languages other than English must be subsuntially expanded

and improved to enhance educational outcomes and communication within

both the Australian and the international community. (Department of
Employment, Rlucation and Traimng l99I: 14)

The ALLP recognised the need to "strike a balance between the diversity of
languages which could be taught and the limits of resources that are available" (DEET

I99l 15) and specified 14 priority languages "of broader national interest to

Australia" on which Commonwealth assistance will be focused, divided into:

a) significant community languages: Aboriginal languaeest, Italian, Greek,

German, Spanish and Vietnamese

ition to the g listed as priorities by the NLP 1987
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b) languages of regional and economic importance: Chinese,Indonesian/

Malav- Jaoanese. Korean. Russian and Thai

c) languages of wider economic and cultural importance: French and Arabic

Each states was to nominate 8 of the above languages for priority development for

which Commonwealth Government assistance would be provided. In fact, five of
the languages (French, German, Japanese, Indonesian and Chinese) were already

prionties in all states (DEET 1991: 16). The policy's aim was that, by the year 2000,

257o of Year 12 students should be studying a LOTE, (compared with fewer than

I27o in 1991) (DEET l9l: l7). Increases in funding were also promised for Ethnic

School Programmes, for higher education to promote Asian languages and teacher

training in LOTEs and a number of other LOTE education areas (DEET 1991: 18).

3.4.2 National education policy
Major national efforts have been made to improve schooling by the Australian

Education Council, comprising the Ministers of Education from all states and the

Commonwealth Government. They agreed on ten common goals, released as the

Hobart Declaration in 1ff39, which included the establishment of eight key learning

areas for the compulsory years of schooling (up to Year l0), one of which was

LOTES. Subsequently a Statement and Profile were produced for each key area to
assist states in the work already underway to develop their own curriculum

frameworks and assessment procedures.

The LOTE Statement made clear that there should be no "artificial distinctions"

between different LOTEs, nor should any hnd of hierarchy be seen, but:

It is essential that the cuniculum of each State and Territory includes a

balanced range of languages. Individual systems and schools need to decide

which languages to offer, taking into account the needs of individual learners,

the local community and Australia as a nation. (Curriculum Corporation

1994 3)

The Sratement presented a detailed, idealistic picture of a LOTE learning environment

which catered for all students with a great diversity of backgrounds and linguistic

ability, with adequate resources, time allocation, continuity of programmes between

all levels of education and qualified teachers (Curriculum Corporation 1994:3-4).

The statement also provided a justificatron of LOTE learning, probably aimed mostly

at parents (Cuniculum Corporation 1994 4-5) and stressed the impor-tance of
parenal involvement in their children's education. Above all, the LOrfE statement

affirmed that LOTE learning is o'an essential part of a broad and balanced education

for all learnerr" for the benefit of "the indiviclual, the Australian commuruty aud

Australia as part of the international community" (Curriculum Corporation 1994: fl.
Commonwealth funding was focussed on the study of Asian languages and cultures

5 For state, read state or territory
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in 1994 when the Council of Australian Governments (COAC) developed the

National Asian languages and Studies in Australian Schools (NALSAS) strategy.

The Council's report (COAG 1994) designated Japanese, Mandarin, Indonesian and

Korean as priority FLs, with the major aim that 607o of all school students in Years

3-10 would be studying one of these four FI-s by 2ffi6. A similar proportion of
Y ear 12 students in LOTE classes should eventually be studying one of the priority

Asian FLs.

3.4.3 Current national goals for schooling
The national goals for schooling were revised in 1999 as the National Goals for
Schooling in the 21st Century, known as the Adelaide Declaration which remains the

basis of national education policy (ABS 2001: 410-412) and confirms the eight key

learning areas for the compulsory years of schooling. lt includes the goal that:

all students understand and acknowledge the value of cultural and linguistrc

diversity, and possess the knowledge, skills and understanding to contribute

to, and benefit from, such diversity in the Australian community and

internationally. (MCEETYA 1999)

Within this framework individual states remain free t,o develop their own education

systems, including cuniculum and assessment procedures. Development has been

ongoing in all states during the last decade. Within each state considerable

independence is given to government schools to develop their own priorities and

programmes (ABS 2001: 412), while non-governmental systems, notably the

Catholic system (which accounts for 2O7o of students nationally), and independent

schools, are not subject to Commonwealth or stiate guidelines regarding curriculum.

Within each system individual schools are free to choose the languages they offer,

according to local and individual needs and the resources available to them.

3.4.4 Current national funding for LOTEs
The Commonwealth Government is currently providing funding to states for specific

education programmes. One priority for 2OOl-2m4 is "lmproving outcomes in

specific targeted teaching and learning areas" (Department of Education, Training and

Youth Aflairs 2000: 69), one of which is languages. There are two elements in this

area: the NALSAS strategy and the general LOTE element. Grants made for both

elements depend on a commitment from education systems and individual schools to

the Adelaide Declaration.

NALSAS funds are paid to government education authorities, Catholic klucation
Commissions and Associations of Independent Schools twice a year on a per capita

basis of school enrolments in the four targeted Fk, "chosen on the basis of regional

economic forecasts made by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade" with the

aim of improving "Australia's capacity and preparedness to interact inlemationally, in

particular with key Asian economies" (DETYA 2000: 89). 57o of the $3Om per
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annum promised until the end of 2ffi2 is set aside to fund specific collaborative

prqects. Of the eight prqects currently under development only two are concerned

with language learning as opposed to the broader area of Asian Snrdies (NALSAS

2001). LOTE funds are paid once a year to education authorities which are

responsible for facilitating resource development or teacher training, or for

distributing money to schools according to individual applications.

3.4.5 Developments at state level

The Commonwealth Government had hoped that all states would endorse the

implementation of the Statements and Profiles in 1993 but, owing to political dis-

agreements, states agreed only to publish them, "leaving it up to the discretion of
each education authority as to how they would be modified or used" (McCollow and

Graham IWl: 65). By mid-1996, all states had to some extent implemented the

recommendations (McCollow and Gratram l9W: 72) and developments have

continued since then. Some examples of state policies follow in section 3.4.7. In
general, states aim to have all students experiencing some LCffE learning, at least up

to Year 10. Starting ages vary from Preparatory to Year 4. Deadlines for programme

development also vary from 2000 to 2W7.

3.4.6 The reality behind the policies

While enorrnous efforts have been made to promote LOTE learning in schools, and

while the status of LOTEs looks hrgh in Ausffalian education compared with New

7.ealand, progress has been accompanied by considerable disquiet amongst

academics and the teaching profession. Specific criticisms of LOTE policies and

progress in implementation have centred on:

. the changeability of policy

. the lack of clear or realistic objectives

. why LOTEs?

. which LOTEs?

. a lack of commitment to bilingualism

. problems of teacher supply, training, auitudes

3.4.6.1 Changeability of policy
Changeability has been "one of the more unfortunate aspects of Australia's

language policies" (Clyne I997: 68). LOTE policy is characterised by its
"volatility" and a "propensity for ad hoc decision making" (Liddicoat 1996:

7). Progress has been hindered by economic and political changes at national

and/or state level, leading to general uncertainty about the place of LOTE

learning in schools (Djitd 1994, Supit 1996, Scarino 1996). A major

concerns is that, unlike the NLP which was based on a broad consensus of
opinion from many quarters with long-term goals, the ALLP is subject to the

short-term political aims of whichever party is in power at national level

(Herriman 1996).
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Implementation failures are athibuted to the inconsistent adherence to policy

by politicians and officials who have tended to focus on languages seen as

economically useful, particularly Japanese and Indonesian, and to the

attitudes of business people who remain sceptical about the value of language

skills because of the spread of English (Phillipson and Skunrabb-Kangas

1994). The Blitor of Babel (the Australian language teachers' journal)

reflects the feelings of language professionals in his comments on national

languages policy:

It would be interesting to map the political rhetoric (at both

state/Territorial and national levels) that has occuned since 198'7, as

well as the action and inaction taken by our various Govemments in

the area of languages since the heady days of that first nafional policy.

It seems that when it comes to planning and implementing anything as

important as long-term (author's italics) educational policy, it's all a

bit too hard for our pollies, who usually can't see much beyond the

next election (Vale 2000-01: 3).

3.4.6.2 Lack of clear or realistic objectives
Over a decade ago, Stefanik (1990: 38) identified o'an obvious gap" between

what the public wanted and what educational administrators could or intended

to provide . As Djitd (1994:53) recognised :

it is one thing to make policy statements and quite another to be able

to adequately implement those policies to achieve the desired

outcome(s).

The ALLP maintains the rhetoric of language learning linked to multi-

culturalism but downplays issues more forcefully represented in the NPL,

such as language maintenance, bilingual education and language services

(Liddicoat 19!b: 5). Policy makers show little understanding about the

importance of language learning for social reasons in a multicultural society.

National policy is seen, at best, as "a loose set of guidelines that can guide

prionty areas of spending by the Commonwealth government" (Herriman

1996: 36). There is disagreement over what proficiency levels students can

reasonably be expected to reach and the aims of the NALSAS straregy are

considered particularly unrealistic, given "the inadequate number of coniact

hours and the lack of an integrated approach for languages in the curriculum"

(Romano 1995: ?3). Quinn (19!E: 13) talks of "minuscule" time allocation

and a lack of qualified teachers noting the:

curious expectation, not only that anyone is going to actually learn the

language this way, but that there will be an emerging generation of
competent bilinguals whose skill will somehow make adifference to
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our frading relationships with Asia'n.

The national language policy goals are considered ambitious and unrealistic,

and future planning needs to focus on quality, not just of language education

but of the policy process itself Scarino (1998). Scarino claims that the

growing emphasis on proficiency goals is at the expense of cultural goals,

rather than integrating the two.

3.4.6.3 Why LOTEs?
Policy implementation may have been uneven owing to disagreement over, or

lack of understanding of, the benefits of LOTE learning, although research

has shown widespread support for the principal of SLL for all. A public

opinion poll commissioned by the Office of Multicultural Aflairs in 1989

produced sfong support for the statement that "all Australians should have

the chance to learn English and another language" (Stefanik 1990 : 35).

Strong support was also found for language services in, for example, broad-

casting, courts, hospitals and the supply of government information.

Respondents were fairly evenly divided about the relative value of European

and Asian languages, but, not surprisingly, lhere was firm support for the

teaching of community languages, in their own schools, among all the NESB

groups. The teaching of the languages of the major cultural groups in the

country through regular schools received substantial support from all
respondents.

Australia has moved away from the traditional national policy of assimilation

of immigrants from non-English speaking background to the acceptance of
multiculturalism, but according to Foster and Harman (L992) "British

Australia" has been replaced by "Australian Australia". That is, the country

ha.s forged a new identity for itself but is still basically English-speaking.

The numerous languages in the country are confined largely to the domains of
family and home and, Australia tends to ignore " the linguistic and cultural

diversity of more than twenty per cent of its population and of it nearest

neighbours" (Foster and Harman 1992: n). Even among language

professionals, attitudes to language learning range from "enthusiastic

optimism to disillusioned scepticism" about the progress away from a

"monolingual assimilationist world view" (Phillipson and Skutnabb-Kangas

194). There is even "entrenched" resistance to language leaming among

some educationalists" (Supit 1996: l2).

The Australian Language and Literacy Council (1994, cited in ALLC 1996)

cnticised the "dreadful myth of Australian schooling that only b'nght children

can learn another language" and blamed failures on poor teaching. Esewhere

it was claimed that noted that "some sectors of the community remain

generally dismissive of the importance of LOTE" (Djitd L994: 53). Djitd
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stressed the need for ongoing research into language aniildes and usage for

the development of "a practical approach to a cost-effective and long term

language policy" (1994: 54). The situation of the late 1990s was summed up

by Scarino (1996):

We are still a long,long way away from the situation where

languages are accepted as an integral part of the education of all young

people because of their social and cognitive value.

Another problem identified by Scarino's (1998: 12) is that so many reasons

are given for promoting LOTEs in schools that they appear "exaggerated and

therefore open to questioning" . In addition, she claims that the changes,

resulting from the ALLP, "from a philosophy of linguistic and cultural

pluralism...to the strong emphasis on English as the dominant language" has

led to confusion about the rationale for language learning. The growing

emphasis on English literacy, which barely acknowledges the possibility or

value of literacy in another language, tends to reinforce the attitudes that

students whose English skills are weak, for whatever reason, cannot study

another language.

3.4.6.4 Which LOTEs?
According to the l99l Census (Krpp et al. 1995: 1), there were 150 LOTEs

spoken in Ausfialia, not counting about 150 Aboriginal languages. Of these,

only about 30 LOTEs were spoken regularly in homes, businesses and

professional practices, by nearly ISVI of the population (Romano 1995: ?/l).

This large number made it particularly difficult for Australia to decide which

languages should be fostered. The ALLP recognises the huge diversify of
languages in the country but claims that it is not possible, "given limited

teaching, curriculum and financial resources, to spread them thinly in an

attempt to accommodate all interests", hence the choice of 14 pnonfy

languages (DEET l99l: 16). Since the implementation of the ALLP in 1992

there has been a shift of emphasis to languages of economic significance.

The development of the NALSAS strategy (COAG 1994) has created

controversy. Moore (l!)96:481) clarms that "pluralist aspirations no longer

have a place in Commonwealth-sponsored endeavours". The promotion of
four Asian languages has been at the expense of other LOTEs (Clyne 1997,

Scarino 1998) rather than increasing the overall amount of LOTE leaming.

NALSAS signals that language education for reasons other than economic

ones is less important and recent Australian govenrments have generally been

reluctant "to view languages funding as an investment rather than a cost" ([.o

Bianco et aI.1999).

It has been argued that Indonesian/Malay should be the only NALSAS
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priority language taught in primary or lower secondary level (Kirkpanick

1995) because Japanese, Korean and Chinese are too difficult for 'non-

background" speakers of those languages. Kirkpatrick believes that students

who spend years studying a 'difficult' language will not achieve even a basic

proficiency and will therefore become disillusioned. This may reinforce the

idea that language learmng is only for the brightest and may even lead to

prejudice against all things associated with the cultures involved.

Kirkpatrick's arguments were countered by Williss (1995) and Gao (19%)

who blamed low levels of achievement on inadequate resources and poor

attitudes to language learning. They also argue that Kirkpatrick under-

estimates the ability of young children and the enjoyment they get out of
meeting the challenge of language learning

Schools may be torn between the wishes of local communities and national or

state priorities. Schools may not have the resources, especially teachers, to

provide for the most important local community LOTEs and may therefore,

not unnaturally, opt for programmes which attract state or Commonwealth

financial support. lJltimately, therefbre, the argument is not about which

languages are the most suitable or desirable for schools to teach, but about the

resources needed in schools to make teaching programmes effective. The

major concem has to be the adequate supply of trained and qualified leachers

(see 3.4.6.6 below).

3.4.6.5 Lack of commitment to bilingualism
Phillipson and Skutnabb-Kangas, vigorous advocates of bilingualism,

cautiously welcome the progress made towards achieving language policy

goals as "a significant advance for those who value bilingualism not only for
minorities but also for the linguistically dominant group (1994: I25).

However, while large number of languages are being learnt, there is very

little genuine bilingual education. Overall, figures for FLL and SLL remain

"lamentably low compared with continental Europe" and Phillipson and

Skutnabb-Kangas remain particularly concerned about the future of
Abori ginal languages (1994: 125-6).

It has been claimed that bilingual education is rare and that "the language

rights of minorities continue to be only vaguely recognised by Australian

education systems" (Romano 1995: ?3). An investigation of language

maintenance irmong NESB communities found that:

despite the mostly positive attitude towards multiculturalism and a

national policy of LOTEs for all, the responsibility for Ll
maintenance falls mainly on the communities themselves; young

people are not motivated to maintain or leam their community

language because LOTEs have low status and do not enhance job
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prospects (Kipp et al. 1995: xv).

Support for community languages is considered important for social and

family cohesion and community identification by Kipp et al. (1995: xv-xvi),

but language policy is seen as "subject to a set of economic concems that

might override the claims of language rights in education" (Herriman 1996:

36). The ALLP has "minimal regard for bilingual education except as a

possible aid to literacy in transitional programmes" (Herriman 1996: 57). The

strong emphasis on literacy for all Australians means literacy in English, as

shown by the spending programmes set in place (Herriman 1996: 59).

Fostering bilingualism through language maintenance programmes is also

judged to be a more efficient means of increasing proficiency in 'useful'

languages than SLL for English-speakrng students (Crawford 1995, Kipp et

al. L9F5, Liddicoat 19%). Encouraging bilingualism would be of benefit

both to individual communities and the whole country. In this context it
should be noted that the state of Victoria has introduced separate examination

syllabuses for Chinese and Japanese as Ll andL2.

3.4.6.6 Teacher supply and training
Two major reports have examined the issue of teacher supply and training,

especially for the development of primary LOTE learning. l:nguages at the

Crossroads (Nicholas et al. 1993), made many recommendations to the

Commonwealth Government for the promotion of LOTE learning, but the

National Board of Employment, Education and Training (NBEET) com-

missioned another report from the ALLC (19%) because of the "system-

wide, long-term histoncal failure" to produce satisfactory teaching which

affected LOTE learning more than any other curriculum area" (Cavalier 1996:

xi). The Preface to the report is at pains to point out that language teachers

were not to blame for their inadequate training, nor the lack of time given to

LOTE learning in schools.

The ALLC came to some scathing conclusions about the "chasmal propor-

tions" of the gaps between policy objectives and what is happening in schools

and teacher trairung institutions, speaking of "grievous weaknesses in teacher

quality and supply" (ALLC 1996: 180). The report was particularly cntical

of the NAL-SAS strategy for its "ambitious and massively expensive policy

goaIs", for which there were insufficient teachers fluent in the pnonty

languages, with the necessary cultural knowledge and the competence to

teach them. It also suggested that the narTow focus on only four Asian

languages may turn students away from LOTE leaming altogether. Where

the greatest diversity of languages is encouraged, as in Victoria and the ACT,

there has been the greatest increase in student numbers (ALLC 1996: 16).
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Furthermore, the ALLC report suggested that "frustrated and underachieving

teachers and students can only further undermine the already precarious

situation" (1996: 181). Frustration among teachers may be due their lack of
involvement in the decision-making processes concerning LOTE policy and

planning and lack of appropriate curricula (Rizvi 1997, Scarino 1998).

Teachers need to see that the development of curriculum and assessment

procedures will improve their own skills and methods as well as student

achievemenl Otherwise "the national curriculum initiatives may be just

another example of reforms that withered at the classroom door" (McCollow

and Graham 1997: 73). Many teachers saw the NALSAS strategy "as

having been developed by people with no 'corporate memory' of the success

and failures of similar reform initiatives" (Rizvi 1997: 118).

I-arge problems of LOTE teacher supply, poor quality of language compe-

tence and methodology, and lack of funding for teacher training are reported

by Djitd (1994), Herriman (19%) and Kirkpatrick (L997). It has been noted

that one of the key elements of language policies in other countries is an

integrated approach to language teaching from pre-school to teacher training,

which does not exist in Australia (Romano 1995: ?3) .

Teacher recruitment remains a problem (Supit 1996), partly because the

career of teaching was perceived to have low status, poor rewards and to be

too stressful (Kipp et al. 1995i l7). Personal communications from

education personnel in Victoria indicated that:

. many LOTE teachers are leaving the profession early because of
general frustration with the job.

. keen young teacher trainees are being deterred from pursuing a

career in LOTE teaching, often turning !o ESOL instead, because

they meet inadequate teachers and programmes in schools.

o some teacher ffainees are instructed not to use the target language in
class, ostensibly because the students cannot cope but in reality

because the class teachers lack proficiency and do not wish to be

shown up by the trainees.

This reluctance to use the FL as the language of instruction has been found

particularly among teachers from minority ethnic groups in primary schools -

either because it is not seen as the 'correct' way to teach a language in their

culture, or because they have too low expectations of students' ability to
understand and learn (Clyne et al. 1995). In secondary schools it may be a

hangover from the traditional grammar-based method of teaching LOTB
through English (Crawford 1999).

For successful implementation of LOTE programmes primary schools need

teachers with sufficient knowledge and training in the languages, culture,
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sociolinguistics and language teaching methodology (Clyne et al. 1995).

Students need a "@mmunication-nch environment', where they have

sufficient, comprehensible input (spoken or read), opportunities to use the FL
and the sense of needing to use it, In Victoria all three education authonties

provide extensive opportunitres for teacher training and in-service develop
ment and assistance with resources, but it is always the case that requests for
assistance must be initiated bv schools or individuals. Thev are not initiated
by officials.

3.4.6.7 Other problems
Other barriers to progress in developing successful LOTE programmes

include:
. a great lack of suitable resources for most LOTEs (Djil'd- 1994,

Williss 1995);
. a lack of 'articulation', that is, continuity between primary and

secondary school progrirmmes, (Djit6 1994, Romano 1995, Clyne

et al. 1995 Crawford 1999);
. classes combining beginners and students with previous LOTE

knowledge, either from home (especially atprimary level) or
previous study (especially at secondary level) (Crawford I99);

. devolution of decision-making to individual schools, which may

perceive LOTEs as difficult to fit into the already'crowded
curriculum' or as a barrier to achieving the principal aim of English

literacy, and may make only token gestures towards state policy,
offering plausible excuses, such as the unavailability of suitable

teachers6;

. in primary schools, a lack of understanding of or support for
LOTE programmes, including disagreement over what is most

desirable:'content-based' or'language-object' classes (Clyne et al.

1995, Gearon 2001);
. lack of public consultation about the NALSAS stategy (Clyne

L9g7) and disregard for "the deep ambivalence that exists in the

Australian society about its engagement in Asia (Rizvi 1997: 1,I7);
. the view that lingurstic diversity is not a necessary part of a

multicultural society, or that multiculturalism is really only for
ethnic minorities, not for the dominant white, English-speahng
society ([.o Bianco et al. IY)9).

3.4.7 Some indicators of what has been achieved in schools
3.4.7.1 Vietoria
Victoria expects all government schools to provide LOTE programmes for all
students up to Year 10, although this may not yet have been f'ully achieved.

In Victoria there is no inspection system of state schools and it is possible for schools to claim
LOTE funding lor minimal or even non-existent programmes. (Clyne 2001 - personal
communication)
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According to Eckstein (2000), in 1999 at least 95Vo of all students in Years 3-
8 were leaming a LOTE. In about half the secondary schools LOTE leaming

became optional in Year 9, and the proportion of LOTE students was 617o in
I999,with35%o in Year 10 (Victoria DEET 2000: 41).

Victoria has the additional resource of the Victorian School of languages

(VSL), founded in l!/35, which provides instruction after school (in 33

centres in 2001, in 40 languages) or by distance education (in French,

German, Greek,Indonesian, Italian and Japanese). For many languages the

VSL is the only school providing tuition in LOTES for the Victorian

Certificate of Education (VCE). Approximately one third of Year 1l and 12

students study through VSL, in after hours classes. Instruction is also

available in more than 50 languages through about 200 after-hours ethnic

schools supported by government funding, on condition that schools develop

curriculum and assessment policies in line with the latest Curriculum and

Standards Framework (Board of Studies: 2000).

Victoria has introduced a range of initiatives to encourage LOTE learning,

including:
. bonus points for LOTE studies for Year 12 students wanting to

enter university;
. annual awards for teachers, schools and students

(Eckstein 2000: 9).

The proportion of Year 12 students in Victoria sitting VCE in a LOTE in 2000

was 19Vo, much higher than in any other state (Jenkins 2001), but this is not

a reflection of higher numbers of students continuing LOTE study beyond the

compulsory years as there is a considerable influx of both overseas students

and students from ethnic minorities wishrng to obtain a qualificalon in their

home language.

There is more senior LOTE learning in non-government schools than govern-

ment schools, and more in independent schools than in Catholic schools

(Fullerton and Ainley 2000). According to Oakes (2001), independent

schools in Victoria do not pay much attention to state priorities for LOTE
learning. French and German have been the most commonly taught

languages but more and more schools are introducing Chinese, Japanese and

Indonesian. In 2001 nearly 87Vo of independent schools in Victoria were

offenng LOTEs, 3OVo offered French but the popularity of German had

dropped. LOTE learning had increased in primary schools and schools

which had not taught a LOTE in the past were tending to introduce an Asian

language. lndonesian is particularly popular as it seems the easiest of the

NALSAS languages. While no more than about 35Vo of schools made LOTE
learning compulsory at any level (mostly at Year 8), in 2000 over 3lVo of
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Year 12 students were studying a LOTE, a very high proportion compared

with government schools.

Catholic schools follow much more closely national and state recommenda-

tions concerning curriculum. In Victoria LOTE learning has long been

particularly strong, as more than one third of all their students are from an

NESB background (Raso 1997), including a substantial Italian community,

The Catholic klucation Commission of Victoria (CECV) firmly supports

LOTE learning as 
o'an important component of a quality education" and aims

to increase participation in LOTE learning in years 11 and 12. (Catholic

Education Office 2001), although individual schools remain independent in

their choice of language and the degree of compulsion. About %JVo of
primary and all secondary schools have LOTE programmes (Raso 2001).

The most popular language taught in Catholic primary schools is ltalian,

although for most students it is no longer their Ll (Raso 2001). The most

popular Asian language is Japanese, with Indonesian a close second at

secondary level and increasingly popular at primary level (CECV 2000). In
2000 over 977o of students in years 3-10 were studying a LOTE (CECV

2000). Over 3lVo were studying a NALSAS language, i.e. the CECV was

just over halfway to achieving the Commonwealth target ol 6OVo studying a

NALSAS language by 2006 (CECV 2000: 6). As in government schools,

there is a large drop-out rate in Year 11 but at year 12, LOTEenrolments

increased from9.6Vo in 1995 to 13.77o in 2000 (Raso 2001), about one third
of whom were were in a NALSAS language.

3.4.7.2 Other states

Australian Capital Territory
All schools, primary and secondary are expected to offer LOTEs. In most

primary schools LOTEs are taught in years 1-6 and most secondary schools

make LOTE learning compulsory in year 7 (Victorian Department of
Education and Trainin g: 2OOZ).

New South Wales
LOTE learning is compulsory in years 7-10, but optional in primary schools

(Victorian Deparbnent of Education and Training: ?mD.

Northern Temitory
All schools are required to offer LOTE learning (Victorian Department of
Education and Trainin g: 2002).

Queensland
LOTE has been compulsory in Years 6-8 since 1989 (Crawford 1999).
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South Australia
In I9W ffiVo of school students were studying a LOTE, compared with3lVo

in 1990. The current goal is LOTE learning for all primary students by 2ffi+
(in 84Vo of schools in 1999) and for secondary students up to Year l0 by

2ffi7 (in927o of schools in 1999). (MCEETY A 1999).

Tasmania
The state began introducing LOTEs in Year 3 in primary schools in 1996

which had extended to Year 6 by 1999, with over 60Vo offeing an Asian

language (MCEETYA 1999). About 757o of primary students were learntng

a LOTE inZffiZ (Victorian Department of Education and Trarning:2ffi2),

Western Australia
All students in Years 3-7 wereengaged in LOTE learning in 2001 (Education

Department of Western Ausfalia 2001). From 2003 it is compulsory for all

schools to offer a LOTE from years 3-10 (Victorian Department of Education

and Training: 2ffi2).

3.4.E The overall picture
There has been little success in persuading more students to study a LOTE beyond

Year 10, nor in changing the languages being studied. The proportion of Year I2
LOTE enrolments remained fairly stable from just under l27o in 1991 to l3.2Vo in
1999 (DETYA 2000) The last figure represents 9.27o of boys and l6.7Vo of girls,

showing a typical gender bias, but it should be noted that the girls outnumbered the

boys in year 12 in 1999 by over two to one. French, German and Japanese remained

in the top four languages studied (see Table 3.3) although French declined as

Japanese increased in popularity, and Chinese overtook ltalian for fourth place in

1992. kogress varied considerably among states. Senior LOTE learning increased

in all states except South Australia and New South Wales from 1993 to 2000.

Increases were parficularly large in Western Australia and Tasmania and student

numbers for Japanese in Queensland and Northern Territory doubled over the same

perid. Students were more likely to study a LOTE in one of the capital cities than in

a rural area or in other cities (Fullerton & Ainley 2000: 26-?S), Even in Victoria,

where LOTEs at senior levels are the strongest, in 1999 they were studied by only

l4Vo of students in Year 11 and l27o inYeu 12 in government schools (Victoria

DEET 2000: 50). This is, however, approximately twice the usual number of senior

FL students in New 7-ealand.

Among university entrants in Victoria in 1995 and 1999, only one key learning area

had been studied by fewer students - Health & Physical Education (Calderon et

a1.2000: 114). Knowledge of a LOTE is not a prerequisite for entry to or completion

of any university course in Australia. According to Jenkins (2001), there is no talk

of establishing any such requirement. Work is, however, in progress to develop

assessment criteria for LOTEs in the context of vocational education qualifications in
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tourism, health and social services, for example, where translators and interpreters

are in demand. (Jenkins 2001).

The report on the first four years of the NALSAS strategy reported aSOVo increase in

the study of Asian languages from 1994 to lW7 and that z,ffi teachers had been

trained in Asian languages (MCEETYA L999, cited on NALSAS web site). It is
apparent, however, that the development of programmes in Chinese and Korean lag

far behind those in Indonesian and Japanese (MCEETYA 1999). Japanese is the

most widely taught language in Queensland and Indonesian in the Northern

Territory.

Table 3.3 Proportions (Vo) of year 12 LOTE enrolments in
Australian schools in the l0 most popular languages:

1991-1999

Languaqe ,91 ,92 ,93 ,94 ,95 ,96 ,97 '98 ,99

French 24 20 t9 T7 18 t7 16 t7 t7

Japanese 15 18 l9 20 2l 22 2l 22 22

German L4 T2 1t t0 ll 11 ll ll l1

Italian t2 10 9 9 9 9 9 8 8

Chinese 9 1l 10 11 t0 10 l0 10 l1

Indonesian 6 5 ) 5 6 7 8 I 8

Greek 4 8 7 7 6 5 5 4 4

Vietnamese 4 4 ) 5 5 4 4 3 3

Soanish 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3

Arabic I 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

Other 7 9 r0 9 9 9 11 1l 12

Datafrom DETYA Annual Report 1997 and MCEETYA National Reporton
Schooline 1999
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3.4.9 Summary
Implementation of Australian policy since 1987 has been hindered by many factors,

although there the amount of LOTE leaming in schools has increased considerably

since the mid-1990s when it still held a marginal place in the school curriculum (Djitd

1994: 52., Romano 1995:23). Increases have been very uneven both geographtcally

and in terms of the languages taught. Herriman blames slow progress on "years of
neglect by governments and educational authorities" (1996:.59). Ten years after his

original NLP (1%7) [,o Bianco was more optimistic than other commentators but

admitted that "the reality of language study, however, as against the policy positions,

which are generally positive, is far from satisfactory" (l9W: 112). He also admitted

that the majority of adult Australians remained steadfastly monolingual English

speakers but hoped that the "more assertive policies of more recent years may turn

this around" (1997: ll3).

On the positive side, language policies may be ineversible because mainstream

Australians as well as ethnic groups benefit frcrm multiculturalism and probably

identify with this, and even with multilingualism (Clyne [W:70). LOTE learning

for all is now generally accepted (Parkinson 1999), although arguments continue

over the choice of languages, teaching methods and starting ages. Considerable

dissatisfaction remains about the slow progress of language policy implementation in

schools and the ongoing problems involved, especially the drop-out rates after Year

10, but it must be noted that, compared with what is happerung in New Zealand

schools, Australia is far advanced in its language learning programmes.

3.5 A, final comparison
The current place of FLL in New Zealand schools is probably more similar to the USA than

the UK or Australian situations. New Zealand inherited much of its traditional education

system from the UK, where French was, and remains, the most commonly taught FL.

Despite New Zealand's geographical distance from Europe its only substantial concession to

this and to its current socio-economic position in the world in terms of FLL has been the

development of Japanese teaching, and French retains a domrnant position in the languages

curriculum. The UK may lament the high dropout rates from FLL and the country's

apparent lack of FL skills, but its population, in terms of LOTE learning, is far in advance of
New Zealand.

Although it has a much more multicultural population, the majonty view in the USA seems

to be that being American means speaking English, and that, as English is becoming more

and more the language of globalisation, there is little need for people to speaks LOTEs. This

is probably similar to the views of many Pakeha New Zealanders. There is also, however,

in the USA growing support for L1 maintenance and over the last 20 years a growing

recognition of the need for FL capabilities, if only in the interests of defence policy.

On the other hand, Aushalia, which shares many geographical and historical similarities with
New Zealand, also has a much more multicultural heritage and has moved strongly in the
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direction of the UK model (common in Europe) of requiring several years of compulsory

FLL. To some extent, this policy is derived from a strong tradition, especially in the main

cities, of L1 maintenance €rmong immigranB, something which New Zealand immigrants

have struggled to achieve owing to small numbers of individual cultural grouPs and lack of
official support. There are signs that New Tnaland (Evans 2C02, MoE 2002,b) is taking

notice of developments in Australia, particulady in the context of the reent currictrlum

stocktake which will be discussed in chapter I l.
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CHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY

One language is none at all, two are not too tneny, and only the third brings a realfeelfor the

world. (Hanimann 2OOl)

4.1 Introduction
Anitudes are abstract concepts and cannot be directly observed (l,Ett 19q7, Oppenheim 1992)

They have to be infened from the way people behave or what they say and I needed to

explore the relevant literature to select the best means of measuring attitudes among school

students. Schuman and Presser (1981) investigated many attitude surveys to discover the

effects on responses of variables such as question form, question order, the presence of
'Don't know' options, and the problem of acquiescence - the tendency for people to agree

with whatever opinions are presented to them, regardless of content. Although they

examined interview surveys about broad social issues, Schuman and Presser (l9t3l) offer

many useful ideas concerning written questionnaire construction. Many of their findings are

now incorporated into advice given in more recent manuals.

This research largely took the form of a 'causal-comparative study' (Gall et al. (1996), by

investigating and comparing the reasons why students did or did not intend or decide on FLL

when they started secondary school in 2000. The groups were thus self-selected by the

nature of their intentions and the choices of option subjects they made. I supplemented data

from student questionnaires with information collected from various sources, including

interviews with teachers and a small sample of parents of year 9 students.

4.2 Questionnaires versus interviews
4.2.1 For students
Given the guestions to be answered and the hypotheses I wished to test, and the

desirability of surveying as many students as possible within necessary time and cost

constraints, I decided that written questionnaires administered to whole classes were

the most effective way to investigate student attitudes. Once distributed, question-

naires cannot be modified and have, therefore, built-in consistency, which is
essential in considerations of reliability and validity, discussed in more detarl below.

Consistent wording also permits easier analysis of responses. The fact that I ad-

ministered all the student surveys ensured consistency in the procedure and I could

offer consistent on-the-spot assistance to students, in the event of misunder-

standings. Neither could have been guaranteed if a postal survey had been used. All
these points will be discussed in more detail below, including the choice of Likert

scales for the main parts of the student surveys'

4.2.2 For teachers and parents
I decided that the attitudes of adults would be elicited more efficiently through

interviews, which allow for deeper probing of the issues and more flexibility of
questioning to suit individual respondents, who can, in turn, give more spontaneous

responses (Bailey 1987, Wray, Trott & Bloomer 1998). Interviews are more
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personal and allow for the creation of a sympathetic environment, partrcularly

because they usually take place at a time and place most convenient to the

respondents.

I aimed to interview a sample of class teachers and other key personnel in all

participating schools, such as principals, teachers in charge of languages, year 9

Deans and careers advisers, with three aims in view:
. to supplement the factual knowledge, already gleaned from available

documents, about the place of FLL in each school;
. to identify teachers' attitudes towards FLL;
. to ascertain, particularly in secondary schools, whether there was any

difference benveen what students and their parents were told about FLL and

what actually happened in each school.

I thought it valuable to investigate whether, if there was FLL at any of the primary

schools in the area, there was any communication or cooperation between primary

and secondary schools over course content or methodology. I was also interested in

discovering if secondary FL teachers viewed classes containing students with

varying amounts of previous FLL as a problem or a challenge.

I decided to interview a small sample of parents of year 9 students to ascertain if the

children accurately reflected their parents' experience of and attitudes towards FLL,
and the extent of their parents' influence on their option choices. I hoped to obtain a

general picture of what parents thought about FLL in schools in general, or

specifically for their children.

4.3 Data gathering
There were seven stages in the data gathenng process:

L year 8 student survey in the second halfof 1999;

2. staff interviews in the same schools;

3. collection of information about local secondary schools, from prospectuses and

option subject booklets sent to prospective students' homes or schools, or given

out at open days, meetings and so on;

4. yeu 9 student survey in the same area early in 2ffi0:
5. staff interviews in the same secondary schools;

6. collection of general information about all the schools from ERO reports (student

numbers, gender balance, ethnic backgrounds), and the MoE (decile ratings

which indicate the predominant socio-economic status of the schools' catchment

areas);

7. parent interviews.

4.4 Choice of location
Student attitudes may depend partly on what F[s are offered by their local schools, the

length of courses and the status of FLL (compulsory or optional). tt is likely that no two
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areas have the same range of languages available in the same types of school, under the same

conditions, another reason for not claiming that my results reflect what is happening

throughout New Zealand. In the main cities it would be difficult to select a workable

number of year 8 classes representative of the large number of schools, often serving limited

catchment areas in socio-economic terms. It would also be difficult to follow up students in

year 9 where there are many secondary schools to choose from. By contrast, in a small area

there might be too few secondary schools to allow a comparison between single sex and

mixed schools, for example.

4.5 Student samples

4.5.1 Choosing the samples

By the nature of their organisation, schools lend themselves to the convenient

technique of 'cluster' sampling (Gall et al. 1996), provided that students are willing

to participate and have their parents' permission, and that classes are of mixed ability

and from a mix of social backgrounds. If the sample can be considered

representative of the wider population 'convenience' sampling is commonly used and

legrtimate (Gall et al. 1996:2?3). My research does not, however, claim that the

anitudes to FLL which I identified are necessarily representative of the attitudes

throughout New Zealand. It is, rather, an observational study of two groups of
students, chosen largely for convenience, in a limited and accessible area. I selected

a medium-sized city where, I estimated, students came from a wide range of socio-

economic backgrounds, and where it was feasible to aim to survey all or most of the

year8and9students.

4.5.2 The sample of year I students

The major factor governing the selection of schools was their willingness to

participate in the research. There are many primary schools in the city, but over 887o

of year 8 students in 1998 (MoE figures) attended three intermediate schools and an

integrated, Catholic, year 7 to 13 school. Therefore I sought permission from these

four schools to carry out the year 8 survey. Unfornrnately, two of the intermediate

schools declined to participate and so I approached alternative schools. Only two

pnmary schools in the area had appreciable numbers of year 8 students. Of these,

one private girls' school declined to participate unless the survey took no more than

15 minutes of class time, which was not possible. The other, a large, semi-rural year

I to 8 school was very pleased to be rnvited to participate.

Thus the sample of year 8 snrdents came from three different types of school: a full

primary, an intermediate and a year 7 to 13 school. Although the decile ratings were

relatively high, ranging from 5 to 8, all the schools had students from a wide range

of backgrounds. None offered the same opportunities for FLL. The primary had

virtually none; the intermediate was tryrng to give all classes some experience of

Spanish or Japanese but trvo of the eight year 8 classes were not involved in 1999,

although some of the students had had some FLL in year 7; in the Catholic school all

intermediate students had a term of Rench one year and a term of Japanese in the
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other, except one class in each year where Maori was studied instead of one of the
FLs.

I delivered information letters and consent forms for disribution to all year 8 students
and their parents to the participating schools at the end of August 1999, and arranged
to conduct the intermediate school survey in the last week of term 3 and the other two
in the first week of term 4. All the schools were extremely co-operative. The great
malority of invited students took part , a sample total of 330, with a good gender
balance. This sample yielded 308 useful surveys, almost exactly half girls and half
boys.

4.5.3 The sample of year 9 students
There are six secondary schools in the city two large, single sex schools and four
mixed, including the Catholic school. I sent letters to all the schools in June 1999
inviting their participation in the research. All but the smallest of the co-educational
schools agreed. The smallest had oily SVo of the year 9 students in the city in 1999
and only four of the 330 year 8 students surveyed indicated that they would be
attending that school in 2000. Only 14 year 8 students indicated that they would be
attending secondary schools outside the city, such as private boarding schools. It
seemed reasonable to assume that a fairly broad range of socioeconomic backgrounds
was represented by the five participating schools, although the decile ratings were
even higher than those of the year 8 schools, ranging from 6 to 9. It also seemed
reasonable to assume that the majorify of students who participated in the year 8
survey would also be 'captured' in the year 9 survey.

The eventual proportions of participants varied from school to school, depending on
time and timetable constraints, and on the level of cooperation in each school. All the
schools except the boys' school allowed me to survey year 9 classes one at a time, in
a manner similar to that used for the year 8 survey. The boys' school allowed only
students who had returned the parental consent forms to participate, most of whom
were from the top few streams (of 13, divided according to ability) and involved in
FLL. As a result, the year 9 sample was not as representative as the year 8 sample in
terms of gender balance or ability level. For example, in the single sex schools less
than one quarter of the boys could be surveyed, compared with two thirds of the
girls. The final sample comprised 821 students. As with the year 8 survey, I
discarded survey forms if they were incomplete or extremely inconsistent, or if
English was obviously not the Ll of the students and their parenrs. This left 664
useful surveys, 59Vo girls and 4I7a boys. Details of the ethnic and gender
proportions of students in all the surveyed schools, and their decile ratings, are given
in the table inAppendix 2.

4.6 Selection of teacher samples
In each school, I tned to interview a range of teachers, according to both their positions in
the administrative hierarchy and their subject responsibilities, in order to build up an accurate
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picture of the place of FLL within the school and teacher attitudes towards it. While I cannot

claim that these schools and the attitudes of their teachers represent those of the whole

countqr, all the information and opinions obtained can be set against the larger picture built
up by language teachers and advisers throughout New Zealand, by ERO (1994), and by

Peddie, Gunn and Lewis (1999), discussed in chapter 2.

At the time of the preliminary visit to each school I requested a list of teachers with their
responsibilitres. The whole staff was usually informed by the principal of the timing and

purpose of my visit. Between class visits I contacted as many teachers as possible. I
supplied each one with written information about the proJect, a consent form and the

preliminary questionnaire to fill in prior to an interview, and, if they agreed, we arranged a

convenient time and place to meet.

At the primary school I was able to interview all the relevant staff members. Given the larger

numbers in the other schools and limited time I had to target a sample and interview as many

as possible, according to their availability and willingness to participate. Although I fied to
achieve some degree of age and gender balance, this was inevitably limited, partly by the fact
that, at pre-secondary level in particular, the teaching profession is predominantly female.

To some degree, therefore, this was a random sample. As Table 4.1 shows, I managed to
interview 56 teachers including all the school principals except one who was unfortunately

awav at the time of mv visit.

Table 4.1 Numbers of teachers interviewed by type of school and
gender

Tvpe of school Years Female Male Totals

Primarv t-8 3 I 4

lntermediate 7-8 4 3 7

I ntesrat€d mixed secondarv 7-13 8 4 T2

Mixed hish school (2) 9-t3 9 6 15

Sinele sex hish school (2) 9-13 T2 6 18

Totals 36 20 56

Table 4.2 shows the numbers of teachers according to their responsibilities and gender.

'Other senior management' includes two intermediate deputy principals, both involved in FL
teaching. 'Other FL teachers' includes two intermediate classroom teachers and 'Others'
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include a wide range of teachers from heads of department (HODs) to assistant teachers,

representing most subject areas.

In general, depending on the size of a school and the amount of FLL offered, there may or

may not be a separate languages department. If such a deparfinent does not exist there is

usually a 'teacher in charge' of each language without the status of HOD and responsible to

the HOD of another department, often English, which was the case at one of the surveyed

schools. One crucial mnsequence of this is that FL teachers may not be involved in middle

management meetings and may therelore have a limited voice in discussions about

curriculum development. It could also be interpreted as a sign that FLs occupy a subordinate

place in the curriculum.

Table 4.2 Numbers of teachens interviewed by responsibilities and
gender

Teacher positions Female Male Totals

Principal 2 4 6

Other senior management 3 1 4

Dean/Guidance/ Careers adviser 1l 4 l5

FL HODs 3 1 4

Other FL teachers 7 4 11

Others 10 6 16

Totals 36 20 56

4.7 Selection of parent sample
Consent forms for the year 9 students included a request that parents indicate if they were

willing to be interviewed in connection with the survey. Originally I aimed to interview only

parents of students who took part in both the year 8 and 9 surveys, with the further aim of
obtaining a balance for each of the following factors:

. school

. gender

. experience or lack of FLL prior to year 9, compulsory or optional

. whether student was studying a FI- in year 9 or not
r parents' experience of FLL.
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The choice of parent interviewees proved problematrc. It was first restricted by the number

of consent forms returned. The parents of 75 children agreed to be interviewed. Most of the

surveyed intermediate students had had some FLL experience, and mostly as part of their

school curriculum, not chosen as an optional extra. Finally, in order to cover all the schools

with a reasonable gender balance, and in order to include some parents whose children had

no prior FLL, I decided to include in the pool parents of students whose children had taken

part only in the year 9 survey. I had assumed that for year 9 students FLL would be optional
and available for all, but since this did not prove to be the case I tned to take this factor into
acc,ount also in the selection of interviewees. Among the students whose parents were

willing to be interviewed only 14 were not studying a FL in year 9. Thus I decided to
approach all these and select 16 of the rest to give a total of 30 interviews. The chief
remaining problem was the large number of boys with no previous experience of FLL. In
order to narrow down the number I decided to do a rough estimate of their attitudes to select

a keen FL student, a reluctant FL learner and one with a 'middling' attitude. Table 4.3 shows

the number of interviews carried out accordrng to students' gender and whether or not they

were studying a FL in year 9.

Once I had selected the lamilies I telephoned them to confirm that they were still willing to be

interviewed. Only one or two dropped out at this stage but I was able to replace them with
other families which gave a reasonably well balanced sample. I made arrangements to meet

one or both parents in each family at a time and place most convenient to them, within a three

or four day period. In some cases I had to make further telephone calls closer to the time to
confirm the meetings and in the final event, two mothers proved unavailable.

I offered to send each family a summary of the interview topics so that they could think
about their responses in advance (see Appendix 9A), which most of them welcomed. All the

parents interviewed proved to be from monolingual, English-speaking backgrounds. All
were bom in New Z,ealand,except one mother from Australia and one father from the USA,
and English was the Ll of all of their parents, although interviews revealed that a few had

NESB grandparents or more distant l-orebears.

Table 4.3 Numbers of parental interviews

Students
In FLL in

v9
Not in FLL

in v9 Total

Girls 8 3 11

Bovs 8 9 t7

L6 L2 28
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4.8 Timing of the surveys
Timtng of the students surveys was crucial. Students in year 8 with no experience of FLL
may not have thought about it before c,onsidering which secondary school they are going to
attend and what choice of optional subjects they will have in year 9. Most secondary schools
start their 'recruitment' campaigns in July or August, sending out prospectuses and holding
open days or evenings for students and parents to visit, meet teachers and discuss courses.
Option subject teachers, in particular, usually feel the need to 'advertise' their subjects in the
most favourable light, putting on colourfut and lively displays of teaching materials and
students'work.

I planned, therefore, to survey the year 8 students towards the end of term 3 or early in term
4 so that the ma.yority would have decided which school they would anend and what optional
subjects they might take the following year. I anticipated thar they would be aware of the
possibilify of studyrng one or more languages and have formed some sort of opiruon about
this' Any attempt to identify their attitucles to FLL would therefore have more validity. For
the year 9 survey I proposed to administer the questionnaire as early in the year as possible
so that students would still have a clear memory of how they had chosen their option
subjects, what they took into consideration and who they discussed their ideas with.

Timing of teacher interviews was not so crucial but, for practical purposes,I conducted them
when I was in each school to administer the student surveys. My major concern was to
minimise the inconvenience to teachers in order to ensure their co-operation. Interviews with
parents needed to follow a preliminary analysis of the year 9 questionnaires, for reasons
discussed above.

4.9 Development of student questionnaires
4.9.1 General considerations
The major concern, stressed by much of the literature (e.g. Hatch &l-azaraton l99l:
15) is that all terms used in questionnaires are clearly defined in the context of the
specific research to provide consistency, clear understanding by respondents and the
possibility of replicating the research at a later date. Consistency of communication
by the researcher and understanding by respondents will elicit consrstent
communication of adequate responses, but respondents must be both able and willing
to respond (Fowler 1995: 4). Investigators should not assume that attitudes to the
topic under investigation already exist and acknowledge that a survey may, if not
create an attitude, crystallise one that the respondent was not previously conscious of
(Schuman & Presser l98l:252). Respondents will be most co-operative and helpful
if they appreciate the need for accurate responses, are assured of the confidentiality of
their responses, and believe that these will be valued and used appropnately Fowler
(1995: 30,33).
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4.9.2 Validity

4.9.2.1 Internal and external validity
For a survey and its results to be useful the question of validity must be

examined. To be internally valid the results of the research must derive from
the method by which they are obtained. To be externally valid, the design of
the survey must be such that the results can be generalised to a wider
population (Nunan l9V2: l7). Since the latter was not my intention, this
notion of validity is not relevant. Another Epe of validity irrelevant for this

research is 'predictive validity', because I did not intend to predict the future
behaviour of students, based on their attitudes (Henerson et al. L9W: I44,
Gall et al. 1996: 251).

4.9,2.2 Face validity
Burns (19E7:278) believes that 'face validity' is particularly important in the

measurement of attitudes and usually obvious, but that, nevertheless, great

care needs to be taken to ensure that all items are relevant to what is being

measured. De Vaus (1995: 56) suggests asking a panel of 'experts' to judge

the definitions of concepts involved, the relevance of items used and the

adequacy of the coveftrge of the concepts. It was to meet such concerns that I
organised focus group discussions with small groups of year 9 students early
in the process of developing the questionnaires. I also needed to be confident
that my survey was worthwhile, that I was using the most appropriate
instrument to measure attitudes and that I was likely to obtain irccurate

information (Henerson et aI.1987: 133). Feedback from all individual adults

with whom I discussed the project, whatever their interest in or expenence of
FLL, indicated that the research was extremely worthwhile.

4.9.2.3 Content validity
I took care to select statements for the Likert scales which were relevant to the

factors representing positive and negative attitudes to FLL to ensure that all
items were based on my hypotheses and the variables to be investigated (Gall
et al. 1996: 2fl-53). Any inference concerning student aftitudes needed to
derive logically from students' agreement or disagreement with the statements

(Henerson et al. 1987: 136). It was also important to have a balanced
representation of the factors identified (Oppenheim 7992: 787,De Vaus 1995:

56), although Henerson et al. (I9tl7: 141) recommend that the more relevant
factors be represented by more statements. This would have resulted in
unwieldy questionnaires, given the number of relevant factors identified in
the course of this research. For the year 8 survey I followed the advice of
Oppenheim (1992) by including roughly equal proportions of positive and

negative statements and some items representing extremes of attitude,

Unfortunately, negative statements proved more difTicult fbr students to cope

with, especially if they wanted to disagree with them. Consequently I fied to
avoid negatives in the yeil:r 9 survey and create statements with negative
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connotiations by semantic means.

4.9.2,4 Concument validity
The overall validity of an instrument can be reinforced if the results from one
measure correlate with those from another involving the same participants.
The concept of concunent validity has limited relevance for my research in
that I wanted to compare parents' and their children's responses to items
conc€rnlng parental attitudes towards FLL and their influence in their
children's subject choices. Possible discrepancies betrreen what parents and
sfudents reported would not necessarily invalidate responses because students
might have misrepresented their parents through ignorance rather than
intention.

4.9,2.5 Response bias
In any survey there may be response bias towards what participants think will
please the researcher or reflect positively on themselves. Responses may
vary in honesty, depending on the co-operation of respondents, their sense of
personal adequacy, their sense of freedom from threat and the care they uake

in filling in a questionnaire (Burns lg97). In the case of school students
there may be a particular risk of bias if the person administering the
questionnaire resembles a figure of authority. I always encouraged students
to be as honest as possible and assured them that their responses would be
completely confidential, in particular that no teacher, fellow student nor
parent would see their questionnaires. I also assured students that their
responses would have no personal repercussions and that there were no
'right' answers. In the case of adult interviewees, it is true that all were
aware of my credentials and interest in the topic, but at no stage did I sense
that they felt constrained in what they could tell me.

Another type of bias may arise from a pattern of responses known as

'acquiescence'. People may consistently agree with any statement, regardless
of content. According to Fowler (lgKJs) this is mostly a problem with less
educated people, which might apply to school students. one recommended
method for overcoming the problem is to word about half of the items in such
a way that agreeing with them will represent a negative attitude, while
agreeing with the rest will represent a positive attitude, that is, varying the
'polarity' (Lett l9Tl, oppenheim 1992, scholfield lD5). Furthermore,
items need to be in random order to oblige participants to give each one
careful thought (Hatch & l,azaraton 1991: 38). participants therefore need
adequate time to consider their responses (Henerson et al. 19f37: 136). I took
all these points into consideration in the composition and administration of the
surveys.
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4.9.2.6 The importance of consistency
The validity of responses is reduced if participants do not understand

statements or insfructions, or if surveys are administered in an inconsistent

manner (Hatch &I-azaraton 1991: 38) . As discussed above,I carried out all
the surveys and interviews and, for the students, I used a consistent set of
clear, simple instructions.

4.9.2.7 The placing of personal questions
Hatch and l-azaraton (1991: 38) remmmend leaving questions on personal

information until last. Although there is a risk that partrcipants may tire of
' filling in a questionnaire and tend to make mistakes or omit items towards the

end, this is not so likely with personal questions which are generally

straightforward to answer and which most people are happy to answer. I
followed this advice for the year 8 survey but the last part tended to be the

most carelessly tackled, As the year 9 survey was divided into sections in a
slightly different manner I found it easier to give students the personal

questions first. As it was the most straightforward section it possibly gave

students confidence that they could cope with the rest of the questionnaire.

4.9.3 Reliability
4.9.3.1 General considerations
Ideally an instrument is sufficiently reliable if an independent researcher who

replicated t1s same study or analysed the same data were to reach the same

conclusions (Nunan 1992:17, Burns: 259). As this is not feasible it is
important to ensure that:

. all items are clear and unambiguous,

. there are enough items to minimise the role of chance in the

responses, and
. all items measure the same thing (I-ett 1977:283).

4.9.3.2 Reliability of Likert scales

Survey statements need to lead to clear interpretation of positive and negative

attitudes according to whether participants agree or disagree with them.

Oppenheim (1992: 1S) suggests verifying thatall items can be tanslated into
'l like' or 'l dislike' statements, which should eliminate items that are too
vague or neutral. Schuman and Presser (1981: 305) consider that the

stronger the attitudes expressed, the less likelihood of random responses,

hence the more reliable the survey. Gall et al. (1996: 253) also stess the

need for the researcher to be confident that the results are a true reflection of
attitudes, that is that the participants have been honest. Oppenheim (19V2:

20O) and De Vaus (1995: 55) support the notion that Likert scales designed to

measure a single concept are inherently reliable. In any case, aII measuring

instruments need to be pretested for reliability (Henerson etal. 1987: 152).
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4.9.3.3 The importance of timing
Participants need to have sufficient awareness of the concepts being

investigated in order to have an opinion to express (De Vaus 1995: 54). For

this the timing of the surveys was crucial, as discussed in 4.8 above.

4.9.3.4 The importance of consistency
It is clear that any survey needs to be administered consistently for reliability
as well as validity (Schuman & Presser 1981: 305, Henerson et al. 1987:

747,De Vaus 1995: 55). De Vaus also warns of the risk of unpredictable

elrors resulting from distractions. I received considerable assistance from
class teachers in all schools in minimisins distractions.

4.9.3.5 Final thoughts
Ultimately, it is encouraging that Wray et al. (l99fi) claim that validity and

reliability standards can be more rela"ned for survey questionnaires and

interviews because the collection of information is highly structured and the

aim is to collect responses to build up a collective picture of the situation, not
to invesfigate any individual cases.

4.9.4 Ethical and practical considerations
I approached school principals for permission to carry out investigations in their
schools and I sought written consent from parents for their children's and their own
participation. All information letters and consent forms for students, their parents

and teachers (for samples (see Appendices 3-4) were developed in line with Victoria
University's Human Ethics Guidelines in order to assure all participants of
anonymity. All individuals were given the right to refuse to participate and to

withdraw any information provided at any stage until the project was completed.

Since this research is only concerned with the attitudes of students whose Ll is

English, I considered requesting that NESB students be withdrawn from
participating classes, but this could have caused disruption to classes and supervision
problems for teachers. I decided that it was practical and actful to allow all students

in a class, provided they or their parents did not object, to participate in the survey so

that none felt unfairlv excluded.

4,9.5 Questionnaire form
4.9.5.1 The advantages of Likert scales

I developed questionnaires in the form of Likert scales, 'none of the most
popular and widely used approaches to attitude measurement" (Lett Ig77:
278). Students were asked to read a series of statements and to indicate the
degree to which they agreed or disagreed on a five point scale, a particular
reliable format according to Oppenheim (1992), Scholfield (1995) and Gall et

al. (1996). Highly structured responses are much easier for respondents to
complete and for researchers to analyse than those containing open-ended
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questions (Scholfield 1995: 63). Evidence suggests that the two types of
questionnaire ultimately produce similar information (Gall et al. l9%:295).

4.9.5.2 Building on previous research
The use of pre-exrsting attitude scales where possible is recommended by
Fishbein and Ajzen (I%5: 108, cited by Lett l9T/: 285) and Gall et al.

(1996). Although I found a number of scales with relevant items (Gardner &
l,ambert 1972,Gardner 1985, Baker I99z, Coleman 1996, Schmidt, Boraie

& Ka.ssabgy 1996) I did not identify any suitable, pre-existing scales nor any

directly comparable research which used attitude scales. Burstall (1W9)
carried out extensive research using statements requiring simple Yes/No

responses but asking respondents to express their opinions on some sort of
continuum can produce more useful information (Busch 1991, Fowler 1995).

4.9.5.3 Choice and wording of questionnaire items
For constructing a scale labelled 'strongly agtee', 'agree', 'disagree' and

'strongly disagree', Henerson et al. (1987), like most authorities, suggest

including a mid-point, such as 'don't know' or 'uncertain'. Others advocate

leaving out the mid-pornt (trtt IE77, Fowler 1995) so as to force

respondents to make a judgement. While survey items must reflect the

hypotheses to be tested and the theoretical framework for the research (Nunan

IV)Z, Fowler 1995), they must also relate to ideas which respondents

understand and are likely to have an opinion about (Busch 1993, Scholfield
1995). If they genuinely have no opinion, for lack of knowledge, there can

be a separate category to mark apart from the scale items (Fowler 1995:

163). As discussed above, the timing of the student surveys and thorough
piloting were designed to obviate thrs problem, although some year 9
students with no prior FLL and whose FL courses were only for one or two
terms had not started Fl-L at the time of the survey. In the end I followed the

advice of Henerson et al. (1987), with a mid-pornt labelled 'not sure' and a

separate category of 'no opinion' which students were advised to select if
survey items were not relevant to them.

As far as the individual questionnaire items are concemed, I initially drew up
a long list of possible items, based on my own ideas or gleaned from other
sources in the literature, modifyrng them as seemed necessary fbr the New
Z,ealand context. The items were designed to test the concepts presented in
my hypotheses, discussed in 2.L?, arfi those presented in the theoretical

framework, see 2.13.

4.9,5,4 Focus group discussions
Accordrng to Oppenheim(1992: l&1) it is possible:

to develop complex attitude scales for use with school children,
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provided extensive pilot work has ensured that the children are aware

of the topics of concern, and that they do have opinions about them.

I therefore attempted to identify the most appropriate concepts and wording

for both the questionnaires and the instructions, to ensure maximum

comprehension and reliable responses. In order to ensure that items were

relevant and would be interpreted in the same way by all the students, I
followed Fowler's (199t advice and arranged discussions with small groups

of students, similar to the targeted groups, so as to put them at ease, stimulate

communication, and allow everyone to make a contribution, while it remained

easy to keep the discussions focussed. The focus groups were organised

with one unstreamed class of year 9 students in a mixed, state school, where

FLL is entirely optional, during core class periods so that there was a mixture
of language and non-language students, with a range of abilities. I provided

the students with letters seeking written permission fiom their parents to

participate and about half the class, eight boys and four girls, took part and I
recorded the discussions for later analvsis.

With a view to addressing my research questions (see 1.6) concerning what

students know, believe or think about FLL, what reasons they may have for
choosing to study a FL or not, and what might influence their choices, I
aimed to investigate how the focus groups talked about:

. FI-L, for themselves and for others;

. particular FLs they were studying or had previously studied;

. what FLL involves;

. what sort of people learn FLs, which ones and why; and

. how they chose their option subjects

Most of the students appeared willing to give honest opinions, although one

or two were rather reticent. Few had much awareness of what FLL involved
or why it might be valuable, although most had had some language learning
experience, chiefly Maori or Japanese, at primary or intermediate school.

Students seemed to have very little knowledge of, or interest in, what their
peers were doing at their own school or at other schools in respect of FI-L.
Some believed that there is a need for Asian languages in New Zealand's

business dealings.

After a general discussion about various aspects of FLL and how they had

chosen their option subjects,l presented the students with a sample section of
a questionnarre and some general questions, and they listened to the proposed

instructions. They seemed to have no problem understanding what they

needed to do. All understood the notion of confidentiality but several needed

an explanation of the reasons for this, which they happily accepted. All
groups favoured the inclusion of a 'not sure' alternative as well as a 'no
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opinion' column. The students made some useful suggestions for clarifying
some of the general questions, and the whole process enabled me to identify
questions which might be difficult for students to respond to, about their
parents' FLL experience for example, and useful questions which I had

omitted. In particular, I realised that I needed to ask year 8 students which

secondary school they would be attending so as to follow up the same

students as far as possible.

4.10 The Year I questionnaire
4.10.1 Form and content
After an analysis of the focus group discussions I modified the content and wording
of many items and decided to have three parts for the pilot survey:

a Likert scale consisting of approximately 100 items;

a set of statements about previous FLL experience to which students could

simply respond 'Yes' or 'No' and add any comment they wished; and

about a dozen general questions to gather personal information about each

student.

I worded the Likert scale statements as clearly and simply as possible. I designed

instructions to encourage students to respond as honestly as possible and assure them

of the confidentiality of their responses. Although Wray et al. (1998: 294)
recommend that questionnaires should begtn with the simplest, non-threatening items

and, if possible, 'grab the attention' of the readers so that they want to respond, it
seemed bener to make the final order of items entrrely random to encourage careful

thought about each one and avoid any pattern to the responses. As a final check for
the comprehension level of the pilot survey, I asked an early childhood educator to
proofread it and she made some helpful suggestions.

4.10.2 Pilot survey
I tested the preliminary questionnaire on year 8 students. Henerson et al.(19t37: 86)

suggest at least 50 respondents for this stage of piloting, although Oppenheim (19912:

195) suggests double that number. For practical purposes,I hoped that two or three

classes would be sufficient, but, in the event, the intermediate school which I
approached allowed all eight classes to participate. I supplied information letters and

consent forms for the students and their parents which were distributed and collected

by the class teachers. The eventual sample numbered 220,887o of the year I
students in the school. Owing to the length of the pilot survey, half the classes did
part 1, while the rest did parts 2 and3.

I experimented by having the pilot administered by two different people, myself and

a much younger university student, to half the classes each, to discover if that had

any influence on the way the students responded to the questionnaire. Analysis of
the results showed no noticeable differences in the way students responded which

l.
2.

3.
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could be attributed to the class they were in or to the person administering the

survev.

As well as pretesting the items themselves, it was important to ensure that all the

instructions were clear so that no misunderstanding interfered with the student

responses (Scholfield 1995, Wray et al. 1998). I thought it best at first to have the

instructions written for the students but also read out, but I decided thar this would

add unnecessarily to the large amount of paper that the students had to cope with and

that it was better to deliver the instructions orally, in as simple and informal manner

as possible. I had also thought that reading aloud each item would help any students

who had reading problems or whose Ll was not English (NESB), although the

latter's responses were not relevant to the purposes of this research and it would not

matter if their questionnarres were incomplete. In fact there were very few non-

Pakeha students in the classes and only one or two NESB students. Students did not

seem shy about asking for help when they needed it and reading aloud all the items in
paft 1 of the survey with the first class proved to be much too slow and tedious for
the malority of students who simply went ahead at their own speed. I began the

same process with the second class but stopped and asked what the students

preferred. It was clear that they wished to work at their own pace without the

distraction of hearing items being read oul Each class teacher could easily identify
and assist individual students where necessarv. In some classes a teacher atde was

present to help a special needs child.

All the students and teachers were co-operative. There were very few problems and

very few survey forms were incomplete. Well over half the 118 students (&7o) who
completed part I of the survey took the frouble to offer comments in the space

provided at the end. Of ttre 46 negative comments, over half complained that it was

repetitive, which was to be expected given the nature of the items being trialled. Five
considered it too long which was also inevitable. Both problems would be largely

overcome in the final version of the survey. Of the 30 positive comments, 12

thought the Likert scale was fine, especially as they just had to tick boxes. Others

found it 'interesting', 'ea.sy', 'relevart' and 'thought provoking'.

4.10.3 Pilot survey analysis
4.10.3.1 Part I - Likert scale

Of the 118 questionnaires,6 were incomplete and a further 21 were

eliminated for being inconsistent. The responses of the remaining 91

students were analysed according to the process recommended by Henerson

et al. (1987). The responses were scored, I to 5 with 6 for 'No opinion' and

the scores totalled for each student to identify the top 25Vo andbottom 25Vo,

that is those with the clearest favourable or unfavourable attitudes. The

responses of these students (approximately 50) were then charted to identify
which items most clearly discriminated between favourable and unfavourable

attitudes. The majority of students tended to agree about the majority of
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items, probably owing to the apparently homogeneous background of the

students. This, however made the choice of items for the final version of the

survey somewhat problematic.

When deciding how many items to include in the final scale I took into
account Busch's claim (I993:735) that there is no ideal number, this being

dependent on the respndents' familiarity with the ideas and their educational

and socioeconomic background. Lett (1977:280) and Henerson et al. (1987:

87) suggest that 20 items is sufficient, provided that all the variables which it
is intended to measure are represented. My final selection of items was

guided by the clear set of instructions provided by Henerson et al. (1987:87-
88) and the advice of De Vaus (1995: 255) to check against the general

pattern of pilot responses. If a particular item seems to be contradictory to
this pattern, he claims, it is probably measuring something different and

should be discarded. Through the process of analysis I the reduced the

original82 items to25.

4.10.3.2 Part 2 - Yes/No/Comments
This part of the suryey, about previous or current FLL experience, contained

33 YESAIO items with space alongside each one for comments. At the

begrnning was a space for students to say which language they were
focussing on and what they had liked most or least about FLL. At the end

was space for general comments about the questionnarre.

102 students were presented with this part of the survey. Four declined to
participate as they had never learnt another language at school, not even

Maon. 47 students responded with respect to Maori, 46 to learning a FL.
Six questionnaires were excluded from the analysis because they were
ambiguous or did not make sense. The 93 usable questionnaires were first
analysed by a simple manual count of YES and NO items to ascertain which
items elicited the most divergent opinions. Then the 46 relating to FLL were

analysed separately, by computer count. The most significant items had also

shown up in the initial analysis although there were fewer of them. These 46
questionnaires contained only 6 comments on the questionnaire itself, four
positive, including "Cool!" and "This was a good thorough questionnaire.

Good luck with the rest of your research!!!". One expressed interest in the

items about gender differences. One objected to having to write so much
although they had been told that they did not have to fill in fhe 'Comments'

column. Another suggested that some items were not relevant and others had

no clear 'yes' or 'no' response.

4.10.3.3. Part 3 - General questions
The same 102 students presented with Part 7 were also given Part 3. Three
indicated that they had done noL?learning, one of which was unusable. Of
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the remainder, 53 had focussed on Maori in Part 2, although 13 had also

done some FLL, and 47 had focussed on a FL in Part 2, 36 of whom had

also learnt some Maori. (The questionnaire asked them to include it.) The
students' answers were analysed according to their L2 focus in Part 2 and to
their gender. Three students omitted to state their gender because they, like
several others, forgot to turn over the page and the name of their future
school gave no clue. I had to consider carefully how to avoid the problem of
missed pages in the final version.

Part 3 gave a great deal of information about students' attitudes to their

language learning experience and their future intentions, as well as relevant

details about their family backgrounds. It also produced an enonnous variety

of information about the amount of time spent on L2 learning in primary
schools which was not always clear but did give an indication of the lack of
any consistent approach among schools. One of the most interesting findings
was that the somewhat negative perceptions revealed by the teachers

regarding the value of the FLL being undertaken in the school and their fear

that it might put students off future learning seemed groundless. Only eight

students stated that they would not be studyrng a language the following year

although others were unsure.

Some questions caused confusion, especially those regarding choices, and

had to be reworded. Students did not always understand whether questions

referred to the past or future, for example. A question about penfriends was

dropped as it produced very little useful information because they were

almost entirely English-speaking. About one third of the students added exfra
comments at the end about language learning, mostly very positive. Only
about a dozen commented on the questionnaire itself, mostly positively, for
example:

"it was very fun"
*thanks for coming"
"questions were excellent"
"this is a weird questionnaire,l wonder what you will do with the

information"

4.10.4 Construction of the final version
In developing the final version of the year 8 survey I took into account all the
criticisms made by students about the pilot survey, and all the confusion shown in
their responses. In particular, I decided to convert Part 2 into another Likert scale.

When I compared the items with the variables to be investigated I found that not all
were well represented by significant items, especially 'attitudes toward L2tpacher'. I
therelbre made some adjustments to produce a total of 15 items to form Part 2 to be

presented only to those students with experience of FLL.
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ln both parts of the revised Likert scale I modified the wording of some items to
create the recommended balance betrveen those where agreement represented positive

or negative aftitudes, and finally I put the statements into random order within each

part. Although Fowler (1995) strongly recommends that the final version of any
questionnaire be piloted, I had insufficient time to do this. However I presented it at

a seminar in the School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies where some

useful suggestions were made which led to further minor revisions,

The final version, presented in Appendix 5, was designed to discover if year 8
students thought that:

. FLL is interesting (including interest in general FLL, specific F[,s, travel,

foreign people and cultures) (items? 8.I.7, 8.1.21, 8.1.24, 8.2.3, 8.2.7,

8.2,9,9.2,13);
. FLL is useful (for employment and transferability of language skills) (items

8.1.2, 8.1.13, g.l.19, 8.1.22, 9.2.4, g.2.5, 9.2.10, 9.2.14);
. FLL is difficult (items 8.1.4,8.1.6,8.1.8, 8.2.1,8.2.2,8.2.11);
. FLL is more or less important than other subjects at secondary school

(especially English and Maori) (items 8.1.12,8.1.14,8.1.17); or
. FLL is mostly for girls (because they are more interested or find FLL easier)

(items 8. 1.11, 8.2. 16).

Questionnaire items were also designed to test the relative strength of influence on
student attitudes and choices of:

. prior FLL at intermediate school (Pafi 2 of year 8 questionnaire, Part I of
year 9 questionnaire, section A, questions 11-13, item9.2.2);

o students' parents (8.1.10, 8.1.23,8.1.25);
. school information, organisation, timetabling, subject choice, etc. (items

8.1.1, 8.1.15, 9.1.19);
. teachers (items 8.1.9,8.1.16); and
. peers, including older siblings (8.1.3, 8.1.5, 8.1.20).

As can be seen from the above details, in all cases, an attempt was made to test each

concept by means of several questions and/or statements. In addition to the above, in
part 3 of the year 8 survey students were asked open-ended questions about:

. their family background;

. their parents' experience of FLL;

. their contacts with speakers of LOTEs in New Znalandor overseas; and

. their experience of overseas travel.

All students were asked why they were, or were not, studying a FL, what they
thought about the idea, what they thought about particular FLs and what their
intentions were in regard to FLL for the following year. In order to refine the

questionnaires, to ensure relevance and ease of understanding and responding for all
sfudents, the concepts were discussed by student focus groups and pilot surveys
were carried out. as discussed below.

7 Item numbers refers to questionnaire documents in Appendices 5 and 6. For example, 8.I . I refers to the
Year 8 questionnaire, part l, statement L
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4.10.5 Administration of the year 8 survey
I made preliminary visits to the schools at the end of August 1999 to meet the contact
person arranged by conespondence and to deliver the inlbrmation letters and consent

forms for students and parents which the contact person undertook to distribute. We
made arrangements for the surveys to take place at the end of term 3 or early in term
4, whichever was more convenient for the school. Survev visits took one or two
days according to the size of the school.

All three schools agreed to allow all year 8 students who were at school and who
agreed to participate, and whose parents had not declined permission, to be

surveyed. In each case I arrived to find a timetable organised for class surveys and

class teachers expecting me. The visits generally proceeded very smoothly and all
the teachers seemed happy for time to be devoted to the survey, usually 20 to 30
minutes. The pnmary school was particularly pleased to be involved because they
were not used to being included in such proJects. My senior teacher contact reported
that the students were pleased that someone was interested in their opiruons. In each
class students were reminded that they did not have to take part in the survey if they
did not wish to, and some did decline. I did my best to encourage all participants to
complete the questionnaires in a satisfactory manner and most were extremely
cooperative, appearing to take the survey seriously and provide honest opinions. I
told students to ask for assistance if they were not sure how to complete the forms
but there were very few questions, and in most cases class teachers kept an eye on
students they knew to have difficulty reading and understanding, and discreetly
helped them where necessary.

Several problems became apparent as the first surveys were carried out. One of the
questions in part 3 needed a 'Don't know' option and I advised students to write that
in if 'Yes' or 'No' were inappropriate, The failure to provide a space for students'
nilmes on the first two sheets proved problematic as not all students remembered to
name all their sheets, despite frequent requests to do so. Many students were
obviously used to putting only their first names on work and so I had to request their
full names. As I collected the questionnaires I tried to glance through them to check
that they were complete because students tended to miss one particular side (only 4
items). I had to provide extra guidance for Part 3, where alternative routes through
the questions depending on YES or NO responses, which was not always clear !o the
students.

As each class finished I asked their teacher if I could offer sweets as a small 'thank
you'. This was welcomed by all the students and most of the teachers too. On
finishing each visit I thanked the contact teacher for their assistance and presented
them a book token for the school library. At the yearT-L3 school the contact teacher
offered to orgaruse the following visit for the year 9 survey, an offer which I
gratefully accepted.
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4.ll The year 9 questionnaire

4.lf.l Form and content
In the interests of consistency, and mindful that this survey was intended as a follow-
up to the year 8 suryey, I kept the format and content of the year 9 questionnaire as

close as possible to the previous one described in 4.10.4, allowing for amendments

needed for the change of context. I made other changes in the light of the experience
of administering the year 8 survey and difficulties which showed up as the year 8
responses were analysed.

The questionnaire was divided into four parts. The first part of the Likert scale,

similar to the Part I of the year 8 questionnaire, was for all students. Two versions
of the second part were constructed for students who were or were not studying a FL
at any time in year 9. The general questions were similar to those in the year 8
questionnaire but I decided to administer this first so that both parts designed for all
students would be tackled together before I distributed the appropriate Part 3 or 4 to
individuals.

The questionnaire, presented in Appendix 6, was designed to discover if year 9
students thought that:

. FI-L is interesting (including interest in general FLL, specific F[s, travel,
foreign people and cultures) (items 9.2.2, 9.3.2, 9.3.6, 9.3.9,9.3.10,
9.3.12, 9.3.14, 9.3. 15) ;

. FLL is useful (for employment and transferability of language skills) (items

9.2.4, 9.2.6, 9.2.7, 9.2.9, g.2.lI, 9.2.L5, 9.2.L9,9.3.1, 9.3.5, 9.3.16,
e.3.18);

. FLL is difficult (items 9.2.1,9.2.72,9.3.4,9.3.8);

. FLL is more or less important than other subjects at secondary school
(especially English and Maori) (items 9.2.74, 9.2.20); or

. FLL is mostly for girls (because they are more interested or find FLL easier)
(items 9.2.9,9.2.17).

Questionnaire ilems were also designed to test the relative strength of influence on
student attitudes and choices of:

. prior FLL at intermediate school (Pafi 2 of year 8 questionnaire, Part I of
year 9 questionnaire, section A, questions 1l-13, item9.2.2);

. students' parents (items 9.2.3, 9.2.13, 9.2.18, 9.3.3,9.3.1l);

. school information, organisation, timetabling, subject choice, etc. (items

9.2.5, 9.2.16, 9.3.13); and
. peers, including older siblings (9.2.1O, 9.3.7, 9.3.17).

As in the case of the year I questionnaire, an attempt was made to test each concept
by means of several questions and/or statements. In addition to the above, in part I
of the year 9 survey, students were asked open-ended questions about:

. their family background;

. their parents' experience of FLL;

. their contacts with speakers of LOTEs in New Tnaland or overseas; and
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. their experience of overseas travel.

As in the year 8 survey, all students were asked general questions about why they

were, or were not, studying a FL, their general beliefs and feelings about FLL and

particular FLs and their intentions in regard to FLL for the following year. The year

9 survey was also piloted as described below.

4.11.2 Pilot survey
I arranged a small scale pilot at a large coeducational high school in the Wellington
area at the end of term 4 1999. Fourteen students in one unstreamed year 9 class,

including some FL students, agreed to complete the survey with their parents'

permission. My main aim was to ensure that students understood the procedure and

all the items, and that they felt free to seek clarification if necessary. The survey took
about half an hour to administer, as estimated. After completion I held a brief,
informal discussion with two of the girls, selected by the form teacher as

representing different ability levels, to probe further whether there were ambiguities

or other possible areas of misunderstanding.

4.11.3 Pilot survey analysis and construction of the final version
There were very few incomplete questionnaires and only one student had trouble
following instructions in part 4 (because of the timing of the survey). Questions
from students during the process and the following discussions proved very helpful
in identtfying problems. It was evident that I needed to make it clearer that the

survey referred only to FLs, not English or Maon. I decided to specify which
languages were relevant for each school being surveyed. I also needed to clarify that
Part 3 was for all students studying a language in year 9, either at the time of the
survey or later in the same year if the school being surveyed had short option or
module subjects. Snrdents needed reminding to check that items had not been

omitted, that responses were on the right line and that any changes they made were

clear. I subsequently made minor adjustments to the questionnaires and my
adminishation checklist. The final version is given in Appendix 6.

4.11.4 Administration of the year 9 survey
I contacted secondary schools by fax early in Term 1, 2000, to ascertain when initial
visits would be convenient for the delivery of information letters and consent forms.
I asked whether it would be possible to survey all the year 9 classes, and how many
students would be involved. For the purposes of printing, I made a rough
calculation of student numbers based on MoE figures for previous years.

As schools responded I made detailed arrangements for each visit acmrding to what
was convenient for each school. As mentioned above, the visit to the 7-13 school
was organised by the same contact as in 1999. At the other schools the either the
principal or the HOD languages made the arrangements. The surveys took place

beween the last week of February and the first week of April. In four schools I was
able to survey each year 9 class in turn, but the boys' school took a different
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approach. Only boys who had returned the consent forms were allowed to
participate, all together in a large lecture theatre. This meant that the supervising

teacher and I were unable to ensure that students were following instructions or assist

individuals in the same way as possible during class surveys. Apart from that
instance, students and teachers were extremely cooperative and the visits went very
smoothly. I was able to foresee and avoid most potential problems.

4.12 Interviews
4.12.1 General considerations
There are advantages and disadvantages to interviewing (Bailey 1987: 774175),
compared with other methods of obtaining information and opinions. Interviews can

be more complex and flexible, allowing for probing and the appropriate selection and

ordering of initial and follow-up questions. They also allow the interviewer to
observe non-verbal behaviour. Interviews usually obtain good response rates, with
more spontaneous and complete answers, but they may take more time and be less

converuent. Interviewees may feel obliged to co-operate, or less convinced of the

confidentiality of the process. Flexibility can lead to a less standard wording and

ordering of questions, and make analysis and comparison of respondents more
difficult, or even less valid.

While preparing the interview questions and process I took into account the same

factors as those discussed above with regard to the student surveys. I hoped that
interviews arranged at a convenient time and place for each interviewee, with
minimum risk of disruption or distraction, would elicit maximum co-operation from
both parents and teachers. I intended to achieve consistency in the administration of
the interviews by carryng them all out myself, although I predicted that I might have

to reframe questions, or supply varying amounts of background information,
according to the knowledge and experience of the participants. I realised that some

participants might not feel able to answer all the questions. I anticipated that parents

with limited education and linle or no contact with Fk, might have given little
thought to the matters under investigation prior to participating, but I wanted to
ensure all participants that their responses were relevant and valuable for my
research. I assured them all, in writing and orally before the interviews, that their
response would remain confi dential.

4.12.2 The problem of interviewer bias
Depending on circumstances, interviewees may be unduly influenced by an

interviewer because of, for example, age, gender, dress or accent (De Vaus 1995). I
presumed that where teachers were interviewed by another teacher, myself, such

factors would be minimised, although they might influence parents, depending on
their background. It is preferable that respondents perceive an interviewer to be as

neutral as possible about the topics under discussion in order to elicit the fullest and
frankest responses, but Nunan (1992) and Burns (l9W) recommend giving a brief
explanation of the purpose of any research and answering questions that may arise
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about it.

I anticipated that I could not appear entirely neutral, given the background

information I supplied to all potential participants, but I intended to be as informal
and impartial as possible in reacting to intervieweesn responses in order to encourage

them to speak freely. I asked all participants for permission to tape record their
responses in order to avoid any suggestion that, being biased, I might misrecord
their responses.

4.12.3 Development of interview questions and procedures
Structured interviews, with a set list of questions to be followed in a set order,

ensure that all respondents are asked the same questions, and permit easier analysis,

consistency and comparabiliry (Nunan 1992: 149-5I). However, I needed

interviews t'o be sufficiently open-ended for a wide range of teachers and parents,

whose personal experience of FLL, and connections with students involved in such

learning would vary considerably. Therefore the interview schedules took a semi-
structured form. Questions were developed for parents of year 9 students and

teachers, designed to elicit the adults' beliefs and feelings about all aspects of FLL:
. for New Z,ealand school students in general;
. in the schools with which they were involved; and
. (in the case of the parents) for their own children.

In preparation for the interviews I also followed the zuggestion (Nunan 1992, Burns
1997) to prepare a checklist of questions so that I could keep track of what had been

covered without adhering to a rigid question order. This also allowed me to note
additional non-verbal information or intrusive environmental factors to supplement

the tape recordings. As an inexperienced interviewer, I found particularly helpful
advice in Burns (1997) for putting interviewees at their ease, keeping an interview
going smoothly, encouraging elaboration of responses and showing appreciation for
the participants' time and effort.

4.12.4 Pilot interviews
It is essential that interviewees understand questions in the same way as an

interviewer does, and that potential confusion or ambigurty is eliminated through
pretesting (Nunan 1992, Fowler 1995). Initially, I developed a range of possible
interview questions, principally aimed at teachers, and tned them out informally with
two teachers. I interviewed a FL teacher and then a non-language teacher
interviewed me. In this way a considerable amount of useful discussion arose about
the nature of the questions and how satisfactory it was both to ask and answer them.
Subsequently, I substantially revised the question wording and ordering. In
addition, following Burns' (IW7) recommendations to start with specific, simple
questions which all respondents could answer, I constructed a short, preliminary
written questionnaire which teachers could complete in advance and which could then
serve as a starting point for each interview. This sought information about each
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teacher's position in the school, personal language learning experiences and general

opinions about the place of LOTElearning in New Z'ealand schools.

For all the adult interviewees I also produced a background questionnaire to obtain

factual details of age, gender, country of birth, Ll and L2 learning experiences,

school leaving age, educational qualifications and current employment, see Appendix

10.

I piloted the resulting interview schedule with a selection of secondary school

teachers, and the use of the preliminary questions and answers proved helpful. I
invited interviewees to comment on all aspects of the interview, and considered all

their comments, which were entirely favourable, when developing the final interview

questions and procedures. I did not record the pilot interviews and this highlighted

the difficulties of trylng to make notes while keeping the interviews flowing and on

track.

As recommended by De Vaus (1995), I piloted the interview questionnaire a third

time with four intermediate school teachers in order to ensure that the questions were

appropriate for teachers at this level. The process provided me an insight into the

general affirudes among staff and aspects of the school organisation relating to FLL
which might affect student attitudes and choices. It appeared that students, parents

and teachers were not necessanly receiving the same messages about why primary or

intermediate schools were offering FLL or how much such learmng wits really

valued. I-astly, the pilot interviews provided an efficient guide to the time required,

about half an hour for each teacher.

Ideally, questionnaires should be retested if they are to be used with different types

of people (De Vaus 1995), but this was not done for the parent interviews. Since

some of the teachers involved in piloting were also parents they were able to

comment from a parent's point of view. All the questions were carefully examined

for their relevance to parents and were either eliminated or adapted as necessary. In
particular, questions relating to curriculum, timetabling and option systems, which

were clear to teachers, needed careful introduction to avoid problems for parents. In
the end, two versions of the parent questionnaire were designed, depending on

whether FLL was optional or compulsory at their child's secondary school (see

Appendix 9B). The areas focussed on were:

. how their child's option subjects had been chosen;

. how the decision to study a FL or not was arrived at, and what they and their

child felt about ttris;
r pareiltS' experience of learning or using LOTEs in New Tnaland or overseas;

and
r paf€rrc' opinions about the place of FLL at their child's school and in New

Tnaland schools in general.
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Similarly, there are two versions of the teachers' questionnaire, one for teachers of
year 7 and 8 students (see Appendix 7) and the other for secondary teachers (see

Appendix 8). The latter includes a separate section designed solely for teachers in
charge of FLL in their schools. Teachers were asked about :

. their own experiences of FLL;

. their knowledge of and opinions about FLL in their own school;

. their thoughts about FI-L in New Zealand schools in general; and

. their beliefs about the attitudes towards FLL of colleagues, students and their
parents.

4.12.5 Administration of teacher interviews
At the intermediate school most of the interviews went smoothly, with few
intemrptions from students or telephones, and all the teachers were generous with
their time and their comments. At the Catholic school all the staff approached were

extremely co-operative and most expressed an interest in knowing the results of the

survey. At the primary school the senior staff members were very happy to
cooperate and eager io know the results of the investigations. The other two teachers,

while not reluctant to talk to me, showed little knowledge of or interest in the topic of
FLL. Only the Principal seemed aware of the SLLP although the latest Gazette in the

staffroom contained a new notice inviting schools to apply for support.

At the secondary schools all the teachers approached were more than willing to be

interviewed, although some could spare only a little time. One or two were surprised

to be approached because they had nothing to do with the FL programme or year 9

students, but nonetheless had plenty to say about the matter. I was able to conduct

most interviews in a quiet, private situation but some took place in the staffroom,

which did not seem to inhibit the participants.

Teachers often had not had the time to fill in the consent forms and preliminary
questionnaires, and in some cases had mislaid them. Fortunately I had foreseen the

possibility of this and supplied new forms at the start of the interviews. All the

teachers except one agreed to be recorded, which made the interview process much
easier than if I had had to make extensive notes. It proved very useful to have a
checklist of the questions to keep track of what had been covered and to note

additional questions which arose during the conversations.

4.12.6 Administration of parent interviews
The interviews took place over two separate periods of 3-4 days. At the last

moment, three parents were unavailable. One mother, a teacher, was ill but gave

some opinions over the telephone and sent me written responses to the interview
topics. Of the remaining two, one forgot and was not at home at the arranged time.
She was most embarrassed but was out of town for the rest of the available time.
The other did not respond to several phone messages, possibly because a relative
was in hospital. I sent written questions to both but received no responses.
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I interviewed in person the parents of 27 students: three couples, one solo father and

24 mothers. In a few cases male partners were hovering in the background or
arrived during the interview and added some comments. Interviewees were happy to

be recorded and fill in the background information sheets. Most of the interviews

took place in homes in quiet circumstances. The reading room of the public library
first thing in the moming proved to be a particularly noisy place for one interview!

4.12.7 [nterviews - final thoughts
Although all the interviewees were aware of my background, or enquired about it
during the course of the interviews, this did not seem to inhibit the expression of
their opinions about the place of FLL, either generally in New T,ealand schools or for
their own children or students. Most interviewees appeared relaxed and were very
generous with their time.

4.13 Data Analysis
As far as possible I number coded the data collected from students and used spreadsheets to
calculate simple desiriptive statistics. With regard to the Likert scale items, in most cases

only small numbers of students selected the 'strongly agree' or strongly disagree' options.

For the purposes of the analysis such responses have been counted with the 'agree' and

'disagree' responses respectively because this research was designed to obtain a broad

picture of student attitudes rather than test the relative strength of these attifudes. Where

particularly large numbers of students revealed strong views either way these have been

discussed separately.

Some of the student survey questions produced a wide range of opinions held by small

numbers of participants. It seemed more reasonable to summarise this qualitative data on

spreadsheets and carry out manual calculations to establish relevant statistics. In some cases

I summarised student opinions under broad relevant headings. [-ater, following the advice
of statistical experts, I transferred all the quantitative data to SPSS spreadsheets in order to
cross tabulate various responses, largely to investigate which variables appeared to have the

greatest influence on year 8 student intentions and year 9 student choices regarding FLL,
Wherever possible, student responses were also cross tabulated with gender. All percen-

tages relating to student responses are based on the number of students who expressed an

opinion, unless otherwise specified, and the percentages have been rounded to the nearest
whole number. Where students omitted items, probably through carelessness, they were

counted as having no opinion. All cross tabulations were tested for statistical significance

using a chi-square test and the results presented as recornmended by the experts I consulted.

All the interviews were recorded on cassettes. Initially, the intention was to fanscribe these

but in the end it was agreed that this would not be necessary. Spreadsheets were therefore
created for the two groups of interviewees and their responses and comments abbreviated to
some extent. However, many of their own words and phrases were recorded, especially
where they provided particularly useful or colourful descriptions of the adults' beliefs or
feelings. The parent data was summarised under the following headings:
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. name
. relationship to student
. gender of student
. student's school
. whether language learning was compulsory at the school
. what, if any FL the student was studying or going to study during year 9
. when and where the interview took place
. where the parent (s) were born and, if not in New Zealand, the age at which they

came to the country
. the Ll of both parents
. the gender and age group of the parent being interviewed
. school leaving age of the parent(s) and their highest educational qualifications
. their current employment
. how the student's option choices had been made
. how the decision about FLL was arrived at in the familv
. the student's previous FLL experience
. the student's travel experience
. FLL progress being made by the student
. whether the student would continue FLL in year l0
. the student's future aims for work or travel
. the possible influence of siblings or peers

. the family's contacts with NESB people

. FLL experience of the parents

. parents' travel or business con[acts overseas

. main reason for student's FLL

. whether student would have preferred another FL

. whether the parent(s) would have preferred another FL or another subject altogether

. the place of FLL in the student's school

. the place of FLL in New Tealand schools in general

. the value of FI-L

. whether New Zealand produces enough speakers of FIx

. other comments

The responses of teachers were remrded under the following headings:
. school
. gender
. how long they had worked in the school
. what classes they taught
. their Ll
. their FLL experience
. reasons for having learnt a FL or not
. whether they had enjoyed their FI-L
. what they thought they had garned from FLL
. their subsequent feelings about usefulness of FLs
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. their subsequent feelings about ttreir FLL efforts
. any FL teaching experience
. how important they thought FLL is now for school students
o reasons for this rating
. what FLs New Zealand students should learn
. reasons for these preferences
. the best starting age for FLL
. whether FLL should be optional or compulsory
. how much FLL students should have
. what sort of students tend to choose FLL at secondary school
. the place/history of FLL at their own school
. the good and bad points of FLL at their own school
. the views of teachers, student and parents about such FLL
. any problems of teacher supply for FL classes
. the ideal place of FLL in New Zealand schools
. other comments

In addition, secondary school teachers were asked about what advice was given to students

about FLL, either prior to entering Year9 or at any later stage.

The results of the year 8 student suwey are presented in the following chapter. Chapter 6
presents the findings of the year 9 student survey. Chapter 7 examines the sub-sample of
students who participated in both surveys and presents a comparison between their intentions
for FLL for their first year of secondary school and the decisions they actually made in this
regard. Chapters 8 and 9 respectively present the findings of the parent and teacher inter-
views, while chapter 10 examines the role of gender in attitudes towards FLL. The final
chapter contatns a detailed discussion of the findings in relation to the hypotheses presented

in2.l2 and sums up the state of play of FLL in New Zealand schools current at the time of
writing. The major barriers to FLL are identified and suggestions made for further research
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - YEA,R 8 STUDENT
ATTITUDES TO FOREIGN LA,NGUAGE LEA.RNING
AND INTENTIONS FOR YEAR 9

Wlntever the method, only desire can make a student learn a language, desire an-d necesstty.

(Kaplan 1993: 131)

5.1 Introduction
This part of my research aimed to answer the following questions;

. What did year I students know/believe/think about FLL?

. Did they intend to study or continue studying a FL in year 9?

. What were the main reasons for their intentions?

The resulg of the survey of year 8 students produced two major surprises and substantial

evidence to support some of my hypotheses. The first surprise was the amount of FLL built

into the cumculum of two of the three surveyed schools. This was probably not typical of
the area since, as far as I could ascertann, the other two intermediate schools in the city had

FI-L only as an optional extra, The second surprise was how positive were the attitudes of
students and teachers towards FLL. I analysed all responses to individual survey items in

relation to students' stated intentions for year 9 in order to identify those aniudinal factors

which were most closely associated with their intentions. I also examined the results for
gender differences, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10. Unless otherwise

stated, all responses to the Likert scale items have been grouped so that 'agreed' includes

'stongly agree' and 'disagree' includes 'strongly disagree',

In order to establish a clear background to the student responses, I first present profiles of
the schools, (for full details of ethnic and gender balance of snrdents and school decile

ratings see AppendixZ), followed by some basic facts about the students and their FLL
experience. Then I examine the general attitudes of all students to FLL and the attitudes of
those with FLL expenence to that experience. Finally I investigate students' intentions

regarding FLL in year 9, the reasons glven for their intentions and the possible influence of a

range of factors on these intentions.

5.2 Sehool Profiles
5.2.1 Aster
This was a semi-rural, full primary school, decile 8, with 333 students in 1999, of
whom 45 were in year I in three composite classes (i.e. mixed year 7 and 8

students). Children were from a variety of backgrounds, including uruversity

employees, commuters to the nearby ciry and farming families. In 1999 there was no

formal language leaching, but a system of optional club activities was instigated for
an hour a week in term two for year'7 and 8 students which included Spanish.

Between 20 and 30 students had opted for Spanish but only a dozen could be

accommodated, including 6 involved in my survey. The school hoped to repeat the

clubs in term 4, and give more students the opportunity of learning some Spanish.
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5.2.2 Rose
This was a large intermediate school with approximately 225 yar 8 students in eight

whole classes and nvo composite classes in 1999. All classes were of mixed ability.

The school considers iself multicultural and approximately 3Vo of the students

surveyed were from homes where a LOTEM was spoken. The school considered its

programmes student-centred and aimed to stimulate success through "challenges,

adventures and diversity" (year 2000 prospectus), including offering FLL. While it
was nol possible to interview the pnncipal, several of his staff reported that he was

keen for the school to offer something different from its nvals to attract students

(some referred to FLL as a "marketing tool"). In 1997, the school had started 'out-

of-school classes' in German, French, Japanese and Spanish, one hour a week, open

to all but for a fee. Over 60 students were involved in that year. In mid 1998 the

school became palt of the MoE's SLLP, teaching Spanish to two classes for one

hour a week.

In 1999 Spanish was being taught by trvo enthusiastic senior teachers going into two

classes each. Japanese was also being taught by class teachers with support from a

Japanese teacher from the neighbounng secondary school. The school continued to

offer the possibility of learning French and German outside normal class trme, for a
fee. Half a dozen students were studying French but there were not enough takers to

warrant the employment of a German tutor. The school hoped to offer French and

German for whole classes the following year if the courses promised by the MoE

were ready, and at least one teacher with had expressed interest in teaching it to her

class.

Students did not have much choice about FLL, nor which language they could study,

except for the after class French lessons, as arrangements were made on the practical

basis of which teachers were available and willing to teach which language. Student

comments on their survey forms indicated that some teachers had asked their classes

what they thought about learning a FL and may even have offered them the choice of
Spanish or Japanese. In 1999, two of the year 8 classes were not learning a FL

although some of the students had had FLL experience in the previous year.

5.2.3 Salvia
This was an integrated Catholic school, year 7 - 13 with a total of 885 students in

1999. There were 143 year 8 students in 1999, in four whole classes and one

composite intermediate class - the bilingual Maori class. According to the year 8

survey responses, about 7O7o were expecting to remain at the school for their

secondary education.

The school had a module programme for year 7 and 8 students, including languages.

In 1999, year 7 students had a term of French and year 8 students a term of
Japanese, both of which were optional subjects from year 9 to 13. The module

programme was in its third year in 1999 and had been started for a vanety of
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reasons. It took advantage of the presence of specialist teachers and facilitres in the

senior school and offered the intermediate students a wider range of experiences than

that available in some other intermediate or primary schools. To some extent this

was a PR strategy to help attract families to the school. It also allowed students

staylng at the school to make more informed choices about FLL when they reached

year 9 as they would know the FL teachers and understand what was involved in

FLL. This rype of situation may be a disadvantage for a department which teaches

optional subjects if students have taken a dislike to, for example, the only French

teacher. On the other hand it gives language teachers the chance to nwin' students for

future classes. The latest available ERO report was particularly complimentary about

the intermediate departmen[ "students have a clear sense of direction and purpose in

their learning." (ERO 1997: 8)

All the modules were paxt of the intermediate programme although the word

'compulsory' was not used. One teacher indicated that, if there were objections from

parents, a student could be withdrawn but this had not happened. However, it
emerged from the student survey that the year 8 bilingual students, doing Japanese in

1999, had learnt Maori instead of French in t9!8.

5.3 The year 8 sample

5,3.1 Numbers surveyed
330 students took part in the survey which produced 308 useful sets of responses,

representing about 93Vo of those surveyed and nearly 767o of the year group in the

three schools in 1999, see Table 5.1. 22 survey forms were discarded, four because

they were incomplete or exffemely inconsistent, the rest because English was not the

Ll of the students or their parents.

Table 5.1 Number of useful survey forms by school and gender

School Girls Bovs Totals
Total 1999

cohort*
Vo of 1999

cohort

Aster 19 18 37 47 79Vo

Rose 69 g3 r52 2t7 TOVo

Salvia 63 ffi 119 r43 83Vo

Totals 151 r57 308 N7 76Vo

x I March 1999 figures from MoE

5.3.2 Intermediate FLL experience
The numbers of students involved in FLL during either year at intermediate level are

shown in Table 5.2. That the figures are not typical for the district became clear

when the year 9 students surveyed in the following year responded to a question
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abut prior FLL. That much larger sample of 6&, including students from all three

intermediate schools in the city and many different primary schools, rural and urban,

showed that only SlVo of students had had such experience,

Table 5.2 Students with FLL experience in yenrs 7 or E, 1998-99

YE school
Students

surveved N
No. with

FLL
Proportion
with FLL

Aster 37 6 l67o

Rose r52 t26 83Vo

Salvia r19 118 99Vo

Totals 308 25A SIVo

Table 5.3 shows the languages which students had studied. Most students did not

have a choice of language,

Table 5.3 Languages studied in years 7 or 8

YE school French German Spanish Japanese

Aster l* 0 5* 0

Rose 6x 2x w 57

Salvia 96 0 0 9t

Totals 103 2 92 148

Proportion of all
students 33Vo IVo 3O7o 4870
x Denotes optional language learning

Table 5.4 Numbers of students who studied more than one FL

Y8 School Total

Rose 23

Salvia

Totals

70

93
Proportion of all
students 3OVo
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What is perhaps even more surprising than the number of students who had already

learnt a FI- was the number who had had the oppornrnity of learning more than one,

shown in Table 5.4. As explained above, the study of French and Japanese was

built into the intermediate programme for most sfudents at Salvia.

General attitudes towards FLL
5.4.1 Student comments on the opportunity to learn a FL
Since the malority of students surveyed already had some experience of FI-L during

yeA:r 7 or 8 their opinions about the value of FLL for New Zealand students must b
coloured by their experience. Also, given that most students did not have a choice

about studyng a FL or which FL they might study, it is not relevant at this point to

discuss the hypotheses which relate to the reasons students may have for choosing or

not choosing FLL, or for choosing a specific language. The few students at Aster

who had opted to learn Spanish as their 'club' activity did so equally out of general

interest in SLL and an interest in Spanish. A few students at the other schools

offered comments about the opportunity for SLL, which throw some light on their

attitudes, see Table 5.5.

Table 5.5 Year 8 comments on the chance to study a FL at

intermediate school

Comments
Number of
mentions

General interest, something different 15

Sounded cool. fun l1

Interest in specific FL 7

Useful for travel, iobs 7

Nine items in part one of the survey, which all students completed, were designed to

ascertain their general attitudes towards FLL. Three items related to the perceived

difficulty of FLL and whether it was associated with more intelligent students. Three

items dealt with the relative importance of FLs compared with English, Maori and

other subjects, and three required students to consider the importance of LOTEMs for

jobs.

5.4.2 Beliefs about the difficulty of FLL
In relation to item 8.1.4, "People think you're clever if you can speak another

language", students were fairly evenly divided in their opinions. 3'7Vo agreed while

4OVo disagreed (N - 3O0). Item 8.1.8, "Knowing more than one language is

confusing", drew much more disagreement, 48Vo, as against 35Vo in agreement (N =
301). l-astly, students were asked to respond to a more personal item concerning

confidence in their own ability to cope with more FLL. The majority were uncertain,

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
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although some may have been reluctant to appear boastful about their ability.

Evidence of how easy or difficult students found FLL at intermediate school will be

discussed in 5.5.1.

5.4.3 The relative importance of FLL
Nearly one third of students (93) disagreed with item 8.1.17n "There are lots more

important things to learn than langusBs", but 128 (437o) agreed, suggesting that

FLL is low on their list of priorities, which may be a key reason why more students

in general do not opt for FLL at secondary school. When asked to consider if it were

better for them to spend more time on their English than on FLL, 125 (427o) of
respondents disagreed, and again there was a significant association (p<.001)

between the responses to this item and student intentions for year 9, see Graph 5.1.

Oriy 267o of students agreed with item 8.1.14, "Learning Maori is more important

than a foreign language in New Ze'aland", while 469o drsagreed (N - 300).

Responses to this item were significantly associated (p<.002) with intentions

regarding FLL for year 9.

Graph 5.1 Responses to item 8.1.12: (3lt's better for rne to spend

time doing more English than learning another language",

compared with intentions for year 9
(For association between item responses and intentions p<.001)
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The majority of the 138 students who believed in the greater value of FLL,59Vo,

were intending to study a FL, but so were one third of the 26 students who gave

Maori hrgher prionff. This suggests that they had a general interest in language

learning, but it would be difficult for such students to study both Maon and a FL,

grven timetable constraints in most secondary schools, just as it is often difficult or

impossible to study more than one FL.

5.4.4 Beliefs about the usefulness of FLL
The majority of students,6OVo (N = 302), disagreed with item 8.1.13, "Everybody

speaks English these days", including one of the largest proportions of 'strongly

disagree', over 23Vo, of all the survey items. A similar majority of students,56Vo,

thought that knowing another language would help them get a good job (item 8. 1.19,

N - 300). This similarly included a particularly large proportion, l9Vo, who

strongly agreed with the statement. A small majority of students,Sl%o, agreed that

many jobs involve working with NESB people (item 8.1.22, N = 297). Student

comments on the usefulness of FLL included:

"It's fun to talk in a different language because you might get the chance to

visit that country..."

"lt's a good thing to take if you want to get into tourism'"

"fi-anguages] can get you somewhere in life."
"I think languages are helpful if you go overseas'..n'

"lt is fun and is good for you because you can go and visit other places or

you can teach it."

Table 5.6 FLs students would most like to learn, if they had the

opportunity

Languages cited No. of students

French 55

German L7

Soanish 45

Chinese 9

Japanese 75

Other Europeanx 26

OtherAsiant 4

Pacific Island# 6

African0 4
i(

+
I

#
0

Most often: Dutch, Italian, lrish, Russian

Filipino, Indian, Korean & Taiwanese

Tongan (3), Fijian, Niuean & Samoan

Egyptian, Afrikaans
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5.4.5 Ultimate interest in FLL
All students were asked what language they would most like to learn if they could

learn any language at all. Table 5.6 shows the wide range of languages which were

chosen. Most students, however, nominated languages which are available in

schools, possibly because those were languages they were aware of or knew

something aboul Others clearly chose languages berause of their family back-

grounds. Allowing for the fact that 14 students mentioned more than one language,

these responses from 227 sttdents, (73Vo of the sample) seem to show a great

interest in LOTEMs.

5.4.6 Summary of general attitudes to FLL
General attitude scores were calculated for the 270 students who responded to all

mne of the items included in this msrsure and the results are shown in Graph 5.2

(Appendix l1). Almost 85Vo of students have a score of 24145 and almost 54Vo

score the median of 29 or above, which indicates that the year 8 students have

generally positive afiitudes towards FI-L. Hardly any students complzuned about

having to study a FI- but one girl made the following comment:

"I think that languages are good to learn but if you don't want to learn them

you shouldn't have to."

On the other hand, another girl commented very positively:

"It is important to leam anotherlanguage and it should be compulsory."

5.5 Attitudes towards FLL experience

I hypothesised that prior experience of FLL might improve students' attitudes towards FLL

and so all students with such experience at intermediate school were asked to complete the

second part of the survey. Five items were designed to ascertann their general attitude to this

experience. Four items related to the development of language skills and another four

investigated students' reactions to their language teachers and their organisation of classes.

[-astly, two items attempted to measure student attitudes towards speakers of foreign

languages and their cultures. As well as responding to the Likert scale items, 29 students

offered comments on their FI-L experienc,e, largely positive.

5.5.1 General reactions to FLL experience

Nearly half of all the students, 46Vo,agred that learning another language was easier

than they expected (survey item 8.2.1, N = 235), but among those intending to

continue FLL (N - Il7), 60Vo agreed with the same item, a significant association

(p<.03), suggesting that the unexpected ease of FLL may have encouraged them to

continue. Students were also asked to respond to items indicating how difficult they

found reading and wnting a different language (items 8.2.1 I and8.2.2 respectively).

33Vo of students (N = 235) agreed that reading the FL was too hard and 49To (N =
236) agreed that "trying to write it was really difficult". When asked to consider
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whether they would like to continue studying the same language (item 8.2.3),447o

(N = 234) indicated that they would. Thus the degree of difficulry may have

discouraged a proportion of students from continuing FI-L.

Students were also asked to respond to the prospect of trying a different language ln

the following year (item 8.2.8). 367o of the 24O who responded agreed that they had

enjoyed language learning so much that they would like to try another one, and the

rest were evenly divided between uncertainty and disagreement. It is not possible to

know whether those who disagreed with the statement were claiming that they had

not enjoyed their FI- or that they were simply not interested in learning another FL'

5,5.2 Student opinions about skills development

Students were asked to consider items which zuggested that studying FL might help

them listen and read more carefully, understand English better and also make future

FLL easier. Reactions to the item 8.2.5, "L-earning another language helps me listen

more carefully", were evenly divided across the scale of 'agreen, 'not sure',

'disagree'. There was more doubt about the value of FLL for improving reading.

Less than one quarter of students agreed that "Learning another language helps me

read more carefully" (item 8.2.14, N = 234), and 4l7o wete unsure. Over half the

students, 53Vo, drsagreed with the idea that learning another language would help

them understand English better (item 8.2,4, N = 235), while only a small proportion,

under l8Vo, agreed. Only 29Vo of the students believed that their FLL experience

would help them with future FLL (item 8.2.10, N = 236).

5.5.3 Attitudes towards FL teachers

In order to ascertain student anitudes towards their FI- teachers the survey asked

them to respond to items about class organisation, the effectiveness of the materials

used, how much emphasis the teacher put on accuracy and how much fun the lessons

were. The students were fairly evenly divided in their responses to item 8.2.12,

"Our language lessons could have been bener organised", although the largest

proportion,3SVo, disagreed (N = 237). However, 64To of the 117 students

intending to continue FLL disagreed, a significant association (p<.02). The majority

of students,557o, appreciated the value of the materials used in FL classes in that

they disagreed with the suggestron that such materials did not help them learn (item

8.2.15, N = 229). Some students offered comments on their FL classes which

throw more light on their attitudes. For example:

"Our language lessons are boring. We didn't use videos or tapes'"

Nearly half the students disagreed that their teacher was "too fussy about us saying

thrngs correctly" (item 8.2.6, N = 236), while 3OVo were critical of this aspect of

FLL. It is possible that teachers were not emphasising conect pronunciation or that

they were doing it so subtly that students did not notice. In fact, one boy commented

that what he liked most about the language he was learning was "the funny words
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and mixups that can happen"

When asked if their language teacher had made their lessons fun, (item 8.2.9) 49Vo

of students agreed (N = 234) and only about one quarter disagreed. According to

their individual comments, fun is certainly an important element in FLL and the

responses to this item had a significant association with student intentions (p<.02).

5.5.4 Attitudes to FL speakers and their cultures

Half the students responded positively to an item (8.2.7) which indicated their

interest in knowing more about speakers of the FL they were studying and their

culture, while only 227o were against the idea (N - ?36). Responses to the

suggestion that students were not interested in meeting speakers of the language they

had been studying (item 8.2.13) indicated even more positive aftitudes, producing

some of the firmest opinions of the whole suryey, as shown in Graph 5.3. Only

llVo of students agreed with the statement, which shows considerable openness

towards LOTEM speakers. One girl stressed her enthusiasm by commenting that she

would "really like to meet different people that speak different languages."

Graph 5.3 Responses to item 8.2.13: "Irm not interested in
meeting people who speak the language"(No opinion = 9)
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5.5.5 Summary of attitudes to FLL experience

Attitude scores were calculated for the students who responded to all ten of the items

discussed so far in this section and the results are shown in Graph 5,4 (Appendix

I l). Over 857o of the 208 students who responded to all the relevant items had a

score of 25150 or above and about 56Vo sc$ed the median of 30 or above, which

indicates that the year 8 students had equally positive attitudes towards their

experience of FLL at intermediate school FLL as they did to FLL in general. The

most positive @mment came from one of the girls:

"It rocks. I think everyone should have a chance to do it."

5.6 Year E students intentions regarding FLL in year 9
5.6.1 To study a FL or not
All the students were asked to respond to the question, "Will you study a language

next year?". As shown in Table 5.7, nearly half the students reported that they

would study a FL in year 9, consistent with the typical national average, about one

third said 'no'. and l9Vo wete unsure.

Table 5.7 Student intentions for year

Students will studv a FL in Year 9

Yes Mavbe No

N 150 59 96

Proportion 49Vo 32Vo L97o

Total N = 308, missing data 3

5.6.2 Reasons for intentions
5.6.2.L Reasons for responding 'yes'
The reasons that students gave for intending to study a FL in year 9 ilre set

out in Table 5.8. Not all students gave reasons and some cited more than

one. The reason mentioned most was a wish to continue something they had

enjoyed at intermediate school, or to build on what they had already had

achieved. As all the reasons listed are based on the students' own words,

they are open to interpretation. Other reasons cited by a few students were

the influence of parents, siblings, friends or overseas connections, or the

desire for something new and challenging.
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Table 5.8 Reasons for choosing to study a FL in year 9

Comments

Number of
mentions

To build on prior experience, enioyment, success 55

Interest in specific FI-, culture 31

Useful for iobs 19

For travel I7

Sounds cool, fun L4

General interest in Fts. cultures 9

5.6.2.2 Reasons for responding 'maybe'
Reasons cited by students for indicating that they might study a FL are shown

in Table 5.9. Again, students were particularly keen to build on their

previous experience. The influence of previous FLL on intentions for year 9

will be explored below in section 5.8. Other comments were fairly equally

divided between interest in a specific language, interest in travel and the idea

of having fun. Other reasons mentioned by only L or 2 boys, included

overseas connections, influence of older sibling, usefulness forjobs.

Table 5.9 Reasons cited by students who said they might
study a FL in year 9

Comments

Number of
mentions

To build on prior experience, enjoyment, success 16

Interest in specific FL, culture 9

For travel 9

Sounds cool, fun 7

General interest in F[s, cuhures 5

5.6.2.3 More evidence of student interest in overseas travel
A particularly high proportion of students responded positively to item

8.I.2L: "I want to do a language next year because ifll give me the chance to

go overseas on a school tnp." 38Vo agreed and ?lVo strongly agreed (N =
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295), although only one secondary school prospectus mentioned trips to
Japan and no others referred to any overseas trips. Students might know
about overseas travel opportunities through friends or family, but the survey

item may have put the idea into ttreir heads, or they naturally associated FLL
with travel. There was, in any case, a significant association (p<.001)

between the responses to this item and student intentions, shown in Graph

5.5. 63Vo of the 174 students who agreed with the statement intended to
study a FL. This does not necessarily mean that travel was a major factor in
their option choice, but probably another indication of an interest in travel

among those interested in FLL, indications of which appeared in Tables 4.8
and 4.9 discussed above.

Graph 5.5 Responses to item E.l.2l, 6'I want to do a language
next year because ifll give me the chance to go

overseas on a school trip" compared with FLL
intentions

(For association between item responses and intentions p<.001)
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5.6.2.4 Reasons for not choosing FLL in year 9
The most common reason cited for not intending to study a FL was a

preference for Maori, mentioned by 16 students. Only 3 students said that

FLL would be a waste of time or would reduce the time available for other

options. One boy thought that FLL would be too difficult and one girl was

conlent with what she had already leamt.

5.6.3 Intentions compared with beliefs about the usefulness, the

relative importance and the difficulty of FLL
There was little association between the students' responses to the two survey items

concerning the usefulness of FLL, discussed above, and their intentions for year 9.

While the majority of students believed that knowing another language would help

them get a good job and that many jobs involve working with people who do not

speak English, these beliefs did not necessarily encourage them to study a FL.

Students may realise that most immigrants to the country do not speak the FLs

commonly offered in schools, or they may simply consider other subjects as more

useful for job qualifications.

Graph 5.6 Responses to item E.1.17: "There are lots more important
things to learn than languages", compared with intentions

for year 9
(For association between item responses and intentions p<.001)
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However, the perceived greater value of other subjects did not necessarily dissuade

students from FLL. For example,3SVo of the 128 students who agreed that there are

many more important things to learn than languages strll intended to study a FL and

another 227o were considering it. Even 29Vo of the 90 students who agreed that it
was better to spend time learning more English than a FL were intending to study a

FL in year 9. There was, however, a significant association, between student

responses to item 8.1.17 and student intentions for year 9, see Graph 5.6. In
general, the findings support the hypothesis that students who choose FLL do so out

of personal interest, not for some future usefulness.

Similarly, and not surprisingly, there was a significant association (p<.001) between

students' confidence in their ability to cope with future FLL and their intention to

study a FL in year 9, see Graph 5.7.

Graph 5.7 Responses to item 8.1.6: "I think I'd find learning a'

language easy next yearto, compared with intentions for
year 9 (For association between item responses and intentions p<.001)
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5.6,4 Which languages students intended to study
When students were asked which language they would or might study, most

indicated only one language. If they mentioned t\ilo, sometimes including Maori, it
was not always clear whether they intended to study more than one or they had not

decided which one to studv.

5.6.4.1 Choices of those intending FLL in year 9
Table 5.10 shows the proportions of students who intended to study one of

the languages available at the local secondary schools. This shows a surpn-

sing imbalance in favour of Japanese which is not typical nationally. There

are usually fairly similar proportions of students opting for French and

Japanese, and German is often much more popular. Spanish is not widely

available and was only offered by one secondary school in the survey area.

Most undecided students were hesitating between a European language or

Japanese. Three students mentioned Chinese but, as far as could be ascer-

tained, it was not available in year 9 at any local secondary schools. Eight

students were considering Maori instead of a FL.

Table 5.10 Languages chosen by students intending FLL in
year 9

Languages chosen

Proportion
of students
(N - 1s0)

French German Spanish Japanese
,l

lTVo 97o 6Vo 52Vo l5Vo

5.6.4.2 Choices of those who might study a FL in year 9

These students were much more undecided. Only half, 30 students, named

one language and half chose Japanese. Of the rest, two thirds specified no

language while the remainder mentioned various combinattons of European

languages, Japanese and Maori.

5.6.4.3 Reasons given for choices of language
Very few students gave reasons for their choice of language and most

comments were about Spanish or Japanese. All but one made about Japanese

focussed on its usefulness, for jobs, particularly tourism, although there were

obviously some misconceptions. One boy stated "it is the most spoken

language in the world". One grrl said Japanese was the most useful language

available. Most comments about Spanish referred to previous experience of
Iearning the language. Two boys recognised that Spanish is widely spoken.

Each of the four boys who commented on their choice of German had a

different reason for his choice:
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"I've always wanted to go there"

"the main carmanufacfurers are there"

"it's a pretty rich counffy"

"easy to learn".

Only a few vague reasons were given for choosing French, such as: n'a good

language", "it would be cool'n, but one boy thought that it was widely spoken

and one girl wanted to go to France.

5.7 Student intentions eompared with their ultimate interest in FLL
5.7.1 The availability of preferred languages

As reported above in 5.4.5, students showed great interest in FLL when given a

hypothetical free choice of language, but most of the languages they nominated are

not available in schools. However, two thirds of students chose a language which

would be available at the secondary school they expected to attend.

5.7.2 Student intentions where preferred FL was available

One might expect that the majority of those whose first choice was available would

choose to study a FL in year 9, and that perhaps the third of students for whom their

first choice was not available might decide against FLL. This did not prove to be the

case. Table 5.11 shows that about one third of the 151 students who could have

snrdied their preferred FL had decided against any FLL and only 37Vo ntendd n
study their preferred FL. A few had decided on a different language, showing a

tendency to opt for Japanese in preference to an available Ewopean language which

they most wished to learn.

Table 5.11 studentsn intentions for year 9 if their preferred

FL was possible at future secondary school

Intentions N 7o ofN

Intending to study prefened FL 56 377o

Not sure which FL to studvt 9 67o

Will studv another FLx 10 77o

Not sure about FLL 28 l9%o

Will not studv a FL 48 32Vo

Total 15r

f Most mentioned Japanese
* All opted for Japanese
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Students intentions for year 9 were compared with their stated preferred language and

the results are shown in Table 5.12. Although French and Japanese were available at

all the local secondary schools, only 367o of students who wanted to learn French

and 557o of those interested in Japanese were intending to study a FL in year 9, and

students interested in French were proportionalely twice as undecided about future

FLL as those wanting to learn Japanese. Students interested in other European or

Asian languages, however, were more likely to opt into FLL, although they would

probably have to study a language other than their first choice, which suggests that

they were motivated by a sfrong interest in FLL Per se.

Table 5.12 Year 9 choice of FL compared with reported FL
preference

Future FL learning
Students' FL
preference N Vo Yes Vo Mavbe 7o No

French )) 36Vo 3lVo 33Vo

Soanish 45 60Vo lSVo 22Vo

German t7 76Vo LZVo lTVo

Other European 26 62Vo 4Vo 35Vo

Jaoanese 75 557o l6Vo 29Vo

OtherAsianf t? 58Vo 25c/o 2570

Other* 36 33Vo 19Vo 47Vo

t Mostly Chinese
s Includes 26 students who would like to learn Maori

NB Some students mentioned more than one language

A more detailed analysis of student intentions with regard to French and Japanese

shows substantial differences, not just in whether students would opt for FLL but

also in their choice of language. Table 5.13 shows that nearly half the students

whose preference was for Japanese but less than one quarter of those interested in
French were intending to study the same language. These analyses seem to suggest

that some subtle influence was persuading students that it was more acceptable to

sfudy Japanese than French.



Student reports French Vo .fapanese Vo

Would like to studv 55 75

Intend to studv t2 227o 35 477o

May studvx 18 33Vo 17 73Vo

Will/may study another FLt 7 13Vo I lVo

Will not studv aFL l8 337o 22 29Vo

'tr Students who reported that they would or might study a FL which

might be their preferred language.

t Students who reported that they would or might study a FL but it would

not be their preferred FL, or no choice was specified'
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Table 5.13 Intentions to
students'

study French or Japanese comPared with
ultimate interest

5.7.3 Student intentions where prefemed FL was not available

Of the 63 students who were interested in learning a FL which would not be available

at their intended secondary school, the malority (59Vo) were prepared to study

another FI- instead, see Table 5.14. Only a few students remained undecided about

future FLL and a few more did not intend it at all. On the whole, therefore, students

keen on FLL were not dissuaded by the fact that their first choice of language was

not available to them.

Table 5.14 Students' intentions for year 9 if their preferred
FL was not possible at future secondary school

Intentions N Vo of total

Will studv another FL 37 59Vo

Not sure about FLL 10 I6Vo

Will not studv a FL 16 25Vo

Total 63

5.7.4 Summary of comparison of intentions with preferred FLs

There were clearly factors influencing student intentions other than their desire to

learn a specific FL. Where students were undecided about FLL or their choice of FL

this might have been the result of considerations about the relative interest, value or
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difficulty of learning any or a specific FL, compared with other options available to

them. They could have been waiting to see what combinations of options were

possible in year 9. It is clear that Japanese was seen as a more acceptable FL to

study than French, even if students ultimately wished to leam French. Various other

possible influences will be discussed in the following sections.

5.8 Intentions for year 9 compared with previous experience of FLL
5.8.f To study a FL or not
Although the majority of year 8 students had had some experience of FLL, this factor

had little effect overall on students' intentions, despite the fact that it was one of the

reasons cited most often for continuing FLL. Graph 5.8 shows that only a slightly

larger proportion of the 248 students with previous experience, 5OVo, intended to

studyaFLinyearg,compared with46%o of studentswithoutsuchexperience. Even

more marked is the difference between the 'no' and 'maybe' responses. Students

without previous experience were more likely to have decided against FLL in year 9,

37Vo, compared with 3OVo of those with such experience. It must be recalled that

students without previous FLL experience were in a minority in this sample, only

l9Vo (57 students).

Graph 5.8 Intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with previous

exPerience (Missing data = 3)
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5.8.2 The importance of enjoyment
Item 8.2.8, "l enjoyed language learning so much I'd like to try another language",

proved to have a significant association (p<.001) with student intentions. 63 of the

85 (74Vo) students who agreed with this statement intended further FLL, but even 18

of the 75 (247o) who disagreed and 36 of the 79 (46Vo) who were unsure were

intending further FLL. It is clear, however, that having enloyed their prior

experience of FI-L had very positive effect on students' attitudes to further FLL,

although lack of enjoyment did not necessarily put students off, presumably because

they envisaged trying another language or because a change of school and teacher

might make a difference

5.E.3 The influence of specific languages
Of the students who had studied one or two of the three main languages offered in

the intermediate schools, French, Spanish and Japanese, those most cercain that they

would continue FLL were those who had learnt both Spanish and Japanese, see

Table 5.15, for reasons which are discussed below. Of that group, nearly two thirds

intended to study a FL in year 9 and most of the remainder were undecided. On the

other hand, learning French only or French and Japanese tended to polarise students'

views of FLL and over one third of students with such experience had decided

against further FLL. The most undecided students were those who had studied only

Spanish, or Spanish and Japanese, which could be explained by the limited

availability of Spanish .

Table 5.15 Year E students' intentions for FLL in year 9 compared

with FLs studied in vear 7 or E

Prior FLL
bv FL

Student

numbers

Intendins FLL in vear 9

YES MAYBE NO

French 29 T7 I 11

Spanish 69 28 2I 20

.Iapanese 58 30 12 16

French +
Japanese 69 34 10 25
Spanish +
Japanese l8 11 5 2
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Graph 5.9 (Appendix ll) shows the differing intentions of students according to

whether they had experience of:
. only one language,
. only a European language,

' onlY Japanese,

. Japanese plus a European language, or

. no experience of FLL.

The prior learning of Japanese, alone or with another language, seems to have a

slightly greater positive influence on student intentions. This could be for several

reasons:
. they found the Japanese language and/or culture inherently interesting,

. they eryoyed the challenge of something very different,

. they enjoyed the lessons owing to particularly good teaching, or

. they had decided that Japanese was the most useful language to learn.

The proportion of students having learnt only one European language and intending

FLL in year 9 was the same as that of students with no FLL expenence, but it is clear

that students without that experience were the most likely not to opt for FLL in year

9.

Student responses to item 8.2.3, "1 don't want to learn more of the same language",

proved to have a significant association (p<.@1) with student intentions. Not

surpnsingly, the majority of the 1@ students who disagreed with this statement,

6gVo,intended to study a FL in year 9. What is more interesting is that 32Vo of bn,th

the 56 who agreed and the 74 who were unsure still intended some further FLL,

presumably of a different FL. Only 4lVo who agreed with the statement stated a

definite intention not to undertake further FLL. Thus, a negative experience of
leaming a particular FL does not seem to have put the majority of students off
intending, or at least considering, FLL at secondary school.

5.t.4 Choice of future FL compared with language(s) studied

Table 5.16 shows the numbers of year 8 students intending to study the available

FLs, compared with their prior experience. The majonty opting to study French,

Spanish or Japanese had already had some experience of these languages. Most

students intending to change language or starting FLL for the first time were opting

for Japanese.

The choice of Spanish seemed most influenced by students' previous experience,

judging by the comments they made to explain their year 9 choice:

"It was fun and interesting"

"Our teacher made Spanish fun and easy to understand and helped us when

we were unsure. It was easier than I thought it would be."

"Learning Spanish was cool"
"Spanish is primo!"



Year 9
choice

Intending
FLL

Continuing
same FL

Starting new
FL

No previous
FLL

French 26 15 6 )

Spanish I4 ll I 2

Japanese 78 47 20 1l

German 9 I 7 1
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Table 5.16 Year 8 students' choice of language for Year 9
compared with Previous FL studied

5.E.5 Other indications of the influence of previous FLL
All the students were asked to respond to the statement, "What I've seen about

languages I could learn next year makes them look really interesting", item a.l.yl
Thrs was originally designed to ascertain what they had observed on visits to local

secondary schools or what they had learnt from school prospectuses. When it
became clear that most students had already done some FLL it could be infened that

their responses to this item might, at least in part, reflect their reactions to that

experience. In fact, agreement with this item was much stronger among the 55

students without prior FLL experience than among the 239 who had learnt a FL, and

who expressed an opinion. 3I(56Vo) and 106 (4470) respectively agreed that FLL at

their intended secondary school looked interestlng.

Table 5.17 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
responses to item 8,1.242 "\ilhat I've seen about

languages I could learn next year makes them look

really interesting" (No opinion = 14)

Item
responses N

Intendins FLL in year 9

YES MAYBE NO

Agree r37 694o ITVo l47o

Not sure TI 42Vo L97o 397o

Disagree 80 25Vo 22Vo 53Vo

Total 294
For association between item responses and intentions p<.001
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There proved to be a hrghly significant association between this item and student

intentions (p<.001), see Table 5.17. 69Vo of the 137 students who agreed with the

statement intended to study a FL in the following year, compared with only 257o of

those who disagreed. This, of course, begs the question of why the latter intended to

study a FL. It might be the result of school or parental pressure, for example, both

of which will be discussed below. 52Va of those who disagreed with the statement

did not intend further FLL, compared with orily I4Vo of those who agreed. These

responses suggest that very few students who were interested in FLL, and had some

FLL expenence, were put off engaging in such learning by other factors.

5.E.6 Intentions compared with attitudes to FL speakers and their
cultures

As reported in 5.4, the majority of students showed positive attitudes towards

speakers of the FLs they had been studying and to their cultures, These attitudes

proved to have, not surprisingly, significant association (p(<.01) with student

intentioris. For example, 69 of the 117 students (597o) who agreed with item 8.2.7,

"I'd like to know more about the life and customs of the people who speak the

language", were intending to study a FL in the following year, while just under half

of the 53 who disagreed did not intrend such study. What is perhaps more interesting

is that 34Vo of students who disagreed and 45Vo of the 66 who were unsure still

intended some FLL in year 9. This could mean that they intended to change FL or

that it was the FLL itself that most interested them, rather than the cultural aspecfs.

On the other hand they might have felt under some external pressure to choose a FL
option.

As discussed in 5.5.4, student responses to item 8.2.13, "Inm not interested in

meeting people who speak the language" revealed even more positive attitudes than

item 8.2.7. A large proportion of the 168 students who disagreed with the item, 98

(587o), intended FLL, a significant association (p<.001) between student interest in

meeting speakers of the FL they have studied and their intention to continue FLL.

This may relale to the interest shown in overseas travel, discussed in 5.6. It is, of
course, impossible to tell from the data which came first - the desire to travel the

interest in FLL.

5.8.7 Summary of comparison of intentions with previous FLL
The above findings show that prior FLL experience did not seem to have a con-

siderable influence on students' intentions to study a FL or not in year 9. Typically,
about half the students intended to sfudy a FL in y9, with or without previous

experience. This does not support the FL advisers' surmise that many students give

up FLL after intermediate level because they feel they have learnt enough and want to

try other subjects (NZCTE 1998). However, the lack of FLL experience produced a

larger proportion of students definitely not intending to study a FL in y9. Thus pnor

experience may have had a slightly positive effect on student attitudes.
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Students who did intend FLL were interested in other languages and cultures and

meeting people who speak other languages. They had enjoyed their prior learning,

although enjoyment per se did not guarantee that students would continue studying

the same FL or take up any other language. Students who had learnt Japanese were

those most likely to continue FLL and most students, with or without previous FLL

experience, intended to study Japanese, even if their ultimate preference was to learn

another language and even if that was possible. Thus there were clearly external

factors influencing students' intentions and often outweighing their preferences.

5.9 The influence of parents on intentions
5.9.1 General parental influence on subject choices

Out of 303 students, 65 strongly agreed (a particularly large proportion) and another

I 14 aggeed (a total of 59Vo),that their parents did not mind what subjects they chose

. rhe following year (item 8.1.10). Only 80 (26Vo) disagreed. Thus the majority felt

able to make their subject choices independently of their parents. Whether this

represents parents' indifference or their encouragement of individual responsibility

on the part of their children is open to debate. Parental influence may, in fact, be

considerable but unperceived by students. What parents thought about this will be

discussed in the analysis of the parent interviews in Chapter 8.

5.9.2 Student intentions compared with reported parental wishes

When asked if their parents wanted them to study a FL in the following year, rtem

8.1.23, one third of students were unsure but about 4IVo agreed (N = 293)' There

was a significant association (p<.001) between these responses and student

intentions for year 9, see Table 5.18. Over three quarters of students who thought

their parents wanted them to study a FL intended to do so, while ffiVo of those who

disagreed that their parents wanted them to study a FL did not intend such study. It

appears that, not surprisingly, parental encouragement had a strong positive influence

on the choice to study a FL, whereas parental indifference or opposition had a

slightly weaker negative influence.

Table 5.18 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with

responses to item E.l'23 "My parents want me to do a
language next year."

Item
resPonses N

Intendins FLL in vear 9

YES MAYBE NO

Agree 119 767o l27o l27o

Not sure 99 4?Vo 26Vo 3ITa

Disasree 75 20Vo 20Vo 60Vo

For association betwen item responses and intentions p<.001
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5.9.3 Student intentions compared with reported parental attitudes to

the relative importance of English

There proved to be a sigruficant association (p<.001) between student responses [o

survey item 8.1.25 and student intentions for year 9 FLL, shown in Table 5.19. It is
not surprising that the majority,27, of the 50 students who reported that their parents

thought they should spend more time on their English than learning a FL would

decide against FLL, but it is interesting that 12 of them had decided that they would

nevertheless study a FL, showing again that students felt free to follow their own

interest in FLL, despite their parents' opinions. Parental experience of FLL or lack

of it had some influence on the opinions reported by students. Of the 122 students

who reported that at least one parent had learnt a FL at school, fr%o disagreed with

the item, compared with 4IVo of the 125 students who thought that their parents had

had no FLL expenence. Thus, according to the students, parents who had no FLL
experience were more likely to believe that concentrating on English language

development was more important than FLL, although this did not necessarily

dissuade students from taking up a FL at secondary school.

Table 5.19 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
responses to item 8.1.25 "My parents think I should spend

more time on my English than learning another language."

Item
responses N

Intending FLL in year 9

YES MAYBE NO

Acree 50 24Vo 22Vo 547o

Not sure 100 48Vo 257o 27Vo

Disagree IA 58Vo l57o 27Vo

For association benveen item responses and intentions p<.001

5.9.4 Student intentions compared with parental FLL experience

Of the 122 students who reported that at least one parent had learnt a FL at school',

43Vo stated that their piuents wanted them to learn a FL and 56Vo intended to opt into

FLL. The interest in FLL irmong parents and students where parents had no FI-L

experience was much less. In the case of these 125 students,3ZVo reported that their

parents wanted them to learn a FL and orily 4lVo of them intended to do so, as

shown in Table 5.20.

1 Students were asked if their parents leamt any LOTEMs at school in New Tsaland. Parents
reported to have bsen at school overseas were not included.
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Table 5.20 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
parents' FLL at school in NZ

Parentsr experience
according to students N

Intendins FLL in year 9

Yes Mavbe No

Parent(s) had FLL 122 56Vo lTVo 27Vo

Parents had no FLL r25 4Wo 24Vo 35Vo

No information 6l 49Vo lSVo 36Va

The lack of parental FLL expenence also created more doubt among students. It is

impossible to know how many of the whole year 8 sample who reported that they

might study a FL in year g actually did so, but Chapter 7, which examines the sub-

sample of students who participated in both surveys, will show that the majority of

'doubters' decided asarnst it.

5.10 The influence of intermediate schools and teachers on intentions

5.10.1 School encouragement of FLL
All students were asked to respond to item 8.1.18, "My school encourages everyone

to try a language". Since most of them had no choice about it tlus item was nol

particularly relevant. 28Vo of the students were unsure, but 577o agreed (N = 299),

which perhaps shows that the majority of students recognised the value place on FLL
by the two larger schools. Neither school used the word 'compulsory' but, in

practice, it was accepted by the classes involved as a normal part of their intermediate

programme.

5.10.2 Teacher encouragement of FLL
Students were also asked if their class teacher said they should do a language the

following year (item 8.1.16). Only a few students, I6Vo, agreed whrle 47Vo

disagreed (N = 278, 'No opinion' = 30). It could not be assumed from this that

teachers had advised against future FLL, since it was possible that the matter had not

been discussed. In fact, class teachers who were interviewed indicated that they had

not stated an opinion in most cases, either because they had not been asked by

students or parents, or because they did not feel qualified to give advice about

subjects which were unfamiliar to them.

5.f03 Intentions eompared with primary/intermediate schools

Table 5.21 shows significant differences (p<,05) in the intentions of students

compared with their year 8 schools. The proportions of students intending to study a

FL in year 9 were consistent with the overall pattern discussed in 5.6.1, but students

at Rose were noticeably more unsure about further FLL. Thrs could be explained by
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the fact that only 837o of Rose students had learnt a FL, compared with nearly LNVo

at Salvia, and much of that was of Spanish which was available at only one local

secondary school. However, the pattern of intentions of students at Aster, where

almost none had any FLL experience and the only language offered was Spanish,

was similar to that at Salvia and even more positive towards future FLL. Another

factor had to be involved, most probably socio-economic, owing to the difference in

decile ratings, which supports previous findings that community perceptions of the

value of FLL are crucial (Enderwick & Gray 1992, Johnson 2001) and generally

conveyed to students through their parents (Gardner 1985).

Table 5.21 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
year E school

Year 8 school N

Intending FLL in year 9

Yes Mavbe No

Aster 37 SOVo lTVo 337o

Rose r52 5OVo 257o 25Va

Salvia 119 48Vo 13Va 39Vo

For association between school and intentions p<.05

5.11 The influence of secondary schools and teachers on intentions
5.11.1 Schools which students expected to attend

The majority of students,ZTo or about SVo,were expecting to attend one of four of
the five local secondary schools. Nearly half were expecting to go to Freesi4 the

mixed school next door to the intermediate school, Rose. Approximately one third

were going to Salvia, mostly because they were already attending that school. The

rest were divided between the two single sex schools in the district, 72Vo destined for

the boys' school and 9Vo for the girls' school. Only 6 students were destined for

Arum which will therefore be omitted from this discussion. There was a significant

association (p<.001) between chosen schools and student intentions for FLL, see

Graph 5.10.

5.11.2 School influence on student intentions
The influence of the single sex schools will be discussed in Chapter l0 on gender

differences. The difference in intentions among students going to the two mixed

schools is interesting. Just under half the l3l students expecting to go to Freesia

intended to study a FL and only 3OVo had decided not to study a FL whereas over

half the 83 students expecting to attend Salvia were in the latter category. Differences

in intentions could be attributed to several factors, including the languages offered

(see next section) and the different option structures explained in the school profiles.

Socioeconomic factors seem an unlikely explanation since the two schools have
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similar decile ratings, and the majority of students going to both schools had

prev i ous FLL experi ence.

Gr aph 5' I 0 *il-r"l"Tl:,:l'::::H#,:r""""i' vear e com pared

Notes: F= Freesia, N = 131. S = Salvia, N =83.
Boys only N = 32, Girls only N = 24

(Forassociation between intentions and school p<.0O1)

5.11.3 The influence of available languages
Table 5.22 shows the numbers of students who reported that they would or might
study a particular langu:age, according to intended secondary school. Freesia offers
the greatest choice and the only possibility of studying Spanish. The majority of its
intake comes from the neighbouring intermediate school which was, at the time of the

survey, teaching Spanish or Japanese to most year 8 classes. The higher proportion
of students opting to study a FL, compared wrth studenm expecting to attend Salvia,

70o/o

60%

5Oo/o

4Oo/o

30%

20Vo

10%

QVo
Boys only Girls only

I vrs @ Mavsr @ rw

Expected secondary school
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seems to reflect particular enjoyment of Spanish and satisfaction in being able to

continue learning it. The lack of a permanent French teacher at Salvia may have

influenced student intentions. Changing relief teachers can put students off and

cause doubt about the future availability of a subject. Salvia students may have felt

that their FL option was limited to Japanese. So few students were interested in

German that the German class at Freesia did not eventuate the following year and the

future of the language at Gerbera was in doubt.

Table 5.22 Year 8 student choices of language according to

intended school

FLs students would or might study in .year 9

Future
school French Spanish German Japanese

Besonia l0 7 10

Freesia 13 28 7 48

Gerbera 9 2 11

Salvia 16 28

ln response to item 8.1.15, "There isn't a good range of languages for me to choose

from for next year", 35Vo of students agreed while 43Vo disagreed (N = 304). The

responses were also compared with the choice of secondary school, see Table 5.23.

Table 5.23 Responses to item 8.1.15: " There isn't a good range

of languages for me to choose from for next year"
(N = 271, 'No oPinion' = 1)

Student responses

Future school Agreed Not sure Disasreed Totals

Beeonia 5 8 20 33

Freesia 32 34 65 131

Gerbera 7 4 13 24

Salvia 48 11 23 82

Totals 9?: 57 L2l 270
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The least concerned about the range of languages available were the 33 boys destined

for Begoni a, ZO of whom disagreed with the item. About a half of the 155 students

destined for Gerbera and Freesia disagreed. Not zurprisingly the most

disappointment was expressed by the 82 students staying at Salvia, where 58Vo of

them were dissatisfied with the languages offered. Apart from the lack of interest in

French, discussed above, students were probably aware that other secondary schools

in the district offered more FL options, a choiceof three or four, compared their two.

5.11.4 The influence of different course lengths

Item 8.1.7, "It's a pity that language options next year are only for half the year",

proved to be directly relevant only to those students expecting to go to Freesia,

although language options at Salvia also lasted less than one year. Student responses

could, however, be considered a useful indication of their general attitudes to FLL

and proved to have a significant association (p<.001) with their intentions for year 9,

see Graph 5.11. .

Graph 5.11 Responses to item 8.1.7: 6'rt's a pity that language

options next year are only for half the year", compared

with intentions for Year 9.

(For association between item responses and intentions P<.001)
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Despite this, it appears that the length of course was not a deciding factor in student

choices. Rather the responses support the hypothesis that students who intended to

study a FL had a clear personal interest in FLL, as they were clearly more

disappointed at the prospect of short courses than those who were undecided or not

intending FLL. The fact that l8 students indrcated 'no opinion' suggests that

students who were unsure or disagreed with the item may not have known how long

option courses were or that they had not thought about the matter.

5.f 1.5 The importance of the FL teacher

One factor often cited as a barrier tn continued FLL after year 9 is the fact that in most

secondary schools there is usually only one teacher of a particular FL. Thus, if
students take a dislike to a FL teacher they may decide against continutng that FL,

knowing that they would always have the same teacher. By comparison, it is usual

for students to meet a different teacher of, say, English or Mathematics each year.

However, 617o of the students who reported that they would or might study a FL (N

=239) disagreed with item 8.1.9, "I'll try a language next year but I won't go on

with it if I don't like the teacher". It should be noted that most of the students were

giving a completely hypothetical opinion, not knowing anything about the teachers

they might have. Nevertheless, some students would have heard of FL teachers

through older siblings or friends, and students at Salvia would certainly know the

Japanese teacher. These responses seem to lend more support to the hypothesis that

students who intended FLL had a great interest in such learning and would therefore

be keen to pursue their learning despite any perceived failings in their teacher.

5.11.6 Summary of comparison of intentions with future secondary

school

Overall, intentions to study a FL or not in year 9 varied according to the secondary

schools which students expected to attend, for a variety of reasons. It is, however,

difficult to ludge to what extent the secondary schools actually influenced student

choices, apart from the differing range of F[s offered and the particular class

structure at Begonia which will be discussed in the next chapter. Teachers did not

seem to have much influence over student intentions, directly or indirectly. Thts is

similar to ERO's (1994) findings, but contrasts clearly with research showing that

teachers have a great influence over student progress inIL/- acquisition (tremblay &
Gardner 1990, Dornyei 1996). Chapter 9 will show that teachers themselves believe

that some of their colleagues do play a role in dissuading students from undertaking

or continuing FLL.

5.L2 The influence of peers and older siblings on intentions
5.12.1 The influence of Peers
In response to the suggestion that staying with their best friend was more important

than which option subjects they chose, (item 8.1.3, N = 300), students were fairly

evenly divided between agreement (37Vo) and disagreement (427o), and there was no

significant association between responses to this item and student intentions.
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Another item, 8.1.5, was also designed to ascertain if students wanted to be learning

the same things as their friends, although more indirectly. The suggestion that they

would like to be able to practise another language with their friends provoked a

particularly large majority (80Vo, N = 303) in agreement among students intending to
study a FI-. While the prospect of sharing learning with friends may not necessarily

influence the choice of option subjects it may do so if students have experienced FLL
which, these days, generally involves a considerable amount of interaction between

students as well as between students and teachers.

5.12.2 The influence of older siblings
Item 8.1.20, similar to the previous one discussed above, was designed to see if the

fact that a student's older brother or sister had learnt a FL might influence their own

decision about FLL. 38Vo of the students intending or considering FI- study (N =
178), who responded to the item, agreed that they would like to practise another

language with an older sibling, but 8Vo disagreed. Disagreement could be inter-

preted in several ways, not necessarily indicatrng that their older siblings had no

influence on students' subiect choices.

5.13 Intentions for Year 9 compared with attitudes
5.13.1 Intentions compared with general attitudes to FLL
The general attitude scores discussed in 5.5 were aggregated on a scale of I to 3,

representing respectively negative, neutral or mixed, and positive attitudes. These

scores were then compared with the students' intentions for year 9. The results are

shown in Table 5.24. Not surpnsingly, two thirds of students with positive attitudes

towards FLL intended to study a FL, with a further l07o still undecided. What is
more interesting is that under half of those with a negative score had decided against

FLL with the rest evenly divided between intending and thinking about FLL. Of
those with neutral or mixed attitudes towards FLL one half intended nevertheless to

study a FL.

Table 5.24 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
their general attitudes to FLL

General
attitude to FLL N

Intendine FLL in vear 9

Yes Mavbe No

Positive 90 67Vo lOVo 22To

Neutral/mixed tl7 fr7o 22Vo 27Vo

Nesative 98 27Vo ZTVo 46Vo

Thus it seems that positive attitudes do encourage students to undertake FLL, but that

less than positive or outright negative attitudes do not necessarily mean that students

will not opt to study a FI-. Whether this intention comes from the students
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themselves or is the result of external forces is open needs further investigation.

What will be particularly disappointing for language teachers is that 22Vo of students

with positive attitudes did not intend to study a FL. This, alongside other evidence

of interest in languages among those not intending FLL, already discussed, shows

clearly that there are other factors outweighing students' own attitudes in their

decisions about option subjects, as shown by previous research (ERO L994,

Williams & Burden 1997, Johnson 1998).

5.13.2 Intentions compared with attitudes to FLL experience

Student attitudes towards FLL experience were compared to their intentions in a
similar way to the comparison made with their general attitudes towards FLL. As

shown in Table 5.25, the 105 students with positive attitudes were divided in their

intentions in very much the same way as discussed in the previous section.

Differences were more apparent among the 120 students with mixed or neutral

feelings towards their FLL experience. They were less likely to opt for future FLL,

only 3870, compared with the SOVo of students with mixed or neutral attitudes

towards FLL in general. Very few students had a completely negative attitude

towards their FLL experience, and only just over a half of the latter had decided

against further FLL.

Table 5.25 Student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
their attitudes towards their FLL experience

Attitudes to
prior FLL N

Intendins FLL in vear 9

Yes Mavbe No

Positive r05 667o 13Vo 2lVo

Neutral/mixed 120 38Vo 24To 38Vo

Nesative L7 L27o 35Vo 53Vo

Comparing the results in Tables 5.24 and 5.25 seems to indicate that a positive

experience of FLL at intermediate level did not increase the likelihood that students

would intend to study a FL in the following year, nor reduce the proportion of those

who did not intend to study a FL. On the other hand,less than positive experiences

had a negative impact and considerably reduced the proportions of students intending

to opt into FLL in year 9.

5.14 Final analysis
The analysis of the data discussed above reveals much about what the year 8 students knew,

believed or thought about FI-L, their intentions regarding FLL the following year and the

reasons for those intentions. The above results above were compred with the literature

discussed in chapters 2 and 3 which shows that certain notions, which some woufd call

'myths', are prevalent in other English-speaking countries, namely that FLs are difficult
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subjects and, therefore, suitable only for the brightest students, or that FLs are not as

important as other subjects, largely because they are not 'useful', particularly as far as

employment is concerned.

FLL is considered difficult in Austalia, the United Kingdom and the United States as well as

in New Zealand (for example: ALLC 1994, Gregory 2000, Trim 1999, ERO 1994). This

belief is also supported by mnsiderable anecdotal evidence in New Zealand. However, the

belief was not found to be prevalent among the majority of the surveyed year 8 sfudents,

except in relation to learning to write in a FL, see section 5.5.1. This was only to be

expected since, as most FL teachers would agree, it is usually the hardest skill for students

to master, and the last to be taught in depth. The students involved in this research were

usually complete beginners, undertaking only short courses with limited objectives, which

focussed on oral skills. That FLL might be considered suitable only for the most intelligent

students would probably not have occurred to most of these students because they were in

classes of mixed ability where all were involved in all areas of learmng, including FLL if
they being taught. In the two larger schools involved the fact that some classes missed out

on FLL was usually due to the lack of a suiable teacher, not to the nature of the students.

Only in the case of the small primary school was FLL an optional extra. Thus it was not

being indicated in any way to the majority of students that FLL might be considered as

suitable for only an intelligent minority of them. In addition, most students were likely to

have been unaware of the situation which still exists in some schools where FLL is

encouraged, or even allowed, only in top stream classes.

Furthermore, when it came to stated reasons for not intending to undertake FLL in year 9,

difficulty was not a factor mentioned by pany students, see section 5'6.2.4. This could have

resulted from the fact that they were only exposed to short FL courses, which mrght mean

that they were still enjoying something new and challenging, see section 5.4.1' Perhaps the

novelty had not worn off, which might have been the case if they had continued and found

the learning more demanding, especially as they needed to do more reading and wridng.

Some students may well have realised that further study might be more difficult for them

since confidence in their ability to cope with future FLL, see section 5.6.2.4, was a

significant factor associated with their stated intentions for the following year.

The notion that FI-s iue not as important as other subjects was supported to some extent by

the year 8 students, probably because they saw other subjects, such as English or

mathematrcs, allocated much more class time and for the whole year. On the other hand,

although the majonty of the students knew that F[s were among optional subjects at their

future secondary schools, and that they could choose to study one or not, it is unlikely that

they were aware of how much FLs have to compete with other subjecB for timetable space,

how little FLL they might actually experience in year 9 even if they did choose a FL as one

of their options and the extent to which senior classes might be combined or disappear

completely. It is encouraging to note that the findings do not suggest that the students

thought that FLL would detract from their development of English language skills at all,

althoueh this is another 'mvth' for which there is considerable anecdotal evidence among
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adults in New Zealand.

It was also encouraging to discover that, despite the commonly accepted idea that English is

becoming 'the' global language, most of the students manifested an awareness of the

importance of LOTEs in the world, see section 5.4.4. Students might have been aware of

the growing multicultural nature of the New Zealand population, a factor mentioned by many

of the adults interviewed as a reason for favouring more FLL, at primary or intermediate

level. On the other hand, the belief which many students expressed, that knowledge of a FL

would be useful for future employment, was obviously misguided since research has shown

that most job recruitment in New Z,ealand takes very little account of FL skills (Enderwick &
Gray 1992, Shackleford 1996a). This situatron was reflected in the opinions of parents and

teachers involved in this research, discussed in chapters 8 and 9, especially among teachers

responsible for advising students about tertiary study and careers, and consequent subject

choices. It is possible that intermediate and primary teachers were justifying the infoduction

of FLL into the curriculum by stating that FL skills would be 'useful' to students.

Unfortunately, the findings suggest that most students were unaware of the usefulness of

FLL in terms of the transference of skills, see section 5.5.2. It may be that neither the class

teachers responsible for teaching English nor the language specialists (where these existed)

were attempting to make the links, or simply that students were not absorbing such

information. This will be disappointing for those who propose skills transference as one of

the main arguments for FLL in schools (MoE 02).

As shown in sections 5.4.6 and 5.5.5 students had largely positive attitudes towards FLL in

general and their own experience of FLL, but analysis shows that their knowledge of thrs

area of education was, on the whole,limited by their own or their parents' experience, or by

what they had read in secondary school prospectuses, There was some disparity between

what students reported they were really interested in and what they thought they could or

should study at school, in terms of their ability, career ideas or the often limited advice they

were receiving. This may account for the fact that, when it came to analysing the conative

aspect of student anitudes towards FLL, the positive cognitive and affective aspects of their

attitudes revealed by the findings this research did not translate into such positive readiness

for action, a possibility foreseen in section 2.2. As shown in section 5.6.I, the proportion

of students intending to study a FL in ye,ar 9 reflected the typical national average of about

one half.

Lastly the analysis of the year 8 survey data sought to ascertain what the main reasons were

for the students' intentions concerning FLL in year 9. The fact that a particularly large

proportion of students had pnor FLL experience, which most had enjoyed, seemed to have

had linle effect on the overall numbers intending to study a FL the following year, see

section 5.8.1. Nevertheless, about half of the reasons cited by students for their stated

intentions to study a FL the following year, shown in section 5.6.2.1, were related to their

prior experience of FLL, their enjoyment of it, their sense of achievement or their desire to

continue something they had started. This raises the question as to whether a similar

proportion of this particular sample would have intended to undertake FI-L at secondary
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school if none of them had had any pnor FLL experience.

There was little evidence that the schools or individual teachers had much influence on

student intentions, as ERO (I94) found, nor that students were greatly influenced by their

peers or older sibling. On the other hand, parents were clearly responsible for many of their

children's attitudes and intentions, either directly or indirectlY, see section 5'9. One of the

criticisms made by the adults interviewed was that students often had to make uninformed

decisions about FL options because of their own and their parents' lack of FLL experience.

While most students felt that they were making independent decisions about studying a FL or

not, it is clear from the data thatthey were influenced by their parents' views and experience,

as many researchers have shown (Turner 1974, Oskamp 1977, ERO L994, Gardner,

Masgoret & Tremblay 19g7)

All of the above leads to the conclusion that year 8 student attitudes towards FLL were

generalty positive. Because of the small number of students in the sample who had had no

experience of FI-L it is impossible to judge to what extent these attitudes were the result of

this experience or might have existed anyway. Judging from what the year 8 students

reported about their intentions regarding FLL in year 9 it can be seen that the influencrs on

their choices were numerous and interlinked. It is evident that positive attitudes alone did not

ensure that students would decide to study a FL at secondary school, nor is it clear that any

of the influences discussed above can be considered predominant'

The next chapter will discuss the attitudes and choices made by the whole year 9 student

sample. That will be followed by a comparison of the year 8 and 9 results for the small

sample of students who participated in both surveys.
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CHAPTER 6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ' YEA,R 9 STUDENT

ATTITUDES TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

AND CHOICES MADE

karn a new language and get a new soul. old czech proverb (Roskens lng)

6.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses three research questions:

. Were the year 9 students studying a FI- or not?

.WhatwerethereasonsfortheirdecisiontostudyaFLornot?

. Who or what were the main influences on their decisions?

The students suneyed were in year 9 at five secondary schools in the salne area as the

schools involved init e year g survey. owing to greater cooperation from secondary schcirls

than from intermediate schools I was able to survey a much larger student sample in 2000'

Unfortunately, only 169 students participated in both surveys' fewer than I had anticipated'

chapter 7 will present a comparison of the results for this sub-sample in order to ascert'ain to

what extent they carned out their reported intentions in regard to FLL' and the extent to

which previous experience of FLL influenced their final choices' This chapter examines the

r."uponr". of the whole yeat 9 sample in relation to the above questions'

Having established whether or not students were studying a FL in year 9' I compared their

decisions with ail the relevant Likert scale survey items to determine who or what had had

the most influence on their choices regarding FLL. Students involved in FLL were asked if

they intended to continue in year l0 and what reasons they had for their decisions' As with

year 8 students, I analysed all the results for gender differences which will be discussed in

Chapter 10.

Detailed profiles of the schools will be followed by some basic facts about the surveyed

students and the choices they had made about FLL. The following sections will discuss the

attitudes of students towards FLL as revealed by their responses in part 2 of the survey'

completed by all the students, part 3 for those who had chosen to study a FL' and part 4' for

those who were not undertaking any FLL. The final section will examine possible

influences on student choices'

6.2 School Profiles
6.2.1 General information
I obtained information from school prospectuses, ERO reports, information booklets

for year 9 srudents and discussions with principals and other staft. Appendix 2 gives

full details of the ethnic and gender balance of students and school decile ratings'

Salvia' the only Catholic secondary school in the afea, serves students from the

whole area, as do the two single sex schools, Begonia (boys) and Gerbera (girls)'

The other two co-educational schools , Freesia and Arum, serve particular catchment

areas.tn2000,notwoschoolsofferedthesameopportunitiesforFLL.Table6.l
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(see Appendix 12) gives full details of the place of FLs in the each school' FL class

numbers in Tables 6.2 to 63 wete supplied by the FI- teachers.

6.2.2 Arum
ERO (1998a) reported that the school was "in a period of transition"' with a new

principal, board, management structures and style of leadership, all of which seemed

to be improving the standing of the school in the community and increasing the

school roll. One innovation has been the introduction, in 1999 after community

consultation, of some SLL for all year 9 students. The principal reported that there

there had been good feedback about the module system as a whole and no resistance

from students or parents to the compulsory language element, probably because the

initial commiftnent was for only one term. The principal was the most supPortive of

FLL among the secondary principals interviewed'

All year 9 students had to study three modules per telm (i'e' 12 per yeaf)' for three

50 minute spells per week. Art, music, Maori studies and a language were compul-

sory and students had a wide range of subjects from which to choose five other

modules. In term 4 they had to continue three of their previous modules' The

principal acknowledged that the module system was very complicated, especially as

far as languages were concerned. For example, a student could study Maon or

ESOL in all four terms. French and Japanese could be started in terms I or 2, but

had to be continued in terms 3 and 4 if a student wished to continue FI-L in year 10'

The more language modules students chose, the fewer other subjects they could

sample. All the languages were offered up to Busary level but the prospectus noted

that if classes were not possible for any reason, students and parents would be

consulted and alternatives discussed. The school acknowledged, however, that very

limited advice and guidance about optional subjecB was offered to students entering

the school or moving uP each Year.

Table 6.2 Arum FL student numbers 2fi)0

Year group French .Iapanese

9 )) 37

10 20 22

11 18 8

t2 78 6

l3 2* 4

* Indicates students in combined classes
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The school had full-time teachers of French and Japanese (a native speaker) but

neither had the status of head of department. I interviewed both and they supplied

details of the general trends in their subjects. Class numbers for the year 2000,

shown in Table 6.2, were reported to be similar to those of the previous year

although there had been some reduction in Japanese, previously the most popular

language. The FL teachers surmised that some students had chosen French or Maori

because they had already learnt some Japanese. Botlt stated that they had little or no

contact with feeder schools and little knowledge of students' any previous FLL

experience, but the Japanese teacher was not impressed with the level of achievement

of students who claimed to have learnt some of her language'

The drop-out rate from language classes in year 10 was usually about 507o, but the

principal considered that the year 10 FL numbers were reasonable. The French

teacher reported that year 11 numbers fluctuated between 10 and 2X students and that

it was always necessary to combine years 12 and 13. The Japanese teacher reported

that the retention rate in Japanese had been good up until 2000 and she had always

been able to have sepamte senior classes. She attributed the decline in numbers to

changes in fashion, political and economic relations or the media portrayal of Japan.

The main disincentive for continuing FLL was seen to be timetabling which put

languages into competition with subjects that students saw as more interestrng, more

important or easier.

The French teacher reported that her students were of mrxed abiliry and that not all

those in year 11 were really "school Certificate material". She was not concerned

about examination results provided students were enjoying the subject and learning

something. She reported that she did not give individual students advice about

continuing French unless they asked. She did not always know if they intended to

continue and did not like to ask or put pressure on them in any way. Japanese

seemed to attract and retain brighter students as the teacher reported that her exami-

nation results were excellent. She was more active in encouraging students to

continue if they were interested, regardless of ability, but felt that some of her

colleagues advised students against continuing without consulting her. She was

pleased to report that the careers adviser had developed a more positive towards

Japanese since her own son's experiences and was encouraging students to contlnue

FLL. The Japanese teacher particularly valued the role of exchange tnps with Japan

for encouraging students to continue Japanese.

6.2.3 Begonia
In 1999, ERO reported that this large, traditional boys' school, with approximately

1500 students, predominantly Pakeha, had o'a broad range of conventional, academtc

subjects' and a good record of student achievement. However, ERO asserted that the

school needed to modify its conservative approach to curriculum content, assessment

and reporting to meet the requirements of the National Education and Administration

Guidelines and the needs of an increasingly diverse student body.
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Begonia had the most extensive streaming system of all the surveyed secondary

schools. On entering the school boys were tested and sorted into classes according

to academic ability. The streaming process had substantial implications for students

as far as FLL was concerned. The school strongly supported the raditional view that

SLL should be part of the education of academically brighter students and that it was

not suitable for those of lesser ability. Thus students in the top four streams had to

study performance music or a language as one of their two options. Students in the

next three streams could opt to study a language and a few did so in 2000. These top

seven streams chose two full-year options from a range of nvelve subjects, including

three FI-s, Maori and ESOL. Option classes had 4 spells over a 7-day cycle. Of the

remaining classes, five were "mixed abiliry" and one a small "development class" for

special needs students. These lower streams had only one option subject and spent

more time on core subjects. In theory, the students could choose a FL as their option

but in practice this did not occur because it was not encouraged and because classes

were filled by students in the upper streams. All students had to indicate at least two

option choices on enrolment, including music or a language since they did not know

at that stage which stream they would be in. The parents of a boy in one of the

mixed ability classes reported that their son had listed French as one of his choices.

When their son was placed in his class he was allocated his other choice without

consultation. While the boy was apparently quite happy with this subject the Parents

did admit to some surprise at the school's action.

With regard to senior classes, the prospectus noted that "obviously the existence of

subjects is dependent upon there being viable class numbers and staff availability".

In fact there were rarely classes available for students in year 12 and 13 except in

Japanese and that was likely to be a combined class. Senior students of French or

German, if there were any, usually had to study by correspondence. Table 6.3

shows the fluctuating student numbers in FL classes over four years. The drop-out

rates for students moving into year l0 ranged from 567o to 637o over those years,

whlch the principal considered disappointing. He thought that the school could do

better but that languages suffered from competition with other subjects which boys

found more relevant for their future employment.

Once again, the major disincentive for continurng FI-L was seen to be the clash of
languages with other subjects that students saw as more interesting, more.imporCant

or easier. In addition, most year 9 FL students were usually in the top three classes

which were accelerated to sit their first examinatrons a year earlier than usual and

move on to yeu l2levels in year 11. This system, in the opinion of most FL

teachers, did not permit adequate progress in FI-L, given limited option time and

tended to discourage students. In any case, according to some staff, students had

little incentive to continue their FLL unless they were particularly keen, and in some

cases influential colleagues actively discouraged students from continuing. This

could be a reflection of the extremely monocultural outlook of the entire school,

identified by the 1999 ERO report.



Year

group

Frer ch German Japr nese

'97 r98 ,99 r00 ,97 r98 t99 r00 t97 r98 '99 r00

9# 52 59 57 49 27 24 25 30 52 4l 37 42

10 25 2l 19 2l 11 8 10 8* 18 25 77 23

ll 4 t3 T2 6* 0 6 4x t7 9 l0 11

t2 0 0 3t 3* 0 0 lf 1t 3 6 0 4rF

l3 0 0 1t 0 0 2I 2t 0 6 8 6 4x

# Usually 2 classes of French and Japanese and I of German
x Students in combined classes

t Students studying by correspondence

Y 12 student of German in 2000 also attended Y10/11 class
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Table 6.3 Begonia FL student numbers 1997 to 2000

6.2,4 Freesia
This large, co-educational school offered, according to ERO (1998b), "a stimulating

academic, social and cultural environment", empha.sised individual needs and saw

education as more than academic achievement, offering a wide range of cultural,

physical and social activities. It anracted students from a wide range of backgrounds

and ability. There was a larger proportion of girls than boys, suggesting that parents

of boys in the area tended to prefer a more traditional style of education for their

sons.

Year 9 classes were broadly streamed, the majority of students being in mixed ability

classes, with two "extension" and two "support" classes in 2000. The year 9

programme had a large degree of subject integration involving English, social

studies, information technology and health, and a strong bicultural focus, all taught

by one teacher per class. According to ERO (1998b), the programme seemed

effective in terms of student achievement and enjoyment.

Year 9 students had to choose two "major" options, studied for half the year. These

options included the largest range of languages of all the local secondary schools:

French, German, Japanese, Spanish and Maori, although the numbers opting for
German in 2000 proved too small for the class to run. .Other major options were

practical subjects, some of which were also available as one [erm, "minor" options,

of which students studied four. Compared with the other schools,language subjects

had less competition. In 2000, major options were taught for only two spells per 6
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day cycle, a reduction in class time from the previous system. The new system

meant also that students who studied a FL in the first half of the year would be at a

disadvantage if they chose to continue it in year 10, having had 6 months to forget

what they had learnt. In previous years all students proposing to continue FLL had

been grouped into an extension class at the end of year 9 to bring them all up to the

same level. The principal reported that pressure was being put on all cuniculum

areas, but especially the options, because of the need to incorporate new core

curriculum, such as health and technology.

Freesia had the highest drop-out rate of language students of all the surveyed

schools, approximately 75Vo of students moving into year 10. Students were not

warned that there might be no classes at senior level though that would probably

occur, except for Japanese, if trends continued. I was surprised to discover that the

ESOL department had instigated beginner Mandarin classes for fee-paying Asian

sfudents in years 12 and 13, and without any discussion with the languages

department, There seemed to be no possibility that such classes would be available

to the main student bodv at anv level in the foreseeable future.

The 2000 prospectus stated "students who have studied a language previously are

asked lo consult the language Department for their appropriate course". The HOD

reported that it was rare for students to arrive with sufficient prior knowledge to go

straight into year l0 courses. However, Freesia is next door to its main feeder

school, Rose, and there was close co-operation between the two schools for the

teaching of Spanish and Japanese which the secondary teachers were keen to

continue. The Spanish teacher was able to run accelerated classes so that the year 10

students were going to enter School Certificate and the year I I and 12 students were

studyng for Sixth Form Certificate and Bursary respectively. There was little com-

munication with other feeder schools about FLL programmes. The HOD reported

that there was no consistency in FI-L teaching at intermediate level and that students

tended to arrive with a wide variety of levels of achievement, but they usually

recognised the considerable gaps in their knowledge and fitted well into classes.

Table 6.4 shows the FI- student numbers in 2000. The HOD reported that the year 9

roll had increased but that the proportion of students in FL classes had dropped.

There was a similar decline in numbers continuing in year 10 which could be

anributed partly to the reduced number of options available in year 10. The HOD

was particularly pessimistic about the future of German. Given the small numbers in

year 10 and 11 European language classes it was surprising that those classes were

allowed to run, and the HOD admitted that there was some resentment from

colleagues because other option subject classes would have been particularly large.

Some compulsory FLL had been attempted in the past but abandoned because too

many students were unmotivated and resented the classes. Although the pnncipal

believed that FLL was very important and was concerned about dropout rates, he

clearly had more urgent prionties to consider. He suggested that the school might
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have to reduce the number of FLs offered in order to maintain viable class numbers

and seemed to favour Spanish and Japanese.

Table 6.4 Freesia FL student numbers in 2000

Year srouD French German Spanish0 .f apanese

9 37 0 43 60

l0 9 4 9 L7

11 5 # 4I 17

l2 2t )+ 17

t3 4t 1t l0
t Studenrs studying by correspondence

# Includes one Y 12 student repeating School Certificate

Y 13 student of German and 2 Y 13s in French were overseas exchange

students

6.2.5 Gerbera
This large, decile 9 girls' school had students from the most prosperous socio-

economic backgrounds. In 1995, ERO reported that the school provided a balanced

curriculum for academic, social, sporting and cultural learning needs and that "all

students are counselled in their subject choices", although the pnncipal reported that,

owing to large numbers, this was no longer possible.

In 2000 year 9 students had to choose two whole-year options from a list of ten,

including French, German, Japanese and Maon, and three eight week modules out of
ten subjects including French, German and Japanese culture modules. These

included some elementary language skills according to the prospectus. Student

choices were restricted by the necessity of including art, music and food technology

as either an option or a module, and they were not allowed to study the same or

similar subjects as both. Option classes consisted of three spells a week.

Whole-year FL options, not culture modules, were a prerequisite, except in

exceptional circumstances, for continuing FLL in year 10, when students again chose

two whole-year options. The school had by far the highest retention rates in FL

classes between year 9 and year 10. Combined classes for years 12 and 13 French

and German had only existed since the previous year. It was reported that year 9

numbers in Japanese had dropped by about 30 (i.e. a whole class) from the previous

year, with more students opting for French instead. At year 11, the Japanese
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numhrs were half those of the previous year. German had had very stable numbers

over the previous ten years but had suddenly declined in popularity to the extent that

its future was uncertain. The FL teachers seemed uncertain as to the reasons for

these changes. Table 6.5 shows the full 2000 FL student numbers.

Table 6.5 Gerbera FL student numbers in 2000

Year group French German .Iapanese

9 47 12 45

l0 32 I4 3l

ll 22 9 19

t2 13* 7* I4

l3 6x 6r. 16

* Students in combined classes

The school had discussed changing the range of languages offered. The principal

had suggested replacing German with Mandarin when the previous German teacher

left and student numbers were declining. She considered Mandarin more relevant

although there had not been any community demand for the language. The Board of
Trustees favoured Spanish as an easier language to learn, but the school had not

found a Spanish teacher and had therefore appointed a replacement German teacher.

The teacher of Japanese believed that there was generally resistance to any increased

emphasis on Asian languages in schools, and that New Zealand underestimated the

importance of Asian countries, especially China and Korea.

As in other schools, students anived in year 9 classes with a variety of prior FLL
which the Japanese teacher considered a "nighfrnare" although the HOD, a native

French speaker, did not consider it a problem because of gaps in the students'

knowledge and the flexibility of their FL courses. The problem did not arise in

German.

6.2.6 Salvia
Some basic information was given about this school in chapter 5. According to the

MoE figures for I March 2000, the total school roll had dropped by about 100

students to just under 800, but the gender balance remained the same with a slight

majority of girls. As noted previously, most year 9 students had been at the school

since year 7 andhad learnt some French or Japanese, or both. Year 9 students had to

choose 5 one-term modules from a list of 10 subjects, including French, Maori and

Japanese. Students considering continuing French or Japanese in year 10 had to
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study the language for a further two terms, thereby reducing the number of other

optional subjects they could sample. In 2000, the first French module was in term 1

and Japanese in lerm 2 so that if was possible for students to try both languages.

Students could not continue both as the second and third modules were timetabled

together, although the school had apparently intended that students should have the

possibility of studying both languages. Module classes had 3 spells per 6 day cycle.

I was surprised that students who had already had what might be termed 'taster'

modules of FLL in years 7 and 8 should be faced with a similar system again,

although some students, of course, entered Salvia from other primary or intermediate

schools in year 9. The module system could also be considered somewhat at odds

with the ERO (1997) report that the school was proposing an integrated programme

for years 7-10.

In year 10, students chose two whole-year options. Students were wuuned in the

prospectus that classes would not run if student numbers were too small, but were

advised that they could continue by corespondence. Table 6.6 shows the FL student

numbers in 2000. Those for year 9 were of the students opting for the first language

module, as the survey was carried out during term 1. The numbers were lower than

in previous years, owing to the declining school 9 roll, and there had previously been

two Japanese classes. This meant that the apparent dropout rate for year l0 of about

70Vo was even higher, probably similar to that at Freesia.

The number of senior students studying French by correspondence was reported to

be similar to previous years, and senior numbers in Japanese were relatively good.

According to the HOD, the small senior numbers reflected the relatively low

proportion of highly academic students, but those who persisted with FLL were

successful in examinations, and she reported an ffi%o pass rate in School Certificate

and LO}Vo in Bursary. The small year I I Japanese class was the result of a student

intake of particularly poor academic ability. Such a small class at this level did not

bode well for the survival of senior classes although that might have been only a

temporary downturn.

The principal believed that FLL was very important and declared that he would like to

see larger senior classes. On the whole, however, the principal was happy with the

current situation for FLs. He reported that increased core curriculum was putting

pressure on all optional subjects and students had to consider what subjects were

more important to them. The HOD pornted out that, because of the nature of the

school, compulsory religious studies was also putting pressure on the timetable. The

pnncipal had thought about replacing French with Spanish, which the HOD also saw

as a possibility, partly because of the difficulty the school had in retaining a French

reacher. The HOD was also considering the possibility of offering a starter Spanish

course for vear 12.



Table 6.6 Salvia FL student numbers 2000

Year group French .Iapanese
9 19 26
10 7 7

11 1t t4
L2 2t 9*
13 1t 3*

* Students in combined class

i Students studying by correspondence
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6.3 The year 9 sample
6.3.1 Numbers surveyed
821 srudents took part in the survey which produced 664 useful sets of responses,

representing about 87Vo of those surveyed and about 557o of the year group in the

five'schools in 2000, see Table 6.7. 157 survey forms were discarded, some

because they were incomplete or extremely inconsistent, but most because English

was not the Ll of the students or their paxents. The sample was over twice the size

of the year 8 sample, covering a higher proportion of the relevant schools, and thus
should provide a more representative picture of student attitudes.

Table 6.7 Number of useful suryey forms by school and gender

School Girls Boys Totals
Total 2OOO

cohort*
Vo of 2OOO

cohort

Arum 74 65 r39 199 TOTo

Besonia 69 69 332 2lVo

Freesia 98 98 196 317 62Vo

Gerbera r75 175 261 6',tvo

Salvia 6 39 85 108 79Vo

Totals 393 271 6& I2T7 55Vo

x I March 2000 figures from MoE

6.3.2 Students' previous schools
Table 6.8 shows which intermediate or primary school the year 9 students had

attended in 1999. 104 of the 139 Arum students (73Vo) had come from the two
intermediate schools, Mimosa and lxia, which did not participate in the year 8
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survey. Most students at the single sex schools came from small primary schools, or

from lxia. The largest group of the 196 Freesia students, 44Vo, had come, as

expected, from the neighbouring intermediate school, Rose, while most of the rest,

3lVo, were from small primary schools. 87Vo of the 85 students at Salvia had been

in year 8 at that school.

Table 6.8 lVhich schools year 9 students came from
Notes on schools:

1. * Schools with Year 8 students surveyed in 1999

2. Callais a small Year 1-8 private girls' school.

3. Mimosa and Ixia are large YearT-S lntermediate Schools.

4. Other are rnostly small rural primary schools.

6.3.3 Studentso FLL decisions
The proportion of students who had chosen to study a FL varied greatly from school

to school, from I l7 (84Vo) at Arum to38 (45Eo) at Salvia- Details for each school

are shown in Table 6.9. The average proportion for all the schools was 587o which is

relatively high compared with the national trend. If a more representative sample of
boys had been obtained the proportion of boys in FLL would have been much lower.

Of the 69 Begonia boys surveyed, two thirds were in the top four streams and 837o

of them had opted for FLL, whereas only 26Vo of the rest had chosen a FL, a
significant difference (p<.001). The average proportion of students opting for FLL

Year 7/8

Schools

Number of student survevs from year 9 schools

Arum Beeonia Freesia Gerbera Salvia Totals

A.ster* 0 0 16 I 0 T7

Calla 0 0 2 T4 0 16

Mimosa 52 7 2 20 0 81

Rose* 3 4 u L2 ) 108

Ixia 50 t7 2l 68 I 157

Salvia* I I 6 4 74 86

Others 33 q 62 56 8 r99

Totals 139 69 196 175 85 6&
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in the three schools where no pressure was put on students to study any languages

was SOVo. The association between student choices regarding FLL and their

secondary school proved highly significant (p<.001).

Table 6.9 Numbers of surveyed students studying one or more
FLs in 2000

School N In FLL Vo No FLL To

Arum t39 rt7 84Vo 23 lTVo

Begonia 69 4 647o 25 36Vo

Freesia 196 92 47Vo 103 53Vo

Gerbera r75 96 55Vo 79 457o

Salvia 85 38 45Vo 47 55Vo

Totals 6M 387 58Vo 277 42Vo

Nos. include 2 students studying Spanish by correspondence and one

boy learning German outside school

For association between school and FLL decisions p<.001

Very few students, only 29, reported that they would be studying two languages in
year 9. Most were at Arum as it was possible for them to sample two FLs. Similar

taster courses at Salvia encouraged only two girls to try two FLx, presumably

because the majonty had already learnt some of the two F[s available.

General attitudes towards FLL
6.4,1 Introduction
The attitudes towards FLL of the whole year 9 sample were investigated by the 20

items in Part 2 of the survey. These included statements suggesting that FLL is

difficult, boring or not useful, or a subject more suitable for girls than boys. As with
the year 8 analysis, student responses are shown with 'agree' and 'strongly agree'

grouped together and similarly 'disagree' and strongly disagree', unless I felt it
valuable to comment on the respective responses separately. The responses to all

items were compared with the students' decision to study a FL or not to ascertain if
there were significant associations. It must be noted that however significant a

association it does not n@essarily signify that the factor in question directly caused

students to choose FLL or not. It is possible that students had formed their opinions

after starting their FL classes, All responses were also investigated for gender

differences which will be discussed in Chapter 10.
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Tabte 6.10 Student decisions about FLL compared with

item 9.2.12:. 'T.earning a foreign language

most students.o'

responses to
is too hard for

6.4.2 Beliefs about the difficulty of FLL
Two items were designed to assess how difficult students considered FLL. 48Vo of
students agreed with item 9.2.1 (N = 648), "New Zealanders think it's clever to

speak more than one language"n but 4OVo were unsur€. The idea that FLL might be

associated mostly with 'brighter' students had linle effect on their FLL decisions,

since a majority of students had opted for FLL, whatever their responses. Only a
minority of students , lTVo (N = 643), agreed with item 9.2.12, "I-earning a foreign

language is too hard for most students". Whether or not students had experienced

FLL at intennediate level made very little difference to their opinions about its

difficulty. Not surprisingly, students' perceptions of the degree of difficulty of FLL
were significantly associated (p<.001) with their choice to study a FL or not, see

Table 6.10. Nearly two thirds of the 311 students who disagreed with the statement

had chosen FLL while less than half of the 112 who agreed had done so.

6.4.3 The relative importance of FLL
Students were asked to consider the general importance of FLL, particularly in

relation to English and Maori. A comparison between responses to the relevant items

and student decisions to study a FL or not showed significant associations, see Table

6.11. For three of the statements the association was particularly significant
(p<.001). Of the 150 who agreed that a FL should be part of the core curiculum at

secondary school, 68Va had chosen a FL option. Of the ?47 who disagreed that there

are many more irnportant things to leam than FLs and the 343 who disagreed that

leanring Maori is more important than leaming aFI- in New 7-ealand,75Vo and,67Vo

of students respectively had chosen to study a FL. Responses to the statementn

"Everybody speals English these days" showed less significance (p<.02), but still

Item response In FLL Not in FLL

AereefN=l12) MVo 56Vo

Not sure 61.1= 220) 6OVo 4OVo

Disasree (N = 3l l) 65Vo 35Vo

'No opinion' --21
For association between item responses and FLL
decisions p<.001
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63Vo of the 4O8 students who disagreed with the item had chosen a FI- option.

Table 6.11 Comparison between resPonses to items concerned with
the relative importance of FLL and student decisions to

study a FL or not
Key: 9.2.11= "A foreign language should be part of the core curriculum at

secondary school,"

9.2.20 ='oThere are lots more important things to learn than foreign

languages."

9.2.7 = 'oEverybody speaks English these days."

9.2.14 = "L€arning Maori is more imporrant than learning a foreign

language in new 7*aland."

Item 9.2.11 Item 9.2.20 Item 9.2.7 Item 9.2.14

Item response N
Vo in
FLL N

Vo in
FLL N

7o in
FLL N

Vo in
FLL

Agree 150 68Vo 195 4lVo t24 49Vo t25 427o

Not sure 193 67Vo 189 607o r22 57To 173 56Vo

Disagree 291 57Vo 247 757o 408 63Vo 343 67Vo

No opinion 30 37Vo 33 36Vo l0 30To ?3 52Vo

Significance
of association p<.001 p<.001 D<.02 p<.001

What is interesting is that, even among students who responded negatively to all

these items, there was, nonetheless, never a proportion smaller than 4IVo who had

chosen to study a FI-. Large numbers of students were unsure about all the

statements, ranging from 187o to297o of the whole sample, but the majonty of them,

between 56Vo and 67Vo,had chosen a FL option. There are clearly other influences

on the students' subject choices besides the perceived importance of FLL compared

with other subjects. These students might have chosen FI-L out of personal interest,

because of parental encouragement or because they felt pressured by their school to

do so, not because they saw FLL as relatively valuable. It is also possible that

reluctant students who were obliged to learn a LOTE might have opted for a FL only

to avoid Maori. In the case of three of these items, fairly large numbers, up to 33,

expressed no opinion and these students were the least likely to have opted into FLL,

perhaps because most had not even considered it a possibility.
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6.4.4 The usefulness of FLL
Students were presented with four items which sought to ascertain their beliefs about

the value of FLL for future employment, for developing cultural understanding and

for improving English language skills. A comparison between responses to all fow
items and student decisions about FLL showed significant associations for only two

of the items, those suggesting that FL knowledge would help students obtain

employment or help them understand English better, see Table 6.12. The propor-

tions of students showing positive aminrdes who had opted for FLL ranged from

627o to 69Vo,but among those who were unsure the ma;ority who had still opted for
FLL, was not much less, ranging from AVo to 6lVo.

Table 6.12 Comparison between responses to items concerned with
the usefulness of FLL and student decisions to study a

FL or not
Key: 9.2.15 = "Knowing a foreign language will help students get a good job."

9.2.8 = "L-ots of jobs involve working with people who don't speak

English."

9.2.6 = "Students who learn a foreign language are better at

understandin g another culture. "
9.2.19 = "Learning another language helps students understand English

better."

Item 9.2.L5 Item 9.2.E Item 9,2.6 Item 9.2.19

Item response N
Vo in
FLL N

Vo in
FLL N

Vo in
FLL N

Vo in
FLL

Agree 337 67Vo 260 62Vo 48 62Vo 153 69Vo

Not sure 208 557o 225 577o 140 54Vo 297 6lVo

Disagree lll 44Vo t& 57Vo 82 55Vo 185 50Vo

No ooinion 8 N=3 15 N=6 19 N=9 ?9 N = ll
Significance
of association p<.001 None None p<.005

Responses to the suggestion that knowing a FL would help students get a good job
(item 9.2.15) were slightly less positive than those of year 8 students. 5l7o of year 9

students agreed with the statement (N = 656) compared with 567o of year 8 students

(N = 300), discussed in 5.4.4, suggesting that the older ones were more realistic

about the usefulness of FI-L. It should be noted that the wording of the item had

been changed from 'another' to a 'foreign' language so that the year 9 students

would be quite clear that the survey was not about learning English or Maori.
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Considerably fewer students, only 39Vo (N = 649), believed that many jobs involve

working with people who do not speak English (item 9.2.8), compared with the 517o

of year 8 students, as discussed in 5.4.4. The older students probably had a more

realistic idea of the sort of language skills required in employment. Whatever

students thought about this item it had little effect on their decisions regarding FLL.

This could mean that those students who believed in the value of FLL as a job

qualification did so in only vague terms and had not considered FL skills in relation

to specifi c employment.

Of all the survey items, the notion that FI-L could improve English language skills

elicited the most uncertainty among students. 47Vo were unsure (N = 635) and 29

expressed no opinion. It is clear that the great majority of students were not

receiving the message that FI-L involves the development of important skills which

can be transferred to other subjects, especially their Ll, although advocates of FLL

would cite this as one of the major supporting reasons for such study.

Of the four items discussed above, the apparent lack of job usefulness had the

greatest negative influence on students, as Table 6.12 shows. Only 447o of the 111

students who disagreed with item 9.2.15 had chosen a FL option, compared with

half or more of the students who showed negative attitudes to FLL in their responses

to the other items. This seems to be another indication that the choice to study a FL

is to a large extent a matter of personal interest rather than a pursuit of something

useful. The idea that FLL is useful for developing cultural understanding, item

9.2.6, produced the most positive response of all the items presented to all students.

48Vo of students agreed and a further 187o strongly agreed that students who learn a

foreign language are better at understanding another culture. These positive attitudes

did not , however, have much influence on student choices regarding FLL.

As there has been much discussion about the relative importance of the European

languages traditionally taught in schools and Asian languages which might be needed

for the country's trade development, students were asked to consider if Asian

languages were the most useful ones for school students to learn, item 9.2.4 (N =
635). Responses were evenly divided, whether or not students were studying a FL,

with the largest group, 387o, unsure and 19 students offering no opinion. This

seems to indicate that students have only a vague idea of the value of FI-L in terms of

employment, and probably only limited knowledge of what sort of language skills

the country requires. This will be considered further in the discussion of what the

teachers reported, especrally in relation to careers advice.

The attitudes of students who were studying a FL
6.5.1 Reasons for choosing to study a FL
In Part 1 of the year 9 survey, I asked students who had chosen a FL option why

they had done so. Table 6.13 shows their responses and the number and proportion

of students citing each reason.

6.5



Comments
Number of

Mentions
Proportion of

students

For travel 90 ?3Vo

General interesUiust wanted to 79 ZOVo

Compulsory 68 ISVo

General enioyment/f un 6 IZVo

To build on previous learning/ enioyment 32 8Vo

For something new/ differenU
challensins n 7Va

Considered useful 25 6Vo

Job qualification 22 67o

Influence or pressure from parents/other
family T9 5Vo
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Table 6.13 Reasons given by students for choosing FLL

Many students gave no reasons and some mentioned more than one. The four main

reasons were for travel, general interest, enjoyment, or because they felt they had to

learn a FL. In addition to the reasons listed, other reasons cited by less that 5Vo of
students were:

. interest in other cultures;

. to improve contacts with speakers of other languages;

. lack of other desirable option;

. interest aroused by travel/residence overseas;

. !o improve English.

Although, technically, FLL was not compulsory in any of the schools, many

students clearly felt under pressure to study a FL. It is possible that, if learning

Maori was the only alternative to learning a FL, the choice of the latter may be a sign

of a reluctance to learn Maori rather than a real desire for FLL, but some students

who stated that FLL was compulsory also gave other reasons for choosing a FI-

option. The only other alternative for top stream students at Begonia was studying

performance music which might have been perceived as an impossible option for
some boys.

The degree to which perceived compulsion was responsible for students choice of a
FL was further tested by an item in Part 3 of the survey, completed only by students

in FI-L. The responses to this item, 9.3.13, from students at Arum, where all year 9



students had to study a LOTE and Begonia, where some students were "f;
pressure to do so, are shown in Graph 6.1. 45 students (29Vo) disagreed, and43

(27Vo\, a particularly high proportion, strongty disagreed, that they had chosen to

study a FL because it was compulsory. This shows that most of these students were

not reluctant FI- learners despite the degree of perceived compulsion.

Graph 6.1 Student resPonses

foreign language

compulsory.t'

to item 9.3.13: "I'm onlY doing a
because my school makes it

(No opimon = 4)

3Oo/"

25o/"

2oo/o

15/"

1V/o

5o/o

ff/"
Strongly agree Agree Not sure

Student opinions
DisagreeStronglY disagree

N = 157

In fact, pure enjoyment seems to have been a powerful motive for FLL. Survey item

g.3.?, elicited especially positive responses from students,477o agreed and a further

347o strongly agreed (N = 385) with the statement, "It's fun to learn another

language", see Graph 6.2. Given the timing of the survey it is not possible to assess

whether their opinions were based on previous or current experience or both. Nor is

it possible to gauge precisely what students meant when they used the word "fun'n in

their comments.
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Graph 6.2 Student responses to item 9.3.22 "It's fun to learn

another language." (No opinion = 2)

6,5.2 The languages students had chosen to study
The majority of FL students were studying French or Japanese, because they were

the FLs offered by all the surveyed schools and the only FLs available in two

schools. Even where German and Spanish were available only small numbers of
students had chosen them, representing under LOVo of FI- students in any one school.

Table 6.14 shows the complete figures. Only 29 students (7Vo of all FL students)

had chosen to study more than one language, mostly trying French and Japanese at

Arum where it was possible to study each language for a term before deciding

whether or not to continue one or the other (or neither).

SWo

45o/o

40l/o

35o/o

3U/o

25o/o

ZU/o

15o/o

1U/o

9/o

0/o
Strongly agree Agree Not sure

Student opinions
Disagree Strongly disagree

N=385
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Table 6.14 Numbers of students studying each language

Language
Number of

students

French 201

German 201

.Iananese r67

Snanish 28f

t Includes I on correspondence
* Includes 2 on correspondence

Table 6.15 shows the relative popularity of French and Japanese in 2000, with some

interesting differences. French was much more popular than Japanese at the single

sex schools and at Arum, but the reverse was true at Freesia and Salvia. This may be

the result of the previous experience of many of the students at the latter schools.

Most of the Salvia students would have learnt Japanese and French, and possible

reasons for the greater populariry of Japanese were discussed in the previous chapter.

Many Freesia students would have learnt Japanese at the neighbouring intermediate

school but few would have had the opportumty to learn any French.

Table 6.15 Numbers of year 9 students studying French and/or

Japanese, by school

School Student N* French -Iaoanese

Arum 116 79 68Vo v 477o

Freesia 93 26 28Vo 45 487o

Salvia 38 15 397o 25 ffiVo

Sinsle sex LN 81 58Vo 43 3LVo

Totals 397 207 52Vo r67 43Vo

* N = number of $tudents involved in FLL at each school.

Percentages axe proportions of N and add up to more than 1,00Vo where

students are studying both languages.

6.5.3 Reasons for students' choice of language
Snrdents were asked why they had chosen their particular language options and the

greatest influence, as I had surmised, seemed to be their previous experience of FLL.

One third of the 389 students reported that they had chosen the FL because they had
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enjoyed the same one at intermediate level, found it interesting or felt they were good

at it, and another l37o of students specifically stated that they wanted to mntinue a

FL started previously. I9Vo were interested in visiting a particular country and I6Vo

admitted to being influenced by family or friends. Some other reasons cited by small

numbers (under 10Vo) of students were:

' languages might be useful;
. a desire to study something new and challengrng;
. FL was the easiest or the only acceptable option available;
. a desire to enhance contacts with familv/friends in NZ or overseas.

Students were also asked if they would rather have learnt another language. 53

students indicated that this was the case and details of their alternative preferences are

set out in Table 6.16. Some named a FL they could have studied, which suggests

that either they found the question ambiguous or the option system had made their

first choice difficult. In many cases students had not yet started their FL options and,

if they had no prior FLL experience, could not judge their interest in or enjoyment of
a particular FI-. Others might not have been enjoying the FL they had chosen.

Table 6.16 Languages mentioned as preferred alternatives or
additional FLs

Language named Number of
students

French 9

Soanish. 8

Cerman0 13

Japanese 13

Iulian 4

Other 6

Total 53
. 3 could have learnt Spantsh

0 2 could have learnt German,5 were

at Freesia where class was cancelled

Satisfaction with the language options they had chosen was further tested by item

9.3.10, "l wish I'd chosen a different language". An exceptionally high proportion

of students,4SVo strongly drsageed and another 33To disagreed with this statement

(N = 378), showing that the vast majority of students were happy with their choice
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of language. A few students would like to have learnt a language not available in any

schools, such as ltalian, Irish or Tongan, usually because of their family

background, but about half the students stated that they were interested in a particular

language or had enjoyed learning it previously. It was interesting that no students

wanted to learn Chinese but two expressed an interest in l,atin'

6.5,4 Beliefs about the difficulty of FLL
As in year 8, all students were asked to respond to the suggestion that knowing more

than one language is confusing, item 9.3.8. Among the year 8 students, 487o of

students disagreed with the statement. Of the older students who had chosen to

study a FL, well over half ,58Vo, disagreed and only l9%o indicated that they were

finding FLL confusing (N =376). The older students appeared to be more confident

about their FLL, or were simply finding it easier than the younger ones, but it must

be remembered that the majority of the year 9 student were doing something they had

chosen whereas the year 8 students had mostly had no choice in the matter of FLL.

Another item,9,3.4, "1 think I'll do well in my language learning this year", was

designed specifically to test students' confidence in their FLL. Two thirds of the

students (N = 382) were confident that they would do well and only 6Vo were

pessimistic about their progress.

6.5.5 The usefulness of FLL
As shown in 6.5.1, the reason for choosing a FI- option cited by the largest

proportion of the whole year 9 sample was an interest in future tavel. Only a few

students used the word "useful" on its own or connected FLL with jobs. Relevant

items in Part 3 of the survey were concerned with the value of FI-L for the develop-

ment of useful skills, which could be applied to any language: listening, speaking,

reading and writing.

Students who had opted for FLL did not, on the whole, believe that it would improve

their listening and reading skills. Item 9.3.5, "Learning another language will help

me listen more carefully", produced a particularly large proportion, 42Vo, of 'not

sure' responses (N - 385;, although nearly one third of students agreed with the

statement. Item 9.3.16, o'L,earning another language will help me read more

carefully", produced an even higher proportion, 47Vo, of 'not sure' responses (N =
382) and a third of students disagreed.

The majonty of students,STVo, agreed (N = 383) with item 9.3.9, "1 enjoy trying to

say things correctly", which suggests a positive attitude towards improving speaking

skills or perhaps just enjoyment at the challenge of producing strange sounds in a

FL. In contrast, very few believed that FLL would help them improve their wrinen

work. Item 9.3.18, "Now that I'm learning another language I take more care with

my written work", elicited disagreement from half the students (N = 366), and

uncertainty from another3T%o,with a particularly large number (n) of 'no opinion'

responses. This may reflect the tact that many students had only just started their FL
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options and may not have done much writing at that stage. Nearly half the sfudents

N = 3&1) agreed that some FLL would help them in any future FLL they might

undertake, item 9.3.1, although 357o were unsure. Overall, as with the year 8

students, it seems that the message about the value of FLL for the acquisition of
transferable language skills is being received to only a limited extent. Once again, if
this is to be used as a justification for FLL in schools the notion needs to be 'sold'

more effectively to students, and perhaps their parents and teachers.

6.5.6 A,ttitudes to speakers of the FLs studied
Two items designed to investigate the attitudes of FL students towards speakers of
the language(s) they were studying and their cultures, elicited very positive

responses. Nearly two thirds of students (N = 383) were interested in knowing

more about the life of the people who speak the FL they were learning, item9.3.12,

see Graph 6.3. Asked if they were interested in meeting speakers of the FL they

were learning,42Vo agreed and a particularly high proportion,3oVo, strongly agreed

(N = 382) that this was the case showing even more positive attifudes (item 9.3.15),

see Graph 6.4. These responses clearly show a clear interest not just in the language

learning itself but also in the people and cultures represented by the FLs, an aspect of
FLL that is emphasised in most FL classrooms these days.

Graph 6.3 Student responses to item 9.3.12t "I'd like to know more
about the life of the people who speak the language I'm
learning." (No opinion = 4)
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Graph 6.4 Student responses to item 9.3.15: "Itm interested in

meeting people who speak the language I'm learning"'
(No oPinion = 5)
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6.5.7 Attitudes to length of option courses

In the single sex schools year 9 option subjects were studied for the whole year, and

so I analysed responses to the statement "I wish that foreign language oPtions in year

9 were for the whole year" (item 9.3.14), from students in FLL only in the other

three schools. 39Vo of the students who responded (N = 238) agreed with the

statement, but about one quarter did not want longer options. It is possible that,

among students who had started their FLL, some might not have been enjoying their

FL option, but it is also possible that students realised that increased time spent on

any one option would reduce the number of subjects they could study during the

year. It was naturally hard for students to comment if they had no previous

experience and had not started their options.

6,6 Intentions regarding FLL for year l'0
39Vo of the 389 students involved in FLL reported that they would continue FLL in year 10,

but over half ,57Vo, were uncertain, mostly because the survey was carried out early in year
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9. Many wanted to see how well they progressed and others had not started their FLL.

Only a tiny minonty,4Vo, had definitely decided against further FLL and this was never

more than SVo inany one school.

6.6.1 Intentions compared with schools

The high degree of uncertainty can be seen in Graph 6.5 where the results are shown

by school. It is impossible to estimate why more students should be certain about

continuing at Freesia than at the other two mixed schools since so many factors could

be involved. The differing intentions of students at the single-sex schools will be

discussed in chapter 10 on gender differences.

Graph 6.5 Proportions of students, by school' intending to continue
FLL in year 10 or uncertain
Key: A =Arum,B =Begonio, F=Freesia, G= Gerbera,S =Salvia
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6.6.2 Intentions according to FL studied in year 9

Graph 6.6 shows that students learmng French or Japanese were the least likely to

definitely intend continuing their FL studies, and had the highest proportions of

uncertainty. The difference between the languages could, however, be due to the

much larger numbers of students in French and Japanese, rather than less favourable

attitudes to those languages.

Graph 6.6 Student intentions for year l0 compared with FLs

studied in year 9

Key: F= French, G = German, S = Spanish, J=Japanese,

2 FLs = students studying 2 FLs in year 9.
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6.6.3 Reasons for intentions to continue FLL
Reasons given for definite intentions to continue FLL in year l0 are shown in Table

6.17. Some students gave more than one reason but very few mentioned a desire to

obtarn a particular qualification or that they were aiming for something useful for

employment. Nearly half simply indicated that they were enjoying their learning.

About one third were keen to improve their language skills, especially their oral
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fluency, or to leam more about the culture represented by the language they were

studying. Once again, travel was a clear influence. Although a few reported that

they might have to continue FLL it should be noted that it was not compulsory for
any year 10 students. Their choices might, however, be limited according to what

subjects were available in each option line of the timetable and what they had studied

in year 9.

Table 6.17 Reasons given for continuing FLL in year l0

Comments
No. of

mentions

Enioving the subiect 72

Wants to improve, develop fluency,learn more 46

For future travel 23

Mav have no choice 8

For examinatron soal (SC or UB) 6

General usefulness 5

Job oualificatron 4

Misht as well continue 3

It€m 9.3.6, "1 want to learn more of the same language next year", elicited agreement

from half the students, but most of the rest were unsure, another indication of the

hrgh degree of uncertainty due to the timing of the survey as, discussed at the

beginning of this section.

Table 6.18 Reasons given for not continuing FLL in
year l0 or being uncertain

Comments
No. of

mentions

Generally uncertain or have mixed feelings r2l
Depends on suwess and/or eniovment in Year 9 69

Too hard/borins/no use/not eniovine 15

Misht want to trv another option 9

Wants to continue Maon onlv I
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Table 6.18 presents the reasons cited by students who had decided against FLL in
year l0 or who were unsure about it. Most students were keeping an open mind to

see if they enjoyed FLL. Students who were able to try out a large number of

modules during year 9 would not have to decide which ones to concentrate on until

term 4. Those who were waiting to see how much they had achieved by the end of

the year might decide on the basis of test or examination results. No students would

be able to choose more than two optional subjects in year 10 and there might be new

options available to them in year 10.

Table 6.19 Significant item responses in relation to student

intentions for FLL in Year 10

SurveY item N*
Intending

FLL# Sisnificancet

9.3.2. It's fun to learn another lansuage. 3r0 457o p<.001

9.3.I7.1 like practising another language
with my friends. 183 55Vo D<.001

9.3.4. I think I'll do well in my language
learning this year. 253 53Vo p<.001

9.3.6. I want to learn more of the same
language next year. r92 TOVo p<.001

9.3.15. I'm interested in meeting people
who speak the language I'm learning. n7 457o p<.001

9.3.12. I'd like to know more about the
life of the people who speak the language
I'm learmng. 241 49Vo p<.001

9.3.5. Learning another language will
help me listen more carefully. r24 477o p<.001

9.3.9. I enjoy trying to say things
correctly. 219 517o p<.001

9.3.16. Learning another language will
help me read more carefully. 76 467o p<.001

9.3.18. Now that I'm learning another
language I take more care with my wntter
work. M 57Vo p<.01

9.3.8. Knowing more than one language
is confusing. 72 24Vo p<.005

9.3.11I'm only doing a foreign language
because my parents said I had to. l4

Only 2
students p<.001

9.3.10. I wish I'd chosen a different
language. 20

Only I
student p<.001

* = Number of students agreeing with survey item (Total N = 389)

# = Proportion of N intending to continue FI-L

t = Significance of association between item responses and intentions
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6.7

6.6.5 Intentions compared with attitudes to FLL
Student intentions for year 10 were compared with their responses to each item in
Part 3 of the survey and, not surprisingly, there proved to be a high degree of
association between attirudes and intentions. Table 6.19 summarises the proportions

of students agreeing with each relevant item who intended to continue FLL and the

degree of significance of the association. If students thought that FLL was fun,

especially if they enjoyed practising with their friends, and if they were confident

about their learning, up to 557o reported that they would continue.

If students were keen to learn more of the language they were studyingTO%o stated

the firm intention of continuing. Students who showed appreciation or enjoyment of
developing general language skills were also likely to continue. In particular, STVo of
those who agreed that FLL helped them take more care with their written work

intended to continue. It was not surprising that the minority of students who agreed

that knowing more than one language is confusing, and the small numbers who

wished they had chosen another language or who felt they were involved in FLL
only because their parents had forced them into it, were highly unlikely to intend to

continue FLL in year 10. However, it should be reiterated that, even among students

revealing these negative attitudes, the majonty reported that they were unsure if they

would continue, ranging from 647o to75Vo.

The attitudes of students who were not studying a FL
6.7.1 General attitudes to FLL
I asked thenT students who were not involved in FLL in year 9 why they were not

srudying a FI- and if they would like to have studied one. If their response to the

second question was positive I asked what language(s) they would like to have learnt

and why. I also asked if they thought they might learn a FL one day. Students were

presented with items to assess their ideas about the difficulty, the relative importance

and the usefulness of FLL, their general attitudes to FLL and their anitudes to

speakers of other languages.

Some broad indications of these students' attitudes are indicated by their responses to

two particular items. 4OVo of students who offered an opinion (N - 257) reported

that they were glad they did not have to learn a FL in year 9 (item 9.4.9). The most

negative attitudes were shown by the students at Salvia, perhaps because that school

had the highest proportion of students with previous FLL experience. On the other

hand, 8Vo agreed that FLL would be tun (item 9.4.15, N = 263). Students made

comments such as:

"l think it would have been cool to be able to speak another language."

"The language (French) sounds pretty cool."
"l would have done French if I'd had more options."
"My friends said it (Japanese) was fun."
"l really enjoyed learning Spanish." (not available for student in year 9)
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6.7,2 Reasons for choosing not to study a FL

As shown in Table 6.20, the most common reason given by about one third of

students for not opting into FLL was that they simply did not want to do so' They

were not interested or they thought it would be boring. Almost another third reported

that preferred another option, about half of whom mentioned Maori. In response to

item 9.4.13, suggesting that they had chosen not to study a FL because they were

more interested in practical subjects than those involving a lot of reading and writing,

a particularly high number (17) gave no opinion and 46Vo of the rest (N - zffi)

agreed that this was the case.

In addition to the reasons listed, other reasons cited by less that 570 of students were:

. Parental influence,

. Preference for short culture module at Gerbera,

. Interest only in unavailable FL,

. Thinking of starting FLL in Year 10 (not usually possible),

. Done enough FLL (only 4 grrls) (contrary to NZCTE 1998),

. School decision/influence,

. Needed extra English.

It should be noted that nearly ffiVa of 83 students who reported a lack of interest in

F-LL had not had any experience of it, and were therefore not making an informed

judgement. Only a few reported that they had been put off by their previous

experience of FLL, which supports the findings of Fitzsimons (1999). Three

quart€rs of the students were confident that they could always learn a FL later on if
they needed it (item 9.4.5, N = 269).

6.7.3 Beliefs about the difficulty of FLL
As shown in Table 6.20, very few students reported that they thought FLL would be

too difficult, but it has been found in recent research into children's playground

language that "boring" can mean "difficult" these days (Bauer 2001). If this is the

case, many of those who cited "boring" aS a reason for not learning a FL, may have

really meant that it would be too difficult. However, as discussed in 6.4.2 above,

only a minority of all the year 9 students agreed with the statement that learning a FL

is too hard for most students.

Two further items tested students' perceptions of the difficulty of FLL. Less than a

third agreed that "Knowing more than one language is confusing" (item 9'4.3), and

the majority of students,487o, did not agree (N = 268). Item 9.4.14, "Learning a

foreign language would be too difficult for me", elicited even stronger disagreement.

29Vo of the students disagreed and another ?ZVo strongly disagreed, while only 22Vo

agreed. These responses suggest that most students were not avoiding FLL because

they thought it would be too difficult for them, although they might have been

reluctant to report their own perceived lack of ability or confidence.
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Table 6.20 Reasons for not studying a FL in Year 9 (N = ?JI7)

6.7.4 The relative importance of FLL
Students were asked to respond to the idea that they needed to concentrate on

developing their English language skills (item 9.4.2), rather than learn a FL, and to

the proposition that they could learn about the life and customs of other people

without needing to understand any of their language (item 9.4,O. Neither

suggestion produced any clear opinions from the students.

6.7.5 The usefulness of FLL
It was perhaps surprising that the majority of students,49Vo, did not believe that they

would only ever need to be able to speak English or Maori (item 9.4.4, N = 273).

Only about IOVo of students appeared to think that they would never need knowledge

of a FL. When asked to consider if they might need FL skills specifically for future

employment, item 9.4.12, there was a great degree of uncertainty. Only 207o of
students (N = 260) agreed with the statement "I won't need to know any foreign

languages in any jobs I might do". The majority of ttrese students seemed to be

uncertiain about the possible usefulness of F[s in future employment but this

probably reflects a common idea that FLL is about learning a specific FL with a view

to using that specific skill in a job. Most supporters of FLL would claim that it is the

general experience of learning a language other than one's Ll and the broadening of
one's culrural horizons that are its main values.

Comments
Number of
Mentions

Proportion
of students

Did not want to/not interested/would be boring 83 3OVo

Preferred another option/no time for FL 6 lTVo

Preferred Maori 32 lZVo

No need/no use for iobs 28 lOVo

Did not eniov previous expenence l8 7Vo

Did not know 18 77o

Too diflicult t7 670
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6.7,6 Attitudes to speakers of other languages

Although they were not studying a FL, students showed largely positive attitudes in

their responses to item 9.4.11, o'I'm interested in meeting people who speak other

languages", as shown in Graph 6.7. The decision not to choose a FL option in year

9 was clearly not made by the majority of students out of hostility towards speakers

of other languages, which is a heartening finding.

Graph 6.7 Student responses to item 9.4.11: '(I'm interested in
meeting people who speak other languages."
(No opinion = 12)
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6,7,7 Regrets about not studying a FL
Snrdents were asked if they would like to have studied a FI- and the majority of the

275 students, 6tVo, indicated that this was not the case. While a small number of
students reported that they were not sure or did not answer the question, this still left
93 students who would like to have learnt a FL. In response to item 9.4.16, *I

wanted to learn a foreign language but languages clashed with more important

subjects", T77o of students agreed (N = 249, 'No opinion' = 28), which largely
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confirmed what students had reported in Part I of the survey. These students were,

therefore, not avoiding FLL because of negative attttudes towards it but because as

previously speculated, option subjects were competing for limited space in their

timetables.

When asked which languages they would like to have learnt, most named languages

which were available to them. Some were interested in German or Spanish, whieh

were not always available, and a few students mentioned languages not available in

any schools. Most of the latter reported having friends or relatives who spoke

languages such as Greek, Italian, Frjian or Samoan. There was therefore a wide

range of culnrral and linguistic interests among this sample of students.

Students were asked why they would like to have learnt a FL and their reasons

largely followed the same pattern as those of students who did opt for FLL, shown

in Table 6.13. The malority cited an interest in a particular language or culture, or the

desire to build on previous FLL experience which they had enjoyed. Travel was

mentioned bv onlv 12 sfudents.

6.7 .8 Possibility of future FLL
When students were asked if they thought they might learn a FL one day two thirds

of them indicated 'maybe'. l,ater they were asked to respond to the statement, item

9.4.10, "1'd like to learn a foreign language one day", which revealed much more

positive attitudes from all the students. Over half of the students (N = 268),53V0,

revealed positive anirudes towards the idea of learning a FL in the future, including

I97o who strongly agreed with the item, even if they were not sure that they would

ever undertake such learning. It was not surprisrng that there were a highly signifi-
cant associations (p<.001) between student responses to hilo of the items discussed

above, 9.4.15 and 9.4.11, and those to item 9.4.10 about possible future FLL. 697o

of the 141 students who were interested in meeting people who speak other

languages andSl%o of the 126 who thought that leaming a FL would be fun indrcated

a desire to learn a FL at some time in the future. these responses offer more evidence

of positive attitudes to FLL, even among students not involved in it at school.

6.8 The influence of prior FLL on student option choices for year 9

6.8.f FLL experienee at intermediate level
All year 9 students were asked if they had learnt any languages, apart from English

or Maori at intermediate school, whether they had enjoyed the classes or not and

whether they thought they had been good at FLL. Table 6.21 shows the proportions

of students at each school with previous FLL experience. On average, just over half
the students fell into this category but there was a particularly low proportion of
boys, under one quarter, at Begonia because many of them had come from small

primary schools where FLL was not available. The reverse was true for Salvia

because of the FLL built into the intermediate level curriculum.
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Opportunities for FLL before year 9 in the area involved in this research varied

greatly according to school. Information gleaned from various souroes (leachers,

advisers, parents) suggested that there was also considerable variation in the

languages offered, the time allocated to FLL and the quality and methods of teaching.

Table 6.21 Students with FLL experience in Years 7 or 8,

199E-99, by year 9 school (Missing data = 6)

Year 9 school N
No. with

previous FLL
Vo vrlth

previous FLL

A,rum r39 62 45Vo

Beeonia 69 l6 ?3Vo

Freesia 196 101 52Va

Gerbera 175 89 5I7o

Salvia 85 72 85Vo

Totals 658 3q 527o

6.t.2 Reasons for previous experience
Most students reported that they had had to leam a FI-, but many cited other reasons

for such learning. Some students for whom it was compulsory still gave other

reasons, possibly reporting what their school or teacher had said. The main reason

given by most students, apart from compulsion, wff an interest in a particular

language and culture, followed by a general interest in FLL and the wish to try
something new, see Table 6.22.

Table 6.22 Principal reasons cited by students for FLL in
Years 7 or 8 (N=34O)

Comments
Number of

mentions
Proportlon
of students

lnterest in a particular language or
culture 45 13Vo

General interest in FI-L 2l 6Vo

To try something new or different,
or for fun 20 6Vo

Very few students, no more thanZVo,mentioned other reasons, such as the influence

of fnends or relations, usefulness for jobs or travel, being selected for special,
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extension class, or not being interested in alternative options. In addition, students

rarely had a choice of language as this depended on the availability of a suitable,

willing teacher. There was no significant association between the existence of prior

FLL and students' decisions to study a FL or not in year 9. In fact, the proportion of

students choosing FLL in year 9 without previous FI-L experience was higher than

the proportion of those with such experience. This may have resulted more from

what each school demanded of the students rather than their individual interests,

6.E.3 Reactions to previous experience

The extent to which srudents had enjoyed learning a FL at intermediate level was

tested in two ways. In Part I of the suryey, if students reported that they had studied

a FI- they were asked if they had enjoyed the classes and their reasons for responding

'yes' or 'no'. Of the 34O students who had learnt a FL at intermediate level 250,

over 73Vo, reported that they had enjoyed it. Later, the same students were asked to

respond to the statement "I enjoyed learning a foreign language at intermediate

schooln' (item9.2.2). Their particularly positive responses are shown in Graph 6.8.

Overall, TlVo of students agreed, and only 20Vo disagreed (N = 328). This result

will be particularly encouraging to teachers of Fls at year 7 and 8 level.

Graph 6.E Responses to item 9.2.21 "I enjoyed learning a foreign
language at intermediate school." (Noopinion=12)
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6.8.4 Reasons for reactions to previous experienc" "'
Reasons that students gave for enjoying or not enjoying their FLL at intermediate

level are shown in Table 6.23. Students often gave more than one reason, but the

number of positive comments (zffi), compared with negative ones (80), reflects the

proportions of students who enjoyed or did not enjoy FLL discussed above. 24

students reported mixed feelings and some negative reasons were mentioned by only

5 or fewer students:
. they resented being forced to learn a FL
o they considered it a waste of time or that they had learnt nothing new

. they were simply pleased to get out of another subject

. they thought their class too big or disruptive

Table 6.23 Reasons for enjoying or not enjoying FLL at
intermediate level (N = 34O)

Reasons for enioving
Number of

mentions
Proportion
of students

Fun. general eniovment w 29Vo

Intereshng 36 IIVa

Somethi ns di fferenVnew/exciti n g 33 lOTo

Enioved learnins about culture 22 6Vo

Enioyed activities 21 6Vo

Liked teacher 15 4Vo

Enioved challenee/sense of achievement 15 4Vo

Reasons for not enjoying

Boring 38 IlVo

Found it hard 22 6Vo

Disliked teacher 9 37o

6.t.5 The effect on option choices for year 9 of enjoyment of, and

confidence in, previous FLL experience

Although there was little link between the fact of having had some FLL experience

and opting into it in year 9, there proved to be, not surprisingly, a significant

association (p<.001) between previous enjoyment of FLL and the choice of further

FLL. Approximately two thirds of sfudents who had enjoyed their previous
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experience, according to either of the measures discussed in 6.8.3, had decided to

learn a FL in vear 9.

Asked if they thought they were good at language learning, 205 students, ffiVo,

reported that they did think so. A comparison of responses to this question with their

decisions regarding further FLL also showed, not surprisingly, a significant

association (p<.001). In this instance, 7270 of those 205 students had decided to do

more FLL. Thus, having confidence in their ability to succeed seemed to have had

an even more positive effect than enjoyment of the subject on students' decision

about FLL in vear 9.

6.9 The influence of schools

The degree to which students felt compelled to study a FL varied according to each school's

attitude towards the place of SLL in the year 9 curriculum, as discussed above. In order to

obtain more evidence of school influence over subject choices, students were asked to

respond to the statement, "My school encoumges everyone to try a foreign language", item

9.2.16. There was a significant association between responses and schools (p<.001). Not

surpnsingly, at Arum, where all students had to do a LOTE module, over SOVo of them

reported that their school encouraged FLL. Nearly rwo thirds of students at Salvia (51 out of
80) were aware of encouragement to study a FL, probably because the majority of students

had come through the intermediate classes where some FLL was compulsory and they were

probably aware that the HOD was keen to see successful and interested students continue

their FLL. At Freesia just under half the students (93 out of 193) supported the statement

although there was no other evidence that the school encouraged FI-L, apart from the

exceptionally wide range of languages offered. Only 55 out of 169 girls at Gerbera

perceived any encouragement to study a FL, but nearly half of the boys at Begonia ( 33 out

of 68) did so, probably because most were under considerable pressure to study a language

in one ofthe top stream classes.

Table 6.24 Student decisions about FLL compared with responses to
item 9.2.5: "My school's prospectus made learning a

foreign language look really boring." (No opinion = 37)

Item response ln FLL in Y9 Not in FLL in Y9

Agree (N = 118) 33Vo 6'77o

Not sure (N = 187) 60Vo 4OVo

Disagree (N = 322) 68Vo 3?Vo

For association between item responses and FLL p<.001

The possible influence of school prospectuses on students' subject choices was explored by

comparing the responses to item 9.?.5, "My school's prospectus made learning a foreign
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language look really boring", with students' choices to study a FL or not. This showed a

significant association (p<.001) befween the two factors, shown in Table 6.24. Only a

minority of students,Ils (I97o), agreed (N = 627) with the siatement, and over two thirds

of those had not chosen a FL option. A similar proportion of the even larger numbers who

were unsure, 187 (3OVo) and of the particularly high number, 37, who gave no opinron had

not opted for FLL. By contrast, over two thirds of those who disagreed with the statement

had opted for FLL. It must be admitted, of course, that the attitudes, positive or negative,

may have already existed before students saw the prospectuses and simply have been

reinforced by whatever they read. Many students may simply have ignored the relevant parts

of the prospectus if they had no pnor interest in FLL. On the other hand, it may be

considered desirable by those who wish to promote FLL to make the subjects appear more

attractive in the school's information materials.

6.10 The influence of siblings and peers

The survey attempted to ascertain the degree to which student decisions about FLL had been

influenced by older brothers and sisters or friends. Students who had opted for FLL were

presented with item 9.3.7,"My older brother/sister encouraged me to try foreign language

learning this year". Only 70 of the 772 students for whom the item was relevant agreed wilh

it, but the fact that the maloriry disagreed could be interpreted to mean that older siblings had

either not expressed an opinion on the subject, or had tried to discourage students from

studying a FL but had been ignored. Overall, it would appear that older children did not

greatly influence the decision of their younger siblings to study a FL.

When sfudents not in FLL were presented with a similar item, 9.4.1, "My older brother/

sister says I should have tried a foreign language", only t1%o of those who expressed an

opinion (N = 195) agreed and had obviously ignored the advice. Over two thrrds disagreed

but it is not possible to tell if that means that the subject was simply never discussed or that

older siblings had actively discouraged younger ones from studying a FL. If the latter is the

case then the influence of older siblings might have been quite considerable in dissuading

younger ones from studying a FLL.

All the year 9 students were asked to indicate if they had chosen their options in order to stay

with their best friends, item 9.2.10, but the overwhelming majority,887o of those who

responded (N = 638), disagreed. Although over 807o of year 8 students intending FLL
reported that they would like to be able to practise another language with their friends, just

under half of the year 9 students who were sfudyng a FL ageed that they liked practising

another language with their friends, item 9.3.17 (N = 376). Such attitudes may, of course,

have little influence on students'option choices.

The year 9 students not in FLL were presenled with an i[em,9.4.7, designed to gauge the

general attitude to FLL among their f'riends. Only Z?Vo of those who expressed an opinion

(N = 259) agreed that most of their lriends thought that FLL was stupid, and nearly half

disagreed, which suggests that general attitudes towards FLL are not negative.
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Parents who were interviewed were asked if they thought that their children's decision to

study a language or not, or to choose a particular language, had been influenced by their

friends or an older sibling. The parents offered some interesting examples which showed

that peer or sibling influence could be powerful, positively or negatively. For example, two

children had chosen a language option to be with their friends and another two because older

siblings had studied the same language. On the other hand, one girl would not do a

language, despite parental encouragement, because, as her mother put it, "learning a

language is not a cool happening thing to do". Another parent believed that her son might

have been put off studylng a language because some of his friends had said it was boring,

although others were studying a language.

6.ll The influence of connections with, or travel to, non-English speaking
places

Students were asked if they had friends or relatrons living overseas and if these people spoke

any LOTEs. The majority of students had no such connections, but 157 students reported

that this was the case, and TIVo of these students had decided to study a FL, significantly
greater (p<.02) than the overall proportion of students opting for FLL. This suggests that

personal contacts with speakers of other languages encouraged interest in FLL.

Students were also asked if they had spent time anywhere where a LOTE is spoken, whether

they had learnt any of the language and if they had enjoyed trying to speak it. Many students

had travelled overseas, mostly to Australia or Amenca, but 100 students reported that they

had been somewhere a LOTE is spoken. As in the case of students with overseas connec-

tions, 7l7o of them had decided to study a FL. Thus another type of contact with speakers

of other languages seems to have encouraged a greater interest in FLL than the average. Of
these 100 students, 56 reported that they had learnt some of another language while over-

seas. They offered interesting comments about their language learning experiences on their

travels. A few had made little effort or found it too difficult, but the majority,4T out of 56,

reported that they had enjoyed that experience, especially the challenge of trying something

completely new and different. One remarked: "some of the noises you had to make were

hilarious". Several commented that it was fun to be able to communicate with the local

pmple, even if only a little, and one student observed that "people appreciale you attempting

their language". Others were as interested in the local culture as in learning the language.

On the whole, those students lucky enough to have travelled overseas had enjoyed their

contact with other people and languages and it cannot be assumed that lack of any FLL
learning while overseas was necessarily due to children's indifference or hostility to the idea-

They may simply not have had the opportunity. Also, any positive attitudes they showed

towards FLL may well have existed prior to their travels. In any case, students' experience

of overseas FLL had no significant association with their decisions about FLL at school.

The parent interviews revealed some other types of contact with FL speakers which seemed

to be having a positive attitude on their own and their children's attitudes to FLL, see Table

6.25. Many parents had travelled and had had opportunities to try out their school French,
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for example, and had usually appreciated the value of even their limited knowledge. There

seemed to be growing numbers of overseas students being hosted by local families, often by

friends or neighbours of the people interviewed, that children would meet at school. Some

parents also reported that the local population was becoming more multicultural and that their

children were becoming more used to mixing with NESB children.

Table 6.25 Family contacts with NESB people

TYpe of contact
Number of
mentions

Parents' travel, especiallv using school French I

Familv hosting overseas students I

Neighbours, familv friends, work contacts 7
Children's contacts through school, scouts and
overseas students hosted bv friends 6

Family, eg immigrant grandparents )

Occasional visitors 3

6.12 Final analysis
In many ways the findings from the year 9 survey were similar to those from the previous

year. As shown by the above discussion, the overwhelming majonty of students in year 9

had positive attitudes towards FLL, although these were not always strong enough to

persuade them to opt for a FL option. Like the majority year 8 students, most year 9
students did not believe that FLL was too difficult for most of them, although they did think
that the ability to speak more than one language is considered clever by people in general and

is likely to help them get a good job, Similarly, like the year 8 students, they were well
aware that not everybody speaks English but were unsure about which languages would be

most useful to learn. They did not consider learning Maon to be more important than

learning a FL. They were uncertain about the relative importance of FLL in the curriculum
and most did not think that it should be compulsory. The greatest value of FLL perceived by

the students seems to lie in improving cultural understanding, while little value was attached

to the development of general language skills. So the older students were no more aware

than the younger ones of the transferability of language skills. The notion of 'usefulness'

was not a major factor cited for or against FLL. Positive attitudes were based largely on

interest in other languages and cultures, with future travel often in mind, and in language

learning itself.

The attinrdes of students who were learning a FL were generally positive, although many felt
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they had had little choice about undertaking such learning. Their motivation seemed largely

integrative according to Gardner's (19t35) broad definition. They were interested in other

languages and cultures and in language learning itself, as other research has found (ERO

1994, Kem 1995). The only motivation which could be described as instrumental would be

the students' interest in travel, see section 6.5. The overwhelming impression is that

students were enjoying FLL and were confident about their learning, and those would be the

main reasons why they would continue. Efforts to ascertain how many student would

actually continue their FLL in year l0 were not particularly successful because the majority

of students were uncertain, see section 6.6, largely as a result of the timing of the survey

near the beginning of the year.

The largely positive attitudes among all the year 9 students is particularly well illustrated by

the attitudes of those who had decided not to choose a FL option, see section 6.7. Less than

half of these students had made that decision for negative reasons. This minonty was simply

not interested or thought it would be difficult, although most had no FLL experience on

whrch to base their judgement. In fact, perceived difficulty was not a major factor, contrary

to previous findings (Turner L974, ERO 1994, Calderon et al. 2000). Over half the students

thought FLL would be fun and about one quarter of them regretted not having been able to

learn a FL. Very few ruled out the possibility of undertaking some FLL at some later time.

Students with positive attitudes towards FLL had preferred other options but it is impossible

to judge from the data whether this was the result of personal interest or a belief in the grealer

usefulness of other subiects.

As far as extrinsic factors are concerned, even before student attitudes were investigated it
was clear that all optional areas of the year 9 curriculum were under timetable pressure in all
the schools. Only in two of the schools could students study a FL for the whole year. In
two other schools three terms of FLL were possible, but only at the expense of other

subjects which students might like to have sampled, a "sacrifice" (as some teachers called it)

which students choosing other subjects did not have to make.

Like the year 8 students, most of those in year 9 denied that they were influenced in their

option subject choices by siblings or friends, but limited information from parents suggests

that some of them at least were quite strongly influenced by their peers. Some degree of
contact with speakers of LOTEs, through travel or other types of personal contact, was

associated with a higher than average interest in FLL. The influence of parents will be

examined in chapter 8.

In answer to the research questions posed at the beginning of this chapter, it was found that

the numbers of year 9 students involved in the five surveyed schools was, overall higher

than the usual national average but that this figure was distorted by the different emphases

placed on FLL in each school, see section 6.3.3. The reasons why there were or were not

studying a FI-L were similar to, and as complex as, the reasons given by the previous year's

student sample. Also similar to the year 8 results were the variety and complexity of
influences on the students' attitudes and option choices.
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CHAPTER 7 COMPARISON OF YEAR S INTENTIONS AND YEAR 9

CHOICES

A lack of langunge leaming is one symptom of a lack of imagination. (Manhire 1999)

7.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, a comparison between year 8 students' intentions and

their actual choices regarding FLL in year 9 could only be made with respect to the 169

students who were 'captured' in both student surveys, This chapter discusses the extent to

which these students carried out the intentions, stated in the year 8 survey, to study or not

study a FL when they started secondary school the following year, in answer to my fourth

research question. One of the crucial questions asked by language leachers and advisers is

whether or not the increased participation by schools in the Ministry of klucation's SLLP is

increasing the take-up of FL subjects at secondary level, research recommended by Peddie et

al. (1999). So discussion will focus on the amount of FLL experience these students had

had in years 7 and 8, their feelings about the experience and the extent to which this

influenced their choice to study a FL or not in year 9. As with the results for the whole year

g and year 9 samples, any gender effects on results will be discussed in Chapter 10.

7.2 The sample, their intentions and final choices

Of the 169 students in the sample, 77 intnnded to study a FL in year 9 (46Vo),38 were

unsure (Z?7o) and 54 (32Vo) did not intend such study. Graph 7.1 shows the relative

proportions of the three groups. For companson, in the whole year 8 sample 497o rcprted

that they would be opting for FLL, 327o were unsure and lgVo stated that they would not be

learning a FL in year 9. For some reason, therefore, there was much less uncertainty among

this sub-sample of students.

When they reached year 9, small numbers of students had changed their minds about

whether or not ro opr into FLL. 9 students who had intended to study a FL had decided

against it and 6 of those not intending FLL had opted for a FL, as had 12 of the undecided

students. Thus, in the end, just over half the students were undertaking FLL in year 9, as

shown in Table 7.1, compared with 58Vo of the whole year 9 sample which, as discussed in

the previous chapter, was a particularly high proportion. The pattern of choices among this

sub.sample is much closer to the national trend.

Table 7.1 Student choices concerning FLL in year

Students in FLL in
vear 9 Number Proportion

Yes 86 5lVo

No 83 497o
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Graph 7.1 Student intentions for FLL in Year

7.3 The influence of previous FLL experience

7.3.1 Numbers of students with previous FLL

The majoriry of the 142 students (U.Vo) had had some experience of FLL in years 7

and/or g, most of whom had had no choice in the matter. This proportion is slightly

higher than that of the whole year 8 sample, 81Vo of whom had some experience of

FLL, which might go some way to explaining the greater degree of certainty in the

students' intentions for the following year'

7.3.2 The effect of previous experience on intentions and final

choices

Graph 7.2 shows the cornparison between students' intermediate FLL experience and

their expressed intentions to study a FL or not in year 9' The largest proportion of

students with FLL experience ,47%a,intended further FLL in yeat 9, while the largest

proportion of students without FLL experi ence, 417o, did not intend to sfudy a FL'
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A similar small proportron of each group, under one quarter, was undecided. There

was a much greater gap betrveen the proportions of students opting for or against

FLL among those with previous experience, than among those without. In fact, as

only a very small proportion of the sample, 27 students, had not experienced any

FLL in years 7 or 8, the gap between the 37Vo and the 4l7o represents only one

student. It appears that the fact of having some previous FLL experience was to

some extent associated with intentions for future FLL. This contrasts with the results

for the whole year 8 sample, discussed in 4.8.1, where previous FLL experience

seemed to have had little effect on student intentions. In the smaller sample the lack

of prior FLL seems to have had a more negative effect on students' intentions' but

the apparent difference may simply be due to the small number of students

concerned.

Graph 7.2 Proportions of students intending FLL in year 9

comPared with Previous FLL

5Oo/o

4OVo

3Oo/o

2Oo/o

1 OYo

Oo/o

f Has previous FLL (N : 14?)
Wnas no previous FLL (N : 27)

Not sure Dbes not intend FLL

Intentions for FLL in Year 9
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When ttrese 142 students reached year g,those with previous FLL were fairly evenly

divided in their final decision about FLL, with just over half opting for it' Those

without such experience were more likely to have decided against learning a FL' see

Table 7.2. These results differed form those of the whole year 9 sample, discussed

in 5.8.2, where the proportion of students choosing FLL without previous FLL

experience'was higher than the proportion of those with such experience' It is not

possible, thus far, to draw any firm conclusions about the influence on previous FLL

experience on year 9 choices in that regard'

Table 7.2 Choice of FLL in year 9 compared with

previous FLL exPerience

FLL in
years 7/8

Students in FLL in Year 9

Number Proportion

Yes (N = 142) 75 53Vo

No (N = 27\ ll 4lVo

Total (N = 169) 86 5lVo

Graph 7.3 Students' reported enjoyment

tevel (Missing data = 1l)

I enjoyed (N = 92)
WOia not enjoy (N = 23)
Zlrr4ixed feelings (N =16)

of FLL at intermediate
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7.3.3 The importance of enjoyment of previous FLL experience

Of the 142 students who had studied one or two FLs in years 7 and 8,92 (65Vo),

reported that they had enjoyed the experience. A few expressed mixed feelings,

including those who had enjoyed one FL and not the otler, and only 73, about 1670,

reported not having enjoyed their FLL. Graph 7.3 shows the relative proportions of

positive, negative and mixed responses to the question "Did you enjoy the [FL]

classes?"

7.3.4 The effect of enjoyment on intentions and final choices

A comparison between Graph 7.2 and Graph 7.4 shows that if students enjoyed their

FLL at intermediate level they were more likely to express the intention of opting for

into FLL in year 9. Of the92 who enjoyed their experience, 55Vo were intending to

study a FL compared with 47Vo of all students with previous experience of FLL.

The proportion of students who did not enjoy their previous FLL and who were not

intending future FLL,397o, was not much greater than the Proportion of all students

with previous experienc e of FLL, 37 7o.

Graph 7.4 Proportions of students intending FLL in year 9 compared

with enjoyment of previous FLL (Missing data = 1l)
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Intentions for FLL in year 9

I Enioyed (N = 92)

@l0iO not enjoy (N = 23)

ffilMixed feelings (N =16)



However, lack of enjoyment had considerably increased the proportion t' 
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who were unsure if they would do any future FLL, from under one quarter to over

one third. It is not surprising that students who did not enjoy a subject should intend

to avoid it, if that was possible, in the future. However, over one quarter of students

who reported not enjoying or who had mixed feelings about FLL at intermediate

school stilt intended to choose a FI- option in year 9'

Table 7.3 Choice of FLL in year 9 compared with enjoyment of

previous FLL (Missing data = 11)

Enjoyment of FLL
in vears 7/8

Students in FLL in Year 9

Number Proportion

Yes (N = 92) 58 63Vo

Mixed feelings (N = 16) 6 3770

No (N = 23) 6 26Vo

53VoTotal N = l3l 70

A comparison between Tables 7.2 and 7.3 shows that students' enjoyment of their

previous FLL not only increased the likelihood that they would intend further FLL at

secondary school but also increased greatly the proportion who finally opted for

FLL. 63Voof the 92 students who had enjoyed their intermediate FLL opted for a FL

in year 9, compared with 6'7Vo of the whole year 9 sample who had reported

enjoyment of prior FLI. This proportlon of sh,rdents opting into FLL is considerably

higher than the overall proportion of S3Tct,and the association between enjoyment of

prlvious FLL and the decision to sttrdy a FL in year 9 proved to be statistically

significant (p<.005). Students were clearly encouraged by their personal enjoyment

of FLL, be it of language learning in general or of a specific language.

7.3.5 The importance of confidence in previous FLL experience

Although 65Vo of the l42students with intermediate FLL expenence had enjoyed it'

only 77 of them, about 54Vo, responded positively to the question "Do you think

you were good at language leaming?". Only three reported that they did not know if

they were good at it. Graph 7.5 shows the relative proportions of students who

responded to the questlon.
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Graph 7.5 Students' reported confidence in FLL at intermediate

level (Missing data= 13)

I Confident (N = 77)
E Not confident (N : 49)
Elruot sure (N = 3)

7 .3,6 The effect of confidence on intentions and final choices

Graph 7.6 shows the effect of students' confidence in their previous FLL on their

intentions for year 9. A comparison with Graph 7.4 shows that if students felt that

they were good at their FLL they were even more likely to intend to study a FL in

yetr g than if they had enjoyed their previous experience. ffiVo of the 77 who were

confident in their previous FI-L intended future FLL compared with 55Vo of the V2

who had enjoyed their FLL. Among the students who were unsure or not intending

future FLL there were greater differences between the proportions of students who

were confident or not confident about their past FLL than between those who

enjoyed or did not enjoy their previous FLL. Statistical analysis showed a significant

association (p<.002) between students' confidence in their ability to leam a FL and

their intentions for the following year.
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Confidence in earlier FLL also proved to be a more important factor in students' final

decisions about FLL than the other factors already discussed, as shown in Table 7'4'

6970 of the77 who thought they were good at language learning decided to chose a

FL option in year 9 compared with the 63Va of the92 who had enjoyed their previous

FLL. The association between students' confidence and their final choices was

statistically highly significant (p<'001)' It must be pointed out that over one qmrter

of rhe students who did not think they were good at FLL at intermediate school were

still prepared to try further FLL at secondary school, although it must also be

reiterated that some were under pressure to study a language and may have chosen a

FL in preference to Maon or, in some cases, music'
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Table 7.4 Choice of FLL in year 9 compared with confidence

in previous FLL (Missing data = 16)

Confidence in FLL
in years 7/8

Students in FLL in Year 9

Number Proportion

yes (N = 771 53 69Vo

No (N = 49) 15 3IVa

Total f[ = 126 68 54Vo

7.3.7 The influence of specific FLs on intentions

Table ?.5 shows the FLs studied by this sub-sample. Among the three main groups

of students, totalling 58, who had learnt Japanese, Spanish or a combination of

French and Japanese, 45Vo intended to study a FL in year 9. The least likely to

intend further FLL and the most likely to be unsure were those who had learnt only

Spanish, which is not sutprising, given the limited avarlability of the subject at the

local secondary schools.

Table 7.5 Intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with FLs

studied at intermediate level

FLs studied at
intermediate

Students intended to study a FL in Yp

Yes Not sure No
Fnench + Japanese
(N = 64) 30 8 26

Spanish (N 34) 13 l5 6

Japanese (N = 31) 15 8 8

Spanish + Japanese
(N=8) 7 I 0

Chinese 0 0 )

French 1 0 0

French + Spanish 0 0 1

German 1 0 0
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Students were asked which FL they would or might study in year 9' A few students

intended to study two languages and a few were not sure which of two named

languages they would study. Some students who reported that they might choose a

FL option did not specify which FL they might learn. Table 7.6 shows the numbers

of students from the three main groups of intermediate FL learners who reported that

they would or might study a FL in year 9 and which languages they intended to

study. Those who had learnt only Japanese were very unlikely to consider studying

another language. Those who had learnt both French and Japanese were more likely

to choose Japanese than French in year 9. Those who had learnt Spanish were'

predictably, the most divided in their future choices of language. It is noticeable that

no students intended to study Spanish if they had not already been introduced to it'

Similarly, there was very little reported interest in German, which could be attributed

to the fact that only one student had learnt it at intermediate'

Table 7.6 [ntended FLs for study in year 9 compared with FLs

studied at intermediate level

7.3.8 Did students carry out their intentions?

Table 7.7 shows which languages students finally chose in Year 9 compared with

their intentions reported the previous year, where these were clearly stated' The

majority of students who intended b srudy Spanish in year 9 did so' The two who

did not could have done so at their secondary school and did not choose another FL

instead. In contrast, five of the six students who intended to study German were

unable to do so because the language was not available, and only two of them were

prepared to study another FL instead.

Although French and Japanese were available at all the secondary schools a small

number of students changed their minds about which language to sfudy' Three who

had intended to study French and but only one who had intended to study Japanese

chose another FL. Over three quarters of students who had stated their intention to

study Japanese did opt for that language, compared with only just over half of those

who had intended to study French. It seems that, when it came to choosing among

competing options, Japanese had a greater appeal than French' Most students did not

Lansuases intended for study i!-I2FLs studied at
intermediate

(N=31
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change their minds about which FL they wanted to study, but other factors persuaded

about one quarter of them not to study a FI- at all'

Table 7.7 FLs chosen for study in year 9 compared with

rePorted intentions in Year 8

Y8 intentions No. of students studYing in Y!
Would or
might studY

No. of
students

Intended
FL

Another
FL No FL

French )) 12 3 7

German 6 0 jx 4

Japanese 50 38 I 1l

Spanish r0 8 0 )+

t Gcrman was not availablc to thcsc studcnts

Spanishwasav@I

7.3.g Summary of the influence of prior FLL experience on year 9

decisions

Table 7.8 summarises the information discussed above and shows clearly that simply

having tned FLL in years 7 or 8 did not necessarily encourage students to continue it

in year 9.

Table 7.8 Proportions of students who intended FLL in year 9

compared with their final choices, according to their

prior FLL experience

Proportions of students

Relevant sample N
Intended
FLL in v9

Opted for
FLL in v9

All students t69 46Vo 5lVo

Those with prior FLL t42 47Vo 53Vo

Those who enioyed Prior FLL 92 55Vo 637o

Those who thought theY were
sood at FLL 77 6lVo 69Vo
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If students had enjoyed their prior experience they were, not surprisingly' more

likely to continue, but believing that they were good at FLL had a much more

positive influence on both their intentions and final choices for FLL in year 9' This

supports the findings of Gardner (198D, Dornyei (1996) and Holt et al' (2001) that

achievement improved attitudes towards FLL'

7.4 Student Profiles
I thought it valuable to examine closely some individual student choices about FLL in year 9

compared with the rntentions they stated in year 8, where these were different or unclear' of

the 77 students who reported that they would study a FL in year 9' only 9 changed their

minds, and only 6 who had not intended to study a FL opted into FLL' Of the 38 students

who were not sure if they would study a FL in year 9, including two who did not give any

indication, the malority, 26, decided against it. Some examples of students in each of these

categones, with their beliefs and attitudes, will be examined in detail in the following

sections. All the students have been given pseudonyms'

7,4.|studentswhointendedtostudyaFLinyeargbutchosenotto
Jane had no experience of FLL in years 7 and 8 but intended to study French the

followrng year because "it sounds like a good language"' She also stated that "it

shouldbefunlearningdifferentlanguagesathighschool''.Shestronglyagreedthat
it was a pity that language optlons the lbllowing year were only for half the year and

that a FL should be part of the core curriculum at secondary school' she strongly

disagreedthattherewerelotsmoreimportantthingstolearnthanlanguagesorthat
knowingmorethanonelanguagewasconfusing.shegaveclearindicationsthather
option choices would be made independently from her friends and parents'

Altogether Jane sermed to have positive attitudes towards learning French but in year

9 she had chosen the short (g week) culture model instead of the whole year oPtlon'

whichalmostcertainlyprecludedherfromanyfurtherFLLatthatschool'Shestill
stated that she would like to have studied French but gave no indication as to why

she had not chosen the full language option' one can only conclude that other

options seemed more interesting or important to her'

Carol enjoyed Japanese classes at intermediate school "because they were fun" and

thought she was good at learning the language' She stated that she would be

continuing to study Japanese the following year although she did not expect it to be

easy. She indicated that she was interested in the chance to go overseas on a school

tnp and agreed that it was a pity that langpage optlons the following year were only

for half the year. She also agreed that a FL should be part of the core curriculum at

secondary school. Carol's survey responses suggested that her Parents and friends

might influence her subject choices to some extent' In year 9 she had not chosen a

FL optron "because I may be doing it next year and I had already chosen what I

wanted to do,,. This reveals that other options had taken priority, although she stated

thatshewouldliketohavestudiedJapaneseand/orFrench.shestronglyagreedthat
learning a FL would be fun and that she'd like to learn a FL one day' she strongly
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mled out the possibility that the difficulty of the subject had detened her. Carol was

under the misapprehension that it was possible to start FLL in year 10 which was

extremelY unlikelY.

Mark had just started leaming Japanese in year 8 and had already enjoyed a term of

French, agreeing that their language teacher made learning really fun. He was also

interested in I_atin which his father had learnt, and thought it would be o'easy to pick

up,,. He strongly suggested that he could choose his subjects quite independently

from lus parents but other responses indicated that he might be inJluenced by his

friends. He did not think that knowing more than one language was confusing and,

like Carol, was interested in the chance to go overseas on a school trip' Mark

srongly agreed that knowing another language would help him get a good job'

However, some of his responses seemed to contradict these apparently positive

attitudes towards FLL. He strongly agreed that it was better for him to spend time

doing more English than learning another language and that there were lots more

important things to learn than languages. It is, therefore, not surprising that, when

he reached secondary school, he had decided not to study a FL. In the end he had

not enjoyed Japanese and thought he was not very good at it. Furthermore, he

agreed that learning a FL would be too difficult for him and strongly disagreed that it

should be compulsory. Mark also agreed that he was more interested in practical

subjebts than those with lots of reading and writing. Thus Mark was dissuaded from

leaming a FL by preferences for other options and by his intermediate experience.

7.4,2 Students who considered studying a FL in year 9 but decided

against it
Kim learnt some French and Japanese at intermediate school and especially erryoyed

the Japanese. She agreed that their language teacher made learning really fun. She

also expressed an interest in learning German because she wanted to travel there one

day, but her secondary school did not offer German so she thought she would

continue Japanese. In year 8 she agreed that everyone should learn a European

language, but by year 9 she was agreeing that learning a FI- is too hard for most

students. Kim agreed that knowing more than one language was confusing and did

not think she would find FLL easy the following year. In year 9 she reported that

she did not think she was good at language learning and had not chosen a FL option

because she had found it quite hard, although she would like to have studied a

language. She wanted to be a teacher and thought it would help her get a job, which

reinforced the belief she expressed in year 8, that knowing another language would

help her get a good job. In year 8 she disagreed that there were lots more important

things to learn than languages, but in year 9 strongly agreed that languages clashed

with more important subjects. She reported that she would like to learn another

language one day and thought it would be fun. Kim, despite more positive attitudes

than Mark's, similarly had other priorities for year 9 options and was discouraged by

the apparent difficultY of FI-L.
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SallyalsostudiedFrenchana]an.leseatintermediateschoolandthoughtshemight
continue Japanese 

..because I liked r*r^ng i trris year" and "because it is fun and the

people are very luce''. She enjoyed learnlng about the Japanese lifestyle as well as

the language. She ,i.ngty agreed thar l;ar;ng another language was easier than she

had expected and the ,1"*, y.u, ,t" ,"por,jthat she had been good at language

learning. St'' 
"'ongiy 

di'ug'""d T"t 
knowing more than one language was

confusingorthatlearningaFl-wouldo".*difficultforher'InyearSsheagreed
thatitwasapitythatlanguageoptionsthefollowingyearwereonlyforhalftheyear
andthatknowinganotherlanguagewouldhe]Rher9:],lt:t:job'However'lnyear
SSallyalsostronglyagreedthattherewerelotsmoreimportantthingstolearnthan
languages, u 

'o'"*L"'-'he 
still agreed *ito tn year 9' In fact' she gave a: the reason

fornotstudyingaFLinyearg:..Thereareotheroptionslthinkafemoreimportant.''
Sheadded,however,thatwouldlike.tohavestudiedJapaneseorSpanishand
thought she would learn a language ."; u* sally strongly agreed that learning a FL

shouldbepartolthecorecurricutu*utsecondaryschoolanddidnotthinkFLLwas
toohardformoststudents.ShealsostronglyagreedthalshewantedtolearnaFL
but languages clashed with more i-p.;;ou1"'-to, and that learning a FL would be

fun'InSally's-case'verypositi"tuttiruA"stowardsFLLdidnotoutweigh
apparently more important optlons'

GuylearntJapaneseatintermediateschoolandthoughthemightcontinuebecause..it

was fun,,. He agreed that what r," t uor".n of languages he could learn the following

yearmadethemlookreallyinteresting'Inyearghereportedthathehadenjoyedthe
Japaneseclassesbecauseofthedifferentactivitiesandfood,agreeingthattheir
language reacher made learnin, '"unl '*' 

but h1 did not thi{-l-:.,::3ood at

languagelearmng'Despitet'l'"qoym""thestronglyagreedthatknowingmorethan
one languag" *;; confusing' *d b; ;;;t 9 he aleed that learning a FL would be

too difficult for him. In year s c,iy"t *gly agreeo. that it was better for him to

spendtimedoingmoreEnglistrthanlearniruanott'"'language'anideathatseemed
tobesupportedbyhisparents,andlhattherewerelotsmoreimportantthingstolearn
thanlanguug",.wh"nasked*nvr,"*usnotstudyingaFLinyeargGuysaid:..I
rike the majors where you build tt rng, and use different lools" and "languages aren't

my subject,. Nor surprisingly, h" ;;;; tnut n" wa1 cfad he did not have to learn a

FL that year and that he was more iriteresteo in practrcar subjects than those with lots

of reading and writing. Guy 
'uy 

r,uu" been influenced by hi, p""'' since he agreed

that most of lus frienjs tnougtrt that learning FLs was stupid'

SamlearntSomeGermanandSpanishatintermediateschool..becauselwantedto
dosomethtngdifferent,,'AlthoughGermanwasavailableatthesecondaryhe
intended going to he thought he i-trn, learn French because he wanted to go to

France when h" ** older. He strongiy agreed that everyone in New 7'ealandshould

learn a European language *d th;;k".wing another language would help him get a

goodjob.Although-hestronglyug,oot}ratknowingmorethanonelanguagewas
confusing he thought t e *oulJ"nno r.uting a language easy the next year'
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However, Sam also strongly agreed that there were lots more important things to

learn than languages and that it was better for him to spend time doing more English

than learning another language, an idea which his parents seemed to support' Sam's

responses to srarements about his prior FLL experience showed mixed feelings and

he clearly did not want to do more of the same languages' He strongly agreed,

nevertheless, that he would like to try another language. In year 9, Sam reported that

he had not enjoyed his previous FLL because "my teacher was very slow", although

he thought he was good at language learning. He strongly agreed that FLs should be

part of the core curriculum at secondary school and that knowing a FL would help

students get a good job, but also that languages clashed with more important

subjects. Like Guy he agreed that most of his friends thought that leaming FLs was

stupid but he indicated that he would like to learn a FL one day, indicating a desire to

leam more Spanish. He did not think it would be too difficult for him but that it

would be fun.

7.4.3 Students who did not intend to study a FL in year 9 but did

choose a FL oPtion

Ellie learnt French and Japanese at intermediate school and enjoyed them because

she like learning about different cultures. She stated: "I think that it's a good thing

to know a language but I want to learn Gaelic and we don't have the option". She

indicated later that she was proud of her part-Celtic hentage and wanted to learn

Gaelic partly because it was a dying language, Ellie agreed that what she had seen

about languages she could leam the following year made them look really interesting,

but also that there were lots more important things to learn than languages and that

her parents thought she should spend more time on her English than learning another

language, although she indicated that they did not mind what subjects she chose. By

year 9 she had decided to learn French because "l think it would be fun and it may

help me in jobs later'n. She indicated that her parents had wanted her to study a FL.

She did nor rhink rhat it should be part of the core curriculum but nor did she think

that FLL was too hard for most students.

Mel learnt Rench and Japanese at intermediate school and, although he did not

intend to study a FL in year 9, he did express an interest in learning more Japanese,

with the idea of going to work there. With regard to his prior FLL he agreed that he

would like to know more about the life and customs of the people who speak the

language. He was unsure about most of the year 8 survey items but did agree that

there were many more important things to learn than languages' In year t he

reported that he had not enjoyed his earlier experience of French, because of the

teacher, but that Japanese was fun. He thought he was good at language learning

and that he would do well in the subject that year. He indicated clearly that he was

studying Japanese out of personal interest, not through any pressure from his parents

or the school. Mel clearly appreciated the value of FLL for a variety of reasons.
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T.4.4StudentswhothoughttheymightstudyaFLinyearganddid
so 

..^^ ^rlonminc o FI ldary school but thought
Don had no expenence of learning a FI- before starung secol

hemightlearnFrenchorGerman,mostprobablytheformerashisfamilyknew
someFrench.Hereportedthathisparents,whohadlivedinFrancelor3years'
wantedhimtolearnalanguagethefollowingyearbutthattheylethimchoose
whateversubjectshewantedtodo.DonagreedinbothyearSandgthattherewere
lotsmoreimportantthingstolearnthananotherlanguage.Intheend,however'he
didopttolearnFrench,saying..itwouldbecooltobeabletospeakanother
language,'. He sfiongly disagreed that he was studying a language because his

parents insisted, art o,igh he alreed that they were pleased that he was doing so' He

also firmly denied that he had chosen his options to stay with his best fnend' Don

seemedtohavemixedfeelingsaboutwhetherFl-Lwasfunbutindicatedthathe
wanted to conttnue the following year. However, it was interesting to note that he

did not want to know more about the life of French-speaking people' nor was he

interested in meeting any of them. There were indications that he was finding Frelch

abitdifficult.InyearShestronglydisagreedthatknowinganotherlanguagewas
confusingbutiny.ureheagreedthatlearningaFLwastoohardformoststudents.
He also did not think he would do well in his language learning' noting that it was a

"little bit boring"'

LisathoughtshemightlearnSpanishatsecondaryschoolbecauseshehadalready
leamt some, and might go !o spain one day. she strongly agreed that she would like

toknowmoreaboutthelifeandcustom,orspuni'h-speakrngpeople'shedisagreed
thatknowingmorethanonelanguagewasconfusingorthatFLLwastoohardfor
most students, adding the comment: "lt can be exciting if you really want to learn the

language." Lisa also reported that she *T.*"1*1 t:l,t uerause ot t]t"^:,Y"o 
'o

go overseas on a school rip. She agreed that it was a pity that language options for

the following year were only for half the year' In year 9 she reported that she had

not always enjoyed Spanish classes at her previous school, but she was clearly still

keen on future travel. she was also confident that she would do well in her language

learning. Lrsa disagreed strongly that she was only studying a FL because her

parentshadforcedher,buttheywereobviouslypleasedthatshewasdoingso.As
regards the possible usefulness of FLL for jobs Lisa made the perceptrve comment:

.,Just because you know another language doesn't mean you can get a job easier' It

just depends on what sort of job you want when you are older'"

7.4.5 SummarY of Profiles

To sum up these profiles, it seems that most of the students had positive attitudes

towards FLL, especially at intermediate school, which supports previous findings in

NewZealand(Mahon1989,Vine1993,Fitzsimons1999,Peddieetal.1999).All
but one of the above students who had stated in year 8 the intention or the possibility

ofstudyingaFLthefollowingyearhadverypositiveattitudesbuthaddecided
against FLL crting mostly their preference for other optional subjects' only the boys
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thought that it was better to spend more time on their English and two out of three

seem to have been influenced by their parents in this respect. Only boys agreed that

. their peers thought FLL was "stupid" and only boys stated a preference for practrcal

subjects over those involving reading and writing. The boys more than the girls

seem ro have been put off by the difficulty of the FLL they had encountered at

intermediate level. In other words, the boys seem largely to have fallen into the

stereotypical pattern of rqecting FLL. All four girls but only one of the boys thought

that all students should have some FLL experience, which suggests that they would

have been happier if FLL had been built into their year 9 trmetable rather than

competing with other attractive subjects. On the other hand, if the boys who stated a

preference for practical subject were able to do these a.s well as some language

learning, and if this was considered acceptable by the majority of their peers, there

are clear indications that they might actually appreciate the opportunity'

Those who had decided in favour of FLL, despite expressing doubts in year 8 or a

firm intention not to study a FL, all showed a personal interest in language learning,

usually for both enjoyment and future use, and they all seemed to reflect positive

parental encouragement. One of the boys was particularly conlident about learntng

Japanese, building on his previous experience, wff interested in the culture and

intended to travel to Japan. The other boy, on the other hand, had no prior

experience of FLL and seemed to have little interest in French culture or people' His

responses suggest some parental pressure to learn French. As he was finding the

subject difficult and boring it might be predicted that he would not continue the

following year. It would be interesting to know whether, if he had made an earlier

start and had enjoyed the experience, he would have had a more positive attitude

towards his Year 9 FLL exPerience'

While it is impossible to generalise from such a small sample of students, they do

tend to reflect the main trends revealed by the data as a whole, in particular the gender

differences which will be discussed in detail in chapter 10. On the whole the mostly

positive student attitudes do not seem to have changed much from one year to the

next, but external factors appear to have had a sfong negative influence on final

choices. For the girls this was chiefly the fact that FLs compete against other optional

subjects, but for the boys peer and parental attitudes and negative FLL expenence

seem to be crucial factors.

7.5 Final analYsis

Typically, about half the sildents in this sub-sample decided to study a FL in year 9' The

majority, 89Vo, of those who stated a clear intention in year 8, to study a FL or not' carried

out their intentions. Only 15 students changed their minds. Students who had been unsure

about FLL in year 9 were twice as likely to decide against such study as for it. Thus i[ seems

that, by the end of year 8, over two thirds of the students in this sample had developed a

fixed anitude about the relative value of studyng a FL the following year. Their anitudes

were, on the whole, positive towards both their experience of FLL and the idea of under-
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taking it in the future, but the necessity of making choices between FLs and many other

options which seemed more 'useful' seemed to be the main reason that discouraged them

from FLL at secondary school. Those that opted for FLL mostly did so out of strong

personal interest rather than any instrumental motivation' These results support the findings

of ERO (1994) and Johnson (2001) that timetable pressures in the secondary school system

tend to diminish the chances of students opting into FLL, however keen they might be'

Enjoyment of, and confidence in, pnor FLL experience proved important in encouraglng

these students to continue but the small size of the sample, especially the limited number of

students without prior FLL, probably make it impossible to generalise about these results'

As Peddie et al. (1999) recommended, further research needs to be undertaken in relation to

the sLLP to ascertain if an earlier start to FLL increases the involvement of students in FLL

at secondary level, especially beyond year 9' In the meantime, while the competitive climate

among option subjects persists in secondary schools, it seems that the onus remains on FL

teachers to create positive attitudes towards FLL and increase the numbers of FL students' if

this is considered desirable (ERO 1994)'

The next chapter presents the FLL experiences and attitudes of the small sample of parents

who were interviewed, and investigates the extent of their influence on their children's

option choices in Year 9.
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CHAPTER THE EXPERIENCES, ATTITUDES A'ND INFLUENCE

OF PARENTS OF YEAR 9 STUDENTS

oUAORAIUAI€
@ -IB:AttltE,
lFdr HetEetN@D4

E.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to answer in part the research question: Who or what are the main

influences on students' option subject choices? It begins with an analysis of what year 9

students reported about their parents' experience of and attitudes towards FLL, and the effect

these had, if any, on students' subject choices. Following that, details of the parent

interview sample are presented, with information about their personal experiences of FLL at

school and what they felt about it. I asked parents what they thought about FLL in general

for New Zealand school students and for their own chtldren, and attempted to find out how

much they had discussed option subjects with their children and to what extent they had

influenced their children's choices. I also asked them to identify any other relevant factors,

such as friends and family, overseas travel, career intentions, and so on. Thrs chapter will

also present the views of parents as perceived by the teachers who were interviewed.

8.2 What year 9 students reported about their parents

8.2.1 Their parents' FLL experience

It was possible to interview only a small sample of parents, but I investigated the

extent of school FLL experience among the parents of all the surveyed yeat 9

snrdents. Students were asked if their parents had learnt any languages at school in

New Zealand, apart from English or Maori, and what languages they had learnt. The

attitudes and influence of parents were further investigated by several items in Parts

2-4 of the student surveY.

Approximately I97o of the 664 students responded that they did not know, or did not

give any information, about their parents' FLL. 3Vo reporteA that their parents had

attended school overseas, which cases were not investigated further. Just over half

the remaining students reported that their parents had had no FLL at school. If
sfudents indicated that one or both parents had studied a FL, in76Vo of cases (N =

243) the language mentioned was French. 73Vo of students mentioned German and

between 6 and '7Vo mentioned Spanish or Japanese.

Many of the interviewed teachers proved to be of similar ages to the parents of

students involved in this research and thus provided additional useful background
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information. Most of the parents would have been at school at the time when many,

if not most, had no choice about FLL. Students' academic ability was assessed and

they were placed in classes and subjects considered appropriate to their ability. For

example, students in a 'professional' class would find that they were expected to

learn a FL and perhaps l-atin as part of their core curriculum for at least one or two

years, while students in another class might not have the opportumty to study a FL.

In general, students did not have a choice of FL since French was often the only one

available.

8.2.2 The influence of parental FLL experience on student choices

Clearly, many parents would have been unable to give their children advice about the

nature or value of FI-L based on first-hand experience and might have consider FLL

suitable only for the most intelligent students. Whatever pa.rents' views about their

school experience of FLL, they might have been unaware of the enonnous changes

in teaching methodology and materials in the last 20-30 years. In particular, parenls

might have found FLL boring or difficult, and hence have discouraged their children

from trying a FL.

Table 8.1 compares what students reported about their parents' FLL at school and

their own decisions to study a FL or not in year 9. It is clear that if parents had

snrdied a FL their children were significantly more likely (p<.001) to have opted into

FLL. It could be assumed that the majority of such parents had enjoyed their FLL or

appreciated its value and had therefore directly or indirectly encouraged their children

to study a FL.

Table E.l Student decisions regarding FLL in year 9 compared with

their parents' experience of FLL at school

One or both parents studied a
FL at school

In FLL in
Y9

Not in FLL
in Y9

yes (N = 24J) 7ZVo 287o

No (N = 279\ 457o 55Vo

For association between parents' experience and students' decisions

o<.001

8.2.3 The general extent of parental influence on students' subject

choices

All students were asked to respond to the statement, "My parents let me choose

whatever option subjects I wanted to do this year", item 9.2.18 . 8770 of students (N

= 657) asserted that they had chosen exactly what they wanted to study without

interference from their parents. In fact, over half strongly agreed with the statement.

A similar picture was obtiained from students involved in FLL when they responded
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to item 9.3.11, o'l'm only doing a foreign language because my parents said I had

to". The overwhelming majority of students,gLVo, disagreed that this was the case.

I will show below that the parent interviews tended to support what the students

reported about parental influence over the choice of option subjects. It seems that if
parents did influence their children's choices it was mostly indirectly, without either

parents or students realising it.

8.2.4 Parental attitudes towards FLL in New Zealand schools

From what the students reported, i[ appears that very few parents expressed negative

attitudes towards FLL to their children. SOVo of the 635 students who responded to

item 9.2.3 disagreed with the statement, "My parents think that studying a foreign

language is a waste of time for New Tnaland students". The relatively high number

who gave no opinion , 29, had presumably never discussed the topic with their

parents. Cross tabulating responses to this item and what students had decided about

FLL added support to the notion that parents' attitudes had affected student choices

even if the students were not aware of this. 67Vo of the 507 students who disagreed

with the item, but only 31Vo of the 39 who agreed, had decided to study a FL, a

significant association (p<.001), see Table 8.2.

Table 8.2 Student decisions regarding FLL compared with responses

to item 9.2.3r "My parents think that studying a foreign

language is a waste of time for New Zealand students"
(No oPinion=29)

Item response
In FLL in Y9 Not in FLL in

Y9

Asree (N = 39) 3lVo 69Vo

Not sure (N = 89) 33Vo 67Vo

Disasree (N = 507) 67Vo 33Vo

For association between item responses and students'decisions
p<.001

The proportion of students who were unsure about their parents' views about FI-L

and who did not opt into FLL was similar to that of those whose parents held

negative attitudes. This seems to be an example of what Gardner (1985) termed

passive discowagement. Apparent indifference on the part of parents can be as

powerful an influence over children as active discouragement'

E.2.5 Parental attitudes towards FLL for their own children

Item9.2.13,'oMy parents wanted me to do a foreign language this year", produced

very divided responses and considerable doubt amongst students, see Table 8.3.

Onty 42Vo of students (N = 633) betieved that their parents had wanted them to study
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a FL and a particularly large number,3l, gave no opinion' Once again there was a

significant association (p<.001) between what students reported about their parents'

attitudes and their decisions about FLL. In this case SIVT of the 263 students who

agreed with the item had chosen a FL. The fact that students disagreed with the

statement does not, of c,ourse, mean that parents were actually hostile to the idea of

FLL for their children. lt could simply reflect indifference or the fact that the option

had not been discus sed. 3'7Vo of the 212 who disagreed that their parents had wanted

them to study a FL had anyway decided to study a FI-'

Tabte E.3 Student decisions regarding FLL compared

to item 9-2.13, "My parents wanted me to

language this year" (No opinion = 31)

with responses

do a foreign

These responses seem to provide further evidence of the influence of parental

attitudes over student choices even though it was not perceived by most students and

parents. Responses to item 9.3.3 by students involved in FLL provided further

support. 78Vo of those who responded (N = 382) agreed with the statement' "My

parents are pleased that I'm doing a foreign language this year"' Although the

parents might not have put pressure on their children to undertake FLL they had

clearly provided positive reinforcement for the decision. It seems fair to assume that

there would have been some subtle encouragement towards FLL during family

discussions about option choices'

Students not in FLL were presented with the s[atement, "My parents think I should

spend more time on my English than learning a foreign language", item 9'4'8' in

order to investigate further the possibiliry that students were put off FLL by their

parents. When year 8 students' responses to the same statement were compared with

their intentions regarding FI-L in year 9 it was found that only 28Vo of those not

intending to study a FL agreed and a similar proportion were unsure' In the case of

the year 9 students not in FLL, only 257o agreed and 28Vo were unsure (N = 253)'

In both cases the results suggest that only a minority of parents had made known to

their children their belief that leaming a FL might detract from their children's

development of their English skrlls. students may have disagreed with the item,

been unsure or have expressed no opinion because the possibility of studying a FL

In FLL in Y9

Not sure (N = 158

Fot asro"iution between item responses and students'decisions
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had not even been discussed with their parents,

E.3 The parent sample and their education

I armed to interview the parents of 30 Year 9 students who had been surveyed, and having

selected a suitable group, as discussedin 4.7,I made arrangements to meet them, either

couples or individuals. In the end, the parents of three students were unavailable, but one

mother gave some opinions by telephone and then filled in a written version of the interview

questions. The final interviewees consisted of three couples, one man (a solo parent) and

twenty four mothers, the parents of 11 girls and l7 boys. In a few cases male partners were

hovering in the background or arrived late during the course of the interview and added a

few comments.

All the interviewees were born in New Zealand except one mother from Australia and one

father from the USA, English was the Ll of all the interviewees and their parents, although

a few reported that they had NESB grandparents or more distant forebears. All of them

provided general background information about their ages, school leaving ages and

educational qualifications. The age range, shown in Table 8.4, was very similar to that of

the malority of teachers interviewed.

Table E.4 Age range of parents

Age group Mothers Fathers Total

35-39 6 I 7

4c,-4/ l6 2 18

45-49 5 0 )

50+ 0 I 1

Totals 27 4 3T

The majority of the parents born in New Zealand would have started secondary school

between lVT3 and 1977 which means that any experience they had of FLL would have been

at a time when:
r many schools were streamed and FLs were usually taught only to top streams;

. FLL was often compulsory for the top streams;

. the onIY FL offered in most schools would have been French;

. language teaching methods were substantially different from Present ones, being

largely based on the 'grammar-translation' method.

The ages at which the parents had left school and their educational qualifications are shown

in Tables 8.5 and 8.6.
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Totals

211

Table 8.5 Ages left school

Table 8.6 Educational qualifications of parents

As far as the three couples were concerned, two of the wives had left school a year later than

their husbands. The on" ** who left schoor at 1g was an American university academic

who also had the hrghest qualification, a PhD. All the women with university qualifications

had Bachelors, degrees. Eight of the women had teaching qualifications although not all

were involved in teaching. Those who were included kindergarten, primaty, secondary and

polytechnic teachers, but none with any experience of teaching languages other than English'

Five of the women described themselves as "homemaker'o or as "wife and mother", but two

of the'ohome-makers'o were studying part-time' Two other women were studying' one full-

time at universitY.

Highest qualification
acfiievea- I Mothers

UniversitY Entrance/ Sixth

Trade or professional di

nl 4
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8.4 Parental FLL exPerience

8.4.f FLs studied
Table 8.7 shows the experience of school FI-L reported by the parents. In just over

half of the families one or both parents had studied at least one FL. The mothers

were much more likely to have studied a FL than the fathers and, as expected, they

had mostly learnt French. The figures given under 'Fathers' represent information

given by women about the experiences of their husbands who were not interviewed.

Three reported that their husbands had not studied any FLx. None of the four men

interviewed had ever learnt a FI- at school.

Table 8.7 Parents' FLL experience at school

Lansuage(s) Mothers Fathers Totals

French 11 6 t7

I-atin 0 I I

French and Latin 3 0 3

French and German 4 0 4

TotaJs 18 7 25

E.4,2 Reasons for FLL choices

Three women reported that FLL had been a compulsory part of their schooling but

none expressed any resentment about this. Another stated that if she had learnt

French she could not have done secretarial work, suggesting that she had a choice

between programmes. Two stated that they could have chosen German instead of

French and another indicated that German was an option at her school. One woman

had chosen French as being more "feminine" while her brother had chosen German.

Their language studies ranged from I to 4 years. One woman reported that her

husband had been in a top stream class but had been able to opt for woodwork

instead of French.

E.4.3 Attitudes to their FLL experiences

Table 8.8 summarises the parents' reported feelings about the FLL experience at

school or the lack of it. All the commenB were made by women except one of the

last. Several reported their husbands' experiences, which were mostly negative:

He hated French but she did not know why;

He got SVo in French (in School Certificate?) so is very hostile towards it;

Thinks her husband might have failed French;

Husband was a practical man and hopeless at French, could see no

relevance in it and shows no interest in his daughter's French work.

o

a

a

o
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One woman reported that her husband appreciated the opportunity to study L-atin

because ithad helped him to understand Engtish' The American academic considered

his inability to speak anything but English to be the result of a deficient education and

a handicap in his many travels and professional contacts'

Table 8.8 Parents' feelings about their FLL or lack of it

Table 8.9 Parents' thoughts about the value of FLL for present-

day New Zealand school students

Number of
mentions

Generally en1

since, of doubtful value

Generally worthwhile
lY one thought

this borins)

L,atin but not Frenqh

Wished they had done qqrne/rnqlq

None learnt, no regrets, qqgtere{

Number of
mentions

cultures' imProved

relations - not everYone uses
oJ horizons' exPerience'

r.""*f"a"". tr,'tott of world is not monolingual

Useful for travel

Chaltenee for brightest students
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g.5 Parental beliefs about the value of FLL in New zetland schools

The majority of parents saw considerable merit in FLL in school for reasons shown in Table

g.9. Most did not seem concerned about which FLs were offered, speaking of ttre general

value of breaking out of the monolingual, monocultural tradition of most New Zealanders'

Of those who favoured specific languages, with employment in mind, 8 mentioned

Japanese,4 Chinese and one simply nominated Asian languages. Two parents remarked that

New Zealanders are great travellers but that they have always coped with English only,

implying, it sermed, that this situation would probably continue. One individual commented

thar travellers with only English missed a lot. Another noted the impossibility of working in

a non-English speaking country without learning the language.

8.6 Parental attitudes towards the starting age for FLL
Table 8.10 shows a clear majority of parents in favour of an earlier start to FLL. There also

seems to be a majority in favour of all students having at least a taste of such leaming. It is

probably fair to say that, given an earlier start to learning and with all students having some

experience of language learning before they reach secondary school, the great majority of

parents would see language learning as entirely optional at secondary level.

8.7 Parental attitudes towards the place of foreign language learning in their
children's schools.

The comments listed below were summarised according to the school that their children were

attending. The number of families involved at each school and the number of times similar

comments were made are given in brackets. If no number is given a comment was made by

only one parent.

Table 8.10 Parents' opinions about the best starting age for FLL

Approximate age
Number of

mentions

Younser than at present

Pre-school 3

At primarv school - compulsory 2

At primarv school - optional 3

At intermediate level - compulsory 10

At intermediate level - optional 2

At secondarv level - compulsory I

At secondary level - optional I

Not sure but all need a taste 4
Secondary schools need to provide chance of
later start 1
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At Arum, where one term of language learning was compulsory (5):

. It was good that all students could try a language (3)'

. The compulsory language modules were only one term so were no real hardship

for students (2).

. They were aware that the school encouraged foreign exchanges, e'g. to Tahiti (4)'

. They were not aware of any overseas trips organised by the school (5)'

At Begonia, where availabilify and status of language learning was dependent on which

strearn a student is Placed in (10):

. There was a reasonable choice of languages (7) but one parent remarked that there

was.,not much emphasis on languages in general" and that tlus was "an unusual

approach".
. There was an inflexible streaming/option system (6) which was a par[cular

problem for two families where boys in a top stream were adamantly against FLL'

. The place of languages was not always clear. Some parents of top stream boys

were not aware that performance music was an alternative' Some parenLs with

boysinlowerstreamsthoughtthatitwasimpossibletostudyaFLandtherefore
saw languages as "elitist type thing"'

. A lot of boys had had no exposure to FLL at primary or intermediate level and

would not know if they might have enjoyed it or found it useful'

. The school seemed to have difficulty coping with the boys who did have prior

exPerience of FLL (even of Maori)'
. The school did not even have token biculturalism let alone a multicultural approach'

. Overseas trips were seen as only (or mostly) for sport (6).

. There was a possibitity of foreign exchanges (2) but one parent only knew about

them through the local paper, not the school'

At Freesia, where there was a free choice of half-year options and the greatest range of

languages available (5) :

. There was a good choice of languages (4)'

. Foreign exchanges were encouraged (3)'

. Overseas trips were possible, e.g. to Japan (2)'

. One mother thought that her daughter, being keen on ballet, would appreciate the

value of French or German later on and so wished that a later start on FLL were

possible.
o It was a pity that ma.lor options (which included languages) were only for half a

year.
. Most senior classes were studying by correspondence but they were well

suPervised.

At Gerbera, where there was a free choice of full-year options (4):

. There was a good choice of languages (3)'

. There were too many competing options, making it difficult to choose (2)'

r It was a pity that Spanish was not available'
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It was a pity that a later start atFLLwas not possible as this more or less ruled out

the possibility of studyng two languages. (One parent enoneously believed that a

later start was possible.)

The school did not seem to promote languages.

At Salvia, where language learning was entirely optional, for one or three terms, depending

on whether students wished to continue in Year 10 (4):

. Parents liked the Y ear'7 and 8 modules which gave students a taste of French and

Japanese and the means of making an informed choice inYear 9 (4).

. There was a satisfactory choice of languages (3)'

. There should be more choice of languages, e.B. Spanish for seniors.

. It was unsatisfactory that it was impossible to do both French and Japanese in

Year 9.

. l,anguages tended to be overlooked, especially in favour of sport (new module

subject available in 2000) (2).

. The school had trips to Japan (2).

8.8 Parental views on choosing year 9 options

8.8.1 Lack of information
A major problem experienced by parents trying to help their children choose optional

subjects was their own or their children's lack of expenence of FLL. Nearly half of

them stated that, had the children had at least a taste at intermediate level, they would

know what FLL involved, whether they enjoyed it and whether they had any partt-

cular ability for it. Even if parents had had some experience it was not necessarily a

good one, most likely of French and so long ago that at least a third of them believed

(conectly) that teaching methods had changed. Many found it very hard to judge,

simply from reading a prospectus, what FLL might be like, and school visits were of

limited help given time constraints and the impossibility of observing real. One

mother spoke of feeling "totally blind" when it came to advising her children.

Another thought that choosing option was a "bit of a nightmare", and a "hit and miss

affair". Yet another suggested that students might rely on hearsay from their peers

and could easily be discouraged if they heard that a FL was difficult or boring.

8.E.2 Curriculum pressures

Another major problem for parents was the limited number of subjects students could

choose in some schools, combined with the pressure to focus on those considered

directly useful for a future job. In addition there were usually a number of apparently

interesting new subjects on offer. Students who had to choose two whole year

options in Year t had the least choice. Because of timetable alrangements, students

could, in some cases, find themselves obliged to study something they resented,

which created an unacceptable situation for all concerned, student, subject teacher

and parents. Fortunately this proved to be the case for only one family among those

interviewed.
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Two parents indicated that they might have accepted FLL for their children if shorter

courses had been available. On the other hand, where schools offer more' shorter

options, students have less time to study subjects although the traditional year 11 FL

examinations have been based on a three yeal course. One parent commented on the

discouraging factor, often cited by FL teachers, that students learning a FL for only

the first half of year 9 may forget much of what they have learnt' however keen they

are to continue in Year 10.

E.8.3 How option subjects were chosen

Table 8.11 shows what the parents reported about how they and their children

approached the matter of choosing option subjects' Eight families reported that they

were already familiar with the schools that their children were to attend' through

older children or through teaching there. one woman had done some research into

the pros and cons of single sex schools for girls. Only a minority (9) of the families

found the written information received from the school "helpful" or "useful". Five

considered it unclear or insufficient and one mother was particularly critical, calling it

'oscant".

Table 8.11 How Year 9 option subjects were chosen

Table E.12 How the eventual decisions were made regarding FLs

Extent of Parental influence
Number of

mentions

Very little - student ma@ ullmate choigg t4

Some influence 5

Parental insistence 3

last minute decision bY child 2

8,8.4 The extent of parental influence in the decision-making

Table 8.12 shows what the parents reported about their involvement in the decision-

making process. Half of them claimed to have ha<l very linle influence over their

ts of decision-makin
Number of

mentions

Visited school on open 4eY&Ygry

Studied school prospecttts/other information

Family discussions

Discussions with other
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children's choice of option subjects, whrch supports what the students themselves

reported, see 9.3 below. They were happy to leave it up to the students even if this

led to a substantial degree of hesitation and last minute decisions. Only three sets of

parents reported that they had insisted that their child study French (l) or not (2). It

seems that in only one of the 28 families were both parents hostile to language

learning of any sort.

8.8.5 Individual reasons for student choices as reported by their
parents

At Arum three students had chosen French for diverse reasons. One had been put off
Japanese by his intermediate experience, especially by the difficult wnting system,

and the other two both had some French ancestry. One of the latter had some

previous experience, an older sister doing French, and his father had always

assumed his son would study the language. (He probably would have insisted had

his son been reluctant.) Two girls chose Japanese, one did French as well, both

without previous experience. One was fascinated by what she saw of Japanese at the

open day and her mother encouraged her to do French as well. The other's choice

was supported by her parents who considered it a useful language'

Six of the boys at Begonia were in the top four streams. Parents of two of them had

not realised (or had forgotten) that music was an option as opposed to a FL. Three

boys were already interested in languages, and two of them were not musical

anyway. One of the three had chosen German chiefly to stay with his friends,

according to his parents. A fourth boy had chosen music but would have been

prepared to do German. The other two boys were adamantly against learning a

language although neither had had any previous experience on which to base their

opposition. Their parents, however, took different views of FLL. The mother of

one would have liked him to study a language but, as the family is musical,let him

do music. The parents reported being told that if they did not like the streaming and

option system there were plenty of other schools the boy could attend.

The parents of the other boy were angry about the lack of choice and considered a FL

a "lesser evil than music". (None of the family seemed to have considered Maori.)

The older brother had been in a similar position and had opted for Japanese, hated it

because it was difficult and advised his brother to try German instead. The school

had also advised the family that it was the easier language, but the boy was not doing

any work and expecting to fail, which the parents considered inevitable. They stated

that learning any LOTE was a complete waste of time for their sons and had

vigorously challenged the school's policy. The only solution they were offered was

to move the boy to a lower stream which they were not prepared to accept as it would

disrupt the boy's academic and social development. They also reported having been

told that top stream students were needed to fill the language classes to keep the

language teachers fully employed.
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Three boys were in streams where they had a free choice of any two whole-year

options but none chose a language. One mother, whose son wanted to be a chef'

would have recommended more firmly that he do French if there had been more,

shorter options to study. One boy was in a stream where he could choose only one

option. Although he put down French as one of his possible options, the school

decided that he would do the other subject without further consultation with parents'

This clearly reinforced the school's position that FLL was only suitable for boys of

higher academic ability. The parents were not upset about the decision as their son

was perfectly happy but were surprised at the lack of consultation'

At the other three schools, where language learning was entirely optional, T students

had chosen a FL. Four girls were studying French. Two of them had enjoyed their

previous experience of the language. One had been in a school with long-term

contacts with a French school, from which pupils had come to stay and the other had

an uncle living in Paris. One seemed to have chosen French because her mother had

insisted she study a FL and that was the one her older sister was studyrng' Another

had chosen German after enjoying previous experience and being impressed by what

she had seen on a visit to the school, particularly the booklet about the advantages of

learrung German. Two students had chosen Japanese because they had enjoyed their

previous experience, and one of them had a Japanese grandmother.

Of the girls who had not opted into FLL, one had initially chosen French but both her

parents were against it. Her mother believed that she had made the choice only to

stay with friends and reported that the girl's father was of the opinion that, if she

were going to do a language, she should do Maori. (l assumed that the father was

Maori, but the girl had not chosen to study that language either') Two girls had

enjoyed FLL at intermediate school but had no inclination to continue' One of them

was learning sign language as she had a deaf friend. The mother of the other thought

French would be useful for her daughter but reported that the girl's father was

adamantly against the idea.

Of the boys who had not chosen a FL, two had enjoyed their previous experience of

Japanese but could see no point in continuing. Their parents could see the value of

FLL but the boys considered other subjects more important and one of them did not

think he was good enough at it anyway. The third boy in this group had no previous

expenence of language learning, except a little Maori and was adamantly against FLL

as being of no use and no interest, although his mother was disappointed about this'

According to the parents no students had regretted their choice of language, except

the one extremely reluctant learner. Three parents stated that, if it had been available,

they might have preferred their children to study Spanish'

8.8.6 Other possible influences on student decisions about FLL

I asked the parents if their children had any experience ol'overseas travel or family
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contacts with people from non-English speaking backgrounds. I also asked to what

extent they thought that their children's option choices had been influenced by their

friends and older siblings, and whether their children had any clear ideas about

possible future FLL or future career choices.

8.E.6.1 Past or future overseas travel
It was clear that, although many of the children had been out of New

Tnaland, very few had ever been anywhere where languages other than

English are commonly spoken. Parents of the boys who had been to Club

Med in Noumea and the Philippines reported that being in what was at least

partly a non-English speakrng environment had not aroused any int€rest in

their sons in language learning. Table 8.13 shows the places mentioned by

parents that their children had been'

Table 8.13 Students' travel experience overseas

Overseas travel
experience

Number of
mentions

None

Australia

11

10

USA z
Pacific Islands 2

UI(Ireland 1

Sin gapore/Phil ippines I

Table E.14 Possible future overseas travel of students

Parents' comments about
children's attitude to travel Girls Boys

Interested in travel 4 4

Will probably travel 2 )

Mishttravel I I

Total 7 t0

According to parents' reports, previous overseas travel did not seem to be an

inJluence in student decisions regarding FLL. Parents were therefore also

asked if they thought their children would travel in the future. Responses to

the question are shown in Table 8.14, Approximately two thirds of parents
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thought that their children were interested in overseas travel, but most gave

no indication of where their children might go unless they already had some

overseas connections. One boy was reported by his parent to be interested in

travelling only with the All Blacks. (Whether as a player or a spectator was

not specified!)

8.8.6.2 Family contacts with people from non-English

speaking backgrounds

Table 8,15 shows that the families had a variety of contacts with people who

spoke LOTEs, both in New Zealand and overseas.

Table 8.15 Family contacts with people from non-English

speaking backgrounds

Tvpe of eontact
Number of

mentions

Parents' travel, especially using school French I
Familv hosting overseas students 8

Neishbours. familv friends, work contacts 7

Children's contacts through school, scouts and

overseas students hosted by fnends- 6

Family, eg immigrant grandParents 5

Occasional visitors 3

It was evident from other parts of the research that the hosting of overseas

students, particularly from l-atin America and Japan' was a familiar concept

to students in the area, if not in their own families, then through school

friends or neighbours, for example. If parents had travelled, their use of

other languages was largely limited to attempts at reviving their school

French. Many Parents commented also on the extent to which New Zealand,

and their community in particular, were becoming more multicultural'

E.S.6.3 Peer/sibling influence
Some indications of this type of influence have already been discussed in

8.8.5 above. One woman reported that her daughter would not study a

language, although her mother was in favour of it, because, as her mother put

it, "learning a langUage is not a cool happening thing to do". Another woman

believed that her son might have been put off studying a language because his

friends had said it was boring, although some of them were studying a

language.
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8.8.7 Possible future FLL
None of the parents of students who had chosen to study a FL were certain

that their children would continue with it in year 10. On the other hand, only

one third of them believed that it would definitely or probably not happen.

Parental responses to the question about future FLL are shown in Table 8'16.

One father who thought his son would probably continue also stated that he

might insist on it, and one mother who thought that her son might continue

certainly hoped so.

8.8.E Possible future career choices

According to their parents, few children had any clear ambitions for future

employment. While many had expressed ideas about what they wanted to

do, these tended to change from time to time, and some of their ambitions

were probably pure fantasy. It was interesting to note that the mother who

mentioned that her daughter's latest idea was to become an air hostess only

realised while talking to me that this had implications for language learning.

Table E.l6 Students' future language learning

Student will continue
FLL in Year 1.0

Number of nentions

Girls Boys

Probablv I )

Possiblv 4 2

Don't know 2 0

Probablv not I 3

Definitelv not 0 1

8.9 Teachers' views of parent attitudes towards FLL

Teachers at the schools wrth year 8 classes believed that parents had generally favourable

attitudes towards the introduction of FL modules in years 7 and 8, as found also be Mahon

(19{i9) and Peddie et al. (1999). About half of the teachers who commented on parental

attitudes reported that the modules had been positively or keenly welcomed while the rest

claimed that the changes had been accepted without resistance and that their schools had

received no negative reactions from parents'

By contrast, the largest group of teachers who commented on the anitudes of parents of

secondary students believed they were generally hostile or indifferent towards FLL. Parents

were thought to disapprove of FLL mosfly because they did not see any need for languages

other than English, which seemed universal to them, and they were most concerned with
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what they deemed the "basics". That is, they saw education as a preparation for employment

and making money ("loohng after no. 1"), and were not concerned with anything aesthetic

or learning for pleasure. Some teachers felt that parents may have had bad memories of their

own FI_L at school, or have thought that their children had "done" languages at int€rmediate

school. others believed that parents might accept their children choosing to study a language

option initially, especially if it were a short module, with a comment such as: "very nice if

you want to", but would be likely to discourage continued study beyond year 9 as they saw

the need to focus obtaining job qualifications'

There were teachers who believed that parents had positive attitudes towards FLL' especially

at Arum where compulsory language learrung modules had been introduced in Year 9

without negative reactions from families. Teachers attributed a growing interest in and

acceptance of FLL to a variety of causes' They felt that parents saw the world shrinking'

with more New Zealanders travelling overseas for pleasure or developing business contacts

with non-English speaking people. More and more parents were coming into contact with

foreign students. Some regretted not having done any FLL themselves' These views seem

to be a more accurate reflection of the parents' attitudes as discovered by this research'

There were teachers who believed that some Parents had chosen their child's school for its

academic record and, believing that tanguages are for bnghter students' liked to see their

child a FLL class as a sign of their academic ability. (Two teachers suggested that this

revealed a certain element of snobbery.) on the other hand, one teacher believed the absolute

opposite, that an tncreasing number of parents were wondering why srudents need to learn

any other language apart from English. The attitudes of parents of secondary students' as

perceived by teachers, are summarised in Table 8' 17'

Table E.17 Attitudes of secondary students'

and oPtional FLL, according to

parents to comPulsorY

teachers

In general, parents' attitudes to FLL were thought to vary according to their ambitions for

their children. Parents tended to accept the traditionally taught languages' French and

German, more than others, although Spanish was seen to have a lot of parental support'

Number of
mentionsParents' attitudes

Nesative attitudes or indifference

Positive attitudes

e feelings towards

@g to their ambitions for
their children
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Attitudes towards Japanese in particular were seen to be changeable according the the

economic situation, perhaps reflecting the view, especially of boys' parents, that it was

worth learning largely for its usefulness for future employment. Students who chose

Japanese were seen by teachers to be more influenced by parents and older siblings than

other language learners. According to one teacher, parents might even put pressure on a

"hopeless'n student to study Japanese for apparent economic advantage.

One or two teachers noted that positive parental attitudes did not always influence students to

start or continue FLL. This had to be the case as far as French and German were concerned

in the surveyed secondary schools since, despite the positive parental attitudes towards these

languages perceived by teachers, there were substantial drop-out rates at every level. These

teachers seem to reflect more accurately what was happerung in these schools, according to

my findings. Although numerous researchers have claimed that parents are a major influence

on student attitudes towards FI-L (Turner 1974, Oskamp IWl, Gardner 1985, ERO 1994,

Gardner et al. 1997) it was perhaps the general climate of some of the institutions which

gave students the subtle message that F[s were not as important as other subjects. This was

the situation identified by t-ai (1999), for example, in Hong Kong.

8.f0 A summary of general comments made by the parents interviewed

8,10.1 The need for languages other than English for the country's

future
. New Zealanddepends on overseas trade and increasing tourism, so the number of

students studying FLs should be increasing;
. New Tnatand is at a disadvantage compared with European or Asian countnes

where FLL is more thorough and taken for granted;

r New Zealandshould not rely on everyone else speaking English;

. The most successful businesses will understand the culture of their customers and

understand what people are saying to each other in negotiations;

. There is nothing worse than dealing with foreigners and knowing nothing of their

language - it is disrespectful;
. Students keen enough to pursue FLL will find jobs to use their skills.

8.10.2 The value of FLL for personal development
. Educahon is for personal development as well as work preparation;

. The language learning process is different from that needed to learn other subjects,

as Gardner ( 1985) stressed, requiring much more active involvement from students -

something that all students can benefit from;
. Students need to be encouraged to broaden their horizons,'othink outside the

square'n, not be put off by people who do not appreciate the value of FLL because

they have closed minds or have had bad experiences;

. Students at intermediate and secondary schools are not stretched enough.
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S.l0.3ThevalueofFLLforcultura|understanding
. New Zealandsociety is becoming more diverse;

. Much more general awareness is needed of other languages and cultures'

especially of Maori and immigrants'

E.10.4 What Parents need to know

. Parents need more education about FLL. They can only judge according to their

own experience but thrngs have changed'

. Parents need to know more about what students get out of continued FLL and

what they can do with their language skrlls'

8.10.5 The need for an earlier start to FLL
. All children should start L2 learning at an early age' For NESB students this may'

of course, mean English'

. Younger children are more eager to learn and find language learning easler'

SecondarY school is too late'

. No-one can know what language they might need in the future and thus language

learning skills are valuable for all'

. Students need to try things before they can know if they are interested in them or

good at them'

8.11 Final analYsis

In order to test the validity of what the parents and their children reported I compared the

relevant data obtained from each parent interview with what their children had reported' In

all respects there were very few, usually minor discrepancies which could mostly be

explained by parents and children not knowing or having forgotten things' The results

encouraged me to believe that, on the whole, all the surveyed students had accurately

reported information about their parents, to the best of their ability' The impression given by

all the above evidence was that most pa.rents had positive attitudes towards FLL and could

see its value for all children, for a variety of reasons, if it were introduced at a younger age'

This supports what I have encountered in my experience as a FL teacher' Positive attitudes

among parents often emerged at parent-teacher interviews when they offered comments

about how glad they were that they had studied French, for example' or how they wished

they had had an opportunity to learn another language'

whatever influence parents had over their children's decisions with regard to FLL rematned

mostly indirect or unspoken and students most felt free to make their own decisions about

option subjects. Teachers, on the whole, were pessimistic about parental attitudes towards

FLL and their views did not always seem to be an acrurate reflection of those attitudes.

Theywere,perhaps,blamingpa.rentsforwhattheysawaspoorsfudentnumbersand
retention rates in FL classes, although parents themselves felt they had little inlluence over

their children's choices. What teachers themselves thought about FLL and the extent of their

influence on student choices is discussed in the next chapter'
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CH,A.PTER 9 THE ATTITUDES OF TEACHERS TOWARDS FOREIGN

LANGUAGE LEARNING AND THEIR INFLUENCE
OVER STUDENT CHOICES

...the more milkyou have the more creamwill rise to the top (Calloway 1999)

9.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the results of the teacher interviews carried out in the schools where I

surveyed students. I asked teachers about their own experiences of FLL at school and their
opinions about FLL for present-day students. In addition,l attempted to ascertain what they

thought their colleagues' attitudes were, I interviewed 56 teachers, with a wide range subject

specialities and positions in the schools. Most were extremely co-operative and pleased to

give of their scarce free time to help the research. Not surprisingly, FL teachers were

particularly keen to be involved and offered a large amount of information about the place of
FLs in their schools and attitudes towards it. .

9.2 Teachers' experience of and attitudes towards FLL
9.2.1 School experiences
All but nine of the interviewed teachers had been educated in New Zealand, and

mostly at a time when FLL was available almost exclusively at secondary school and

French was often the only language available. Most teachers had been in top
academic or 'professional' streams where FLL language learning (and/or I-atin) had

been a compulsory subject for at least one year, but two teachers reported that they

had not been able to study a language because of the classes in which they had been

placed. Thus 34 out of the 4'7 New Zealand educaled teachers had learnt French at

school. For 28 of them that was the only modem FL they studied although six had

also studied L-atin. Over half of those who had studied French had done so for
between 3 and 5 years. Only six teachers had studied German, all but one in addition
to French, but one woman had only studied the language because she had the

opportunity to do so while living overseas for 6 months. Eleven of the leachers

educated in New Z,ealand had not learnt a modern FL. (One teacher gave no

information on the subject.) Two teachers came from Dutch-speaking homes and

one was a native Spanish speaker.

By comparison with the experience of those educated in New Zealand, the 9 teachers

educated overseas, in South Africa, the UK, Ireland, France, Germany, China and

Japan, all female, had all studied a language other than their Ll, usually more than

one, although French was still the language most commonly studied. Not
surprisingly, it was the FL teachers who had studied the widest range of languages.

What was surprising was that, of the 13 FL teachers employed at the 5 secondary

schools involved in the research, 6 had been educated overseas. This might suggest

that, no matter what emphasis schools may put on FLL, there may not be enough

adequately educated New Zealand teachers to staff FL classes. Table 9.1 shows

teachers' school language learning experience, according to their place of education
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and involvement in language teaching.

g.2.2 Teachers' attitudes to their school FLL experience

I asked teachers what they had liked or disliked about school FI-L. The following

factors were commented on favourably (numbers in brackets indicate the number of

teachers making similar comments):

r the teacher (?
. the sound or flow of the language (5)

. the links to English, including the challenge of "decoding" and learning

new vocabularY (5)

. leaming about the culture of native speakers (4)

. communication with native speakers (4)

. oral work (3)

. reading magazines and comics (2)

Aspects of FLL which teachers reported that they disliked included:

. grammar (7)

. the lack of real communication, because of the emphasis on reading and writing (71

. the difficulty of language learning (6)

. the teacher (4)

. the rote learning (4)

. the exam preparation (3)

. the poor textbooks (1)

. the apparent lack of relevance of FLL

Table 9.1 FLs studied at school by teachers

Teachins a FL Not teaching a FL
FLs studied
at school

Educated in
Nz (N+l l)

Educated
elsewhere

(N=6)

Educated in
NZ (N=36)

Educated
elsewhere

(N=3)

French l0 4 24 2

German 4 I z

EFL I 1

Japanese I I

Russian 1 t

Mandarin I

Afrikaans 2

Irish I

Italian I
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Most of the dislikes could be attnbuted to the nature of much FL teaching in the past.

Current FL teachers would claim that most of the negative aspects listed above have

been overcome by considerable changes in teaching methods and the materials used.

9.2.3 Further FLL by teachers not specialising in languages

Apart from those who became FL teachers, very few teachers did any further
Ianguage study once they had left school. Four English teachers did one or two
years of French or German at university. Another English teacher sought some

knowledge of Italian and Swedish before she went overseas. One special needs

teacher of Dutch heritage studied German and lndonesian at university. Four teachers

were studying Spanish at evening classes, one a computer/maths specialist, and three

intermediate teachers helping their sfudents learn, but all out of personal interest.

One woman had studied ancient Greek at evening school in connection with religious
sfudies. One man mentioned that reading knowledge of a foreign language (he chose

German) was a prerequisite for his degree.

9.2.4 Teachers' reactions to FLL
The positive comments far outweighed the negative ones, although most teachers had

been obliged to do some FLL. Even teachers who did little or no FLL at school had

some positive attitudes. Table 9.2 presents a summary of the positive comments.

Globalisation and New Zealand's traditional isolation (geographical and mental) were
concepts frequently mentioned. The few negative opinions came from teachers who
had never used 0re language learnt and consequently had doubts about the value of
FLL, or thought that they might have done something more useful. One expressed

frustration at the lack of jobs making use of FL skills.

Table 9.2 The value of their own FLL to teachers

Comments
Number of
mentions

Useful for travel L7

Generally useful/worthwhile, sense of achievement,
personal fulfilment T7

Knowledgeiunderstanding/tolerance of other cultures
improved relatrons t3
Transferable skills e.g. memorisation, trarning of the
mind 10

General understanding of language - structures,
differences 9
Better understanding/appreciation of En glish,
empathy with EFI- learners 7

Broadening of horizons, recognition of wider world 6
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FL teachers were not necessarily teaching a FL they had leamt at school. Only one

New Zealand educated teacher of Japanese had studied it at school. The other

secondary teachers of Japanese had studied the language as adults, one of whom had

had no FLL at school. The intermediate teacher of Japanese had learnt French and

was using the MoE course, Hai!. The intermediate teachers of Spanish were using

the MoE course, S//, and were also studying the language in their own time at

evening class. Four secondary FL teachers were teaching their L1.

Seven teachers expressed regret that they had had little or no FLL at school. Some

had travelled overseas, particularly in Europe, and been frustrated trying to
communicate with local people. Others intended to ffavel and foresaw the value of

knowing a LOTE. Some were embanassed at meeting multilingual overseas people.

Some declared that they would like to have a better appreciation of French films.

Two teachers admitted not valuing FLL at school but they do see its value now that

the younger generation, often their own children, are enjoying FLL or travelling

overseas.

Teachers' attitudes towards FLL for present-day students

9.3.1 How important is FLL?
Teachers were asked to rate FLL as 'very important', fairly important' or 'not

important' to New Zealand students these days. Table 9.3 shows the teachers'

responses according to their positions. All but one teacher were of the opinion that

FLL is very or fairly important. One year 8 class teacher was not sure although she

valued her own experience of learning French throughout secondary school and had

encouraged her daughters to learn it. All the language HODs and teachers in charge

of FL subjects considered FLL very important - one used the word "essential".

I found it surprising that four of the other FL teachers thought FLL only fairly

important. Discussions with the teachers showed that, mostly, they were reflecting

the general attitude they saw in schools and the wider society, rather than their

personal feelings. This may have been the result of ambiguity in my questionnaire,

or they may have modified their stance in conversation with me, knowing my

background. One HOD originally circled the option 'not important', but it soon

became obvious that this was not his personal opinion, merely a reflection of what he

perceived to be general opinion in New T,rcaland. He considered FLL very important.

In another example, a principal chose the response, 'fairly important' but stated later

that all students should study a language up to year ll (i.e. at least three years). It
was particularly interesting that the two teachers of Maori who were interviewed both

firmly supported FLL. There were no noticeable differences of opinion between the

different types of school.
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Table 9.3 Value placed on FLL for New Zealand students

Type of teacher
Very

important
Fairly

important

hincipal 3 3

Other senior management 2x 3*

Deans/ euidance/ careers adviser ) 8

Foreign language HOD 4 0

Other FL specialists 6 3

Maori lansuase teachers 2, 0

Others involved in FL teachins 2A 0

Others M 9

Totals 28 26
* Includes an intermediate DP teaching a FL

One intermediate teacher and a secondary HOD Maon
Both at intermediate school

Includes one intarmediate teacher

a

o

#

9.3.2 Why is FLL important?
Table 9.4 sets out a summary of the values teachers saw in FLL. Most teachers

mentioned several of the factors listed, but by far the majority believed that students
need to learn that New Zealand is part of a wider world, where not everybody speaks

English. Several considered arrogant the notion that everyone here or overseas will
speak English and noted that students have to understand that people from other
cultures think and do things differently, and express their ideas differently. Some
potnted out that New Zealand society is becoming more multicultural and hence
greater understanding and tolerance is required at home as well as in overseas

relations. Teachers realised that New Zealand's trade and tourism links with non-
English-speaking countries are expanding and the concept of "globalisation" was

frequently referred to, often in relation to New 7*aland's geographical isolation and
traditionally self-cented attitudes. It was generally thought that language shlls are

imporant combined with other qualifications.



Comments

Number of
mentions

Knowledge/understanding/tolerance of other cultures,
improved relations - not everyone uses Eng!!qb- 38

General educational value: broadening of horizons,
experience, knowledge. Most of world is not
monolingual 21

Transferable skills, mental discipline e. g. memorisauon,
attention to detail l9
NZ's economic need o[ communication skills for trade,

commerce. tounsm L6

Better understanding/appreciation of Englisll t2

Useful for travel (increasing) 1l
General understanding of language - structures,
differences, links 6

Table 9.4 Why FLL is imPortant for New Zealand
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school students

Other comments, apart from those relating to the country's economic needs, were

broadly divided between concern for students' personal development and the

importance of skills acquisition. One year 8 teacher firmly believed that her students

were never going to travel beyond the nearest city, but most teachers appreciated the

need for students to be as flexible as possible in rapidly changing world' At the age

of 12 or 13 they cannot know where they might travel in the future, for pleasure or

for work, nor what skills they might need for the several or many jobs they might

have. A few teachers appreciated the value of FLL but added that it is important only

for the most able students, although it should be offered to all students. Three

teachers thought that FLL was fine if that is what students wanted, but that the choice

to study a language would depend on personal needs. Three teachers saw FLL as

important but thought that students (presumably those whose first language is

English) need to learn Maori first.

9.3.3 Which languages should New Zealand students learn?

This question provoked a wide range of responses, see Table 9.5. Some mentioned

one or two languages only, some listed three, four or five, with the implication that

students should have a good variety of options. Some chose 'any European' or 'any

Asian' language. About half of the teachers thought that students' choices should

include a mix of Asian and European languages. The rest were evenly divided

between favouring European or Asian languages only.
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Eight teachers stated that it does not matter which second language a child learns, for

the basic educational advantages discussed above, especially the transferability of
skills and the breaking out of the monolingual mode. "All languages are

enlightening." Some felt uncertain or not confident to judge. Six teachers noted that

the future linguistic needs of either the country or of individuals would vary and were

difficult to predict. Two teachers mentioned Pacific Island languages, commenting

that they might be more relevant in the Auckland area, or that Pacific Island students,

like NESB students, need different courses from English-speaking srudents (i.e.

language marntenance progrrlmmes). Three teachers noted the need to focus on the

Asia/Pacific region, in connection with Sparush and/or Asian languages. The only

negative comments against a specific language concerned Japanese which was,

ironically, the most popular one. One teacher suggested that the best choice for any

student would be one community and one international language, another that "a

language thatmight teach them about their roots".

Although I made it clear to everyone I interviewed that this research was about

LOTEMs, a number of secondary teachers mentioned the importance for New

Zealand students of Maori or the value of l^atin. Three teachers believed that both

Latin and Maori should be taught to all students before they were offered the choice

to study other languages. There was linle support for the introduction of Korean but

some interest in Chinese, seen also among the students surveyed, and a growing

recognition of the value of Spanish. The teachers' views seem to reflect what was

happening in their schools, including what was feasible in terms of teacher

availability and student choices. It is doubtful that many, if any, of the teachers

below the level of senior management had much influence over what FLs were

offered in schools, or whether classes continued in the face of low student numbers.

Table 9.5 FLs considered the most appropriate for students

Number of mentions
Language
mentioned

As only FL
to be taueht

To be offered
with another FL

fotal number
of mentions

Japanese 5 20 25

French 0 I7 l7

Spanish 4 L2 t6

German 0 ll 1I

Chinese 0 10 10

Korean 0 2

Any European (or
Romance) lang. 0 4 4

Any Asian lang. 3 4 7

Maori 0 7
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9.3.4 Opinions about specific languages

Asian languages were considered important for economic reasons. Teachers noted

that New T3,aland has increasing numbers of visitors and immigrants from Asian

countries. It was deemed importiant to provide oppornrnities to explore their

languages even though such languages have had much less influence on our English

language and largely Bntish culture than European languages. In particular, teachers

perceived a ggowing number of contacts with Japanese people through trade and

tourism, for example. Two teachers considered Japanese too hard for students to

reach a reasonable level of achievement, but another asserted that its stnrcture was

close to Maori which eased the learning task. Chinese was also suppolted largely for

economic reasons, but was also seen to be an important community language. Two

teachers commented that there seemed to be little demand from parents for the

teaching of Chinese. One school principal was interested in offering Mandarin and

the school had a native Chinese speaker eager to teach it, but the Board of Trustees

favoured Sparush (for which there was no student demand nor teacher available).

According to this principal, Chinese needed to become "fashionable" in order to

create student demand. Another teacher considered Chinese important for tounsm.

A few teachers mentioned Korean, generally for the same reasons as Chinese' One

teacher was against teaching any language purely for commercial reasons.

Some teachers remarked that most New Zealanders still travel to Europe, and those

supporting the study of European languages stressed the cultural heritage of most

New Zealanders. Few reasons were given in support of specific languages.

Typically French was associated with dance and cookery, though it was also seen to

be useful for travel and attractive for its romantic associations. Teachers reported that

French was still popular with students destined for law or medicine, and considered

easier than German. Two teachers remarked that it would be good for students to

learn the FL which parents were most tikely to be able to help with, but one teacher

felt that it should not continue to have such a dominant place in the FL curriculum.

German was perceived as important for economic cooperation with Europe, a useful

lead into other European languages and easier than Asian languages' It was

recognised that Spanish is widely spoken and that New Zealand has increasing lintris

with Spamsh-speaking countries. Sparush was also considered easy and fun to learn

and it represents a large range of cultures.

Two teachers commented that, for most students, Maon is a second, if not a FL and

so the study of it has most of the advantages of any FLL. Another stressed the need

to understand and respect our own New Zealand culture and its official language

first, before learning other languages. In particular it was felt that Maori need their

own language for self-esteem. For these reasons it was suggested, as mentioned

above in section g.3.Z,that Maori should be the first language taught after English to

all students, after which students should be offered the choice of a FL' It was

claimed that Maori has been successfully introduced into primary schools as a natwal

part of everyday learning, and that children learn easily and enjoy it. One bilingual
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intermediate teacher reported some initial hostility from students and paxents towards
her use of Maori in class, but as she did not force students to use the language it had
gradually been accepted. At one secondary school it was reported that only a few
parents had resisted the introduction of a compulsory Maori Studies module in year
9. Only one int'ermediate teacher was hostile to the teaching of Maori, considering it
a*dead" language, and takrng the attitude that the community can maintain it if they
wish but it should not be pushed elsewhere.

9.3.5 The best starting age for FLL
The opinions of teachers are summarised in Table 9.6, divided according to whether
teachers were in secondary or other schools. The great majority of teachers (4O)

favoured FLL beginning before intermediate level, that is before the age of 1l years,

although six of them would accept a Year 7 start at the latest.

Table 9.6 The best starting age

Preferred
starting age

Number of mel lions
By secondary

teachers
By other
teachers Totals

The younger the better l6 l1 27

Pre-school I 6 7

Sometime at primary level I 4 5

4 to 6 Years 3 I 4

7 to l0 Years 8 1 9

Year 7 or 8 7 4 1l

Year 9 I 0 I

Not sure I I 2

No opinion 2 0 2

9.3.6 Reasons for preferred starting ages

General comments made in favour of starting FLL before secondary level are shown
in Table 9.7. Teachers who believed that FI-L should begin at intermediate level
gave a variety of reasons. One stated that, at that age, "students absorb knowledge
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likeasponge,,.othersbelievedthatyoungerSrudentscanhavemorefuninFLL.
Many observed that most overseas students start FLL at an earlier age' Teachers

frequently stressed the need for students to be able to make an informed choice when

deciding whether or not to choose a FL option at secondary school' some believed

thatL1learmng started too early slows down Ll development' and that' by year 7 or

S,sfudentshavemasteredsufficientbasicEnglishtobereadyforalearning.
Others asserted that intermediate students are mature enough to start investigating the

wider world, and will therefore enjoy learning more new concepts'

Table 9.7 Reasons for starting FLL earlier than year 7

About half of those favouring a start at primary school used phrases such as "as

youngaspossible,,.Fourteachersspecifiedthatyeargwastoolate.onewas
unsure about the best starting age but emphasised that all students should have the

opporfunitytolearnanLl-atsomestage'Anotherwasunwillingtogiveanopinion
butdidspecifythat,iflanguagelearnrngwerecompulsory,itshouldstartatYearT.
Some teachers suggested that intermeaiate students needed more serious study' t'e'

that current programmes did not stretch students enough' especially in English'

geographyandhistory,andthatmoreneededtobedonetodeveloptheirthinkingand
communication skills. In addition, there was too much repetition in year 9 of work

alreadycoveredatintermediatelevel.Accordingtosome'theobviouswayto
overcome these shortcomings was to begin secondary schooling at year 7 and include

at least 2 Years FLL.

g.3.7 Should all students have some experience of SLL?

whrle pnmary and inlermediate teachers were evenly divided over the question of

making FLL compulsory, secondary teachers were twice as likely to favour

compulsion as not, see Table 9.8, althOugh three quarters of the secondary teachers

favoured compulsory FLL at pnmary or intermediate level' not in their own schools'

Mostresponsestothequestionofcompulsionwerequalifiedinsomewayand
teachers tended to reflect the current sihration in their school' Many teachers in

favour of FLL for all stressed the cultural value of FLL, but were unable to overlook

No. of
mentions

re easilY andYounger students lei

ilounger cninren nan" rewer inhibitions, less

'hapsase' to overcome

school is too late

ffints can achieve more; secondary courses

are inaOequate to cover ex'm syllabuses
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obvious problems of staffing, cumculum and resource development, choosing which

F[s to offer and adding another subject to an already overcrowded curriculum.
Those against compulsory FI-L tended to doubt the ability of all students to cope with
L2learning, but most were in favour of offering all students the opportunity for FLL
at primary or, more often, at intermediate level. Some pointed out that for NESB

students, English is an L2 so perhaps they would not need or want to learn another
'FL'. There was considerable variation in opinions about how much FLL students

should have, what the best starting age was and what sort of course younger students

should have.

Table 9.E Teacher opinions about the status of FLL in schools

Status of FLL
Secondary

teachers Other teachers Totals

Compulsory 24 9 33

Optional t2 8 20

Not sure I 0 I

No comment 2 0 ')

Teachers in favour of compulsory FI-L emphasised the value of continuous courses,

as against short "taster" modules, which secondary FL teachers generally considered

"too little, too laten', and it was secondary teachers who were most aware of the issue

of 'articulation' which, as pointed out by Peddie et al. (1999) needs much more
discussion. It was suggested that the only way to overcome all the inconsistencies in
current FL courses was to have, at intermediate level at least, some sort of common

curriculum to enable all students to arrive at secondary school at similar levels and be

able to make reasonable choices about further FLL. One of the major points, made

partrcularly by FL teachers, was that FLL would not be taken seriously at
primary/intermediate level unless it were a separate 'essential leaming area' in the

Curriculum Framework.

Whatever their views on making FLL compulsory or not, the majority of teachers

wanted to see much more FLL, especially in primary and intermediate schools.

Ideally such learning should be integrated into the cumculum by having some

content-based language teaching, making the most of whatever language skills
teachers might have. Teachers believed that more positive attitudes !o FLL should be

encouraged by, for example, inviting foreign visitors into schools or offering more
overseas travel opportunities. One of the main reasons for wanting to see more,
earlier FLL was to give students a more informed choice about languages when they
reached secondary school. Some teachers felt that, if students had had a good

grounding in FLL, it would not matter if they did not then continue it at secondary

level. Most teachers emphasised the need for younger students to have as wide a
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range of learning experiences as possible. Supporters of compulsory FLL pointed

out that it is "no big deal" to leam another language at school overseas, and that FLL

is not necessarily too difficult, even for the weakest students. In fact, it can and

should be fun for all.

The issue of 'articulation', identified by Peddie et al, (1999) was mentioned by a

number of teachers who saw the need for agfeement between secondary schools and

their local primary and intermediate feeder schools about the languages to be taught

and starting ages, so that students could benefit from continuous courses. Teachers

realised that this would not address the problems of students who moved to schools

in different areas with different language learning schemes. Thus it was suggested

that there should be SLL courses at intermediate level, of consistent length and

content. so that students would arrive at secondary school with similar levels of

experience and achievement,

Only a small number of teachers believed that FI-L was suitable only for the most

able students. Similarly, only a tiny minonty wanted to see FI-L compulsory for

secondary sfudents. There was more support for the notion that students need to be

well grounded in their Ll before tackling anl2, so that FLL for all stating in year 7

might be acceptable. None of these teachers seemed to appreciate the irony that

NESB students were generally expected to become proficient in English as soon as

possible, regardless of the state of development of their Ll'

Two other teachers claimed that students cannot be forced to learn another language

as it is "too personal a matter". This seems to reflect another issue which Gardner

(1985) identified - rhe fact that language learning is not like learning any other subject

- although Gardner argued that this was a reason for every student to have SLL

experience, not that this made it unsuitable for some students. The attitude of these

teachers seems to be the traditional one of resficting learning opportunitres for

students according to their academic ability. One teacher speculated that involving

greater numbers of students in FLL would increase general confidence in such

learning nmong those who doubt the suitability or value of FIs for many students, tn

contrast to the present, unfortunately common, view that FLL is a "luxury not a

necessity". This seems to be another example of societal attitudes being a self-

fulfilling prophecy, as Gardner (l%t identified in relation to the perception of SLL

as a difficult subject, discussed in section 2'7.

Two teachers seemed to suggest that FLL should not be part of the secondary

curriculum at all. One believed that children responded best to exposure to a FI-

when very young and in the home, not seeming to distinguish between first language

acquisition and school language learning. Another thought that FLL should be part

of travel experience, that is, practical communication and the absorption of culture on

the spot, not taught in school.
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9.4

The one teacher who admitted to being unsure about whether or not all students

should be exposed to FLL was a secondary pnncipal who asserted that some primary
and intermediate schools were introducing FLL for the wrong reason, that is, to
attract high-calibre students, not necessarily because they believed in its educational
value. This type of pursuit of a 'competitive edge' was noted by Williams (1996).

Some recent media reports suggest that there is a growing demand for an earlier start

to FLL or the maintenance of community languages (O'Flaherty 2001, Schumacher,

2001, Walsh 2001) in schools.

Teachers' views of the current situation
9.4.1 Whieh students study FLs?
When asked what of type of students tended to opt into FLL at secondary level, half
the teachers reported that it was those above average academically, see Table 9.9,

The teachers' opinions suggest that, however positive the attitudes towards FLL of
teachers, parents or students, in the end it was only the more intelligent students who
chose FLL, although a few teachers reported signs that a wider range of students was

opting to learn FLs.

Table 9.9 Which students choose to studv FLs

Comments
Number of

mentions

The most academic. most able 28

Mostly girls I
Those with some family involvement in using
LOTEs 9
Those particularly interested, keen enough to
sacrifice other subi ects 6

No pattern, a wider range than before 4
Those with previous, good experience of language
learning 4
Those from middle class, professional homes

3

Those influenced by the good reputation of the
subiect or the teacher I

Those who want to stav with their friends I

Don't know/no comment 4
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According to most teachers, the more able students were:

. the more studious and prepared to do the necessary Gard) work;

. those who saw the need for languages other than English, often

influenced by overseas (especially Japanese) visitors;
. the "risk takers", wanting challenges;

. the most curious with the widest interests;

. good with, and interested in,language and languages;

. usually more mature than average, good all rounders and aiming at tertiary

education.

Several teachers used the word "sacrifice" when talking about FL students, implying

that the students had to be particularly keen in order to forego other optional subjects

whrch might interest them.

Parents were thought to be another influence on student choices. According to

teachers, parents of FL students placed more value on education in general than many

others and were themselves interested in languages, FL students usually had parents

who travelled or had business connections overseas. The sfudents themselves

travelled or had other opportunities to use a language ottrer than English outside

school. One Japanese teacher had surveyed the Year 9 intake and found that most of

the students were in the class because their parents had made the decision or because

older siblings had done the subject. Other teachers also reported that students were

influenced by older siblings who had enjoyed FLL or been on an overseas erchange,

for example. The reports of the influence of foreign travel and association with

speakers of other languages tend to support the findings of my student surveys. On

the other hand, students themselves did not think that they had been particularly

influenced by their parents or siblings, but one FL teacher reported that interest in

FLL still reflected a student's socioeconomic background, as has been reported

overseas (Burstall 1979, Loulidi 1990, Peddie 1993). On the whole, the teachers'

perceptions supported my hypotheses that parents were an important influence over

children's attitudes towards FLL.

9.4.2 lVhat governs student choices of FL?
Teachers indicated that gender and previous experience were the main influences on

student choices. To some extent, the choice of language seemed to depend on the

"flavour of the moment" which perhaps explained the fluctuation in popularity of

Japanese, although three teachers claimed that boys tended to choose Japanese

anyway. Several teachers commented that studenls tended to oPt into FI-L in year 9

if they had had a good previous experience of FLL, which also supports my

findings. However, most of such comments referred to students continuing

Spanish. In any case, according to teachers, a bad experience does not necessarily

put students off. They may choose a different language when they start secondary

school (whether or not language learning is compulsory) because they feel they have

"done", say, French. If they did not enjoy their previous experience it was most

likely ro be because they found it difficult, especially if they had been learning
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Japanese. These last two comments support what Vine (1993) found in her study.

9.4.3 Why students reject FLL in year 9 or beyond
When asked to say why they thought most students dropped out of FLL as soon as it
was no longer compulsory, or after trying a Year 9 option, teachers gave the

opinions listed in Table 9.10. The first two groups of comments, made by over half
the teachers, are largely two sides of the same coin, that is, they are positive and

negative reasons for the students' choices, depending on the perceived future value

of FLL. According to several teachers, this lack of value was often associated with
the idea that everyone can or will use English, although this was not supportel by the

students themselves in my findings. The general attitude towards F[-s perceived by
the teachers was vividly illustrated by some of the phrases they used. They saw FLs
treated as:

. a,.luxury"

. the "poor relations" in schools

. a "fringeelement"

. part of the "old world" of education

Table 9.10 Reasons for not undertaking or continuing FLL

Comments
Number of

mentions
Career choices, need more 'useful', 'safer'
subiects' 2T

Not important, not needed, no long-term value 15

Too difficult, too much work, want easier subiects t4

Put off bv teacher )

Just not interested I
Senior students put off by having to do
correspondence study 2

Teachers attributed the marginalisation of FLs to the trend to reduce the amount of
time available to option classes in Year 9, i.e. shorter courses or fewer classes all
year (e.g. twice every 6 days). FL teachers, more than others, saw these conditions

as particularly disadvantageous to successful FLL and reinforcing the notion that

languages are difficult subjects. According to the teachers, students were often

aware that it is considered hard enough to get good marks in year 13 FL
examinations compared with maths and sciences, without the amount of study time

being reduced.
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Several teachers made the point that, even when students were interested in

languages, enjoyed studying them and wanted to continue, schools sometimes made

it too hard for them. Their choices were limited by timetable clashes and by pressure

to choose options which were seen as priorities for their goals of occupation or

further study. Another fact'or thought to dissuade students from continuing FLL was

the need for many senior students to study by correspondence' It should be stated'

however, that the teacher in charge of conespondence students on at one school

assured me that the language students coped extremely well because they awale

highly motivated and well supervised. My personal experience tells me that this is

not the case in all schools. Teachers observed partictrlarly unfavourable conditions

for FI.s where there were accelerated classes in a school and one felt that, in hts

school, FLL was being "snuffed out" or "strangulat'ed"'

g.4,4 The extent to which student choices were guided by schools

Teachers were asked what information and advice was given to students, specifically

in relation to FLL, before they started yeal g and as they moved up the school'

9,4.4.1 For students moving from Year 8 to 9
All the secondary schools distributed prospectuses with varying amounts of

detail about the school, courses and other activities offered' and so on' Some

produced booklets with additional information for specific year groups with

details about optional subjects. All the schools held some sort of open day or

evemng when any interested students and their families could visit and talk to

teachers. The Year 7 - 13 school had the advantage that most year 9 students

came through from its own intermediate classes so they were able to visit

secondary classes in action and talk to the teachers on site. Most secondary

schools sent out one or two staff, usually including a year 9 dean, to visit

year 8 classes in the main contributing schools'

The smaller schools were able to interview each new student on enrolment

with their parents, in order to discuss such matters as option choices' The

larger ones did not find this feasible and generally invited families to an

enrolment evening where a wide range of senior staff handled the enrolments

and gave information and advice. Most teachers felt that' in general, students

arrived having made their option choices, usually in consultation with their

parents. Year 9 deans reported that they had very little influence on subject

choices made by incoming students. Some FL teachers, however, expressed

concern that, whatever the method of enrolment, the students might not

always receive dispassionate advice about option choices and might even be

dissuaded from studying a FL if the enrolling teacher considered them

"unsuitable".

9.4.4,2 For students moving from Year 9 to 10

Teachers gave the impression that student choices were based largely on their
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year 9 experiences and on the information supplied about the options

available in year 10 and beyond. General career advice, delivered to small

groups or whole classes, was not usually organised until year 10. Individual
junior students (i.e. in years 9 and 10) would normally receive advice only if
they requested it. Thus, any messages students might receive about, for
example, maintaining as broad a range of subjects as possible in order to keep

their options open for future study or jobs, would come after many had

already given up some of their optional subjects, including F[s.

9.4.4.3 For senior students (years 11-13)
At each school I tried to interview teachers responsible for advising students

about subject choices and their comments are summarised in Table 9.11. The

main impression I obtained was that, in class or individual discussions about

employment or teftiary education, very little mention was ever made of FLs

by students or staff. This was mostly because, by the time careers advisers

and senior deans had contact with students, most of those who had

undertaken some FLL had given it up. Teachers reported, too, that

employers and tertiary instirutions made very little mention of FLs as

desirable qualifications or components of further study.

Table 9.11 Advice about FLL given to senior students in
relation to employment or tertiary counses

Comments from senior deans and careers
advisers (N = E)

Number of
mentions

Little or no mention,linle or no demand for jobs or
in tertiarv studies 8
Some mention of Japanese + business, economics,
mmputing 4
Some mention of Japanese + tourism

4
Only see senior students, rarely any studying a
languase 3

Some possibility of language electives in tertiary
courses, e.g. business 1

No demand from local employers for language
skills ,)

Comments made by individual teachers about the place of FLL in further
education included the following:

. Universities welcomed FI- students but there were hardly any
prerequisites for tertiary courses in any subjects any more;
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. Not even the Mirustry of Foreign Affairs and Trade required FL

skills in its new employees, preferring to organise its own intensive

courses;
. FL students tended to be more locussed in their goals and not

consult careers advisers ;

. "What can I do with my languages?" was a worrying question for

an adviser as tertiary institutions hardly mentioned F[s in their reports

on what careers their graduates went into;
. Although tourism courses at schools and tertiary institutions had

"mushroomed" it was not always obvious that FLL had any place in

these;

. If there was a FL component students learnt no more than basic

phrases;
. One local institution had a tourism course which included Japanese

but its high cost detened many students;

. The only career which specifically mentioned the desirability of FL

skills was that of flight attendant;

. In order to major in business at one local institution it was

necessary to spend two years on compulsory courses, with no room

for FLL, however keen a student might be.

Even if careers advisers did consider FLL important in terms of students

keeping their options open, in view of the uncertainty about future

employment, they did not see sfudents early enough to give such advice. One

adviser, spoken to only briefly, wanted to stress that, given the chance, she

always advised students to continue their FLL. Furthermore, if advisers saw

the benefit of FLL in relation to specific care€r paths, they could not honestly

tell students that such value was perceived by tertiary institutions or

employers. For example, one teacher believed that there were big

opportunities for students with a good knowledge of Japanese language and

culture, which might explain why, of all the FLs offered at local secondary

schools, Japanese had the best retention rates, but local tertiary institufions

did not seem to be acknowledging these opporfunities or offering appropriate

couaes to help students make the most of them.

9.5 Teacherst views of their colleagues' attitudes towards FLL
Teachers were largely pessimistic about what they perceived to be the attitudes of most of

their colleagues, see Table 9.12. This seems paradoxical compared with the largely positive

attitudes reported above and may result, to some extent, from the limit€d sample of teachers

interviewed. On the other hand, it may reflect a gulf between what teachers personally

believed and what they said in public, to students and parents, or in staff discussions, which

tended to support the status quo of FLL in schools. In other words, whatever value teachers

put on FLL, the majority, apart from the FI- teachers themselves, felt unable or unwilling to

take action to support their ideas. The most disturbing aspect of negative attitudes perceived
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by some teachers among their colleagues was a tendency to deliberately dissuade students

from continuing FLL. While some teachers admitted that this might be for laudable motives,

one felt passionately that it was undermining the whole place of FLL in the school and used

the word "sabotage".

Some teachers were aware Of the resentment caused by the existence of small FL classes,

especially at senior level, and believed that some of their colleagues would have such classes

abolished and let "market forces" prevail. With growing demands on curriculum time and

the continued compartmenalisation of subjects there was increasing competition for "a piece

of the cake". Teachers who reported such anitudes were clearly distressed that the central

issue of students' education was being lost in such "political battles". Others noted that

teaching is an "aging profession" (McCutcheon 2002 gives the average age as 43), and it
was only to be expected that the majority of teachers would have conservative views about
the nature of school FLL and its place in the curriculum. Some saw their colleagues'

attitudes tending to improve as their children started to work and travel, which, as shown in
section 9.2.4, some teachers themselves admitted.

Table 9.12 Teachers' attitudes towards FLL, according
to their colleagues

Comments
Number of

mentions
Influential teachers dissuade some students from
lansuase srudv 8

lansuage leamine is not imporant 5

Some resent small lansuase classes 5
A little is OK for all but it is too hard for some to
continue .,

Some are put off by bad experiences, do not know
FLL has chaneed 3

Generally supportive 3

9.6 Teaehers' influence according to students
In section 4.5.3 | discussed the responses of year 8 students to survey items specifically
referring to their FL teachers and their methodology. These response were largely positive

and I showed that positive experience of prior FLL tended to have positive effects on sfudent

decisions about FLL in the following year. I also endeavoured to lind out if year 8 class

teachers had played any role in influencing student choices about FLL for year 9 by asking
all the students to respond to item 8.1.16, "My class teacher says I should do a language

next year". Only a small number of students,l6Vo, agreed with this while 477o drsagreed
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(N = 278). It could not be assumed from this that teachers had advised against future FLL,

since it was possible that the matter had not been discussed. In fact, from what class

teachers reported in their interviews, they had not stated an opinion in most cases, either

because they had not been asked by students or parents or because they did not feel qualified

to give advice about subjects about which some of them knew very little. From what the

year 8 students reported, it appears that their teachers had little direct influence over students'

decisions about future FLL, although FL teachers who succeeded in making FLL an

enjoyable experience indrrectly encouraged further learning. This absence of teacher

influence was reinforced by the response of the year 9 students when asked why they had or

had not enjoyed their previous FLL, discussed in section 6.8.4. Very few students

mentioned teachers for positive or negative reasons.

One barrier that FL teachers sometimes perceive to continued FLL after year 9 is the fact that

in most secondary schools there is unlikely to be more than one teacher of any particular FL.

Thus, if students take a dislike to the teacher of the FL they have chosen to study in year 9

they may decide against further study of that FL, knowing that they would always have the

same teacher. By comparison, i[ is usual for students to meet a dit-ferent teacher of, say,

English or Mathematics each year, However,SSVo of 206 year 8 students who reported that

they would or might study a FI- in year 9 disagreed with the stiatement, "I'll try a language

next year but I won't go on with it if I don't like the teacher'nr . Of course, for most of the

students, not knowing anything about the teachers they might have, this would be a

completely hypothetical opinion. Nevertheless, some students would have heard of FL

teachers through the experiences of older siblings or friends, and students at the Salvia

would certainly know the Japanese teacher. It does suggest a determination among students

to study what they were interested in, and not be put off by a teacher.

9.7 Staffing issues

9.7.1 The general situation
All the teachers interviewed were asked if they were aware of any problem in

obtairung suitable FL teachers and if this might be responsible for the apparent

declining interest in FLL among students. Most teachers felt unable to comment but

the school principals and FL teachers all had somethtng to say on the subject. The

two largest secondary schools, Begonia which offered 3 FLs, with some pressure on

top stream Y9 students to study a language, and Freesia (mixed), which offered 4

entirely optional FLs, could each sustain only one full-time FL teacher (of Japanese).

The other FL teachers in these two schools also needed to teach other subjects,

whether they wanted to or not. The other two mixed schools had some compulsory

language learning and offered only two F[s. One was able to employ full time

French and Japanese teachers, but the other had only one full time teacher teaching

both languages and a part time French teacher. Of necessity, this constrained

timetabling and limited students' options.

naireitemwasofdubiousvalue,consistingoftwostatementsin
one, in addition to containing a negative statement. Such statements were largely eliminated in the
piloting and consultation processes as being hard lor the students to respond to clearly.
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In addition, it was interesting to discover that seven of the 13 FL teachers in the

secondary schools were born overseas, and all except one of the seven had been

educated overseas where FLL was a compulsory part of their secondary education.

One teacher reported that the local teachers' college only catered for Japanese

teachers, which was perhaps responsible for improving that particular teacher

supply, if not helping the supply of teachers of other FLs. The New Tnaland

education system may not be providing sufficient numbers of FL teachers for what

schools would like to offer, as noted by Williams (1996). Any attempt to improve

teacher supply would need a great increase in numbers of tertiary FI- students and for
this to happen far more school students would need to start and continue FLL.

The question of part-time FL teachers is problematic. Personal experience shows that

part-time teachers often play only a minor part in the general life of the school and

lack of visibility may lead to lack of interest in their subjects, both among their
colleagues as well as the students, if they are the sole teachers of that subject.

Furthermore, they may not be guaranteed employment from one year to the next,

depending on student numbers. In some cases, interviewed teachers taught FLs part

time because of lack of classes, especially at senior levels, and had to teach other

subjects, not necessanly of their own volition. Such arrangements can put

constraints on timetabling and limit students' options. It is often a "chicken and egg"

situation, of course. Lack of students opting for a particular subject usually means a

reduction in classes, which in turn may drive a teacher away, If a school has trouble

replacing a teacher it may not be able to continue offering a subject. Two of the

schools involved in this research were having problems of this nature. In every

secondary school surveyed some senior language students had to work in combined

classes or study by correspondence. This was not a result of teachers not being

available in the schools but of the inability of the staffing budgets to cope with more

than one or two very small senior classes. All the teachers concerned claimed that

correspondence courses are very difficult and require a high degree of student

motivation and independence.

9.7.2 The principals' perspective
One school had sought a Spanish teacher but being unable to find one had employed

a new German one instead, despite declining interest in the subject. The same

principal was worried about replacing the HOD languages who was about to leave,

as the school needed someone able to teach French and Japanese in order to maintain

its current curriculum. At another school the future of French was uncertain as there

was no permanent teacher, owing substantially to the fact that the school could never

offer a full-time French teaching position. The school could not guarantee that

French classes would go ahead, a situation which naturally tended to put students off
opting for the subject, but the lack of students reduced the chances of offering classes

in the first place - a vicious circle. There had been some thought that it might be

worth trying a different language to attract more students and hence a teacher.
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At another school the supply of FL teachers had not been an issue for the principal'

but he was aware of anecdotal evidence that Japanese teachers could be hard to find'

one school had had difficulty when first establishing Japanese but was very pleased

with the current situation. Even when their teacher had taken leave the school had had

a number of applicants for the position of long term reliever and found a good

replacement. The only problem that arose each year was the small numbers of

students interested in French and German and hence the need to decide if classes

would nm or not. Another principal declared that small senior numbers created an

ongoing staffing problem although he was determined to support the classes for as

long as possible. In his experience, once classes were lost they were never restored'

a point also made by one of the language teachers. In schools which were Senerous

in staffing very small senior language classes, the senior administration staff were

well aware of the resentment this could cause, discussed above in section 9'5' and

usually made efforts to compensate staff in some other way' One principal

considered correspondence courses totally unsatisfactory' He was nof criticising the

courses themselves but felt that putting students on corespondence was unfair lor

the students who did not have the same interaction with fellow students and teachers

as their peers did in other subjects (cf Spence 1998)'

whatever the staffing problems or the attitudes of principals towards FLL, it was

clear that they would be loath to lose a]l senior FI- classes for fear that some parents

would send their children elsewhere. These would tend to be the more academic

students who get the best examination results and assist in maintaining the good

reputation of the school, a necessity in a system which forces many schools to

compete for students.

g.7.3 The language teachers' perspective

The FL teachers tended to have a slightly different perspective from their principals'

In their expenence, obtaining relief teachers of Japanese had often been a problem in

the past, whereas there was usually no shortage of French or German teachers'

However, the HoD languages in the schoot without a perrnanent French teacher

agreed with her principal that this was a major problem for student motivation' In

general, there seemed to be a low turnover of FI- teachers, provided there were

sutficient students to keep classes going and provide them with satisfying jobs' FL

teachers tended to feel that student retention rates depended to a great extent on their

energy, commitment, enthusiasm of individual teachers and their ability to make

classes sufficiently fun and interesting to 'capture' the students' In particular'

teachers of European languages needed to make up for geographical distance with

good resources and enthusiasm. While this responsibilify falls on teachers of all

optional subjects, FL teachers felt that it was unfair of principals to clarm that they

valued FLL and suggest that teachers might be to blame for high drop-out rates'

when many other factors were contributing to students' decisions to discontinue

FLL. One such factor was the problem of students' lack of basic English skills,

which some FL teachers perceived as a barrier to successful FLL' Other comments
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abut teacher availability were made by immrgrant teachers, particularly speakers of

Asian languages, who felt that there should be more support for native speakers of

LOTEs to retrain as teachers of their languages.

Commenting on combined classes, one teacher claimed that these can have

advantages although they may put some students off. The lower level students can

be stretched while the others get more revision. All the students need to develop the

habit of independent learning to a greater extent than students in single level classes.

On the 'problem' of students arriving in year 9 with different amounts of FLL

experience, teacher opinions vaned. Some found it very difficult to cope with such

students. They saw FLL in primary and intermediate schools as very "hit-and-miss"

and were critical of the FL knowledge and teaching abiliry of their primary

colleagues. Such negative attitudes have been observed by some of the language

advisers who have reported (personal communications) that the attitudes of

secondary language teachers towards FLL in pnmary and intermediate schools are

one of the barriers to the successful development of FL programmes in years 7-10,

and that secondary FL teachers tend to underestimate the expertise and enthusiasm of

their pnmary colleagues.

However, the majority of secondary FL teachers involved in this research did not

view the different levels of expertise among their year 9 students as a serious

problem because most of the intermediate courses were short "taster'o courses and

students had considerable gaps in their knowledge. Students with some prior

knowledge and confidence could help and encourage beginners. A greater problem

from the point of view of the advisers is that students may arrive at secondary school

having enjoyed o'f,aster" FL classes, ready flor more in-depth learning, only to be

faced with similar short begrnners' courses which offer linle that is new and which

may discourage them from continuing FLL. As already discussed, this seemed to be

happening at one of the surveyed schools.

9.7.4 The views of other teachers

Some teachers could not understand why New Zealand does not value FLs as other

cultures do. There seems to be no pattern or consistency in the FLs offered by

schools, and the populanty of individual languages among students seems to vary

from place to place. Offering different F[,s was not seen to attract more students but

simply reduce the numbers learning tradiuonally taught languages. Teachers wanted

the profile of FLL raised in schools so as to increase public awareness of its value.

Limited exposure in schools limits interest and understanding of what is possible and

desirable. Some schools had thought about introducing senior FL beginners'

courses, for example, business Japanese or German for tourism, but teachers

foresaw problems arising from pressure on the timetable from other subjects.

Sceptical teachers believed that class numbers would be too small to warrant the

staffing, or that year 12 FL classes might be considered "soft options", like drama
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and media studies, which attract students not prepared to do the necessary hard

work. Schools would need to develop their own courses and resources. This would

involve time and money they are reluctant !o spend without support or

encouragement at national level'

Teachers in general, like the interviewed parents, appreciated the value of FLL, and

had ideas about improving student numbers. However, they perceived extensive

barriers to increasing FLL in secondary schools (cf spence 19q7, 1998, Johnson

2001).

9.8 General comments about education in New Zealand

The following sections present a range of views from individual teachers. Not all the

interviewed teachers commented on these topics, nor would they all agree with the comments

listed, but these comments do build up a coherent picture of what teachers perceive to be

happerung in schools.

9.8.1 General attitudes towards schooling

. poor attitudes towards FLL reflect generally poor attitudes towards education.

. New Zealanders are very rela:red about education which is not as standardrsed nor

as demanding as in other countries, where even some kindergartens have FLL'

. Life is still too easy for most people and improved educaflon is not seen as the

answer to any socio-economic problems which do exist'

. New Zealanders are "too laid back', o'lazy","isolated"'

. A section of the community is not "in tune" with education, with low aspirations

and expectations. The challenge is to get all to value it so that the gap does not widen

between this section of the community and the better educated "elite"'

Ironically, the very organisation and ethos of one school was identified by some of

its teachers as encouraging such a division because of the rigid streaming of classes'

Accelerated classes which pushed students through examinations early caused them

to miss out on social development, and cramming tended to push some subjects,

such as FLs, out of the curriculum. The students in the stop streams were given the

sense of being an elite while those below felt infenor, though it was admitted that

some other students were glad not to be subjected to the the same academic

pressures.

9,8.2 The limited nature of secondary education

. There are signs of growing awareness among teachers and students of the contrast

between schooling in New 7-ealandand overseas because of increasing contacts with

foreign exchange students.

. There are not enough hours in the school day to improve the range of subjects

taught compared with overseas'

. General knowledge is "appalling".

. Secondary schooling should begrn two years earlier, as is common overseas.
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. The answer to the problem of the "crowded cuniculum" might be more integration

of subjects, instead of the creation of more, separate core subjects. (A degree of

subject integration did exist at Freesia which, as discussed rn 6.2.4, was considered

effective by ERO (1998b).

Several teachers were particularly bitter about the creation of new timetable space for

technology which was reducing time for other subjects, especially the options. They

believed that technology is an essential tool which should be integrated into all

subjects, not taught separately. Teachers also objected to the trend they perceived for

education to become more like job preparation with too little "brain training". In their

opinion, job training should be canied out on the job or during tertiary studies.

Schooling a child is not about producing an 
o'economic unit".

9.8.3 More pressing demands on scarce resources

Principals in particular reported that their schools were facing major problems which

were straining their limited resources. For example, a kura kaupapa Maori (a Maon

language primary school) had decided to designate a particular secondary school as

the "preferred destination" for its students, although the school in question had no

resources to provide bilingual education. Most schools were coping with an increase

in NESB students with what they considered inadequate support from the

government, (one principal called it "peanuts"). Schools often had to rely on the

chance availability of native speakers, especially of Asian languages, to help

immigrant students with some subjects,like maths and science.

9.9 Final analysis
The principal ideas which emerged from the teacher interviews and which were supported by

a majonty of the teachers can be summarised as follows:

9.9.1 Children need to start SLL an an earlier age

Although special needs and NESB students may be better served by concentrating on

developing basic English and other skills, they should not be excluded from other

language learning rf they want to be involved. Maori was considered a priority for

primary children by many teachers, but no teachers suggested that immigrant children

might be offered the option of maintaimng their Ll alongside learning English.

9.9.2 A,ll students should have some FLL at intermediate level

There was clearly a considerable amount of disagreement among teachers regarding

the desirability and possibility of teaching FLs to all students, and the best starttng

age for compulsory or optional FLL. On the whole, teachers were reluctant to use

the word 'compulsory', but most saw advantages in FLL for all or most students in

FLL. They understood that an earlier start might enable students to attarn gr€ter

proficiency in a FL, and believed that increasing the number of students starting FLL

would improve the retention rates in later FL classes. From their responses to the

question of where they would ideally like to see FLL in schools, it was evident that
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the majority of teachers felt that it should begin before students reach secondary

school and that, preferably, it should in some way be integrated into primary

education, but it was not at all clear how that might be done if it were !o remain

optional. Considerable disagreement remained between teachers favouring short

.'taster" courses and those wanting longer, on-going courses leading to more

advanced studies at secondary level.

The general impression was that specialist language teachers arc not needed at

intermediate level because adequate resources now exist for enthusiastic teachers to

teach French, German, Spanish and Japanese in years 7 and 8. However, on-going

teacher training is still needed and more language specialists are still desirable'

Courses of consistent length and content are needed so that students arrive at

secondary school with similar levels of achievement. students and their parents need

to be able to make more informed choices about optional FLL at secondary school'

An earlier start will facilitate achievement of higher standards at senior levels' This is

turn should help reduce the perception of F[s as "difficult" subjects' Students need

to realise that FLL is an on-going process and cannot be "done" in one short module'

9.9.3 Other changes needed

There needs to be continued improvement of FL curriculums, teaching methods and

materials in order to increase students' enjoyment, and enhance their perception of

the "relevance" of FI-L. More students need to be encouraged to continue FLL at

secondary school and beyond. This, in turn, would help to produce more teachers

with language skills. Students, their parents (and some teachers) and the wider

community need to be persuaded about the importance of SLL for personal

improvement and the benefit of the country. To this end, 'Languages' needs to be

made an 'essential learning ?f;ea',seParat€ from 'language' (i'e' English) in the New

Zedand curri culum framework.

9.9,4 The imPortance of gender

A major factor identified by teachers as an influence on student decisions regarding

FLL, discussed in section g.4.z,was gender' This factor will be examined in detatl

in the following chaPter'
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CHAPTER 10 THE ROLE OF GENDER IN ATTITUDES TO FLL

10.1 Introduction
The literature on gender differences in attitudes to FLL in schools, mostly in English-

speaking countries, asserts that it is seen by students, parents and often by schools as more

relevant for girls than for boys. This has been shown, for example, in the UK (Burstall

1979), the USA (Bacon & Finnemann 1992), Europe (Coleman 1996), Australia (Carr

1997) and New Znaland (Waite 1992, ERO 1994). Where FLL is compulsory, boys on the

whole are less successful than girls (Clark & Trafford 1995) and opt out of it as soon as

possible in greater numbers than girls (Aplin lggl,Ashenden & Milligan 2001). Where it is

optional, fewer boys choose to study a FL and fewer continue each year (Fullerton & Ainley

2000, Holt et al. 2001), a situation which is clearly illustrated by MoE statistics in New

Z,ealand.

An examination of enrolments numbers in the two FLs studied most in New Zealand

secondary schools, French and Japanese, shows a clear discrepancy in the numbers of girls

and boys starting and continuing their FLL, see Table 10.1. Drop out rates were high in all

years and always higher for boys than girls except between years 12 and 13.

In this research t analysed atl the data obtained to ascertain if any gender differences existed

in the anitudes of the students surveyed, their parents, their teachers or their schools. In

most cases there were no significant gender differences, but some interesting differences

emerged which are discussed in this chapter.
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Table 10.1 Numbers and drop out rates

cohort studying French and
(MoE Statistics)

253
of students, by gender, in one

Japanese 1994-199E

French Japanese Gender balance Drop out rates

Year/Level Girls Bovs Girls Bovs Girls BoYs

r994lY9 t5r@. 11178 58Vo 42,Vo

1995/Yl0 8066 4868 62Vo 387o 47Vo 56Vo

1996lYrl 48'33 ?331 67Vo 33Vo AOVo 52Vo

1997lY l2 2735 tr4l TLVo 29Vo 43Vo 5IVa

r,998/Y13 r752 760 7jVo 307o 36Vo 33Vo

lO,2 Perceptions of gender differences in interest and ability in FLL
10.2.1 Student perceptions
Asked to respond to the statement: "Girls are more interested in learning a language

than boys", students in both years 8 and 9 revealed a high degree of uncertainty, with

no significant gender differences in the responses. The suggestion that boys are

better at FLL than girls, put to Year 8 students who had had some FLL experience,

elicited almost no agreement and a hrgh degree of uncertainty, but significant

(p<.001) gender differences in the responses, shown in Table 10.2. The girls'

responses are not surprising and suggest that most of them considered themselves to

be as competent as the boys at FLL, though not necessarily any better. The boys

were more divided in their views.

Table 10.2 Responses by gender to survey item t.2.16: "Boys
arrc better at learning a language than girls."

Item response
Proportion of

sirls
Proportion of

bovs

Apree Onlv 2 students lSVo

Disaeree 66%t 34Vo

Unsure 32Vo 5lVo

N I14 108

For gender association p<.001
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Given the large number of 'not sure' and 'no opinion' responses, it would seem that

the students did not feel able to judge the abilities of their peers, or that they were

reluctant to do so. Several students added comments indicating any difference in
ability depends on individuals, not their gender. For example, two girls stated:

"Girls and boys can be just as smart as each other if they really want to

learn."
"lBoys are better than girls...] Absolute rubbish...everyone is smart in their

own way."

The older students were also very uncertain, but with no significant gender

differences. The year 9 students seemed equally reluctant or unable to judge the

ability of their peers.

Overall, there was little evidence that the students perceived any gender differences in
auitudes towards FLL nor in aptitude for FLL. In the literature I found little
reference to students' own perceptions of such differences. However, the findings
of this research support those of Powell and Batters (1985) who found that both

genders vigorously rejected the idea that FLL is more important to one group or that

one group is more capable of FLL.

10.2.2 Parents' perceptions
Judging from their personal experience, the parents I interviewed could have been

forgiven for perceiving FLs as mostly'girls'subjects'since, as discussedinT.4.I,
most of the mothers, but very few of the fathers, had learnt a FL at school. I did not
seek their views about FLL in relation to gender and none expressed any such views.

It was interesting that it was mostly mothers who made themselves available for
interviews, which could indicate that they were more prepared to talk about their
children's education than the fathers, or perhaps that they were more interested in
FLL. No pilents seemed aware of any gender bias in their children's FL classes or
in the schools in general. The possible differences in parental influence on girls and

boys will be discussed in 10.5.1 below.

10,2.3 Teachers' perceptions
The New T,ealand educated teachers interviewed for this research might similarly
have perceived FLs as mainly for girls. 22 of the 27 women but only 12 of the 20
men had studied French at school, although similar small proportions of both had

studied latin or German. Of the l1 teachers who had not leamt a FL at school seven

were male, though two had studied [-atin. By comparison, all the 9 teachers educated

overseas, all female, from Europe, Africa and Asia, had experience of SLL or FLL
and had usually learnt more than one language.

As shown in other countries (Wright 1993, Carr 1997) the FL teaching profession

tends to be dominated by women, partly because most tertiary FL students are female
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(Coleman 1996). I found a similar situation in the schools I surveyed. Of the 13

secondary FL teachers, 9 were female and it appears, that schools might have trouble

recruiting FL teachers were it not for qualified immigrants. Seven of the FL teachers

were born overseas, and all but one had been educated overseas where FLL was

compulsory at secondary school. Whatever the students reported about FLs in

relation to gender it seems evident that, subconsciously, they might, at least in the

long run, come to associate FLL with females since most of their FL teachers were

female.

As discussed in Chapter 9, teachers reported that FL students tended to be girls,

especially beyond year 9. Two HODs of languages reported that thls was

particularly the case in European language classes. One called girls the "lifeblood" of

such classes as most boys dropped out after year 11. Both reported that boys were

more interested in Japanese which led to a better gender balance in classes' A third

school reported that Japanese was the most popular language and that it usually

attracted more boys than girls. Gender was reported to be one of the main influences

on students' choice of FL, alongside previous FLL experience. Once again,

whatever the students reported about FLL and gender, the boys were clearly

receiving subtle messages that FLL was not for most of them.

Regarding gender stereotypes, one female teacher commented that the old notion that

FLs were "poofie'n or "wussie" subjects, and only for girls, was changing. On the

other hand, a male teacher at Begonia still saw peer Pressure against FLL. He also

used the word "poofie" to describe the attitudes of some boys to his own subject,

English, as well as languages or any subjects seen as *arty". Another FI- teacher

reported rhat girls were usually willing and confident about FLL, which only applied

to the more academic boys. Where such male prejudice against FLL, and language

study in general, comes from is open to speculation and would be an interesting topic

for further research

10.3 Year E intentions
10.3.1 To study a FL or not - the gender gap appears

Among the year 8 students, there were clear indications that girls were likely to

dominate FL classes the following year. More than twice as many grrls had decided

to study a FL as had decided against it. Boys were more evenly divided, while more

boys than girls were not sure about FLL for the following year. These differences

proved statistically significant (p<.05) and are illustrated by Graph 10.1. When the

intentions for year 9 were compared with the schools which the students expected to

attend there were marked gender differences, shown in Table 10.3.

The smallest gender difference in intentions was at Salvia, where most students had

studied both the FLs offered. Among students expecting to afiend the single sex

schools, girls were more likely than boys to be intending FI-L, but the greatest

discrepancy was for the large mixed school, Freesia, Although these students were
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offered the greatest range of languages, their general socio-economic background

was poorer than that of students destined for the single sex schools. This seems to
have had a greater negative effect on the attitudes of boys than girls. Overall,

whichever school they expected to attend, more girls than boys intended to study a

FLL in year 9.

Graph l0.l Student intentions for FLL in year 9, bJ gender
(For gender association p<.05)
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Foreign language learning in Year 9

10.3.2 Reasons for intending FLL
Some gender differences are apparent in students' motivation for opting into FLL.
Table 10.4 shows that girls were much readier to give rea^sons for their choices than

boys. Nearly half the girls, but only a quarter of the boys, wanted to continue what

they had started at intermediate school. About a quarter of the girls were interested in
a particular FL, a reason cited by proportionately only half as many boys. Other
reasons listed were given by similar proportions of both genders. A few students,

mostly girls, mentioned the influenoe of parents, siblings, friends or overseas

connections, or the desire for something new and challenging. Given the necessity
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of interpreting students' wording, it is possible that the reasons reported by each

gender do not necessarily differ $eatly but may simply reflect different ways of

expressing their interest.

Table 10.3 Year 8 student intentions for FLL according to expected

secondarY school

Will study a FL in Year 9

Futurc
school*

Girls
N

Girls
yes

Girls
maybe

Boys
N

Boys
yes

Boys
maybe

Single sex
colleges 24 67Vo 217o 34 507o 32Vo

Freesia 65 6OVo 19Vo ffi 38Vo 24Vo

Salvia 4l 447o 7Vo 4l 39Vo lOVo

* 1"61e includes data only for schools which the majority of surveyed

year S students ex

Table 10.4 Reasons for intending to study a FL in year 9

Number o I mentions

Comments
Girls
11tg = 85)

Boys
(f{ = 65)

To build on prior experience, enjoyment
or success in FLL 38* na

Interest in a specific FL, culture 23# 80

Useful for iobs 11x 8t

For travel LO# 70

FLL or a specific FL sounds 'cool', 'fun' 7 7t

General interest in FLs and/or cultures 7 1+

x Mostly Japanese

# Mostly French

t Only Japanese mentioned

0 Japanese cited most often
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10.3.3 Reasons for being unsure about or not intending FLL in year 9
There was little difference between genders in the reilsons given for being uncertain

about FLL in year 9. Some factors, including overseas connections, influence of
older sibling and usefulness for jobs were mentioned by I or 2 boys but none of the
girls. Among the few students who gave a reason for definitely not intending to
study a FL the following year there were no real gender differences.

10.3.4 FLs which year E students intended to study
Graph 10.2 shows the numbers of students intending to study a FL in year 9,

according to gender and the FL chosen. The girls were more evenly divided in their
choices than the boys who manifested a clear preference for Japanese. 437o of the 85
girls, but only ZOVo of the 65 boys, opted for a European language, French being a
clear favourite among the girls, followed by Spanish, while boys were slightly more

interested in German. Two thirds of the students who intended FI-L but had not
decided on a language were girls, most of whom rvere tossing up between a

European language or Japanese. Among the students who reported that they might
study a FL in year 9 the boys tended to report a preference for Japanese, but there

were no other discernible differences.

Graph 10.2 Choice of language for year 9 made by students
intending to study a FL, by gender
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10.3.5 Intended choice of FL compared with expected year 9 school

There were few differences in the choices of FL among students expecting to attend

Begonia or Gerbera. It did not appear, as has been suggested from time to time' and

shown to be untrue (Phillips 1982, Powers and Batters 1985), that German ts seen

as a'boys' subject' compared with French as a 'girls' subject' (hitchard and Loulidi

lgg4). Japanese was the most popular FL for all students expecting to attend

Freesia, but more popular for the boys. European languages were almost equally

popular with the grrls, but very few boys intended to study one' These differences

were even more pronounced at Salvia where most students had learnt some French

and Japanese. only two of the 18 boys intending to study a FL in year t had chosen

French, while the girls were evenly divided between the two languages' The boys

seem to have reacted differently to their previous FI-L experience' Either they had

found Japanese particularly interesting or had taken a particular dislike to French for

some reason.

10.3.6 Intended choice of FL compared with preferred FL

As discussed in section 5.'T,students were asked what FL they would most like to

learn and responses were compared with actual FLL intentions' Table 10'5 shows

that a much larger proportion of girls (45Vo) than boys (only 29Vo\ had decided to

study rhe FL they most wanted to learn. A larger proportion of boys (34Vo) than

girls (29Vo) had decided against FLL, even if their preferred FLL was available to

them, and boys were twice as likely as girls to be unsure whether they would do any

FLL in vear 9.

Table 10.5 Student intentions for year 9 if
Possible at intended secondarY

preferred FL was

school

Intending to studY
preferred FL
Not sure which FL to

Will studv another FLx

Not sure about FLL

Will not studY a FL#

t Most mentioned Japanese as a possibility
* All had opted for Japanese

# Boys werl nearly twice as likely to have decided against FLL if their

ferred FI- was a EuroPean one
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When student intentions were compared with their interest in learning French or
Japanese, the FLs available at all the local secondary schools, substantial gender
differences were evident, as shown in Table 10.6. The boys interested in learmng
French were much more uncertain about future FLL and more likely to have decided
against it than the girls. The boys' preference for Japanese is revealed once again.

Table 10.6 Intentions to study French or Japanese compared with
students' ultimate intercst in FLL

GIRLS French Vo Japanese Vo

Would most like to studv 36 38

Intend to studv 10 28Vo t7 45Vo

May study* 8 22To I 2lVo

Will/may study another FLt 7 I97o 0 OVo

Will not studv a FL l1 3l7o t3 34Vo

BOYS French Vo Japanese Vo

Would most like to studv 19 37

Intend to studv 2 77Vo 18 49Vo

Mav studv* l0 537o 9 24Vo

Will/may study another FLt 0 OVo I 3Vo

Will not studv a FL 7 37Vo 9 247o
* Students reported that they would or mighr study a FL, but not

necessarily their preferred language

f Students reported that they would or might study a FL but not
their preferred FL, or no choice was specified.

10.3.7 Reasons given by year 8 students for their choice of FL
Very few students stated why they had chosen specific FIr. All comments but one
about Japanese were made by boys and focussed on its usefulness for jobs. There
were obviously some misconceptions as one boy stated "it is the most spoken
language in the world" and one girl declared it the most meful language available.
Two boys chose Spanish because it is widely spoken. Each of the four boys who
commented on their choice of German had a different reason for choosing that
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language:

"l've alwaYs wanted to go there"

"the main car manufacfurers are there"

"it's a Pretty rich country"

'oeasy to learn".

ThesecommentssuggestthatfewstudentshadclearideasofwhyanyFl-Lmightbe
interestingorvaluable.Inanycase,theirchoiceswerelimitedbywhatwasavailable
in schools and, if ttrey had no prior FLL, dependent on limited information gained

from parents or secondary school prospectuses' Nevertheless' boys were evidently

getting the message that Japanese was somehow more acceptable and desirable a

subject than anY other FL'

10.4 Year 9 decisions

10.4.1 To study a FL or not - the gender gap narrows

The majority of both genders had decided to study a FL but the proportion of girls

was higher than that of the boys. Since the year 9 sample was not exactly the same

astheyearSoneadirectcomparisonbetweenintentionsandfinaldecisionscannot
be made. It must also be remembered that the sample of year 9 boys was less

represenrative than that of the grrls and would have distorted all the data concerning

the boys. However, as these distortions are most likely to be in favour of FLL' it

might be expected that, given a more represent'ative sample of the year 9 boys' any

identified gender differences might have been greater'

Thrs supposition was supported by the data obtarned from the sub'sample of students

who participated in both surveys. In year 9 the malority of this sample were

atrending Fieesia and Salvia, where FLL was entirely optional' The sample included

onlyfourboysatBegoniaand13girlsatGerbera.TheoverallpatternoftheirFLL
intentions in year 8 were similar to those of the whole year 8 sample, although fewer

students of bottr genders reported that they would be studyng a FI- in year 9'

However, the pattern of their final choices was quite different from that of the whole

year 9 sample as the majority of girls had opted for FLL, whereas the majority of

boys had chosen not to study a n-. These proportions are much closer to the typical

pattern illustrated in Table 10. 1 . The two sets of data are illustrated in Graph 10'3 '

The actual choices made by the year 9 students in each school' see Table 10'7'

proved to be very similar to the overall pattems of FI-L intentions among year 8

studentsshowninTablel0.3.Itisinterestingthatonlyasmallmajorityofgirlsat
Gerbera had chosen a FL compared with the intentions of over two thirds of the Year

8 girls expecting to attend that school. This suggests that the year 8 girls may have

been affected by my presence as a female teacher and have been' possibly

unconsciously, trying to please me or fit what they perceived to be my expectations'

A comparison of the year 8 and year 9 figures for Freesia suggest that most of the

year 8 students intending to go to Freesia and who stated that they might study a FL

probably did not. At Salvia it seems that' among the indecisive year 8 students' the
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girfs were more likely to have finally opted for FLL than the boys. Since abrlatX)Vo

of the 85 year 9 Salvia students were involved in both surveys, this is probably an

accurate reflection of the situatlon.

Graph 10.3 Student decisions regarding FLL in year 9, by gender,

for whole sample and sub-sample
Notes: SS (Sub-sample) N = 169,93 girls,76 boys

All Y9 N = 664,393 girls,27l boys
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For both genders there was a significant association ( p<.001) benveen the decision
to study a FL or not in year 9 and the school. At the two mixed schools where FLL
was entirely optional girls clearly outnumbered boys in language classes, particularly
at Freesia. At Arum, where at least one tern of language learning was compulsory,
the proportions of girls and boys studying a FL (i.e. not Maori) were almost

identical. The major surprise was that at the single sex schools a considerably higher
proponion of boys than girls was involved in FLL. The proportron of girls matched

approximately the usual national figure for FI-L while the proportion at the boys'
school was exceptionally high, which was probably not an accurate reflection of the
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school as a whole. As mentioned before, most of the boys were in the top four

streams and thus under pressure to study a language. It is highly likely that, if the

whole year 9 group had been surveyed, the proportion of boys involved in FI-L

would have been much lower, but it is impossible to speculate what that proportion

might have been.

Table 10.7 Student decisions regarding FLL in year 9, by gender

and school

Particularly striking was the fact that, of the 28 students who reported that they were

going to study two lanBua ges, 25 were girls. It appears that boys were rarely

sufficiently interested in FLs to "sacrifice" other options in order to study two

languages, even if they were interested in FLL'

lO,4,2Reasonsforthedecisionsofyear9students
10.4.2.1 Reasons for choosing to study a FL

Some interesting differences emerged between girls' and boys' motivation for

FLL, shown in Table 10.8. For girls the most important reason' cited by

nearly one third of them, and nearly three times as many as boys, was an

interest in overseas travel. The boys' main reason for studying a FL was the

perception that it was compulsory (although this was not so at any of the

surveyed secondary schools). Thus, the majority of girls had opted into FLL

mostly out of personal interest, whereas a considerable proportion of the

boys felt forced into it. ln addition, girls were twice as likely as boys to say

that they wanted to continue a subject previously experienced' Among other

reasons cited less frequently, boys were more interested in learning

something new or challenging, while girls tended to mention job

qualifications, other people's influence or an interest in other cultures' which

might relat€ to their interest in travel. Gender differences with regard to the

influence of prior FLL experience, and notions of the 'usefulness' and

Students studYing a FL in 2000

Freesia

Salvia

Totals
For association between FLL decision and school,
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difficulty of FLL will be discussed below.

Table 10.8 Reasons for studying a FL in Year 9

10.4.2,2 Gender perceptions of compulsion.
As shown in Table 10.8, the perception that FL was compulsory affected
year 9 boys three times as much as girls, This difference could be explained,
at least partly, by the particular sfudent sample at Begonia, already
discussed. It is also possible that at Arum, where all students were obliged to
study a LOTE for at least one term, the boys resented this more than the girls.
They might not have distinguished between leaming Maori and a FL, or they

might have been particularly hostile to the idea of learning Maori and viewed
FLL as a lesser evil.

The influence of perceived compulsion was further explored by survey item
9.3.13, "1'm only doing a foreign language because my school makes it
compulsory". Responses to this were analysed by school since it was only
relevant to students at Arum and Begonia. Graph 10.4 shows that the girls
were less influenced by school pressure to study a FL than the boys.
However, there was an even greater difference between the responses of
boys at the two schools. The most likely explanatron for this would seem to
be the fact that the Arum boys were from mixed ability classes in a decile Z

school whereas the Begonia boys were in top streams at a decile 8 school,
and therefore more likely to come from educated families with an appreciation

of the value of FLL. However, of the 46 boys surveyed at Begonia who
were in the top four streams, and therefore obliged to study music or a

language, one third agreed that they were only in FLL because it was

Comments

Number of Mentions

Girls
Vo of
241 Bovs

Vo of
149

For travel 74 3lTo l6 Il%o
General interest/just
wanted to 50 2I7o 29 19To

Comnulsorv B ljVo 45 307o

General enioyment/fun 30 lZVo 16 lTVo
To build on previous
learnine/eniovment 24 l0Vo 8 57o
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compulsory. This shows a considerable reluctance on the part of boys to

study a FL, either because it was at the expense of preferred options or

because they disliked FLL or the idea of it. It is also possible that the

Begonia boys resented the degree of compulsion when they could see boys in

lower streams having a freer choice of subjects'

Graph 10.4 Responses to item 9.3.13: "I'm only doing a

foreign language because my school makes it
compulsory", bY school and gender

70%

60%

50%

40"/o

30%

20%

10o/o

OYo
Not sure

IRrut Girls N= 62 Elltut Boys N = 55 ffiBegonia N= 44

10.4.2.3 Reasons for choosing not to study a FL
Boys were more than twice as likely as the girls to cite lack of interest as a

reason for not opting into FLL, 43Vo (N - I2?), see Table 10'9' On the

other hand,377o of the girls (N - I52), compared with only lTVo of the

boys, reported that they had preferred another option, often stating 9r

implying that they rvould like to have studied a FL but it could not be fitted

inro their timetable. Nearly half of these girls but only about one third of the

boys specified that Maori was their preferred option. Thus, even among

students who did not opt into FLL, it appears that girls generally had a greater
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interest in LOTEs and other cultures. A handful of girls reported thar they

had already done enough FLL or needed extra English, neither of which

reasons were mentioned by any boys. The only other apparent difference,

though still involving small numbers of students, was that the gtrls seem to

have been more influenced by their parents than the boys.

Tabte 1.0.9 Reasons for not studying a FL in Year 9

Comments

Number of Mentions

Girls
Vo of
ts2 Bovs

Vo of
122

Did not want to/not
interested/would be boring 31 ZOVI 52 43Vo

Preferred another option
or no time for FL 31 2OVo 15 IZVo

Preferred Maon 26 l'7Vo 6 SVo

No need/no use for iobs I7 llVo ll 9Vo

Did not eryoy previous
experience l0 77o 8 7Vo

Did not know 8 SVo l0 8Va

Too difficult 8 5Vo 9 7Vo

Parental influence 8 5Vo I I7o

The apparent relief at not having to learn a FL was significantly great€r

(p<.005) among boys, see Table 10.10, providing more evidence that

hostility to FL subjects was a greater factor in boys' choices than in the

decisions made by girls. Some students might have chosen to study a FI- if
they had not been faced with more attractive, competing options. Although

there was no significant association between gender and responses to the

statement, "l wanted to learn a foreign language but languages clashed with

more important rub.;ects" item 9.4.16, slightly more girls than boys agreed'

When these responses were analysed by school some striking differences

emerged at Salvia and between the single sex schools, see Table 10.11.
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Although only small numbers of students were involved, it is apparent that

most of the Salvia girls regretted not being able to study a FL, while the

reverse was true for the Salvia boys. By contrast, at the single sex schools'

a higher proportion of boys than girls felt excluded. It would be interesting

to know what proiortion of boys in the lower sfiearns not covered by the

survey, who had little opportunity to learn a FL, might have felt

disappornted.

Table 10.10 Responses by gender to survey item 9.4.9: "r'm
g|adldon'thavetolearnaforeignlanguagethis
Year."

Item response
Proportion

of girls
Proportion

of boys

Aeree 32Vo SQVo

Disasree 44Vo 24Va

N TM 113

For gender association P<.qq!

Table 10.11 Responses by gender to survey item 9.4.13: "I
wanted to learn a foreign language but languages

clashedwithmoreimportantsubjectst"atSalvia
and single sex schools'

Item
response

Girls at
Salvia

Boys at
Salvia

Boys at
Begonia

Girls at
Gerbera

Asreed T2 3 8 t7

Not sure I 6 3 22

Dsagree 7 10 t2 33

Totals 20 T9 23 72

10.4.3 FL choices made by year 9 students

When the year 9 students' final choices of FL were analysed the apparent preference

of boys for Japanese all but disappeared. Table 10.12 shows that the proportions of

girls and boys in Japanese were identical but that French was more popular among

the girls. German proved slightly more poPular with the boys and Spanish with the

grrls. A major gender difference lay in the numbers opting to try two languages, the

great majon ry Q5 out of 28) being girls. 14 girls but only 2 boys were trying bth
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French and Japanese at Arum. One other boy was studying the same two languages

at Begoma. Another I I gtrls were studying various combinations of languages at the

other schools, including one girl at Gerbera who was being permitted to study

Spanish by correspondence as well as attend French classes. This does not

necessarily indicate that boys were not interested in learning more than one language.

It could mean that the really keen linguists among the boys met greater barriers than

the girls. On the other hand, other findings suggest that the boys usually lacked

sufficient interest in FI-s [o "sacrifice" other options in order to study two of them.

Table l0.l2 Proportions of students in each language by gender
(N = number of students in FLL)

Gender N French German Snanish* Japanese

Girls 2q 54Vo 4Vo 97o 43Vo

BoYs r47 48Vo TVol 47o 43Vo

t Includes one boy on colrespondence
* Two students were studying by correspondence

Totals = more thanIC{],Vo as some students were studying more than one FL

As French and Japanese were taught at all the schools I thought it useful to examine

the gender balance in these two languages by school. Table 10.13 shows that the

pattern of choices varied from school to school which is hard to interpret, but may be

explained by socioeconomic status, ethnicity or by students' previous experience of
FLL.

Table 10.13 Numbers of students studying French and/or

Japanese by school and gender

Notes: 1. Percentages are proportions of students in FLL.

2. Percentages add up to more than 1007o where students

are studying both FLs.

French .Iapanese

Girls Boys Girls Bovs

School N Vo N Vo N Vo N Vo

Arum n 657o 39 7ZVo 36 58Vo 18 337o

Freesia 19 327o 7 2I7o 24 47Vo 2T 62Vo

Salvia 13 57Vo I 13Vo t2 52Vo 13 87Vo

Sinsle sex 58 6OVo ?3 52Vo 32 33Vo 11 25Vo

Totals 130 547o 7I 487o 104 43Vo 63 43Vo
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Among those at the higher decile single-sex schools, with the highest proportions of

Pakeha snldents, both girls (decile g, 175 students, 5lfto with previous FLL) and

boys (decile 8,69 students, 23Vo withprevious FLL) seemed to prefer the traditional

FL, French, by a ratio of about 2:1. At both Arum (decile 7, |39 students,707o

Pakeha, 45Vo withprevious FLL), and at Salvia (decile 7, 85 students'76Vo Pakeha'

857o with previous FLL), girls were fairly evenly divided betrpeen French and

Japanese but Japanese was the clear favourite with the boys at Salvia while French

was much more popular among the boys at Arum. on the other hand, at Freesia

(decile 6, 196 students, glfo pakeha, 52Vo with previous FLL), Japanese was the

first choice of most girls (4lVq and boys (62Vo)' One evident factor is that the

majority of students at satvia had prior experience of FI-L, mostly of both French

and Japanese, and so it could be assumed that this experience had influenced their

choices.

A major gender imbalance showed up when the proportions of girls and boys

studying each language across all the schools was analysed, see Table l0' 14' In all

the languages except G"**, where the gender balance was even, girls substantially

outnumbered the boys. In Spanish at Freesia the ratio of girls to boys' 4:1' was the

highest.

When the students were asked if they would rather have learnt another language' one

third of the girls reported that they would like to have learnt Japanese and a similar

proportion of the boys would like to have studied German. As previously discussed'

the data provides some evidence of boys' particular interest in German, but it might

not have been avarlable to all the interested students' one could speculate that the

girls' reported interest in Japanese might indicate that even more girls would have

studied two languages had they been able to accommodate them in their timetable'

Table f0.14 Proportions of girls and boys studying each FL

Totals
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10.4.4 Reasons given by year 9 students for their choice of FL
Similar reasons were given by most girls and boys for choosing a FL option, see

Table 10.15, but with different emphases. The reason cited most often, wanting to

continue a language started previously, was provided by a larger proportion, STo, of
the girls (N = 241) than the boys,387o (N = 149). Nearly one quarter of the girls,

but only llTo of the boys, expressed an interest in visiting a particular country,

which ties in with the girls' clear association of FLL with travel, as discussed above.

More boys, I2Vo, attributed their decisions to adult influence, compared with only

7Vo of the girls, possibly because of the strong perceptions of many of them that FLL
was compulsory. Small numbers reported that FLL would be vaguely 'useful' but

only 4 girls and no boys mentioned the idea that the FL they had chosen might be

useful for a futurelob.

Table 10.15 Positive reasons for choice of language(s)

Number of Mentions

Comments Girls
Vo of
241 Bovs

7o of
149

Desire to build on previous
FLL r27 537o 56 38Vo

Desire to visit/interest in
particular countrv 56 ?3Vo t7 llTo
InfI uence/pressure from
Da.rents or other aduls L7 7Vo l8 I2Vo

General usefulness 22 97o 10 '7Vo

Theboys (I27o) werenoticeablymorelikelythanthe girls(2Vo) toreportnegative

reasons for choosing a FL option, such as a preference for what seemed the easiest

or the only acceptable option available. It appean that grrls generally felt more

independent than boys in choosing a FL option and made their choice

overwhelmingly out of personal interest.

10.5 General attitudes to FLL experience
10.5.1 Girls enjoy FLL more than boys

In accordance with much of the literature (for example, Burstall 1979, Powell &
Batters 19{J5, Aplin 1991) and my personal experience t hypothesised that gtrls enjoy

FLL more than boys. Table 10.16 shows the differing reactions of year 8 girls and

boys to three survey items indicating their general attitudes to the FLL they had

experienced, and where the gender differences were significant. Equal numbers of
girls and boys, 125 of each, had learnt a FL in year 7 or 8, but overall, the girls

showed more positive attitudes than the boys.
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Nearly twice as many boys as girls indicated that they did not want to learn more of

the same language, a sigruficant difference (p<.08). When asked to respond to the

prospect of tryrng a different language the following year' the largest proportion of
-girls 

(40Vo,N = 118) was in favour whereas the largest ProPortion of boys (377o'N

= I?3) was against, revealing again a more positive attitude among the girls than the

bovs.

Table 10.16 ProPortions of Year
disagreement with

FLL, bY gender

8 students rePorting agreement or

survey items indicating reactions to

In year 974Vc of 2lSgirls but only 66Vo of 113 boys reported that they had enloyed

learning a FL at intermediate school (item9.2.2)' When asked for reasons for these

response, considerably larger proportions of girls reported that they had found FLL

interesting and enjoyed learning about other cultures, see Table 10'17' It is

impossible to infer whether this is attributable to an inherent lack of interest among

this sample of boys or to a failure of teachers to make the FL classes sufficiently

stimulating for the boYs'

Among students who had decided to opt into FLL in year 9, there was a significant

difference (p<.005) between genders in reactions to item 9'3'2, "It's fun to learn

another language". 867o of 239 girls, compared with'7I7o of L46 boys, agreed or

strongly agreed with the item, see Table 10'18. The boys were four times as likely

to disagree, possibly because they, more than the girls, felt forced to study a FL'

The boys were also almost twice as likely to be unsure which may be the result of

Our language
teacher made
learning reallY fun'

I don't want to
learn more of the
same language.

I enjoyed language
learning so much
I'd like to try
another language.

il= sienifican* of association between it"* t"tPolq". u!9
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lack of experience, since the majority of the 146, 58Vo, had had no prior FLL,
whereas the majority of the 239 girls, SSVo,hadhad FLL experience.

Table l0.l7 Reasons for enjoying or not enjoying FLL at
intermediate level, by gender

Reasons Number of mentions

For enioyinq Girls Vo of 227 Bovs Vo of lL}
Interestine 31 l4Vo 5 4Vo

Enioyed learning about culture z0 9Vo 2 2Vo

For not enioying

Borine. difficult 38 lTVo 2l l9Vo

rab I e I 0' I E ." -ff 
: T 

"'1" 
i::ff ::H::","J, Jl"#" :;''''

Item response
Proportion

of sirls
Proportion

of bovs

Apree 86Vo 7I7o

Not sure llTo 2O7o

Dsaeree 27o 9Vo

N ?39 t6
For gender association, p<.005

Even among students who had not opted into FLL (153 gtrls and I24 boys), girls

showed more positive attitudes than boys. Asked if they would like to have studied a

FL the proportion of girls who responded positively, 41Vo, was significantly higher

(p<.02) than that of boys, A7o,as shown in Table 10.19.
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foreign language?"
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like to have

Item response
Proportion

of girls
Proportion

of boys

Yes 4IVo MVo

No 547o 69Vo

N r53 tu
For gender association, P<.O?

when asked why they would like to have studied a FL, the majority of both genders

expressed rnterest in a particular language or culture, but, surprisingly, the

proportion of boys was considerably higher than that of the girls, see Table 10'20'

This might result from the fact that fewer of the boys had had the chance to try a FI-'

on|y437o(N=124),comparedwith6OZoofthegirls(N=153).Itsuggeststhat
they would have liked the opportunity but that they, more than the girls, had been put

off opting for FI-L, perhaps for lack of suitable opportunities or encouragement'

once again, the girls mentioned travel more often than the boys.

Table 10.20 Reasons why Year 9 students not in FLL
would like to have learnt a FL

Comments
Va of Girls

6111 = 63)
Vo of BoYs
(N = 30)

6OVo

?3vo

lOTo

Interest in a Particular language
and/or culture 4lVo

To build on Previous
experience/enjoyment 2lVo

For travel L4Vo

The same students were asked to respond to items suggesting that they would enjoy

FLL, with significant gender differences (p<.001 or p<'002) in both sets of

responses, see Table 10.21. Girls were nearly trvice as likely as boys to think that

FI-L would be fun. When it was suggested that they might like to learn a FL one

day, three times more boys than girls disagreed. However, the substantial

proportions of boys responding positively to the two items reinforce the notion that

more boys would have opted for FLL given more oppoltunity or encouragement'

Asked if they would learn a FL one day, the majority of students were uncefiain' but

nearly three times as many girls as boys indicated that they would, a sigmficant

gender difference (P<.01).
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Table l0.2l Proportions of year 9 students not in FLL reporting

agreement or disagreement with survey items
indicating attitudes to FLL, by gender

Gender differences also showed up in response to item 9.3.14, "I wish that foreign

language options in year 9 were for the whole year" at the secondary schools where

FL courses were for less than a whole year. The girls at Salvia (13 out of ?3, fiVo)
were much keener than the boys (5 out of L5,33Vo) to have whole year options As

most of the students had already had "taster" FL modules, this adds weight to the

surmise that boys had enjoyed the experience less than the grrls. At Arum, T7 ortof
60 girls (45Vo), compared with only 16 out of 53 boys (3O7o), wished that FL
options were for the whole year, which may reflect the fact over half the girls, but

only 357o of the boys had had some previous FLL, as well as different reactions to
such experience. On the other hand, the gender differences in the attitudes at these

two schools may be more evidence of a greater interest in FLL among the girls.

The above arguments are contradicted by the responses at Freesia where a larger

proportion of boys, (16 out of 31, 52Vo,than girls, (17 out of 56,30Vo), wanted

longer opaions, although only 44Vo of the boys had any previous experience

compared with 59Vo of the girls. However, the Freesia boys in FLL who were also

keen on whole year options, represented only LSVI of the 98 year 9 boys at that

school, and may have been simply the dedicated few. There was probably a complex

combination of factors involved in all the student responses, but the overall picture

remains of greater enthusiasm for FI-L among the girls than the boys.

10.5.2 Girls are less monocultural in outlook than boys

The literature suggests that girls tend to be more interested in overseas travel, meeting

speakers of other languages and exploring other cultures (Powell & Batters 1985,

Aplin l99l). Among year 8 students there were no significant gender differences in

attitudes to FL speakers and their cultures, but there were indications that the girls

Agree Disagree Gender
sig.*Item Statement N Girls Boys Girls Boys

9.4.15 lrarmng a
foreign language
would be fun.

Girls
t45

Boys
138 6OVo 33Vo I4Vo 34Vo p<.001

9.4.10 I'd like to learn a
foreign language
one dav.

Girls
t47

Boys
r21 56Vo 49Vo 9Vo 26Vo o<.002

* = significance of association between item responses and gender
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were more open to learning more about the culture of people whose languages they

were learning, see Table 10.22. Their positive responses may, of course, simply

reflect greater enjoyment of FLL among the girls rather than inherently less

monocultural attitudes.

Table 10.22 Responses by gender to survey item 8.2.7: "f'd like to

know more about the life and customs of the people who

speak the language."

Item response
Proportion of

girls-
Proportion of

bovs

Apree 57Vo 43Vo

Disasree 20Vo 24Vo

N 118 120

Among Year 9 students in FL classes (24O girls and L47 boys) there were striking

gender differences in the responses to the two items designed to investigate attitudes

towards speakers of the languages they were snrdyng and their cultures, see Table

L0.23. The girls were significantly more positive (p<.05) in responses to the idea of

knowing more about the life of speakers of the languages they were learning and the

boys were proportionately twice as likely to disagree. There was an even more

significant gender difference (p<.001) in responses to the idea of meeting people

who speak the languages they were learning FL speakers.

Table 10.23 Proportions of year 9 students reporting agreement or

disagreement with surYey items indicating attitudes to

peoPle who sPeak FLs, bY gender

Agree Disagree Gender
sig.*Item Statement N Girls Bovs Girls BoYs

9.3.1? I'd like to know
more about the life
of the people who
speak the language
I'm learning.

Girls
236

Boys
t4'I

67Vo 577o l27o 21Vo p<.05

9.3.15 I'm interested in
meeting people who
speak the language
I'm learning.

Girls
235

Boys
t47 SOVo 6lVo 6Vo lSVo p<.001

9.4.11 I'm interested in
meetrng people who
speak other
languages.

Girls
148

Boys
T17 62Vo 43Vo l27o 27Vo p<.001

x = significance of association between item:esponses and gender
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More girls than boys responded positively, which again suggests the association

made by girls between FLL and travel, and over twice as many boys as girls

disagreed. Among students not sfudying a FI- in year 9 (153 girls and 124 boys) the

attitude of the girls to the possibility of meeting speakers of other languages was

significantly more positive (p<.001) than that of the boys, also shown in Table

10.23. Overall, these items support the idea that girls are more interested than boys

in people of other cultures.

10.5.3 Boys find FLL more difficult than girls
As has been found in Australia (Zanmit 19y2, Carr 1997) FLL was perceived as

difficult by more boys than gtrls. Of the whole year 8 sample, significantly more

boys than girls (p<.03) agreed that knowing more than one language was confusing

and sigruficantly more boys than grrls (p<.02) disagreed that they would find FLL
easy the following year, see Table 10.24.

Table 10.24 Proportions of year 8 students reporting agreement or
disagreement with survey items indicating perceptions

of difficulty in FLL, by gender

Agree Disagree Gender
sig.*Item Statement N Girls BoYs Girls Bovs

8.2.1 lrarning another
language was
easier than I
expected.

Girls
120

Boys
tt7 57Vo 3'7Vo 24Vo 38Vo D<.01

8.2.2 Tryrng to write it
was really
difficult.

Girls
tt9

Boys
r19 427o 55Vo 44Vo 29Vo None

8.2.11 Reading the
language was too
hard.

Girls
119

Boys
118 327o 35Vo 46Vo 39Vo None

8.2.10 Now I've learnt
some of one
language it1l be
easier for me to
learn another.

Girls
118

Boys
120

34Vo VIVo 33Vo 37Vo None
8.1.8 Knowing more

than one language
is confusing.

Girls
150

Boys
TY 277o a27o ffiVo 42Va p<.03

8. 1.6 I think I'd find
learning a
Ianguage easy
next vear,

Girls
151

Boys
155 20Vo 2lVo 28Vo 43Vo D<.02

x = significance of association between item responses and gender
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The particularly high degree of uncertainty among the girls might signify a reluctance

to boast about their confidence or ability or to admit that FLL might be difficult for

them, as well as a genuine uncertainty about their aptitude for FLL. The boys, on the

other hand, seemed more convinced that they would find FLL difficult.

Table 10.24 also shows that the year I girls had notably more positive reactions than

the boys to their experience of FLL. Significantly more girls than boys (p<.01)

found it easier than they expected. It is possible that the girls had worked harder and

therefore experienced more success than the boys. On the other hand, the boys may

have underestimated the amount of effort required to zucceed or have been over-

confident to begin with, Altematively, the teaching styles and resources may have

suited the girls better than the boys. In terms of particular aspects of FLL, more

boys than girls agreed that reading the FL wa.s too hard and that trying to write the

FL was "really difficult". Noticeably more girls than boys believed that prior

leamrng would make future FLLeasier.

Items designed to see if students thought that FLL was only for the brightest students

drew no sigmficant gender responses from year 8 students but among the total year 9

sample boys were twice as likely as girls to agree that FLL is too hard for most

students, see Table 10.25. It is not possible, however, to distinguish whether boys

see FI-L as particularly difficult because of their individual lack of confidence or

because it is a belief widely held by their community, a belief upheld by the boys'

school.

Table 10.25 Responses by gender to survey ltem 9.2.122 "Learning a

foreign language is too hard for most students."

Item response
Proportion of

girls
Proportion of

boYs

Apree lTVo 2570

Disasree 54Vo 4lVa

N 381 262
For gender association, p<.001

Among year 9 students not in FI-L, significantly more boys than girls (p<.001)

agreed that "Knowing more than one language is confusing", and that "lrarning a

foreign language would be too difficult for me", see Table 10'26.
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Table 10.26 Proportions of year 9 students not in FLL reporting

agreement or disagreement with survey items indicating
perceptions of difficulty in FLL, by gender

,A,gree Disagree Gender
sig.*Item Statement N Girls Bovs Girls Bovs

9.4.3 Knowing more
than one
language is
confusing.

Girls
t49

Boys
119 24Vo 397o 607o 327o p<.001

9.4.14 Learning a
foreign language
would be too
dilficult for me.

Girls
r45

Boys
116 lZVo 35Vo 627o 36Vo p<.001

x = significance of association between item responses and gender

All these items appear to support the idea that gtrls in both these year groups

experienced more success and felt more confident in FLL. It is possible that more of
the boys than the glrls judged FLL to be difficult because of actual differences in

cognitive development in the two genders at the age of the students surveyed which

has been found in the NEMP (1998, 2001). On the other hand, as has been

suggested by some teachers, it may arise from a difference in attitudes to the arnount

and type of work required to make satisfactory progress in FLL (Powell and Batters

1985, Clark and Trafford 1995). The tendency of some the boys to avoid subjects

involving a lot of reading and writing is discussed in section 10.5.5 below.

Table 10.27 Responses by gender to survey item 9.3.4: "I think
I'll do well in my language learning this year."

Item resoonse
Proportion

of sirls
Proportion

of bovs

Apree 68Vo 637o

Disasree 2.57o IlVo

N 237 t45
For gender association, p<.005

When year 9 students with prior FLL experience were asked if they thought they

were good at it, a notably higher proportions of girls, 657o (N = 227), than boys,

507o (N - 113), responded positively. Of those who had chosen a FI- option,
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similar proportions, about two thirds, of both boys and girls agreed that they would

do well in their FLL, but significantly more boys than girls disagreed (p<.005), see

Table 10.27.

f 0.5.4 Boys consider FLs less useful than girls

10.5.4.1 The relative importance of FLL
All the surveyed students were asked to consider the place of FLs in relation

to other curriculum areas, Table 10.28 shows that boys had significantly less

favourable attitudes than girls to the relative importance of FLL. Over half of

year 8 boys compared with less than a third of girls agreed that there were

"lots more important things to learn than languages". Fewer year 9 students

agreed with this notion and the boys were more evenly divided than the

younger group, but the girls were still much more likely to disagree that there

were many more important subjects than languages. This suggests that girls

valued FLL more higtrly than boys, but also that boys' attitudes improved

somewhat with age.

As previously discussed, there was also a highly significant association

(p<.001) between the responses to item 9.2.20 and the degree to which

students had opted for FLL. The proportions of each gender who agreed that

there are many more important subjects to learn than languages but who had

nevertheless opted for FLL, presumably out of personal interest, was similar,

approximately 4OVo (37 out of 94 girls and 42out of 101 boyt). Among the

students who did not agree with the item, there was a noticeable discrepancy

between the genders . 78Vo of the 162 girls but only 69Vo of the 85 boys had

opted for FLL. Thus, even if boys thought that FLL was as important as

other options they were less likely than girls to choose it, presumably because

of lack of personal interest or because Parents or schools were pushing them

into other subjects.

Table 10.2E Responses by gender to survey items 8.1.17 and

9.2.2Ot "There are lots more important things to

learn than languages."

Year 8 Year 9

Item response Girls Bovs Girls Bovs

Aeree 32Vo 54Vo 25Vo 397o

Disasree 4OVo 24Vo 43Vo 33Vo

N t6 r52 373 ?54

For gender associatior in years 8 and 9, p<.002
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When year 9 students were asked to consider whether FLL should be part of
the core cuniculum, slightly more girls than boys agreed and over half the

boys disagreed compared with 42Vo of the girls, as shown in Table 10.29.

This could mean that the boys were less interested in FLL than the girls but it
could also be interpreted as a sign that the boys objected more vigorously to

being forced into such leaming.

Table 10,29 Responses by gender to survey item 9.2.11:

"A foreign language should be part of the core
curriculum at secondary school.n'

Item response
Proportion of

girls
Proportion of

boys

Apree 25Vo 2lVo

Disasree 427o 5lVo

N 380 254

Among students who agreed that FLL should be compulsory, a substantially

larger proportion of girls, 68 out of 1)6 QlVo), than boys, 34 out of 54
(637o), had "put their money where their mouth was" and opted into FLL.
This could partly be attributed to the current necessity of making choices

where boys are perhaps more likely than girls to prefer other available

subjects even if they think that learning a FL would be a good thing. There

was a significant association between the attitudes of girls and their subject

choices (p<.005) but none for the boys.

A more general item presented to the yew 9 students who had not opted for
FLL, designed to gauge the general attitude to FLL irmong their friends,

showed a significant ffierence (p<.001) between the attitudes of boys and

girls, see Graph 10.5. A small majority of boys, 37Vo (N - 113), agreed that

most of their friends thought that FLL was stupid, but a large majority of
gSrls,6TVo (N = 146), disagreed. This seems a useful indication that, even

among girls not involved in FLL, general attitudes are still quite positive.
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Graph 10.5 Responses by gender to survey item 9'4'7: "Most
ofmvfriendsthinkthat|earningforeignlanguages
is stupid." (For gender association, P<.001)
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When the year 8 students were asked if they thought that learning Maon was

more important than a FL in New Zealand, item 8.1.14, 3l%o of the boys (N

= 151) but only ZlVo of the girls (N = 149) agreed. When the same item was

put to all the year 9 students (item 9.2.14) a similar proportion of girls agreed

(N = 3g2) but the boys appeared much less inclined to believe in the value of

learning Maori - only lTVo agreed (N = 259)' Views about the relative

importance of Maori seemed to have little effect on the girls' decisions

regarding FLL. The 82 girls who agreed about the greater importance of

Maori were fairly evenly divided in their choice to study a FL or not, but the

43 boys who agreed with the item were nearly fwice as likely to have decided

not to study a FL. This does not necessarily mean, of course, that these boys

had chosen to study Maon instead. Even if they had, they may have been

uninterested in any language learning, but have considered Maori of great€r

relevance for New Tnaland students if they had to learn an L2.
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The views of the year 9 students not involved in FLL seem to contradict the

above as nearly half disagreed with the statement, item 9.4.4*l will only ever

need to be able to speak English, or perhaps a bit of lvlaori". There was a

marked gender difference in these responses as 55Vo of the girls (N - L52),

but only 4AVo of the boys (N = 121) disagreed. This suggests a greater

degree of openness among the girls to the possibility of learning a FL in the

future, which supports evidence already cited in 10.4.1.

10.5.4.2 The relative importance of English
In year 8, boys were more likely than girls to believe that concentrating on

English would be more valuable than FLL. Girls disagreed with item 8.1.12

significantly more strongly than boys (p<.005), see Table 10.30. Significant

differences were also found among the year 9 students not involved in FLL
who were asked about their feelings towards concentrating on English, see

Table 10.31. Only about 28Vo of girls (N = 148), compared with 45Vo of
boys (N - 118), felt the need to work harder at their English, and the girls

disagreed with the statement much more strongly than the boys,

Table 10.30 Responses by gender to survey item E.1.12: "It's
better for me to spend time doing more English

than learning another language."

Item resDonse
Proportion of

sirls
Proportion of

bovs

Agee 2IVo 4OVo

Disaeree 48Vo 36Vo

N 149 ry
For gender association, p<.005

Table 10.31 Responses by gender to
need to concentrate on

language skills.'o

survey item 9.4.2: "I
developing my English

Item resoonse
Proportion of

sirls
Proportion of

bovs

Apree 28Vo 457o

Dsaeree 51Vo 3O7o

N 148 118

For gender association, p<.01
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These results could indicate that the gtrls felt more confident about their

general language ability than the boys, or that the boys thought they were less

able than the girls. On the other hand, it might indicate that the boys, much

more than the girls, did not see the need for knowing any language other than

English, or that they were more aware of the emphasis put on English skills

by schools, and possibly parents, because of a common perception in society

that boys are falling behind girls.

Table L0,32 Proportions of year 9 students in FLL reporting

agreement or disagreement with survey items

indicatingperceptionsofthetransferabi|ityof
language skills, bY gender

Agree Disagree

ltem Statement N Girls Bovs Girls Boys

9.3.16 lrarning another
language will help
me read more
carefully.

Girls
235

Boys
r47 l6Vo 26Vo 34Vo 33Vo

9.3.9 I erqoy trying to say
things correctlY.

Girls
236

Boys
147 597o 54Vo lTVo 22Vo

9.3.18 Now that I'm
learning another
language I take more
care with my wrinen
work.

Girls
226
Boys
L4

lLVo I47o 47Vo 54Vo

9.3.r Knowing some of
one foreign language
will make it easier for
me to learn another
later on.

Girls
236

Boys
148

45Vo 54Vo lTVo I5Vo

10.5.4.3 Awareness of transferable language skills

Only about one quarter of all the year 9 students agreed that learning another

language helps students understand English better, item 9'2.19. In a rare

instance, among this minority there was a higher proportion of boys (297o,N

- 261) than girls (2lvo, (N = 374), another reflection, possibly, of the

skewed sample at the boys' school. However, belief in the value of FLL had
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linle association with the boys' choices of options although it proved

significant for the girls (p<.02). Only 647o of the 75 boys who agreed with
the item had chosen a FL compared with 747o of the 78 grrls. This may

simply reflect, yet again, the greater interest among gtrls in FLL, rather than

the influence of this particular factor on their choices.

Items designed to ascertain if students who were learning a FL perceived any

value in it for developing specific, transferable shlls produced no significant

gender differences, see Table L0.32. Boys responded much more positively

than girls to the idea that earning another language would help them read

more carefully. In relation to the "active" skills of speaking and writing,
responses suggest that boys cared less than girls about accuracy and,

therefore, probably perceived less value in FLL for developing these skills.

Another instance of the boys having more positive atfitudes than the girls

related to the idea that FI-L would help them in any possible future FLL. The

girls tended to be more unsure. On the whole, evidence from my surveys

tends to indicate that messages about the value of FLL for the acquisition of
transferable skills were being received to only a [imited extent by students.

1O.5.4.4 Awareness of the value of FLL for cultural
understanding

Year 9 boys were, perhaps surprisingly, significantly more likely than girls to

appreciate the value of FLL for understanding other cultures, see Table

1033. Nearly three quarters of them (n = 264) agreed with the relevant item

9.2.6, compared with only 6OVo of the girls (N = 381).

Table 10.33 Responses by gender to survey item 9.2.6:
6'Students who learn a foreign language are better
at understanding another culture."

Item response
Proportion

of sirls
Proportion

of bovs

Apree 607o 74Vo

Disasree I57o 97o

N 381 2&
For gender associatior , p<.001

It is hard to estimate why, in this rare instance, the anitudes of boys towards

FLL seemed more positive than those of the girls. It may be another conse-

quence of the unbalanced sample at the boys' school, where the majority,

being in top streams, were most likely to come from well-educated homes
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with an appreciatron of ofher languages and cultures or experience of foreign

travel. Among students who were not studying a FL, more boys, (42Vo,N =

114), than girls, (35Vo. N = 145) agreed that they could learn about the life

and customs of other people without needing to understand any of the their

language, item 9.4.6. These results suggest that girls more than boys are

aware of the linlcs benveen language learning and the acquisition of cultural

knowledge and understanding, although why this should be is open to

debate.

10.5.4.5 Usefulness of FLs for employment

As shown above in 10.3.2 and 1O.4.2.1, neither girls nor boys made much

mention of the usefulness of FLL for future employment as a reason for

opting into FLL. It was therefore somewhat surprising that just over half of

the year 9 students (N = 656) responded positively to the suggestion that

knowing a FL would help them get a goo<t job. There was no significant

gender difference in the association between this belief and the choice to

study a FL, but the girls seemed slightly more influenced by the possible

benefits of FLL for future employment than the boys as 69.5Vo of the 197

girls who agreed with item 9.2.15, compared with only 62Vo of the l4O

boys, had opted for FLL. Among the lTVo of students who did not believe in

the value of FLL as a job qualification, and the 32Vo who were unsure, fhere

were greater proportions of girls than boys who had nevertheless opted for

FLL, possibly yet another indication that FLL simply appealed rnore to girls

than boys.

Table 10.34 Responses by gender to survey item 9.2.82 "Lots
of jobs involve working with people who don't
speak English."

Item response
Proportion

of sirls
Proportion

of boys

Apree 39Vo 4lVo

Not sure 397a 29Vo

Disagree 227o 307o

N 385 2&
For gender association, p<.02

Similar proportions of both genders in both year groups agreed that lots of
jobs involve working with people who do not sPeak English but there was a
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significant difference (p<.02) among the rest of the yefi 9 students, see Table
10.34. The boys disagreed more strongly than the girls who were more
unsure. Despite the similar proportions agreeing with the item,67Vo of girls
(N = l5l) but only 55Vo of boys (N - 109) had opted for FLL. Yet again,
whatever the perceived value of FLL in relation to employment, boys were
still less likely than girls to choose to study a FL.

Snrdents not in FLL in year 9 were asked to consider the possibility that they
might need some FL knowledge in future employment. The great majority of
the girls were evenly divided betrveen uncertiainty and disagreeing with item
9.4.12,'oI won't need to know any foreign languages in any jobs I might
do". The boys were even more uncertain but were significantly more likely
to agree (p<.05) than the girls, see Graph 10.6.

Graph 10.6 Responses by gender to survey item 9.4.12: 6,f

won't need to know any foreign languages in any
jobs I might do." (For gender association,p<.05)
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10.5.5 Boys prefer other subjects

Although, only lTVo of boys who had not opted for FLL reported that they preferred

other subjects other than Maori, see 10.3.4.3, anecdotal evidence suggests that boys

tend to prefer practical options, such as subjects that used to be called 'woodwork' or

'metalwork'. This perception is supported by the responses to item 9.4.13,

suggesting that students preferred subjects with less reading and writing than FLL.

Responses showed a significant gender difference (p<.001), shown in Graph 10.7.

ffiVo of the boys (N = 111), but only 35Vo of the girls (N = LM) agreed that they

were more interested in practical subjects.

Graph 10.7 Responses by gender to survey item 9.4.13: "f'm more

interested in practical subjects than subjects with lots of

reading and writing." (For gender association, p<.001)
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10.6 External influences
10.6.1 The influence of parents

It has been suggested that English-speaking societies, like New Zealand, transmit to

students, generally through their parents, the belief that FI-s are not important and are
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mainly for girls (Bursall lV7g,Warte 19912). Among all the students involved in this
research girls and boys felt equally independent from their parents in their choice of
option subjects. As discussed in chapter 8, the majority of parents similarly reported
that their children had made the final decision about optional subjects independently.
In talktng to me, the parents had not given any hint that they considered FLL more
suitable for girls than boys, see 10.2.2 above, but it must be noted that my being
female and a FL teacher may have influenced their comments, and most of my
interviewees were female too. It was clear that, in the parents' experience, FLL at

school was very much the province of girls.

A lack of FLL experience on the part of parents seemed to have a more powerful
influence on sons than on daughters. For example, if neither parent had learnt a FL
at school, as far as students were aware, year 8 boys were much less likely than girls
to opt into FLL, see Table 10.35.

Table 10.35 Year 8 student intentions and year 9 student ehoices
rcgarding FLL comparrcd with parents' FLL at school
in NZ

Notes: * - proportion of N intending or having chosen FLL in year 9
NA = not applicable (parents not educated in NZ)

Among year 9 students who had decided to study a FL, boys perceived much more
parental pressure than the girls. Only a small minority of these students (29) agreed
that they were only learning a FL because their parents said they had to, but the boys
outnumbered the girls, 3:1, a significant gender difference (p<.05).

As shown in 8.2.4, year 9 students did not perceive a great deal of hostility from
their parents towards FLL in general. Graph 10.8 shows that both girls and boys
disagreed'with the statement, "My parents think that studying a foreign language is a
waste of time for New Zealand students" but that there was a significant gender
difference (p<.005) in the responses suggests that parents of the boys were more
likely to have had doubts about the value olFLL.

Parents' experience Year 8 students Year 9 students
according to

students
Girls

N
I Boys

N
* Girls

N
* Boys

N
*

One or both parent
had learnt FL 62 6O7o 60 52Vo T4 TlVo 97 737o
Neither parent had
learnt FL 55 55Vo 70 3O7o t4 537o 135 37Vo

No info/NA 34 53Vo 27 44Vo 103 58Vo 39 677a
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Almost identical proportions of girls and boys agreed, disagreed or were unsure

about item 9.2.13, "My parents wanted me to do a foreign language this year", and

equal proportions of those who agreed had opted into FI-L, over \QVo. Thus the

great majority of both genders had done what their parents wished despite being

confident that they could choose whatever options they wanted. It seems that

students either wanted to please their parents (cf Hofman 1974), without admitting it,

or did not realise how much they had been influenced by them. As already

discussed, disagreement could mean that parents were hostile or simply indifferent to

the idea of FLL for their children, or even that the option had not been discussed.

What is interesting is that 42Vo of the 124 girls in this category, but only 3IVo of the

88 boys, had nevertheless chosen a FL. Similarly, 59Vo of the W girls who were

unsure of their parents' opinions, as against SOVo of the 66 boys, had opted into

FLL. Both cases apparently offer more evidence of a greater interest in FLL among

the girls, and possibly a greater determination to learn a FL whatever their parents'

opinions might be.

Graph 10.8 Responses by gender to survey item 9.2.3: "My parents

think that studying a foreign language is a waste of
time." (For gender association, p<.005)
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Boys were less likely than girls to agree that their parents were pleased that they were
involved in FLL, and much more likely to report that they were unsure of their
parents' feelings, see Table 10.36. It is impossible to determine from the available
data whether the student reports were an accurat€ reflection of their parents'
opiruons. Even if they were, it is equally impossible to know for certain why the
boys' pilrents should be less enthusiastic about their sons learning a FL, although the
views of the parents with sons at Begonia, discussed in 8.8.5, offer some hints.

Table 10.36 Responses by gender to survey item 9.3.3: ,,My parents
are pleased that ltm doing a foreign language this year."

Item resnonse
Proportion

of sirls
Proportion

of bovs

Asree 83Vo 7lclo

Not sure l6Vo 26Vo

Disasree 27o 37o

N 235 t47

All students were asked to respond to the statement, "My parents think I should
spend more time on my English than leaming another language". Only a minority of
year 8 students agreed but proportionately twice as many boys as girls, see Table
10.37, a significant difference (p<.02). There was an even more significant gender
difference (p<.005) among the year 9 students. The boys were fairly evenly divided
in their responses but over half the girls again firmly disagreed with the idea that their
parents might prefer their daught€rs to concentrate on English than leam a FL.

Table 10.37 Responses by gender to survey items 8.1.25, 9.4,8:

"My parents think I should spend more time on my
English than learning another language."

(For year 8: 'No opinion' = 13. For gender association, p<.Oz.

For year 9: 'No opinion' =22. For gender association, p<.005)

Propor ions of tudents
Item
response

Year 8
sirls

Year 8
bovs

Year 9
sirls

Year 9
boys

Apree lLVo 22Vo 197o 32Vo

Disagree 55Vo 42Vo 56Vo 3SVo

N r43 t52 T4 r09
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In summary, it seems that any parental influence on the attitudes of students lowards

FLL and the choices they made in year 9 remained largely unperceived by the

students themselves. As interviews showed, there was almost no suggestion made

by any of the parents that FLs were considered by themselves or their children as

'glrls' subjects', but negative attitudes on the part of palents seem to have

discouraged more boys than girls from learning a FL. Such attitudes might have

resulted from parents' lack of FLL experience as this seems to have had a greater

negative influence on sons than on daughters. Of course, boys' parents may have

simply encouraged interest in other subjects, without necessarily expressing

disapproval of FLL, and some boys and their parents may simply not have

considered the possibility of FLL. On the other hand, girls' Parents seem,

consciously or unconsciously, to have signalled that it was more acceptable for girls

to try FLL, even where there was no tradition of such learning in the family'

10,6,2 The influence of connections with or travel to non-English

speaking places

As discussed in 6.11, the minority of students who reported having overseas friends

or relations who spoke any LOTEs were sigmficantly (p<.02) more likely to have

decided to study a FI-. When examined by gender the association proved even more

significant for (p<.005), with a particularly positive effect on boys' interest in FLL.

When asked about FLL experiences while travelling overseas, nearly two thirds of

the girls reported that they had learnt something of another language, compared with

just under half of the boys, but it is impossible to judge whether the difference was

due to different attitudes among the children or different opportumties they had.

Graph 10.9 shows that having some overseas FLL experience did not make much

difference to girls' FLL decisions, but that boys who had had such experience were

much more likely to opt into FLL (13 out of 18) than boys without ( 12 out of 21)'

10.6.3 The influence of peers and older siblings

Among the year 8 students 44Vo of boys (N = 151) but only 3OVo of girls (N = 149)

agreed that they wanted with to stay with their best friend the following year,

whatever subjects they took, item 8.1.3, a significant difference (p<.05). The great

majority of year 9 students showed much more independence from their friends as

92%b of the girls (N = 377) and 83Vo of the boys (N = 271) disagreed with the

suggestion that they had chosen their option subjects so that they could stay with

their best friend, item 9.2.10. Nevertheless this was still significant diflerence

(p<.005). Generally, the boys seem to have been influenced by friends in their

option choices to a greater extent than the girls, or else the girls were not admitting to

such influence.

10.6.4 The influence of prior FLL
Experience of FI-L, or lack of it, at intermediate school seems to have had little effect

on the intentions of year 8 girls to study a FL in year 9. Graph 10.10 (see Appendix

13) shows that higher proportions of girls than boys were intending to study a FL in
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yer 9, whether or not they had already learnt a FL. On the whole, boys were much
less likely to consider FLL for year 9 if they had not had any prior experience. Only
one quarter of such boys (N = 31) reported that they would snrdy a FL, in
comparison with nearly half of those with prior experience (N - I24). Nearly half
the boys without prior experience reported that they definitely would not be studying
a language, compared with under one quarter of the girls (only 6) in that category.
The girls were apparently not deterred from opting for FLL option by lack of
previous experience. If anything, this seems to have encouraged them to try it,
although it must be pointed out that the figure of 69Vo represents only 18 students.

Graph 10.9 Student choices for year 9 FLL compared with
experience of FLL during overseas travel
Note: Numbers in brackets are totals for each group of students

Y = had experience of FLL overseas

N = did not have experience of FLL overseas
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I tn rll in year 9 Zlruot in FLL in year 9

The prior learning of specific languages seems to have influenced the intentions of
girls and boys differently, see Graph l0.l I (Appendix 13). Whatever their previous
FLL experience, girls were more likely than boys to choose to study a FL in year 9,
and what F[s they had learnt made little difference to their intentions. Boys were



least likely to intend further FLL if they had only leamt a European I*r;;:
Lrarning some Japanese seemed to have a particularly positive effect on boys'

intentions, and learning two languages, including Japanese, considerably reduced

their uncertainty about future FLL. Although such experience produced the largest

proportions of boys with definite intentions for or against further FLL, the

proportion of boys not intending further study, 377o (N - N), was still considerably

smaller than the 487o of boys without any FLL expenence (N - 31) who did not

intend to study a FL in yew 9. Prior experience of FLL, provided it included

Japanese, seems to have had a particularly positive influence on the attitudes of the

boys towards FLL in year 9.

Student intentions were also analysed to ascertain whether those who intended

further FLL were going to continue studying the FI- they had already learnt, see

Table 10.38. Japanese was the preferred FL with all students, but the boys' showed

little interest in continuing other languages and no interest at all in starting French or

Spanish if they had not learnt any previously. The fact of having some FLL

experience at intermediate level and the actual FLs learnt appear to have been more

crucial for boys than for grrls in terms of their attitudes towards further learning.

Table 10.38 Year 8 student choices of FL for Year 9 compared with

FL previouslY studied

Year 9
choice of
language

Totals
to study

Continuing
same FL

Intend to
start new

No prior
FLL

G B G B G B G B

French 21 5 T2 3 4 2 5 0

Spanish r3 2 9 2 2 0 2 0

Japanese 35 43 22 25 7 13 6 5

Totals 69 50 43 30 t3 15 13 5

Reactions to their previous FLL experience also affected boys' choices for year 9

more than girls'. Similar proPortions of both year 9 gitls (697o, N = 158) and boys

(657o, N = 75) who had enjoyed their previous FLL had decided to learn a FL in

year 9, but there was a strikrng dilference between those who reported that they had

not enjoyed it. The girls in this group were, proportionately, nearly three times as

likely (18 out of 39) as boys (4 out of 25 ) to have chosen a FL optron, see Table

10.39. Similar high proportions, over 7O7o, of the 148 girls and 57 boys who

reported that they had been good at FLL decided to continue it in year 9. Among

those who did not have such confidence about their previous FLL there was a much

smaller gender difference in choices than among those who had not enjoyed their
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FLL, although the girls (24 out of 6,4) were still more likely than the boys (15 out of
47) to undercake further FLL.

It seems that the girls, whatever their feelings about their previous experience, were
generally more interested in FLL and prepared to try some more, perhaps hoping that
a different teacher in a different school would make it more enjoyable. On the whole,
the boys in the year 9 sample had not enjoyed their intermediate school FL elasses as
much as the girls, nor did they think they were good atFLLto the same degree as the
girls, and these factors had a greater negative influence on the boys than on the girls.
It is possible that the few boys who had not enjoyed their pnor experience, or felt
they were not good at FLL, but who nevertheless opted for FLL in year 9, were the
ones who felt under pressure to study a FL in their particular school.

Table 10.39 Proportions of students in year 9 FLL by gender,
according to responses to item 9.2.2, ,,[ enjoyed
learning a foreign language at intermediate school"

('No opinion' = 12)

Item
resDonse

clo of girls in
Y9 FLL N

7o of boys
in Y9 FLL N

Agree 69Vo 158 657o 75

Disagree 467o 39 l67o 25
Si gnificance of association between responses:

for girls p<.0O5, for boys p<.001

10.6.5 The influence of schools
In the area where this research was canied out boys and girls attending the mixed
secondary schools had equal opportunities to study a FL, but opporrunities differed
at the single sex schools. The latter both offered whole year options for the same
F[s, but the girls had the additional choice of studying short cultural modules related
to each language. The availability of these modules suggests that the school believed
that as many students as possible should have some experience of learning at least a
little of another language and culture. As previously explained, whether Begonia
boys could study a FL depended on the stream to which they were allocated. All
boys had to indicate two option choices on enrolment, including music or a language,
but only the top 7 of 13 classes could study 2 optional subjects, and, ultimately, the
language classes consisted almost entirely of boys from the top four streams, because
the school upheld the traditional view that FLL should be part ol the education of
brighter students and that it was not suitable for those of lesser ability. To some
extent the boys with an interest in FI-L were doubly disadvantaged at Begonia since a
particularly large proportion of them had come from small rural schools where thev
had no previous oppornrnity to learn a FL.
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Whichever school they expected to attend, the year 8 girls were more likely than the

boys to intend to study a FL, see Graph 10.12, but the proportions of each gender

and the gap between them varied from school to school. The girls were most likely to

be contemplating FLL if they were going to Gerbera (16 out of 7/l\ but this might

have included students opting for the short module. The 17 out of 34 boys who

reported that they would study a FL at Begonia and the particularly high proportton'

11, who indicated uncertainty, probably reflect the fact that they could not know for

certain to which stream they would be allotted and that they knew there was a degree

of compulsion with regard to FI-L at that school.

Graph 10.12 Year E student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared

with expected secondary school and gender

Key: G - girls, B = boys, F = Freesia (65 G, 66 B)

S = Salvia (41 G,41 B) SS = single sex (24 G,34 B)

Note: For significance of association between school and FLL

intentions, P<.001
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The widest gap between girls and boys intending FLL was among students expecting
to attend Freesia, 6oVo of girls (N - 65) and 39Vo of boys (N = 66). one can only
speculate on the possible explanations for this. The school had the second lowest
decile rating, next to Salvia, of all the surveyed secondary schools, and the boys
might therefore have come from homes traditionally uninterested in FLL. All the
alternatives to the language options were practical subjects which, as has already
been demonstated, the boys tended to find more attractive.

What is more notable is the narrowest gap between the genders among students
intending to remain at Salvia. These findings seem to contradict the overall picture of
the influence of prior experience of FLL on intentions discussed in the previous
section. Not only did pnor experience not encourage a larger proportion of boys
than average to opt for FLL in year 9, but it also seems to have put off a particularly
large proportion of girls. Perhaps many students felt that they had had enough FLL,
as suggested by NZCTE (1998). This could be the result of several factors,
including the socioeconomic background of the Salvia students, the particular
problems that the school had in retaining a French teacher, the number of more
attractive options offered to the students, or simply that they had not enjoyed their
previous FLL.

I attempted to assess the influentr on students' option choices of the information
available to them, through prospectuses or open evenings, for example. Among year
8 students who responded to item 8.l.24,"What I've seen about languages I could
learn next year makes them look really interesting" , 53vo of girls (N = 143) agreed
but only 4OVo of boys (N = 151). While the gender difference was not significant it
is another indrcation of more favourable attitudes towards FLL among girls. This is
reinforced by the responses to a similar item put to all year 9 students which did
produce statistically significant gender differences (p<.001), shown in Table 10.40.

Tabfe 10.40 Responses by gender to survey item 9.2.s2 .,My school's
prospectus made learning a foreign language look really
boring.tt

Item response
Proportion of

girls
Proportion of

boys

Agree ISVo 25Vo

Disagree 58Vo 427o

N 376 251
For gender association, p<.001
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It will be of concern to FI- teachers that one quarter of boys might have been put off

FI-L by what they read about it in their school's prospectus, compared with only

157o of girls. When the association was analysed in more detail by school, it was

found that the reactions of the boys to prospectus information about FLL varied

significantly according to school (p<.005). The most negative responses were from

boys at Salvia where 18 out of 37 agteedwith the statement, and Begonia, where 20

out of 67 agreed that the prospectus had made FLL appear boring' While FLL

remains largely optional in the secondary curriculum, these reactions must be a cause

of concern to schools or teachers wanting to encourage more students to begin and

continue it, especially those trylng to attract more boys into FLL' On the other hand'

it must be conceded that these negative attitudes may have already existed among the

boys and have coloured their reaction to the information about FLL provided by their

school prospectuses.

10.6,6 The influence of teachers
year g boys tended to be more critical than elrls about their FL teachers, as shown in

Table 10.41. It is impossible to judge whether boys perceived real inadequacies that

the girls tolerated more, or if they were reflecting a dislike of their teacher or their

teaching methods. It was a boy who commented:

"They should teach us more instead of just making us write in books'"

Table 10.41 ProPortions of Year
disagreement with
to FL teachers, bY

8 students rePorting agreement or

survey items indicating reactions

gender

Agree Disagree Gender
sig.*Item Statement N Girls Boys Girls Bovs

8.2.r2 Our language
lessons could
have been better
organised."

Girls
120

boys
119 26Vo 37Vo 44Vo 327o None

8.2.15 The things ... we
used in class
didn't really help
me learn.

Girls
177

Boys
tt4 AOVo 32Vo 59Vo 57Vo None

8.2.9 Our language
teacher made
learning really
fun

Girls
TT7

Boys
119 SOVo 49Vo 20Vo 337o p<.04

8.1.9 I'll try a language
next year but I
won't go on with
it if I don't like
the teacher.

Girls
t6

boys
153

l6Vo 28Vo 64Vo 54Vo None

* = significance of association bet ;ween it"* r"sp"oses and gend"r
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More boys than girls agreed that their language lessons could have been better
organised (item 8.2.12), and more boys than girls agreed that the materials used in
class were not very helpful for their learning (item 8.2.15). The boys were
signtficantly more likely than the girls to disagree (p<.04) that their teacher had made
their FL lessons fun. This may reflect a greater dislike of FLL among the boys or a
greater reluctance among the girls to criticise their teacher. According to students'
comments, fun is certainly an important factor, and both grrls and boys commented
about how they enjoyed learning through games. However, boys were much less
likely to offer comments, and tended to qualify their otherwise positive comments,
for example:

"Can be fun sometimes"

"Sometimes it's cool" ('cool' seems to be a synonym for 'fun')

When looking ahead, the year 8 girls seemed to be appreciably more determined than
the boys to carry on with FLL whatever they might think of their future teacher (item
8.1.9).

All these items seem to imply that the boys enjoyed FLL less than the girls, but also
that the girls were more reluctant to criticise their teachers. Perhaps what was fun for
the girls was not enjoyed as much by boys. Perhaps the general organisation and
content of FL lessons suited the girls better, something that teachers need to consider
carefully. There is clearly need for research into both teaching methods and makrials
in relation to the gender of students, especially at pre-secondary level, to ascertain if
changes might encourage more boys to study FLs at secondary school.

Student attitudes to FLL could possibly be subtly influenced by the FI- teachers they
encountered in secondary schools. As discussed in section 8.7,1, the secondary
schools involved in this research usually had only one person teaching any particular
FL, and often only part of their time was devoted to FL teaching. The two largest
schools, Begonia and Freesia, could each sustain only one full-time FL teacher, both
male and both of Japanese. This might to some extent reinforce the perception that it
was acceptable for boys to study Japanese, if not other F[x. In contrast, Gerbera
had 3 full-time FL teachers, all female. Arum was able to employ full time French
and Japanese teachers, but Salvia had only one full time teacher covering both
languages and a part time French teacher. All four of these were female. In addition,
most of the FL teachers which year 8 students had met were also female. Boys may
be deterred from learning subjects which seem to be taught almost exclusively by
females, especially if they find themselves in a minority in classes.

lO.7 Beyond year 9
10.7.1 Student intentions for year 10

There was a significant gender difference (p<.05) in the reported intentions for FLL
in year 10, shown in Graph 10.13. The girls tended to be more decided for further
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FLL whereas the boys were more unsure. This could be partly the result of different

proportions of each gender having already started their FLL or not, but, given the

information from the schools about student numbers in FL classes beyond year 9, it

could fairly safely be predicted that girls would continue to dominate in most cases

and that the gender imbalance would increase in each succeeding year.

There was a marked difference in the intentions of students at Begonia and Gerbera.

The gtrls were evenly drvided betwern being certain that they would continue in year

10 or being unsure, 487o (N - 96) in each group' Only 4 girls reported that they

would definitely not be studying a FL in year 10. By contrast, only about a third of

boys (N - 44) reported that that they would be studying a FL in year 10, and nvice

that number were uncertain, showing that F[,S had a lower priority for the boys

compared with other subjects. The usually high drop out rate from FI- classes was

also, according to the FL teachers at Begonia, a result of the school's policy of

accelerating the top three streams, see 6.2.3, not necessarily a reflection of the boys'

personal interests.

It is particularly interesting that among students of Japanese there was little difference

in intentions between girls and boys. 30 out of 82 girls and 23 ottt of 59 boys

intended to continue their FLL in year 10. In contrast, among those learning French

QVo of girls (N = 107), but only 277o of boys (N = 67), reported that they would

continue in Year 10.

Graph 10.13 Student intentions for year l0 by gender

(For gender association, P<.05)
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Among the small numbers studying German and Spanish the girls were more likely

to intend further FL study than the boys. Thus, not only were the girls more likely to
continue FLL than the boys but, except for a few keen individuals, the boys were

only likely to continue if they were learning Japanese.

Students cited diverse reasons for intending to continue FLL year 10, see Table
10.42, and interesting gender differences emerged. The boys were much more likely
to attribute their intention to enjoyment of the subject. The girls tended to have

specific aims of improving their knowledge and language skills or of travelling in the

future.

Table 10.42 Reasons given for continuing FLL in year l0

Comments

No. of mentions
Girls

(N = lQ41
Boys
(N = 46)

Eniovine the subiect 437o 597o
Wants to improve, develop
fluency,learn more 3SVo 22Vo

For future travel 177o TlVo

The gtrls showed significantly more positive attitudes (p<.05) than the boys to the
idea of learning more of the same FI- the following year, see Table 10.43. The
majority of the girls,55vo, agreed with item 9.3.6, but a small majorify of the boys,
46vo, were undecided. Boys were, proportionately, twice as likely as girls to
indicate that they did not want to continue learning the same FL.

Table 10.43 Responses by gender to survey item 9.3.6: ,.f want to
learn mone of the same language next year.',

Item response
Proportion

of sirls
Proportion

of bovs

Apree 5SVo 43Vo

Not sure 39Vo 46Vo

Disagree 67o Il%o

N 234 r49
For gender association, p<.05
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10.7 .2 Gender differences in general retention rates

In terms of retention rates in FL classes beyond year 9, no detailed comparison could

be made between the genders in the mixed schools as the teachers supplied only total

class numbers. As discussed in 10.2.3 above, FL teachers reported that girls tended

to predominate in European language classes, especially in years 12 and 13. Better

gender balances usually continued in Japanese classes. One school reported that

boys outnumbered girls in year 13 Japanese in 2000, a fact which was obviously

sufficiently unusual to be worth mentioning.

What is apparent is the large discrepancy between senior student numbers at the

single sex schools. Gerbera had by far the highest retention rates in FL classes of all

the surveyed schools and combined classes for years 12 and 13 French and German

had only existed since the previous year. At Begonia there were rarely classes

available for students in year 12 and 13 except in Japanese, and that was likely to be

a combined class. Senior students of French or German, if there were any, usually

had to study by correspondence.

Table lO.4 shows the numbers in years 12 and 13 in 2000, as reported by the

language HODs of the two schools. Except where indicated they were in combined

classes. It is clear that ttre general organisation of Begonia and its attitude towards

FLL were proving unfavourable towards the existence of senior language classes.

As the HOD supplied figures for the previous three years it was possible to see that

the pattern was typical. The general impression I gained from visits to the school

was that F[s were not considered relevant for most boys and not really encouraged,

although the principal claimed to be disappointed that more boys did not continue

FLL,

Table 10.44 Students numbers in years 12 and 13 at single sex

schools in 2000

Languages

School French German Japanese

Gerbera 19 t3 300

Begonia 3t( 1t 8
* = combined with year 11 class

t = on correspondence

0 = in separate classes

l0.E Final analysis
Some clear patterns of gender differences appear in the above results, showing that, as I

hypothesised, girls in the year 8 and 9 samples surveyed had generally more favourable
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attitudes towards FLL. These attitudes seem to derive both from differing personal interests

and from external influences, although, for the most part, students seemed unaware of such

influences. Most of them did not perceive any gender differences in interest and ability in
FLL, and the small number of parents I interviewed made no comments on the subject, but
the teachers perceived discrepancies which my findings support.

Given completely free choices about optional subjects in year 9, more girls than boys chose

FL options and intended to continue FLL. Senior FL classes were dominated by girls,
except in Japanese. Girls reported that they found FLL more fun and less difficult than
boys. Girls also showed more interest in other cultures and overseas travel. Although there
were signs that many boys had an inherent interest in FLs, when it came to making choices,
they tended to prefer more practical subjects. If they did opt into FLL, they preferred
Japanese, mostly because they considered it useful for the future. Although girls who had

not chosen a FL option also had other prionties they were much more likely than boys to
regret not being able to learn a FL as well.

Patterns of FLL choices varied according to each school's organisation of the curriculum and
their anitude to the value of FLL. In particular there were substantial differences between the
single sex schools. Girls tended to be more favourably disposed to FLL than the boys, but
the boys had more limited opportunities for FLL, as Holt et al. (2001) also found. Boys
were generally more inclined to perceive, and at times resent, the pressure to learn a FL.

The gender differences revealed by my findings must be influenced by the whole range of
complex factors discussed above and it is impossible to pinpoint which factors had the most
influence over students' decisions about FLL. However, there is clear evidence that a lack
of FI-L experience prior to starting secondary school and parental hostility or, possibly,
indifference to FLL had a particularly negative influence on the boys. The idea that FLL is a
'girls' subject', as shown by the range of literature discussed, is supported by most of the
above evidence. More research would be valuable to discover why this continues to be the
case,
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CHAPTER 1I CONCLUSION

The Japanese eat very tinte fat and sffir fewer heart attacl<s than the British, Americans or

Ausffalians.

The French, on the other hand, eat a lot of fat and suffer fewer heart attacks tlnn the British,

Americans or Australians.

The Japanese drink very little red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks th"an the British,

Ame ricans or Australians.

The ltalians, on the other hand, drink a lot of liule red wine and suffer fewer heart auacl<s

tlmn tlrc British, Americans or Australians.

The conclusion to be drawnfrom this is that you can eat and drink what you like.

It's speaking English that kills you. (Anonyrnous)

1l.l Discussion of hYPotheses

ll.l.l Reasons for choosing FLL
Hypothesis |. students have a particular interest in language and languages.

Hypothesis 2. Students who choose to study a particular FL are more interested in

leaming about the target community or communities and their culture(s) than in how

useful the language will be.

My findings largely support previous research in New Z'ealand (e.g. ERO 1994, Holt

et al. 2001) and show that the major reason for studying a FL at secondary level was

an interest in languages and other cultures, be it general in nature or interest in a

specific FL. Another important reason was an interest in future travel, which is

probably closely related to the former. Students tended to choose particular F[.s

mostly on the basis of their past experience, although Japanese was the most popular

FL, especially for boys whose motivation appeared to be largely instrumental. Some

students reported their interest in visiting a particular country or admitted to being

influenced by family or friends. Many students wanted to continue something they

had enjoyed at intermediate school, or to build on what they had already achreved'

Students were much more likely to continue FLL beyond year 9 if they were

enjoying their classes, were confident about making progress, were interested in

learning more of the language and more about the people who speak it, and

appreciated the value of the language skills they were developing.

Only a few students used the word 'useful' to explain why they had chosen a FI-

option, although it could be assumed that they had that in mind when they reported

their wish to travel overseas. As far as future employment was concerned, year 9

students were much more likely to opt for FLL if they thought that knowing a FI-

would help them obtain a good job. Students appreciated that FI-L could give them a

better under-standing of other cultures and of English. In general, students' interest

in FLL was sufficiently strong for them to pursue it, whatever their friends or family

thought about it, or whatever they thought about the teaching.
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Overall it appears that my first hypothesis was correct but that hypothesis 2 was only
partly true, and only for some students. The preference for Japanese seems to have

been dictated to a large extent by instrumental motives or extrinsic factors, not

necessarily by students' interest in the Japanese language or culture.

11,1.2 Reasons for not choosing FLL
Hypothesis 3. Most students do not see the need to learn a FL for the purposes of
future employment.

Hypothesis 4. Students thrnk that languages are 'difficult' subjects and therefore

only suitable for brighter ones.

The idea that FLL might be a waste of time was barely mentioned by year 8 students,

but they were much less likely to opt for FLL if they thought there were more

important subjects to study, if they thought they should concentrate on improving

their English and if they believed their parents thought the same. A general lack of
interest in FLL seemed to be a major factor in student decisions. If neither students

nor parents had any experience of FI-L the possibility of the students, especially

boys, underiaking it in year 9 without some degree of pressure from schools was

small. In fact, only a minority of year 9 students believed that there were many more

important things to learn than FLs, that learning Maori is more important than

learning a FL, that everybody speaks English these days or that knowing a FL would

not help them get a good job. Although these beliefs correlated significantly with the

decision not to choose a FL option, the proportions of these students who neverthe-

less opted into FLL was never less than 4OVo. This lends more support to my first
hypothesis, although it might also be explained by the demands of their particular

secondary schools.

The fact that FLL remains optional signals to students, especially those in whom an

interest in other languages and culture has not been aroused, that it is not important.

Teachers reported considerable pressure on schools these days to prepare students

for future employment, which can detract from their role of providing a broad general

education. There is, in addition, limited understanding of the skills and knowledge to
be gained from FLL among students, non-language teaching staff and employers.

Although very few students indicated specifically that FLL would not help them

obtain employment, hypothesis 3 is largely supported by my findings.

The idea that FLL might be too difficult was barely mentioned by year 8 students as a

reason against future FLL, but they were significantly more likely to intend to study a

FL in year 9 if they thought they would do well in it, whether or not they had any

FLL experience. Only a minority of the whole year 9 sample, with or without FLL
experience, agreed that FLL was too hard for most students, but those who did so

were significantly more likely not to opt for FLL in year 9. Many more students

claimed that FLL would be boring, which, as discussed in chapter 6, might have

been another way of saying that it would be difficult. However, nearly half of them
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did not agree that knowing more than one language is confusing, and less than one

quarter agreed that leamingaFLwould be too difficult for them personally. It is

possible that more students than those willing to report it may have been dissuaded

from studying FL by a belief that it would be difficult, but, in any case, nearly half of

them were maki ng relati vel y uru nformed j ud gments.

The notion that FLL is only for the most intelligent students was strongly reinforced

by the boys' school which put pressure on top stream students to learn a LOTE and

made FLL virtually unavailable for other boys. Among year 9 students in all the

surveyed schools who were learning a FL only a small minority indrcated that they

were finding it confusing or were pessimistic about their likely progress' It is not

possible to tell if this was because the majority of FL learners were above average

academically, as the teachers reported, or if it was the case that, given opportunity

and encouragement, and presumably good teaching, most students did not find FLL

any harder than other subjects. Hypothesis 4 is only partly supported by findings

since the attitude that FLL is only for brighter students seems to come from the adults

more than the students.

The current situation in New T,ealand seems to resemble closely that of the USA

nearly thlrty years ago, identified by Turner (IW4) who attributed the poor take-up

of FLL and high drop-out rat€s can be to lack of motivation,lack of parental interest,

and lack of institutional support. In the contiext of this research, however, lack of

institutional support appears to outweigh other factors, as will be discussed in section

11.1.6 below.

11.1.3 Gender differences
Hypothesis 5. Girls have more favourable attitudes towards FLL than boys'

As discussed at the end of the previous chapter, this hypothesis is largely supported

by my findings. The differing attitudes among girls and boys were not openly

stated, nor even recognised by most of the students themselves, but revealed

indirectly by many of the research results. The most disturbing finding is that,

despite positive attitudes, year 9 students were often dissuaded or prevented from

choosing a FL option because o1'the limited opportumties available to them, and tbts

particularly applied to boys in the single sex school. Differing aninrdes may be partly

the result of a 'chicken and egg' situation. If boys find themselves in the minority in

language classes they are likely to see FLL as a 'girls' subject'. While the majority

of students who continue FLL in senior classes and at tertiary level are female' the

majoriry of FL teachers will continue to be female. As long as there are schmls

which perpetuate the belief that FLL is suitable only for the most intelligent students,

FLL will remarn undervalued by the majority of the population. If, in additron, fle

schools which take this attitude are mostly boys' schools, then FLL will remain a

'girls' subject'. My findings offer some cause for optimism in terms of restoring the

gender balance, Having an enjoyable and successful experience of FLL in year 7 or
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8 had a particu-larly positive effect on the decision of boys to pursue FLL in year 9,

especially the study of Japanese.

11.1.4 Parental influence
Hypothesis 6. Parents' attitudes towards FLL in general, based on previous

experience or lack of it, are an important influence on student aftitudes.

Hypothesis 7. Parents' attitudes towards specific languages they have studied

have an influence on student attitudes.

The influence of parents on the intentions of year 8 srudents and the decisions of year

9 students were largely unperceived by the students. However, analysis showed

that, indirectly, parents had a strong inlluence over students' attitudes towards FLL,
as shown by previous research, (Oskamp I9Tl, Gardner 1985, Williams & Burden

197), and probably reflected the generally indifferent attitudes of New Tnaland

society towards the value of FL skills (Enderwick & Gray 1992, Johnson 1998).

Students were more likely to opt for FLL if they thought their parents were in favour
of it. They were much less likely to do so if their parents had had no FLL experience

themselves, if they had shown no interest in FLL or had expressed disapproval of
FLL for their children. Thus my findings seem to support hypothesis 6.

If parents had studied a FL at school it was most likely that they had had no choice in
the matter and that they had studied French. Their attitudes to FLL for today's
students may have been coloured by the extent to which they had enjoyed learning

French or found it of use in later life. However, lack of parental FLL, rather than a

negative expenence, se€med to have had a greater influence on student choices,

although not all parents who lacked FLL experience were indifferent or hostile
towards it. Some of those interviewed felt that a major problem was their inability to
give their children informed advice about FLL, especially if their children also lacked

experience of it. They recognised that opportunities for FI-L had widened and that
the nature of FI-L had changed, but they felt unsure about its value for their children.

Hypothesis 7 remains largely unproved.

ll.l.5 The influence of prior experience
Hypothesis 8. hior experience of FLL may improve a student's attitudes towards
FLL but positive attitudes may not necessarily encounge continued study.

Prior FLL experience per se did not seem to have a strong influence on year 8
students' intentions since, typically, about half the students intended to study a FL in
year 9, whether or not they had such experience. They were not deterred from
further FLL by the idea that they had learnt enough and did not need to continue,
contrary to what advisers have surmised (NZCTE 1998). However, the lack of FLL
experience produced a larger proportion of students definitely not intending to study

a FL in year 9. Thus prior experience may have had a slightly positive effect on

student intentions. Closer analysis showed that students were significantly more
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likely to intend further FLL if they:

. had enjoyed their language learmng in year T or 8;

. considered their language classes had been well organised;

. wanted to learn more of the same FL; or

. wanted to know more about the people who speak the FL studied, or

actuallY meet them.

Just over half the year 9 sample had learnt a FL in years 7 and/or 8 and over 7O7o of

them had enjoyed that experience. hior experience did not increase the uptake of

FLL in year 9,but students were much more likely to choose a FL option if they had

enjoyed therr expenence, and even more likely to do so if they thought they would do

well in the subject. These findings were confirmed by the analysis of the sub-sample

surveyed in both years, where it was possible to compare the year 8 intentions with

their actual choices in year 9. Prior FLL experience had a positive effect not only on

students' attitudes but also on decisions about continuing FLL in y.-jit 9' providing

that their experience was positive. To some extent hypothesis 8 is disproved'

11.1.6 The role of attitudes in students' choices

Hypothesis g. Llltimately, attitudes towards FLL play only a minor role in final

subject choices for Year 9.

The majority of all students revealed positive attitudes towards the idea of studying a

FL and towards any FLL experience they had had' Positive attitudes were also

generated by contactwith LOTE speakers, either through friends and family overseas

or through travel, and the minority of students with such contacts were more likely to

opt for FLL than others. In response to the hypothetical question of which language

they would like to learn if they had a free choice, nearly three quarters of year 8

students expressed an interest in FLL. Nevertheless, nearly one quarter of those

with positive attrtudes towards FLL in general did not intend future FLL'

Analysis of the data relating to year 9 students who had not opted for FLL shows

clearly that, for many students, however positive their attitudes or whatever their

previous expenence of FLL, other external factors outweighed these in their choice

of option sublects. Many students who had decided against FLL, may not have

considered the possibility,for lack of experience or parental encouragement' but one

thrrd of them reported that they would like to have studied a FL' and most of those

indicated that they would have done so if their timetables had allowed it' as language

teachers and advisers have found (NZCTE 1998). one third reported that they had

preferred other options, nearly half of whom had chosen Maori' Nearly half of these

students thought that it would be fun to learn a LOTEM and over half of them wished

to learn one in the future for reasons of interest in a particular language or culture' or

a desire to build on previous FLL which they had enjoyed' Thus a substantial

number of studenB with positive attitudes felt excluded from FI-L by timetable

constraints
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Such constraints varied from school to school and the intentions of year 8 students

with regard to FLL in year 9 were closely related to the school they expected to
attend. About one quarter of year 9 students reported that they were only studyrng a

FI- because it was compulsory, although it did not necessarily mean that they were

unhappy about this. The varied uptake of FLL in different schools might also have

been due to differing socio-economic backgrounds. Parents of higher socioeconomic

status seemed to prefer the single sex schools, but this does not explain the great

disparity in the stafus and uptake of FLL between the two single sex schools, unless

the parents generally support the view that FLL is more suitable for the most

intelligent students and/or girls. This would be a particularly interesting area for
future research.

External factors were also clearly influencing students' choice of FL. Many year 8
students expressed a desire to learn a FL which would have been possible, but only a
minority availed themselves of the opportunity. Students who had learnt Japanese

were most likely to continue FLL and most, with or without previous FLL
experience, especially boys, intended to study Japanese, even if their ultimate
preference was to learn another FL, and even if that was possible. Year 8 students

undecided about FI-L or their choice of FL might have been waiting to see what

combinations of options were possible in year 9. The majority of year 9 students

were happy with the FL they had chosen to sfudy. Those who were not might
simply have been disappointed in their classes for some rezxon, but it might also

mean that an external factor, such as a timetable clash or parental influence, had

prevented them from opting for their first choice.

All the evidence from this research shows that there were numerous, interlinked
influences on student anitudes towards and choices made regarding FLL. Figure 2
(see Appendix 14) attempts to show the interrelationship between the main factors.

The degree of boldness of elements in the diagram indicates the strength of the

influence of these elements, as suggested by my research findings which support
what many social psychologists have found - that attitudes may not be directly related

to behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen I97r, and that measuring attitudes will not
necessarily lead to an accurate prediction of actions (Cooper & Fishman IW4).In
particular, students need the oppoffunity to act on their positive anitudes because;

Pmple who believe that they have neither the resources or the opportunities to
perform a certain behavior are unlikely to form strong behavioral inlentions to
engage in it even if they hold favorable attitudes toward the behavior and

believe that important others would approve of their performing the behavior.
(Ajzen 19t38:133-134)

This research shows that New 7-ealand students do not always have the opportunities

they would like to pursue FLL.
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It is not clear that any of the factors discussed could be considered the predominant

influence on students' decisions, but schools seemed to be discouraging FLL by

leaving FLs to compete with other subjects and by not advising students about the

value of FLL, no matter how much individual teachers, inctuding principals, reported

that they valued it. From secondary principals' accounts it was clear that schools had

other priorities in terms of curriculum content, timetabling and resources' For New

T,ealand school students, on the whole, contextual factors seem to outweigh all but

the most positive attitudes towards FLL. Positive attitudes alone, of students,

parents or teachers, may not ensure that students decide to study a FL at secondary

school. The hypothesis that attitudes play only a minor role in final subject choices is

supported by my research, as it has been by others (ERO 1994, Williams & Burden

1997, Johnson 1998).

ll.2 The outlook for the future - official encouragement for FLL in schools

ll.z.L The latest initiative
The publication of l*arning l-anguages: A Guide for New kaland schools (MoE

ZffiZb) developed with the assistance of NZALT and launched at their 2002 national

conference, provides a wealth of resources for schools which want to introduce FLL

or consolidde their existing programmes. The guide incorporates advice based

mostly on Australian experiences of developing LCIE proetrammes and offers

assistance !o teachers and Boards of Trustees for 'selling' FLL to their comrnunities,

as well as practical advice for curriculum and class planning.

11.2.2 Support for Asian languages

lndirectly the government continues to support the leaming of Asian languages

through Asia 2000, an organisation also supported by large private companies' such

as Fonterra, Air NZ and the Wool Board, which shows that some enterpnses do

value FL shlls and cultural understanding, at least for relations with Asian countries'

From time to trme Asia 2000 offers teachers financial assistance for professional

development, resources or student activities' The latest announcement (Asia 2000

?|OOZ) specified that equal consideration would be given for grants towards the

teaching of Bahasa Malay,lndonesian, Japanese, Korean and Mandarin Chinese'

ll.2.g The Second Language Learning Project

Schmls continue to become involved in the SLLP and the MoE has invited

applications for funding for 2003 (MoE 2002a). Funds remain contestable with

proposals undergoing a rigorous selection process. In 2001 only half the schools

which applied received funding, and not always as much as they requested' Nor was

money guaranteed for future yea$, so it remains uncertain whether schools whose

schemes are accepted for the SLLP will continueL2teaahing funds disappear'

According to Spence (2001), the development of resources for teaching spanish'

Japanese, French and German for years 7 and 8 have been "very successful in

introducing more widespread second language learning than has previously been the
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custom at this age". Unforfunately, she adds, retention rates and achievement levels

have not improved because it has proved impossible to plan coherent and progressive

progftImmes for reasons including the following:
. second language learning is not compulsory;
. time-tabling is extremely varied, flexible (often giving way to other

events) and often makes choosing a language difficult;
. teachins is not continuous.

Nevertheless, materials development continues and Chinese should be available in
2004 (Spence2002). The MoE is developing case studies to be available on-line for
schools to see what can be achieved through the SLLP. I-ack of coordination
between the pnmary and secondary sectors remains problematic, despite ongoing

efforts of the language advisers, and there is continued hostility from some

secondary FL teachers. Despite the recommendations of Peddie et al. (1999) there

seems to be no ongoing evaluation of the SLLP, especially to ascertain if an earlier

start to FLL is affectine student numbers in vear 9 and bevond.

11.2.4 The new national qualifications
The National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) which replaced School

Certificate in 2ffi2 is available in a wide range of languages: French, German,

Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Maori, Samoan, Cook Islands Maori and

Indonesian. Thus qualifications are in place, at least at level I (aimed at year I I
students), for students who want to learn a language and have official recognition of
their achievement. Unfortunately, the existence of the achievement standards in no
way guarantees that students will have access to learning any of these languages at
any stage of their schooling. In addition, development of consistent achievement

standards across all languages has proved extremely difficult because of wide

variations in the curriculum documents. Spence (2001) sees the need to "seek the

development of a languages curriculum framework for all languages".

11.2.5 The curriculum stocktake
A complete revision of the NZ curriculum began in 1991. At the trme, Capper
(1991) claimed that debate about LOTE learning resembled debate about the purposes

of education as a whole, in the absence of any clear community view on the subject.

He identified three broad arguments for FLL:
o commercial reasons;
. educational reasons - FLL helps to improve overall cognitive development;
. cultural reasons - lor maintenance of community or indigenous languages.

Capper asserted that the government would be most supportive of FLL for
commercial interests, but that their support would be porntless if the business

community were not persuaded to value language skrlls when employing people.

According to Capper, "lndustry demands pre-packaged linguists, or at least it says it
does" (1991:3), and FL skills are rarely taken into account in recruitment, even

combined with other skrlls and qualifications. The lack of employment opportunities
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might result in a decline in FLL in schools and at tertiary level. Capper could see "no

concerted effort by anybody to clearly state what the issues in language leaming are

in a way which helps ttre lay public to sort out the contradictions" (1991: 6)'

Supporters of FI-L hope that the curriculum stocktake will address such contradic-

tions and clarify the role FLL as well as improve its status in schools. Many teachers

and some of the parents interviewed for my research identified FLL as a means of

addressing one of the principal weaknesses they saw in the current education system

- that students, especially at intermediate level, are not being stretched enough'

The curriculum has undergone extensive revision during the last decade' Since

z}Oz,schools have had what the MoE considers to be the complete set of English-

medium curriculum statements for the essential learning areas' This' however'

includes only 'gazetted' statements (documents which have to be adhered to by

schools for years 1-10). It does not include curriculum statements for LoTEs'

The MoE decided to carry out a complete stocktake of the curriculum over two years,

starting in 2000, with the aims of investigating how it has been implemented, how it

is working and how it compares with overseas practice (MoE 20olb). The stocktake

was to ..focus on how to ensure the curriculum is effective in schools and how to

maintain and update it so it remains effective at national and local levels" (Velde

2000). In particular, the stocktake was to examine the issue of the 'crowded

curriculum'. evidence for which was already identified by Marshall (cited in Velde

2000). One cause of this problem was seen to be the introduction of the curriculum

statement for technology which had to be implemented by all schools. Some schools

have integrated technology into other curriculum areas, but many have created a

separate compulsory element in timetables with the result that:

Increasingly, Year 9 and l0 students have less time for options in their

courses - a major headache for schools that offer foreign languages,

(Marshall cited in Velde 2000)

The MoE (2000) report on the progress of the stocktake produced a review of

literature concerning curriculum developments since 1990. The section entitled

Manageability begins:

Most of the anecdotal evidence from teachers, and the correspondence to the

Minister on curriculum matters, has been centred around the manageability or

crowdedness of the curriculum. The ongoing implementation of the

curriculum has been perceived as difficult, particularly in the timetabling.'.

The review reports comments made about six essential learning areas of the

curriculum but mention of any LOTBS is conspicuous by its absence. It seems to be

assumed that the English cumculum statement represents the whole essential learntng
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area of language and languages. Although several ERO reports are cited, their

1994 report on language learning is not mentioned. ERO itself (2001) produced nvo

reports relating to the curriculum stocktake. The first deals with the curriculum as a

whole and how it translates into classroom programmes and student achievement,

and the extent to which it meets society's needs at national or local level. The second

examines the seven National Curriculum Statements, that is only the statements

gazntted for years 1-10. Yet again, l-anguage and l:.nguages is represented solely by

the English curriculum statement.

Eventually, in 2001, the MoE acknowledged that there is concern about the place of
LOTE learning in the cumculum. A statement, released to give background details

about curriculum revision since 1991 and the aims of the stocktake, declares that it
will "investigate a number of problems/issues associated with the NZ curriculum and

its development which have been rarsed in and outside the [education] sector". There

follows a list of nine issues, the last of which is "the status of second language

learning" (MoE 2001c).

As part of the stocktake a series of meetings was held in 2001 to discuss the

effectiveness and appropriateness of each essential learning area and the relevant

curriculum statements. I was fortunate to be invited to participate in the day of
discussions about the l.anguage and Languages area, among a wide range of subject

experts from all parts of the education sector and some representatives of the broader

community, such as employers.

Participants were divided into three gtoups - English, Maori and 'the others',

representing a wide range of languages, including Indonesian and Latin. Some

discussions were held in these groups and some in mixed sessions. The 'others'

were informed that the issue of the status of SLL related to:
. the value of SLL in the curriculum;
. t€aching methods according to starting age;

. teacher training: and

. possibilities of curriculum integration, e.g. content-based instruction.

All participants were invited to submit a written list of key issues which, they were

assured, would be included in the final analysis.

Very strong feelings were expressed by participants representing LOTEMs that there

was a need for "policy and coherent government strategy to support and fund nvo

separate essential areas: (i) languages on instruction, English and te reo Maori, and

(ii) other languages" (MoE 20Ola:2) because all LOTEs felt marginalised and New

Z,ealand has a growing need of at least bilingual, if not multilingual, people. Spence

(2001) reported that the MoE accepts that current policy concerning LOTEs is an

"opportunity-to-learn-policy" and that consequently teaching varies widely from

school to school. The Ministry view was reiterated at the ZOOZ I{ZALT Annual

Conference (Spence 2OO?), acknowledging that FLL opportunities are not equal for
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all students. Some schools believe in the importance of L2learning and give it some

prominence; others tend to say that it is impossible to do everything, so they will do

only what is mandated. A monolingual school community may not see the

advantages of SLL'

As part of the curriculum stocktake two overseas educational research bodies' in the

UK and Australia, were invited to review the New Tnaland curriculum' These

independent reviews were largely favourable but both noted the low priority given to

FLL. In particular, the (lK body recommended that "cnnsideration be given to

building on New Zealand's bilingual culture to motivate and support students to leam

further languages at school and beyond'" (Evans 2002)'

11.3 The remaining major barriers to FLL
ll.3.lThelackofcontinuitybetweenprimaryandsecondary
education
This issue was to be investigated by the curriculum stocktake with regard to all areas

of schooling (e.g. Aikin 2001). Continuity has been a major concern of the MoE

since it offered a vision of a'seamless education system' (MoE I993a, Hawk & Hill

2000), and the transition from year 8 to year 9 was an important focus of the ERO

(2001) review of the curriculum. L,ack of continuity has been identified as a major

barrier to the development of effective sLL Programmes, despite positive moves by

schools, advisers and the MoE which has stressed the:

need to arrange for all students to be able to continue their learning as they

move between schools. In this way, students will achieve positive learning

outcomes and so be motivated to continue. (MoE 2ffi2b:34)

11.3.2 The lack of compulsory LOTE learning

One obvious way to overcome the problems of the current situation, as suggested by

spence (2001) and supported by most FL teachers and many of the adults

interviewed for my research, is to make SLL a compulsory part of the years 7-10

curriculum. This would be greatly assisted by adopting an eighth essential learning

area for LOTE5, as exists in Australia, Optional subjects are' by definition' non-

essential and tend to be marginalised where timetables are under pressure and the

core curriculum seems to be expanding.

Since, in social psychological terms, SLL offers experiences that cannot be gained by

studying any other subjects, it might be infened that, when students choose optional

subjects, they are not companng like with like when considering SLL against other

subjects. Furthermore, without expert guidance, students may not have a realistic

notion about what sLL entails. without prior experience students faced with a

bewildering ftmge of option subjects are not making informed choices, a point

supported by many of my interviewees. Many people, within and outside education

circles, still perceive SLL to be tocl hard for the majority of students, or that it is
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simply of no use to them. Such preconceptions, could effectively be countered by

giving all students at least some sort of 'taster' coruses in FLL before they start

secondary school, so that both they and their parents have a good idea of what SLL
involves and can make more informed choices so long as it remains optional.

If a certain amount of SLL were to be mandated, schools would need long-term

support to accommodate it. An initial reaction would inevitably be that it was yet

another element to squeeze into an already overcrowded core curriculum. Thrs

overcrowding may be the result of attempts to extend the curriculum to match the

breadth of education existing in other hrghly educated countries with which NZ likes
to compare itself, while not requiring that children spend the equivalent amount of
time in school. On the other hand, there are schools with innovative programmes

which manage to incorporate all the compulsory elements through a degree of
integration, rather than trying to timetable all core elements separately.

The positive effects on student attitudes towards FLL of enjoyable and successful

intermediate FLL, shown by my research, have implications for FL teaching at

intermediate level. There needs to be ongoing research into the suitability and

effectiveness of methodology and resources for these students with regard to both

achievement levels and animdes.

My findings also support what many FL teachers feel: that the uptake and

continuation of FLL at secondary level depends almost entirely on their efforts to
attract and retain students, without a great deal of institutional support. In fact, with
the increase of FLL at intermediate level while secondary FLL remains optional, this

responsibility seems to be shifting onto intermediate FL teachers. The latter are

receiving a great deal of support from the advisory service but are not always equally

supported by their secondary counterparts, largely owing to a lack of
communication, which is a feature of the gap betrveen intermediate and secondary

education discussed above.

11.3.3 The lack of public support
If the country seriously wants to improve available language skrlls and cultural
understanding it must develop clear and coherent policy about the place of SLL in
schools, combined with long-term planning for the development of teachers and

resources. In addition, the government would need to undertake a campaign to
educate the wider public, especially employers, about the value of SLL. Efforts to

interest the wider public in FLL still depend largely on FL teachers and organisations
such as the Alliance Frangaise and the Goethe Institute. They were responsible for
the International languages Week held from l+20 Jlly 2W2, one of the main aims

of which was:

To shift the thinking of all the New Zealanders who think they can get by just
with English, and open their minds to other languages (NZALT 20fl2: l5).
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FL teachers could be seen to be pushing their own barrow, that is, trying to save

their jobs, but they would argue that they believe that FLL is an essential part of a

god, general education for all students, as implied in the Curriculum Framework

(MoE 1993b: l0).

Even the introduction of a compulsory element of FLL at, say, intermediate level,

will not guarantee that any more than the usual dedicated few students will continue

FLL throughout their schooling, or beyond. For this to happen, there is probably a

need to develop more demand for language skills in employment. My research has

shown very positive attitudes to FLL in general, but students and their parents nerd

to see the education and employment s@tors demanding FL skrlls to give them the

necessary incentive to pursue FI-L. Some valuable proposals to promote FLL were

presented by Watts ( 1991) as a result of his research:

. FL students should be encouraged to do business studies;

. businesses should support FL programmes with business applications;

. tertiary institutions need to extend opportunities for combining relevant

courses;
. business needs to understand cost-effectiveness of training language

graduates rather than improving language shlls of business graduates;

. businesses should offer incentives for increasing language skills'

Judging from what careers guidance counsellors in schools reported during this

research not much progress has been made towards a more general recognition of the

value of FLL.

Il.4 Suggestions for further research

If FLL remains optional in New Znaland schools, and if it is considered desirable to increase

the number of students developing FL skills, further long-term research needs to be

undertaken into the effects of the SLLP, as Peddie et al (1999) recommended. Specifically,

it needs to be ascertained if an earlier start to FLL increases the number of students choosing

to study a FL at secondary level, and, perhaps more importantly, whether more students

continue FLL beyond y"ar 9. It is not clear why FLL continues to be a 'girls' subject' in

New Zealand and elsewhere. The domination of FLL by female students would therefore be

a valuable subject for further research. Similarly, the continuing belief in some sectors of the

cornmunity that FLL is only possible or desirable for the most able students would be an

interesting area of investi gation'

f1.5 Final thoughts
It is forty years since UNESCO issued the following statement:

a second language must become part of the total education expenence process, not

something reserved for the gifted, but a normal educatronal experience for the

ordinary child (cited by Watts 1991)

It remains to be seen what the final outcomes of the curriculum stocktake will be, and if there
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is any change to the place of FLL in schools. Supporters hope that the government will
address the wider issue of what constitutes a good broad education for the increasingly

globalised world, and that the role of SLL will seen to be an essential part of that education.

It is encouraging that the Prime Minister, Helen Clark, has expressed concern that most New

Zealanders speak only one language and believes the country needs to look at a national

language strategy that would emphasise learning languages at school and in the cuniculum:

It's going to be good for us commercially and good for us in terms of building our
ties with the rest of the world. In a sense it doesn't matter whether that language is

Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, French of ltalian. The key thing is that make

an effort to communicate in other people's languages. (New 7*aland Newspapers

Association 2001)

As Clark's government was re-elected in 2001 there seems room for some optimism that a

more positive language-in-education policy may be developed in the not too distant future.

My research has uncovered a wealth of positive attitudes towards the value of FLL among

students, parents and teachers, despite the pessimistic views of many of the latter and the

institutional obstacles faced by students. Although the research was limrted to only one

small part of the country and the findings cannot be sard to represent attitudes in any other

areas, it seems to me that any move by the goveffrment to improve the standing of SLL, and

more particularly FLL, in schools would receive a great deal of support.

I began thts research from a strong personal interest in SLL and a belief in its importance for
the education of all students. My feelings are best summed up by the words of one of the
regional international languages advisers:

I believe passionately in the value of learning other languages, whether they be indi-
genous, community or international. A person growing up in a monolingual, mono-

culrural environment is deprived of the wonder of new worlds. Language teachers

provide links to a global societyi they are often the catalyst needed to engender a love
of things different, a love of things new and exciting. The contribution of Inter-
national l.anguages teachers to a school community is therefore much more than

teaching French or German or Spanish or Japanese. They teach a life style, enligh-
tened attitudes and values of tolerance and acceptance of difference. They teach

students to think and experience internationally. (Gilbert, cited in NZCTE 1998: 64)

He taonga te reo katoa
The learning of all languages is to be treasured

(Whakatauki - Maori proverb)
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APPENDIX I

Interpretens - can they be trusted?

Some years ago I was on an Australian aid mission to China. Since neither my two

colleagues nor I spoke Chinese, we used interpreters supplied by the Chinese authorities.

One of them was meticulous in interpreting, even apologising if he believed something said

by the other parry was erroneous and explaining later why he thought so. The other

inlerpreter was a young recent graduate whose English was excellent.

At an official banquet for the Australian party, while the younger fellow was interpreting,

there was also present an official from the relevant Australian government department who

had a little Chinese language. He warned us at the conclusion of the banquet that, though he

didn't have much Chinese, he believed that the Chinese interpreter was not translating

accurately.

Eventually we challenged the interpreter who gave a salutary but, in retrospect, entirely

reasonable response: "lt's not my job to translate accurately for you", he said. "lt's my job

to convince you that the prqect should go ahead."

A multi-million dollar aid project was in question: our advice would determine whether it
proceeded or not at the Australian taxpayer's expense and our judgement had to rely on the

information we obtained in the course of the negotiations! Eventually the project did go

ahead, operated for several years, and was highly successful but it is a lesson that any

English-only trader or any negotiator who relies on the other party's interpreter would do

well to heed.

Ingram (2001)
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APPENDIX 3

Sample information sheet and consent form for students and parents

Victoria University of Wellington
School of Linguistics and Applied larguage Studies

Research into attitudes towards foreign language learning

INFORMATION SHEET
Research in connection with a PhD in Linguistics
Researcher: Sandra Shearn

To all year 8 students in (name of class) and their parents/caregivers

I am an experienced language teacher, mostly of French and Spanish, and most recently at
the Correspondence School. I am at present studyrng for a PhD in Linguistics at Victoria
University. I am investigating what Year 8 students know and feel about learning a foreign
language, that is a language other than English or Maori, either this year or at secondary
school next year. I propose to ask as many of the same students as possible to fill in a
similar questionnaire next year, if they are attending a secondary school in the same area, in
order to find out what decisions they have made regarding language learning, if languages
are among the optional subjects for Year 9 students.

I will ask all the students in this class, who have their parents' permission, to fill in a
questionnaire for me, which should take about a quarter of an hour. All the information will
be strictly confidential. All questionnaires will be kept secure and available only to myself
and my supervisor, Professor Janet Holmes, and they will be destroyed at the end of my
research. Neither the school, its location, nor any individual student or teacher will be
identified in my report.

When I have completed my thesis I will supply a readable summary of my findings to the
school, and I will be happy to discuss the results of my research with students and their
families, if requested.

I should be grateful if parents would sign and return to your child's class teacher the attached
form, indicating if you consent to your child's participation in this research and that s/he is
willing to participate. Please contact me if you have any questions about the project.

Yours sincerely

Contact write: cio School of Linguistics and Applied language Studies
Victoria University of Wellington
P.O. Box 600

Wellington
e-mail : sandra.shearn@vuw.ac.nz

Professor Janet Holmes
work phone: 04 472-IOW ext. 8796

Supervisor

(consent form attached)
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Victuia Univ€rsity of Wellingon _

$hml of l-inguLslics and Aflied l-roaguage Stttdies

Resealch into attitudes towards foreign langUage leaming

CONSENT FOSIVI

My child and I have received and undemtood aq exp-lryratipn of this research project' We

have had me ope"ttini6; ;k f,,rthdiniorruti"t"'My child is willing to particiPate aud I

gtve rmy c,onsent.

(pare,rt/caregtver)

(child)

flease Print clearlY)Nameofchi,ld = *
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APPENDIX

Sample information sheet and consent form for teachers

Victona Univeruty of Wellington
School of Linguistics and Applied l.anguage Studies

Attitudes to foreign language learning in New Zealand schools

INFORMATION SHEET
Research in connection with a PhD in Unguistics
Researcher: Sandra Shearn

I am investigating what a sample of Year 9 students know and feel about learning languages
other than English or Maori. I aim to dismver the extent to which their attitudes influenced
their decisions to study or not study one or more foreign languages, where such study is
optional, when they started secondary school.

I wish to survey students by means of a written questionnaire to be administered by myself
to whole core classes. I underake to supply in advance suitable letters for form teachers to
distribute in order to inform students and their parents, and to seek their consent to
participate. The trming of the administration of the questionnaire will be arranged in
consultation with the Principal and class teachers willing to assist. I intend to follow up the
survey by interviewing a sample of students and their parents.

I would also like to interview Year 9 form teachers and a sample of other staff members,
including the Principal, Year 9 Dean(s), careers adviser and language specialists, in order to
assess the place of foreign language learning in the school. Interviews will take about half
an hour and be arranged at a time and place to suit each teacher. With the permission of each
staff member I would like to tape the interviews to ensure an accurate record of facts and
opinions. Teachers interviewed may, at any time before data collection is completed and
without having to give reasons, withdraw from the prgect themselves and any informafion
they have provided.

No school, teacher or student will be identified in the report of my findings, nor will the
location of any schools be revealed, although statements of fact or opinion may be attributed
to 'a Principal', a 'form teacher' or a 'language teacher', for example. All notes, tapes and
questionnaires will be kept securely and accessed only by myself and my supervisor,
Professor Janet Holmes. At the end of my research all notes and questionnaires will be
destroyed and tapes electronically wiped to ensure confidentiality for all involved.

When the project is complete I will supply a readable summary of my findings to each school
involved. I would be happy to discuss the results of my research with teachers, or students
and their families. The findings will be published in my thesis and submitted to relevant
national and international journal s.

Signed:

Contact e-mail: sandra.shearn@vuw.ac.nz
fax: 044732243
write: c/o School of Linguistics and Applied l-anguage Studies

Victoria Universiry of Wellington
P.O. Box 600
Wellington

Supervisor: ProfessorJanetHolmes
workphone: 04463 5614

4

(consent form attached)
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Victoria University of Wellington 
-

S;ho"l of Lingursfrcs andepflied I-anguage Studies

Research into attitudes towards foreign language learning

CONSENT FORM

Researcher: SandraShearn

I have been given and have understood an explanatiol 9f thrl rese-afc! project' I have had an

opporrunity to aqk questions and have Gt int*ered to my satisfacti<in' I rmderstand that I

mav withdraw from ifris prqect *ytUf ot -y informati'o" I have provided, before data

coti*"tion is completed, without having to give reasons'

I agree to take part in the research and consent to the taking of notes and the recording on

cassetre rape or *y int.*irw about tn" pf*" oi fottignt*g-*ges in tLt"ITland student

attitudes towards th;; 
-i 

uoa"rrtu"d'that, ui trt" Jnd ofthE researih, rhe tape will be

electronicalty wiped and all notes destroyed'

Signed:

Name of ParticiPant:
(please print clearlY)
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APPENDIX 5

Year 8 student surveJr questionnaire
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5
STUDENT SURVEY 1999 NAME .........

Part 3 For all Year 8 students (please print clearly)

CLASS/SCEOOL ..........-

GIRL or BOY?

L Have you e\rer learnt a language at school, apart from English or Maori?

YES t I (now go to Q2) NO [ ] (now go to Q8)

2. Did you have to learn a language? YES [ ] (now go to Q4) NO t I (now go to Q3)

3. Why did you choose to do a language?

4. Did you have a choice of language?

5. Which languag{s) did you choose?

YES I J (now go to Q5) NO [ ] (now go to Q6)

whv?

6. Which languago(s) did you have to do?

7. Girvea rough idea of how long you spent on each language you've learnt at school.

8, Which secondary school do you think you'll be attending noc year?

9. Wilt you study a language nort year? YES [ ] or MAYBE [ ] (now go to Q10)
NO t I (now go to Ql l)

10, Which language(s) will or might you do?

lVAy?

(now go to Q7)

11. If you could learn any language at all, what would you most like to learn?

whv?

12. llave you spent time in a country where they speak another language?

YES t I (nowgotoQl3) NO t I (nowgotoQl4)

HAVE YOU FIILED IN BOTH S/DES OF THIS PAPER?
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6

13. Which country did You go to?

For how long?

Did you learn anY of the language?

Did you enjoy being there/speaking the language?

14. Did your parents grow up speaking Tll*gu"g"s 
apart from English or Maori at home?

YEst I No[ ]

If YES, which langrrage(s)?

15. Did your parents learn any langrages at-school apart from English or Maori?

YEst 1 No[ I

If YES, what langragds)?

How much did they leafl?

16. Which languagds) do you and your family usually speak at home?

lT.Doyouhavefriendsorrelationsoversoas?rEst]Not]

If YES, where are theY?

Do they speak any languages apart from English? WS t l Not l

If YES, what languag{s[

Is there anything else you'd like to say about language learning?

Do you have any comments abow this questionnaire?

TX][A}$K YOUS

HAVE YOU FIITED IN BOTH S'DES OF THIS PAPEN?
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APPENDIX 6

Year 9 student survey questionnaire

STUDENT SURVEY 2OOO

Part I

FTJLL NAME

For all Year 9 students

GIRL I lorBOY [ ]
(please print clearly)

CLASS ...........scHool.............

Section A

1. Did your parents grow up speaking any languages at home, apart from English or Maori?

YESI I NOI
If YES, which language(s)?

2. Did your parents learn any languages at school in New Zsaland, apart from English or

Maori?
YES t I NO t I PARENTS NOT EDUCATED IN N.Z. [ ]

If YES, can you say what language(s)?

3. Which language(s) do you and your family usually speak at home?

4. Do you have friends or relations living overseas at piesent?

YES [ ] NO [ ] 0f NO, go to Question 6)

If YES, where are they?

5. Do they speak any langu4ges apart fron English?

YEst I No[ ]
If YES, what language(s)?

6. Have you spent time anywhere where they speak another language?

YES [ ] (If YES, go to Question 7) NO [ ] (IfNO, go to Question I l)

7. Where did you go?

8. How long did you spend there?

9. Did you leam any of the language?

YEs[] NotI
If YES, whatlanguage?

10: Did you enjoy trying to speak the language?

YEs[] Notl
Can you explain why?

PLEASETI.JRN OVER
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STUDENT SURVEY 2OOO

I t. Did you study any languages, apart from English or Maori, at intermediate school?

YES I I NO [ ] (IfNO, go to Question 14)

If YES, which language(s)?

whv?

12. Didyouenjoytheclasses? YES [ ] NO t l
Why or why not?

13. Doyouthinkyouweregoodatlanguagelearning? YES [ ] NO t l

14. Are you learning a language, apart from English or Maori, at school now or later this year?

YES t I Gf YES, go to Section B below )

NO [ ] (If NO, go to Section C on Page 3)

Section B

l. Why are you studying a foreign language?

2. Which language(s) are you studying?

3. Did you have a ohoice of language?

YES [ ] (If YES, go to Question 4) NO t I (IfNO, go to Question 5)

4. Why did you make your particular choice?

5. Would you rather have done another language?

YES[] Noll
If YES, which one?

whv?

6. Do you think you'll continue studying a foreip language next year?

YESII MAYBE[] NOtl
Why or why not?

(Now please go to section D on page 3)
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STUDENT ST]RVEY 2OOO

Section C

1. Why are you not studying a foreign langrrage this year?

3

2. Would you like to have studied a foreign lengrrage?

YEs[]Notl
If YES, wtrich language(s)?.

whv?

3. Do you think that you migbt leam a foreign language one daf
YESII MAYBEI] NOtl

4. ln your opiniono what are the main reasons why students choose to shrdy langUages?

Section D

Which school did you go to lastyear?

Did you take part in a similar survey last year?

YEs[] Notl
Are you willing to be interviewed with other students to discrss your ideas about language leaming

inmoredetail? YES[] NOtl

In the space below please feel fiee to oomrnent about language learning, for yourself or other

students, at intermediate or secondary school?

Do you have any comments about this questionnaire?

TJHIANVK Y@U8
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APPBNDIX 7

Questions for primary and intermediate

A. PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE

357

teacher interviews

(To be filled before interview if possible)

l. What is your position in the school?

2. How long have You been here?

3. What class level do You teach?

4. What is your mother tongue?

5. Have you ever learnt a language other than English? If so, plea.se give brief details of

what , when and where

6. Have you ever taught a language apart from English? If so, please give brief details of

your expenence.

In your view, is learning a language other than English important for New Tnaland

students? Please indicate by circling one option:

very importantFairly important Not important Not sure

What are the best languages for New Zealand students to learn?

9. What is the best age for students to start learning another language?

7.

8.
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B. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

l.FollowupanswerstoPreliminaryQuestionnaire
l. Why did you learn

2. What did you enjoy or not enjoy about the experience?

3. What did you gain most at the time? (the learning Process or the end result?)

4. What haveyou feltabout it since? (Have you used the language? How?)

5. What are your general feelings about the time and effort you spent on language

learning?

2. Expand views on language learning in general in NZ schools:

l. Ask for reasons for view of impor0ance of language learning (Preliminary Q8)

2. Ask for reasons for choice language(s) (Preliminary Q9)

3. If fairly or very important, should all students have some experience?

4. If compulsory, how much should they do? Per week? For how many years?

5. If optional, how much should they do?

6. Where language leaming is optional, what sort of students usually choose to do

languages? What do you think about that? (gender, socio-economrc status,

parental education?)

3. Language learning in this school (if there is any):

1. What is the general picture of FLL at your school? -the good and the bad points?

How long has it been going? Who instigated it? \Mhy?

2. How important is it in the eyes of other teachers, students, the wider school

community (families, local employers, tertiary institutions, etc.)?

3. Does your school do anything to encourage or discourage language learning? (e'g.

make it comPulsory, fee-PaYing)

4. If FLLis optional, what sort of reasons do you think students have for choosing to

study a language or for dropping out of such classes (if this is possible?

5. Are there any problems finding suitable language teachers? Why?

6. What would be the ideal situation, in your opinion, as far as FLL is concerned in

NZ? (class sizes, streaming, frequency/length of lessons, length of courses, choice

of languages, compulsion, starting age, etc)

7 . Haveyou any other comments to make about language learning in your school?

g. Would you like to make any comments about this interview or the research?
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APPENDIX 8

Questions for secondary teacher interviews

A.PRELIMINARYQUESTIoNNAIRE(Tobefilledbeforeinterviewifpossible)

l. What is your position in the school?

2. How long have you been at this school?

3. What subjects do You teach?

4. What other area(s) of responsibility do you have?

).

6.

1

What is Your mother tongue?

Have you ever learnt a language other thanEnglish or Maori? lf so, please give brief

details of what, when and where

Have you ever taught a language apart from English or Maori? [f so, please give brief

details of Your exPerience'

In your view, is learning a language other than English or Maori important for New

Tnalandshrdents? Please indicate by circling one option:

Veryimportant Fairly imPortant Not imPortant Not sure

g.WhatarethebestlanguagesforNewZealandstudenetolearn?

10. what is the best age for students to start learning another language?
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B. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
l. Follow up questions to Preliminary Questionnaire

1. \Mhy did you learn ?

2. What did you enjoy or not enjoy about the experience?

3. What did you gain most at the time? (the learning process or the content?)

4. What have you felt about it since? (Have you used the language? How?)

5. What are your general feelings about the time and effort you spent on language

learning?

2. Expand views on language learning in general in NZ schools:

1. Ask for reasons for view of importance of language learning (heliminary Q8)

2. Ask for reasons for choice of language(s) and starting age (Preliminary Q9, 10)

3. If fairly or very important, should all students have some experience?

4. If compulsory, how much should they do? Per week? For how many years?

5. If optional, how much should they do?

6. Where language leaming is optional, what sort of students usually choose to do

languages? ( gender, socio-economic status, parental education?)

3. Language learning in this school:

I . What is the general picture of FLL at your school? -the good and the bad potnts?

Appropriate range of languages? Why/not?

2. How important is it in the eyes of other teachers, students, the wider school

community (families, local employers, tertiary institutions, etc.)?

3. Does your school do anything to encourage or discourage language learning? (e.g.

make it compulsory - forall/some)

4. If FLLis optional, what sort of reasons do you think students have for choosing to

study a language or for dropping out of such classes (if this is possible?)

5. Are there any problems finding suitable language teachers? Why?

6. What would be the ideal situation, in your opinion, as far as FLL is concerned in

NZ? (class sizes, streaming, frequency/length of lessons, length of courses, choice

of languages, compulsion, starting age, etc)

7 . Have you any other comments to make about language learning in yow school?

8. Would vou like to comment on this interview or the research?
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4. For HOD or teachers in charge of foreign languages

1. What are current class numbers in each language at each level?

2. How do these compare with previous years?

3.Whataregeneralhendsinforeignlanguagelearninginyourschool:

. students' choices of language,

'drop-out rates,

. running ofY12 and 13 classes (any combined, on correspondence),

. teacher supply,

. disincentives,

. exam results?

4. Is there any gender bias noticeable in choices of language or drop-out rates?

5. Please give details of the place of languages in core curriculum or option system atYears

9 and 10, length of courses, frequency of classes. Can students start a foreign language

after Year 9?

6. Does ttre school have a curriculum committee? who are the members? Have they had

any noticeable influence over the place of foreign languages in the school?

7. What contact do you have with feeder schools? Is there any cooperation over foreign

language learning? Does the school have problems with students who have previous

experience of foreign language learmng? How are they catered for?

g. what guidance do students receive about their option choices on entering the school and

at later stages? Is such advice only given on request from students or parents? Who gives

the advice? Apart from the prospectus is there anything in writing about option choices?

9, Please add any other information particular to the place of foreign languages (not Maori)

at your school which you think might be useful'
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APPENDIX 9

A. Summary of parent interview schedule for parents to consider in advance

lnterviews will be based on the fotlowing topics and you might like to think about or discuss

them in advance.

1. How Year 9 option subject decisions were made

. Who was involved in discussions

. What information was available - sources' amount, value

. Who made final decisions

2. How decision to do a foreign language or not (if optional) was made and/or how

choice of language was made

. Who or what influenced choice, including child's previous experience of language

leaming, contact with speakers of languages other than English or Maori, travel, etc.

. Main reason(s) for final decision

3. Parents' experience of tearning/using languages other than English or Maori -
education, travel etc.

> What experience of formal foreign language learning at school orbeyond
> Feelings about this experience
> Personal or business connections with speakers ofother languages here or overseas

> Influe,nce of anv of these on child's choices

4. Present and future

. Feelings about current foreign language leaming

. Likelihood of continuing foreign language leaming or starting it at a later stage

. Future possibilities for education, work, tavel

5. General feelings about current situation at child's school

. availability of languages and their place in the curriculum

. school's general attitude to foreign language leaming

6. General feelings about the place of foreigr language learning in NZ schools

. starting age, choice of languages, place in the curriculum
r S€leral value for individuals, for New Zealand
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APPENDIX 9

B. Parent interview schedule

Name of child and school

Studying a foreign language or not Yes No ComPulsory (Start at B)

l-anguage

A IF FOREIGN LANGUAGES ARE PART OF OPTION SYSTEM

1. How oPtion decisions were made

>Canyoutellmehowitwasdecidedwhichoptionsubjects.'.......wasgoingtotakein
Year 9 (third form)*mf 

;:Ti:iJ'l::':i;;,::i::"*?f l**'"*'.'iu"1g''o*ostudents/p'ar:nts?

Whatinfowasavailabla*n".,ttJ.prospectus,optionbooklet,schoolvisit?
Wn"t iia to" Oint of info' advice You received? 

^
Did '"il;"i;""**"g" 

t*ients to try a FL? How?

wo" oo'io* a factor in choice of school?

Wtro made ultimate decisions?

2. How decision to do a foreign language or not was arrived at

> Can you remernber any discussion.specifically about languaees?

' Did .....-.. have any previous "*n"tJ# 
oil";eign t*go"g"I"u-ing at school?

- if yes, what language(s)? . . ! --.a
- p#"f ""t 

J J"ttJor*ott or optional extra?

- for how long?

- *i"i iia p."nts/child think of that 
-,ltl$rrr,
- enjoYable?

- reasons???

> Has...""""had *Vlp"ti""ce of overseas travels or residence?

> Did either experience influen*;i;;;t* - i" a" a foreign language or not ?

- to choose a Particular languagei

> Was choice influenced by - 
language-s 

t"9O "5*a 
by secondary school?

length of oPtions?

- chiii's friends' siblings etc?

- p"ttibilitt of o*'""t*t tchool trip? 
- aL ^

- *;;;Jwitt' peopte speaking languages other than

English
- *Y P'oinoePtions about cultures
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2

B IF LANGUAGE LEARNING ONC. M) IS COMPULSORY

1. How choice of language was made

> Can you tell me how it was decided which language ......... was going to take in Year 9

(third form)
What sort of discussions took place

Who was involved - parents, child, teachers, siblings, other students/ parents

What info was available/consulted - prospectus, option booklet, school visit,

Opinions of info, advice received
Was the nature of the option system or the place of languages a factor in

choice of school?
Who made ultimate decisions

2. Childos previous exPerience

>Canyourernemberanydiscussionspecificallyaboutlanguages?
> Did ........ have any prwious experience of foreign language learning at school?

- if yes, what language(s)?
- part of normal schoolwork or optional extra?

- lor how long?
- what did parents/child think of that - useful?

- interesting?
- enjoyable?

- reasons???
> Has...........had any experience of overseas travels or residence?

> Did either experien"" influ"no their choice - to do a foreign language or not ?

- to choose a Particular language?

> Was choice of language influenced by
- languages (not) offered by secondary school?

- child's friends, siblings etc?

- possibility of overseas school trip?

- any contact with people speaking languages other than English?

- any preconceptions about cultures?

FOR ALL

3. Parents' experience of foreign languages - education, travel etc'

' Can you tell me what experience you've had of formal foreign language learning at

school or beyond
- What language(s)
- for how long
- what you thlught of - the leaming procesVcuttural info at the time

- the outcome - subsequent use/value
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.hasthisinfluencedwhatyou,vesaidtoyourchildandtheextenttowhich
you,ve encouraged/discouraged hirr/her? (Cont.)

what personal or business connections have you (had) with speakers of other

languages here or overseas? /our opinion?
- has this intluenced their decisions re foreign languages rn I

4. Present and future

A If child is studying a foreign language

> So is studying """"':':- -What 
are main reasons for this?

> If compulsorv -';;;iivou' child have;;;tJ""t t1h1ve to studv a FL?

> would vou ht;";;;Jgtl {he ludv 
something else?

, How is it going so far - tun? Interesr# A;tilfrng? A're vou/child happv with

choices made,length of course,,". ";f;;;;; 
*;"d"""tt",, *u"" content" general

progress' etc? 
ic like'lv to continue next year? why/why not?

: **[H*;;;;;;:Ji|3J':"':?:#ilffi;;"r'oic"i 
rornex'fvear?

> on what do yJu[ih the choiccs will bebased?

- o"',ibi;fu;e career/turrher education (what sort?)

- interest/enjoyment
- n""iui"'ititti'" r*tr - with school or family' eg exchange'

- t*"ilitl-"l Jtlo"i-*itrt foreign language assistants

- 
'"rtui"ttiia's 

friends are going to do

B Ifchild is not studying a foreign language

> Would your child like to have studied a/nother FL?

> Would you fit" ii*iit"t to havestudied a/nother FL?

>wouldyou;k;;;fi";cnildleJmaloragnlanguageatsomsstase?
> WhY/not?
>Doyouthinks/hewouldliketo'beinterestedindoingso'findituseful

in n 
"t'"' 

education' work or travel?

5. Foreign language learning at your child's school

>Whatdoyouthinkaboutt!"p]uToflanguages?Areyouhappywiththenatureof
choices ""J;;]";"'*) 

ior foreign langrrage '"ry::;
r*gt"g"' in"t#ength ofl"o'''r'-es/hours per week'

^" "i;liiiu 
;i senior cl asses/correspondence'

p"'"fiii;";l;;F -:* than one foreign language '

possibility of starting o"t# "; 
q t" g multi-level learning)

whether oPtional or comPulsory

*"ii"iirt'v of native speakers (eg assistants)

ot"t J*f organise any overseas trips?

Rre foreign t*"h"ng"t encouraged?
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Are students gven any other incentives to do Fls - opportunities for use,
reasons for learning?

6. The place of foreign language learning h NZ schools

t Po yol have any general feelings about the place of foreign language learning in NZ
sehoois -primary or secondar5/?

- too much/too little/just right
- choice oflanguages
- optionaUoompulsory
- starting age
- supply or competency of teachers> Do you think NZ needs foreign language speakers? Why (not)?

' Ie yes, what is the best way to produce them?> Reasons???

> What do you think NZ€rs in general think FLL in NZ schools? Do they see any value
in FLL for:- cross-cultural undcrstanding?

Awareness of their own language and others?
Eoonomic reasons - jobs in tourism and bade?

gemeral education - culturd and linguistic
enrichrnen(, acc€ss to wider range of idcas?

Practical use in overseas travel
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APPENDIX 10

BACKGROUND INFORMATION SEEET

l. ffere you born in New Zealand? Y"' I No f]

2. If no, (a) where were You bom?

(b) at what age dirl you come to New Zealand2

3. (a) Which language did you speak first in your home?

(c) Which language did your father speak first at home as a child?

n r-l
4. Are You Female Male ?

5. Please circle your age grcup: Under 30 30 - 34 35 - 39

40- 44 45'49 50+

6. How old were you when you left school?

7. What is your highest educational qualification?

8. What is Your current job?

permission in anY circumstances'

Signed:
Date: | |

Print full name:

(b) Which language did your mother speak first at home as a child?

Igrvemypermissionforanyinformationlhavesuppliedto.beusedforresearch
purposes and I undersi"oa in"t my idenfity will not be disclosed without my
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APPENDIX 11

Chapter 5 graPhs
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Chapter l0 graphs

Graph 10.10 Year 8 student intentions for FLL in year 9 compared with
previous experience, bY gender

Notes: Students with FLL expenence girls N = 124, boys N = L24

Students without FLL experience girls N = 26, boys N = 31

Excludes 3 students who save no information
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APPENDIX 15

Year 8 questionnaire Parts I and 2 - response frequencies
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year 9 questionnaire Parts 2, 3 and 4 - response frequencies
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